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.edefining afforc aoo
statc-of-the-art
The Astonishing M-7 Integrated Amplifier is the first in anew series of
unprecedented, high performance, high value products from Ayre.
Ayre's signature sound combines breathtaking transparency with
beguiling musicality.
That's no accident. Ayre components are zero-feedback and fully
balanced from input to output to produce inherent!y pure sound.
For the past decade Ayre products have won numerous awards worldwide and
gained an enviable reputation for producing highly musical designs.
The new M-7 Integrated Amplifier maintains this heritage.

M-7 Integrated Amplifier

For further details cn Ayre zomponents please contact
Path Premier
Dormer Road, Thorne Industrial Eeate, Thorne, Oxfordshire OX9 3UD
Tel: + 44 (D) 1844 '; 19000

Fax: + 44 (0) 1844 219099
Email: premiergpath.co.uk
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welcome
Unless yUU VC saved this page 'til last, it's probably still
March 2003 as you're reading — reason enough to mention the
30th anniversary of agroundbreaking LP release from Pink Floyd.
EMI is celebrating this rock milestone by putting out The Dark Side
Of The Moon as aSuper Audio Compact Disc.
Now, the most important point about this release isn't the fact
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Martin Colloms
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that we're to have an SACD rather than aDVD-Audio (though Istill
can't believe there won't be aDVD-A disc before long), it's the fact
that it's amulti-channel release of material that was conceived that
way. Mike Oldfield's Tubular Bells on SACD did score points for
being based on an original quad mix. But by the time they made The Dark Side Of The Moon,
Pink Floyd had already developed the art of performing in surround sound, and they knew just
what they wanted [ see our 'Sources' story on page 6].
Another 30th anniversary, that of awell-known hi-fi brand, was celebrated at the Las Vegas

Consultant Technical Editor
Keith Howard

CES [ on which KK reports, page 62]. The press release informs us: ' NAD was founded in 1972 as
adealer co-operative in Germany, where asmall group of high-end audio dealers developed a

Consulting Editor
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"New Acoustic Dimension" or NAD for short, as an alternative to the mass-produced products
from the major electronics companies. Administered out of Marty Borish's apartment in London,
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and employing the brilliant design and engineering talents
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of people like Bjorn Erik Edvardsen, NAD was born.'
Enthusiasts of acertain age still tend, unfairly perhaps,
to think of NAD only as the creator of the little 3020
amplifier of the late 1970s, which was the daddy of all the
Western-designed, Far East- built hi-fi we've seen since.
Promoted as aBritish company, to my eyes at least, NAD
always had akind of offshore, mid-Atlantic image. Later,
NAD was associated with the Danish Audio Nord group

retro
hi-fi
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headed by the charismatic Peter Lyndon, but since 1999 it
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has been controlled by Lenbrook, which has had along
association with NAD and was an original shareholder.
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However, Harman Kardon will outdo NAD this year by
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celebrating its 50th anniversary. The company was built up
into alarge group by Dr Sidney Harman, but in the 197os he
sold his personal holdings in order to take up apost in the
Carter administratior. Leaving politics, Dr Harman set about
buying it all back, and the Harman International of today is a
truly formidable organisation. Thanks to its ownership of
pro-speaker giant JBL, Harman can happily claim to have

For oi

classical music took

second place: FIFArs December

produced the sound of Woodstock! Mark Levinson (the

1973 cover showed Pink Floyd on

brand, not the man) is one of the high- end members of the

stage. Inside was afascinating

Harman family; this month we review the attractive and

article by Alan Parsons on

exciting No 3905 CD player [ page 241.

the band's live and recorded

Even the best- regulated magazines occasionally have to

quadraphony. Engineer/producer

insert aline of nonsense to fill space (Ihope you don't think

Parsons spoke with authority: at

that's what I'm doing now) but in KK's Budapest report last
month, we turned areference to Jordan into afantasy

EMI, he'd worked on the quad

suggestion that drive units were being built in the desert
kingdom. In fact, of course, the reference was to British
speaker engineer EIred) Jordan, who has been building his
famous metal-coned drivers, not quite for 5o years, but
certainly for decades. Long may he reign!

1
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recording of The Dark Side of the
Moon, released earlier in the

year. There weren't any reviews
of quadraphonic products in that
issue, but alavish Sony ad
illustrated the SQA 100 ' spacesaving SQ decoder', to match the
tittle bookshelf- speaker- shaped
TA88 amp and ST88 tuner. Now,

Steve Harris
EDITOR

if you still had one of those,
would you need the new SACD?
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Lab Test: T+A Criterion TC11RE

Afioorstander hybrid with an electrostatic tweeter
18 Definitive test:

— lab tested by Martin Colloms

Haim NAC 252/NAP 300 amplifiers
Apre-/ power setup to follow in the illustrious

48 Lab Test: Yamaha DVD-S2300

footsteps of the NAC 52/135 combination —

universal player

reviewed in-depth by HFN's Andrew Harrison

Yamaha has built its own sub-L000, all- format
DVD-A and SACD player — tested by Paul Miller

24 Mark Levinson Nome CD player
Alvin Gold reviews this outstanding CD player

52 Lab Test: B&W 6ori 53 speaker

with sophisticated upsampling capabilities

Martin Colloms puts the Series 3version of the
B&W DM6o4 through its paces

26 KEF XQ5 loudspeaker
The top loudspeaker in KEF's new XQ series has

55

both looks and performance, says Jonathan Gorse

What's this... areel-to-reel tape deck, turntable

A serious retro system

and valve amp? KK would be afool to miss out!
28 Krell Showcase processor/amp
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87 Hot loo

Krell's home theatre system, writes Alvin Gold

Buying guide, with areport on UK universal players
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73
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31 Pro-Ject Debut II Phono SB
You can now spin this classic turntable at 33 and

regulars

45rpm at the flick of aswitch, says Tony Bolton

33

0 Rock: legan and her twin sister, page 73

IMlab Cobalt 8o6S loudspeaker

Andrew Harrison looks at these stand- mounts from

6Sources

the award-winning French speaker manufacturer

Five pages of the latest product and event news

35

Roksan Caspian SE phono stage

'Enjoyable and realistic music' from aline- input

15

only amp. Reviewed by Tony Bolton

There's no easy way out of the copyright theft

Barry Fox

hole for the entertainment corporations

37

Linn/Aston Martin in-car system

Ken Kessler plays lames Bond for aday as he test
drives Linn's custom in- car system for the Vanquish

39

O Jazz: the Ganelin Trio, page 71

features

Hotel '02' budget system

Tony Bolton looks at these budget marvels and
finds that top sounds can come cheaply

56 System Setup: High- flying
Mark has listened to more hi-fi components then

41 Perstel Adapt Nun DAB radio

most of us have had hot dinners — by Steve Harris

43

Quicksilver step-up transformer

Andrew Harrison looks at one solution for using a
moving- coil cartridge with amoving- magnet input

43

lattis LS3/5A stand

Lovers of the LS3/5A might appreciate these
stands from IF Designs — just as Ken Kessler did

John Crabbe
IC isn't afraid of some radical solutions to solve
the problem of too much speaker directivity
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Pink Floyd on SACO and vinyl
It was 30 years ago that Pink Floyd's

sources agree that The Dark Side Of The Moon

breakthrough album The Dark Side Of The Moon

will be released only on SACD hybrid multi-

was released, and with anod to that anniversary

channel — although there will be anew stereo

comes EMI's multi- channel SACD release.

vinyl release too.

Initially, the launch was set for 3March, the

The remix is by James Guthrie, long-time Pink

same date as the album's first release, but as we

Floyd engineer/producer, who was involved with

go to press the more likely date is 24 March.

the recent restoration project of two The Wall

Pink Floyd were pioneers of multi- channel

concerts at Earls Court in 1980/81, released as Is

surround- sound (known then as ' Sound and

There Anybody Out There?on double CD, as well

around'), first in live concerts and later with

as the soundtrack of the Alan Parker film of the

quadraphonic LPs like The Dark Side Of The

O Pink

Moon and Wish You Were Here. The live sound

same album on OVO video. Alan Parsons, who

Floyd, circa

worked with the band on the original recording

mix engineer was able to pan solos and tape

1973: no

effects around any concert venue with ajoystick

of The Dark Side Of The Moon and was closely

DVD-A after

potentiometer dubbed the 'Azimuth Co-

linked with its quadraphonic release on vinyl,

all?

was not involved in the project.

ordinator'. The Dark Side Of The Moon appeared

'We're very pleased to be able to offer The

on SQ Matrix quadraphonic LP in 1973, but with

Dark Side of the Moon to the millions of Pink

aformat war then raging between three rival

Floyd fans for the first time in 5.1 surround

quadraphonic technologies, 'quad' on vinyl never

has been newly mixed into 5.1 surround, rather

took hold with consumers.

than asimple re-release of the 1973 quad (4.0)
cut. The news that SACD is the chosen format for

In its SACD 5.1 form, The Dark Side Of The

sound,' commented Mark Collen, senior vice
president of global marketing at EMI Recorded

Moon will be one of the first albums to be made

the classic album's first digital surroubd mix

available in the form in which it was first heard

Music. ' It's perfectly suited to showcase the
benefits of high resolution formats like SACD,

seems to put an end to specLlation over aPink

by concert goers in the early 1970s. The SACD

which can faithfully capture the subtle nuances

F'oyd DVD-A offering. For now at least, official

of the Floyd's intricate music.' Andrew Harrison

AVI's new integrated

TEAC goes full-size

AVI says its new integrated amplifier
is called the Laboratory Series

and m- cphono stages are a

In contrast to its well-known mini

controls as well as amotor-driven

f2oo-250 options. AVI claims that

hi-fi, TEAC's new Distinction series

volume control. There are two
AC outlets (one switched, one

because it was developed from the

this new integrated amplifier

marks areturn to ' full-s ,ze' 435mm

amplifiers that it uses to evaluate

actually outperforms its own pre-

wide hi-fi separates. The C- ID CD

its respected range of speakers.

unswitched) and aheadphone

amp and monoblock combination

player (£ 240) features atomm

Weighingt3kg and measuring

jack. TEAC's T- 1D FM/AM stereo

costing fl000 more. The Laboratory

aluminium front panel, centre-

90 x320 x35omm (hwd), the floo

tuner has 30 station memories for

Series is constrdcted from black

mounted drive mechanism, I- bit

Laboratory Series continues the

each band and provides timer

aluminium and steel, with 4omm-

DAC with 16-bit 8-times over-

operation for the A- 1D. Finally, the

Stroud- based company's tradition

deep heatsink fins down each side.

sampling digital filter. The multi-

of producing particularly powerful

RC- L2 PC- compatible touch- screen

Graphics, input selector buttons

function eight-digit fluorescent

amps. This 200w/ch, six input,

and volume control are in

universal remote can be added at

display includes comprehensive

remote- control integrated amplifier

£120 (£ 140 if purchased

contrasting silver.

programming, skip and search

also has pre- amp outputs and a

AVI, 01453 752656

separately); it has alearning

functions, while the outputs include

buffered tape loop. Switchable m- m

facility, backlit illuminated screen

www.avihifi.co.uk

aTosLink optical digital and a

and USB port. The Distinction

headphone jack with its own level

series models are claimed ' to

control. The A- ID stereo integrated

look and sound like high-fidelity

amplifier (f280)offers 50W/ch into

separates of amuch higher cost'.

8ohms, has six line- level inputs

TEAC UK, 01932 819630

and includes balance and tone

www.teac.co.uk
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what's happening nthe world of hi-fi

Mal] extends
Utopia ' Be' range
French speaker specialist Focal-JMIab has

is 1.2m tall and uses the same Be tweeter

now incorporated technologies from its

and mid- range, but asmaller 28omm (hin)

flagship Grande Utopia Be floorstander into

bass unit. Astill slimmer floorstander, the

O'
Power Flower' is Focal-IMIab's name for the six-

Diva, will be available in lune, combining

magnet array used in its mid- range driver, which also

twin side- mounted 216mm (8.5in) bass

uses Focal's W-composite cone material

its less expensive Utopia models.
Standing 1.74m tall, weighing over zookg
and costing around £45,000, the four-way

drivers with a165mm mid- range and

Grande Utopia Be was the first JMIab speaker
to use aBeryllium tweeter.1Mlab claims

way stand- mount model, the £ 1500 Micro,

Beryllium tweeter. Anew version of the two-

that the greatly improved rigidity and low

using similar technology to the floorstanders,

mass of this metal, compared with titanium
or aluminium, makes it ideal for constructing

will be available in April, with a £ 3000 centre

high-performance tweeter diaphragms —

the summer. All the loudspeakers in the

allowing asingle tweeter to cover

range will be made available in achoice of

on sale in May and asubwoofer expected in

frequencies up to 4okHz, catering for SACD

'Avant- Garde', ' Classic' and ' Signature' wood

and DVD-A. As well as the ' Be' tweeter, the

veneer finishes.
These speakers from the St Etienne- based

newly- announced Nova, Alto and Micro
Utopia models feature IMIab's patented Focal

concern look set to continue to enhance

ring motor technology using samarium-

JMIab's reputation at the top end of the

cobalt magnets, with ' W- cone' composite

market. One of JMIab's midpriced models, the

diaphragms and ' power flower' six- magnet

Elektra 906 stand- mount, won the EISA

array for the mid- range drivers.

European Loudspeaker of the Year award in
2002 [
HFN Oct ' 02], and HFN looks at a

Available now, the £19,000 Nova is
athree-way floorstander 1.33m tall,

member of the less expensive JMIab Cobalt

incorporating two 165mm (6.5in) midrange

range on page 33 of this issue.

drivers, the Be tweeter, and a33omm (13in)

Focal-lMlab,

bass driver. The more slender Alto at £9000

www.focal-jmlab.co.uk

0121 616

5126

O New ' Utopias': lltAlab Alto (left) and Nova models

TAG McLaren has room EQ
TAG McLaren Audio is now shipping

Gallo A'Diva speakers

for retro upgrade at alater stage. As

its latest 7.1 surround sound

promised on its release [
HFN Feb

processor, the AV192R. It features

'02], owners of the previous AV

the TAG McLaren Room Equalisation

processor, the AV32R, can upgrade

(TMREQ) software package, which
allows the dual processors to modify

components to those in the latest
model. The AV192R features 192kHz

the output to all eight channels to

conversion, progressive scan and an

compensate for deficiencies in

optior for balanced XLR. Further

listening room acoustics.

add-ons include FM and DAB radio

TAG McLaren Audio offers custom

reception, with multiple antennae

options, with each processor

inputs. Available in asilver or dark
grey finish. Cost will depend on the

A'Diva is anew £ 250 speaker from

to be used without asubwoofer

specified to customer's specific

Anthony Gallo Acoustics. This all-

and that they can be mounted

needs. There are many options to

options chosen.
TAG McLaren, 01480 415600
www.tagmclaren.com

anywhere in aroom without

choose from when specifying your

is adevelopment of the smaller

resonance problems. Suitable for

AV192R — with almost all available

Nucleus Micro orbs, and slots into

use in stereo, multi- channel or

the Gallo range between the

multimedia setups, the A'Diva

£150-175 Micros and the £ 5oo

comes with astandard table/wall-

Dué speakers. All are priced per

mount bracket and is shielded for

individual unit. The A'Diva uses an

use near atelevision. The A'Diva is

improved version of the Micro's

available in powder- coated white or

75mm (3in) driver, which provides

silver, high- gloss or matt black, and

metal 127mm

(
sin)

spherical speaker

an extra half- octave of bass

in stainless steel.

(response is 76H2-20kHz). It's

Anthony Gallo Acoustics, 01555
666444, www.anthonygallo.co.uk

claimed the design allows the units

priI
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Wilson-Benesch
puts on asolo ACT
Asingle new ACT loudspeaker model from

arrangement for the bass is similar to the ACT

Wilson-Benesch effectively replaces the earlier

Two, but has been improved through afurther

ACT One and ACT Two designs. Outwardly similar

development of the port. Air movement from

to its predecessors, the new speaker actually has

the rear of the driver is now directed through a

the same internal volume, 42.5 litres, as the ACT

complex arrangement that sees the speaker foot

Two, within the 1080 x230 x37omm (hwd)

being brought in to play in an effort to reduce

external dimensions of the ACT One. Claimed

high- velocity movement of air even further.

frequency response is 35Hz-24kHz (± 2dB on

The crossover and internal wiring use

axis), with power handling 20oW peak unclipped,

polypropylene capacitors and air- cored inductors

and amaximum SPL indB/im. Sensitivity is

throughout. Wiring is multi- stranded, silverplated copper, with PTFE-jacketed cable

rated at 88dB, 6ohm nominal impedance.
All the structural components in the new
ACT are made from carbon fibre composite and

harnesses. Everything is soldered throughout
with ashort- path PCB design. Crossover

metal. The front baffle and internal bracing are

frequencies are: bass 5ooHz; mid- range 5kHz;

also metal. Wilson-Benesch claims that this

and tweeter 5kHz.

could be the stiffest structure in astandalone
speaker system that has ever been made. The

The choice of finishes and bespoke options is
extensive, with straight veneer, burrs and bird's

weight has been increased from 48kg to 74kg.

eye wood options. Wilson-Benesch promises

It's claimed that the Tactic drive unit has

that any bespoke finish can be arranged ' if it

benefited from reductions of moving mass. An

can be extracted without harming the planet's

edge- wound aluminium coil has halved the mass

ecosystem', including polymer finishes in silver,

of the voicecoil, allowing the diaphragm itself to

black or other colours.

be made lighter and stiffer without side- effects.
The porting arrangement has been revamped.
The mid- range is now vented at the base of the

Standard finishes cost f8400/pair; wood
veneers f9io5/pair; and the prices for bespoke
finishes are available on application.

cabinet, via the spine at the back. This virtually

Wilson-Benech, oss42 852656

eliminates noise from the port. The port

wenv.willson-benesch.com

PS Audio pre- amp and cables launched
Products launched by PS Audio at

any surround processor and routes

has two sets of outputs, both

the Las Vegas CES include anew

with any size conductor: male and

balanced and unbalanced.

pre- amplifier as well as new power

them through the PCA-2 directly to
the front speakers allowing the

female IEC prongs are machined

cables and interconnects. The PCA-2

surround system to take command

power cables are said to be the

is afully- balanced, Class A, two-

plated. Digital xStream and Audio

of the system's volume level. Five

world's first implementation of a

xStream interconnects all use a

The new PS Audio xStream

from solid, hand polished and nickel

channel pre- amplifier, using ano-

of the seven inputs are assignable

distributed inductor for shielding,

feedback gain stage. Its extremely

double- shielded construction. The

from an extensive list of input

low output impedance gives it the

with aferrite- impregnated outer

names provided. Input iis

outer shield is a90% OFC copper

jacket. This is said to give excellent

ability to drive , ong lengths of

braid, the inner one adouble wrap

balanced, inputs 2-5 single ended;

noise immunity without

interconnects, or complex

of aluminium foil. The unbalanced

inputs 6and 7are switchable and

compromising dynamics, for cleaner,

interconnect impedances. Volume

Audio xStream Statement cable gets

may be assigned as the Home

control is via aBurr Brown MOSFET-

more open audio, and better black

the maximum amount of copper into

Theatre Bypass or aloop input for
an external processor. The PCA-2

levels in video systems. Customised

the size- restricted area of an RCA

based ladder attenuator, giving a

moulded ends allow termination

(phono) interconnect by using 420

dynamic range of i2odB and

strands for the inner conductor and

distortion of 0.0004% with the

840 strands in the outer ring- shaped

ability to swing 26 linear volts on

conductor surrounding it. PS Audio's

its output. AHome Theatre Bypass

custom- designed terminations are

feature allows you to switch from
the PCA-2 to an alternate home
theatre setup with the push of a
button on the remote. The Home
Theatre Bypass takes the front two
channels' worth of information from

8
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used. The series also includes the
xStream Plus, where the inner
conductor consistes of 65 silverplated strands, the outer of 144.
Ultimate Seeks,

020

7435

www.uttimate-sonics.com

1222

the facts speak for themselves

AV1921t

av processor

key features
Ultra2'7.1'
• 1HX Music mode & Boundary Gain Compensation
./ more than 20 modes, incl. Direct, HDCD,
Pro Logic II, Dolby Digita:, THX Surround EX,
Dolby Digital, + Matrix, DIS, DTS-ES 6.1
Matrix & Discrete, DIS Neo:6, NS 96/24,
Pcrty Mode, TMS7 & Dolby Headphone
./ 19204z/2410 tdigital to analog converters
./ 2xAnalog Devices Sharc 21161N DSPs
offering 1200MFLOPs = 6 xAV32R!
16-bit Siemens C161RI microc.antroller for
comprehensive on-screen user interface
enhanced bass management
./ user configurable bass redireCion rules
• TAGtronic Synchronisation Link

options - for addition at any time
AC3-RF Laserdisc interface
✓ 7.1 XLR balanced audio outputs
✓ DAB digital radio
.1 4 to 1RGBS/Component/HDTV switcher
,/ RDS FM radio with 2antenna inputs
,/ Progressive Scan for PAL & NTSC
./ latest generation video scaler, offering user
config. ' golden scan rate' up to 2048
video lines, analog and digital video input
8, outputs (RGBHV/DVI)
• DVI/HDMI expansion for full bandwidth

./ alternative listening position
,/ sound/picture delay configurable
.1 real t'rne clock and event manager
multipfe amplifier control via TAGtronic Bus

connection to DVD-Audio
./ RS232/IR TX interface to control third party
products, using RS232, IR or TAGtronic Bus
,/ with more to come..

.1 and much more...

All AV192R corne with TURD], TAG Mclaren's proprietary 8-channel equalisation package,
allowing to compensate for the detrimental influences of room acoustics, producing asound
field that is far more natural and faithful to the original production

0lib Ai>
ged ^ •

tel: 0800 783 8007

web: www.tagmclaren.com

e-mail: helpdesk@tagmclaren.com
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Theta goes to Generation VIII shorts

High- end audio/video specialist

singled-ended (RCA) and balanced

Theta Digital claims further

(XLR) connection. Aremovable

latest formats. On the video side,

advances for its latest Generation

Arcam's DV89 player, on sale now,

Teflon multi- layer board ensures

Theta's new Digital Direct Ultra-

VIII digital- to- analogue converter,

costs £1300, not fizoo as initially

future upgradability. There is also

Sync II Progressive Scan System is

which it launched the Las Vegas

announced.

said to be an upgrade path to

used, and a4:2:2 Serial Digital

to make it compatible with all the

ArCaM, 01223 203200

CES in January, along with the

interface future digital connections

Carmen II transport and new

Interface (SDI) for Video, to keep

Brunel University student Sam

from SACD and DVD-A devices. All

the signal in the digital domain, is

Enterprise monoblock amplifier. UK

James received a£ 3000 grant

previous models of the Generation

available as an option.

prices have yet to be announced.

series, back to the original DS Pre

Generation VIII is afull

from the Audi Design Foundation

Finally, Theta has announced

to build adevice for listening to

and DS Pro, can be upgraded to the

the spectacular Enterprise mono

differential balanced DAC featuring

performance and features of the

amplifier, said to give fully- balanced,

custom-designed software-

industrial design, Sam started

Generation VIII. An RS- 232 port

zero- feedback performance for two-

programmable digital filters feeding

the project in an attempt to liven

allows use with control systems

channel music systems and for

into two DA converters per channel.

up boring swimming sessions.

from Crestron and AMX and access

home theatre systems. Claimed

The Generation VIII accommodates

He's investigating ' lollipop'

for future software upgrades.

power output is 3ooW into 8ohms

technology, whereby sound is

up to five digital inputs — TosLink,

Theta's Carmen II transport

music underwater. Studying

and 5ooW into 4ohms. Remote

AES/EBU, coaxial, BNC, and an

transmitted to the inner ear via

updates the original Carmen with

power switching is astandard

optional optical— with each input

adevice held in the mouth.

anew DVD board and drive, new

feature, with RS- 232 control

assignable to one of five presets.
An additional stereo pair of

audio and video circuits, anew

available as an option.

power supply, and anew front-

Absolute Sounds,

analogue inputs offers both

panel display. Twin lasers are said

www.absolutesounds.com

020

DAB Digital Radio information
/
3971 3909

packs from the DRDB (Digital
Radio Development Bureau) are
now available in Braille, thanks to
translation by the RNIB. Listeners

'rein

can obtain the packs through a
new helpline on 08707 747474.

9ror

[(ac's new Cinema XL 5.1 speaker
system costs f5oo and has four
aluminium satellites, atwin
mid/bass centre, and a55W

fr Mare
•
•

active sub, said to deliver bass
down to 3oHz. A6.1 version costs
£575, the 7.1 version costs £650.

• • • • • •

Harman Kardon, celebrates its
50th anniversary this year. Today,

'While My Guitar Gently Weeps'
TUF. MI 'SIC Cr GroRGE HARRISON
MIME MY GUITAR GENTLY WErr,

The Music Of George Harrison:
While My Guitar Gently Weeps by
Simon Leng. ISBN o-946719-50-o.
Firefly Publishing. Hard covers,
256pp. B&W photos. Price: £ 20.

10
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Put aside any accusations of
ghoulishness: this is no posthumous
cash- in but alabour of love that in no
way could have been fired off in the
period since George Harrison died, in
late 2001. Leng has applied the same
calibre of scholarship already used by
others on the songs of the Beatles,
Bob Dylan and similarly prolific
songwriting giants to Harrison's canon,
providing album- by- album and songby- song analysis. But it's also
eminently readable. Each entry details
the track information, including
accompanying musicians, and features
scene- setting observations, anecdotes
and trenchant reflections on Harrison's
spiritual beliefs and their relationship
with asecular music form, as well as
Leng's personal take on each song;
some of the latter exhibit deliciously
off-the-wall, lateral thinking and/or

amazing detective work. Because the
book concentrates on Harrison's solo
career, there are fascinating insights
to his lesser film work, like the nearlyforgotten Water, the Badfinger and
Splinter episodes, the Traveling
Wilburys and his myriad guest sessions.
Only one minor niggle for correction in
alater edition: the discography mixes
soundtrack, compilation and charity
album appearances with the proper
solo albums, when the list would be
more useful if the two were separated.
And there will be alater edition, I
suspect, as Leng did not analyse
Harrison's final release, Brainwashed,
feeling that it was 'too soon', the rest
of the work having benefited from the
passing of time. That aside, no Harrison
fan should be without this — arare
case of anew Beatles- related title with
function and purpose. Ken Kessler

Harman International is the
parent company of many wellknown brands including HK,
Infinity, JBL, Lexicon, Mark
Levinson, Revel and Soundcraft.
IXOS XHA-o6-S speaker cable
(f2.5o/m) uses 210- strand PC-OFC
conductors for low inductance,
capacitance and resistance: 6003S
(f3.4o/m) is aheavier version.
Samsung and Klipsch have
joined forces to produce ahome
theatre system, combining the
former's progressive- scan DVDbased setup with the latter's
Quintet Microsystem two-way
speakers and a225-watt sub. It's
claimed the combination is ' the
world's smallest horn- loaded
surround sound system'.

Dr Alex Moulton
Designer of the Moulton AM7:
Holder of the world unpaced cycling
speed record.
Photograph by Jason Bell
Jason Bell 0 2002

1 1
CP65 - Pre-amplifier

CA201- Power Amplifier

Adifferent Classé
Outstanding achievement in any field is attained by single-mindedly holding on to avision.
Just as Dr Alex Moulton focused his enormous talent on designing abicycle that made history,
we at Classé have harnessed all our expertise in achieving our vision — audio equipment that
offers an unrivalled expression of music, irrespective of artist, genre or taste.
We believe that audio equipment should liberate your listening experience. Ana that belief
is at the heart of every amplifier, source component and processor that we put oir name to.
The components we select, the systems we design and the processes we employ are driven
by apassion for music and adesire to hear it as it was originally recorded.
To witness souno that's in aclass of its own, call Classé at B&VV Loudspeakers UK on
01903 221500 for an audition.
Classé music and cinema systems from a-ound £ 3,000 to over £ 50,000.

Classé
www.classeaudio.com

SEE WHERE IT TAKES YOU

You can see how people become Naim addicts can't you
Gramophone
-AWARDS

WINNER 2002, PROCESSOR OF THE YEAR"
HIfi News
"Naim's Magical Movie machine"
What Hi-fi

-The

belle of my particular home theatre ball
Perfect Vision
"Makes any film adelight to watch"
Stereoplay
"Completely convincing"
Prestige Audio Video

"Naim's fir tm

mis ajoy"
orld

"Cost no object dedicated av system, you won't find better than this"
Essential Home Cinema

Ito

floepAelleibt

e

:Jr

Introducing the latest addition to the Series 5, the Naim AV2 ( Audio Vdeo) processor. It not only enhances anything you listen to.
it makes everything you watch come to life. People talk about 'Surround Sound'. at Naim we immerse you.

THE ULTIMATE ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM
WORLD CLASS HI FI

For your nearest stockist call + 44 ( 0)1722 332266. Or visit www.naim•audio.com
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what's happening in the world of hi-fi

NAD launches budget
speaker range

events
12 MARCH-16 APRIL 2003
Ideal Home Show, Earl's Cowl
Exhibition Centre, London
6-8 APRIL 2003 the ER Show,

monitor (£ 15o/pair) has a9omm

built-in amplifier and 2oomm long-

Compact Speakers is described as

bass/mid and 19mm tweeter,

throw drive unit. All models are

NEC Birmingham (trade only),

afamily of two main- channel and

measures 248 x108 x159mm

magnetically- shielded and feature

sponsored by Electrical Retailing,

two centre channel designs

(hwd) and comes in black.

five-way, gold-plated binding

www.emagazine.com

complemented by an active sub-

Completing the line-up are the

posts. Special package prices are

woofer, the 800SW. Each speaker

81oC and 82oC centre speakers

available through NAD dealers.

has been engineered for mix- and-

(£130, £ 150) and the 800SW

Lenbrook UK, 01908 319360

Hertfordshire & North London

match compatibility so that in

subwoofer (£ 250), with looW

www.lenbrook.co.uk

Audio & Record Fair

NAD's new range of low-cost

13 APRIL 2003

Cuffley Hall, Maynard Place,

various combinations they can

Cuffley, Herts. Call 07944 909209

compose amusic or home cinema
speaker system to fulfil awide

29 MAY- 1JUNE 20:33

range of needs and budgets. The

High End Show, Hotel Kempinski,

larger of the new main speakers is

Neu Isenburg, Frankfurt. Call The

the 820 Bookshelf (£ 2oo/pair), a

High End Society, +49

two-way design measuring 285 x
165 x235mm (hwd) with i3omm

29

bass/mid unit and 19mm

202 702022

AUGUST- 3SEPTEMBER

2003

IFA Berlin, Messe Berlin, Germany.

aluminium dome tweeter.

Call Michael Ryan, ozo 7886 3102

Recommended
power rating is

26-28 SEPTEMBER 2003

lo-90 watts,

The Hi Fi Show & AV Expo 2003, Le

and finish is

Meridien and Renaissance Hotels,

blonde with a

Heathrow, London. Sponsored by

silver grille.

Hi-fi News. Call 020 8774 0847

The 810 mini

Harman AV receivers

Ministry personal DAB

Harman UK has two new 7.1 AV

capabilities. ATriple Crossover gives

Ministry of Sound, most famous for

name, website details, song titles,

receivers on the market, the 5oW/ch

the listener the ability to select three

its dance music club nights, music

artist names, time, date and also

AVR455o and the 70W/ch AVR555o.

different bass crossover frequencies

compilation releases and clothing,

competition details.

The receivers are compatible with

— for the front, centre and surround

has expanded its range of audio

most popular surround sound

speakers — to tailor the audio
output fed to each set of speakers.

lifestyle products with apocket

from high street retailers, including

DAB digital radio. the MOSDRon.

Dixons and Argos, for fi5o.

6.1 format and Dolby Pro Logic II.

For multi- room versatility, the

Measuring loo x65 x20MM (
hwd),

Ministry of Sound, 0870 «05676

They handle 6.1-channel DIS ES

receivers' amplifier sections are

the stylish MOSDRon follows hot

www.ministryofsound.com/audio

formats, including Dolby Digital EX

Discrete, DTS-ES Matrix, DTS-Neo:6

assignable for use in either 7.1 or

on the heels of the Perstel Adapt

and Dolby Digital decoding. The AVR

5.1- plus- stereo configurations. Both

DRioi and DR2o1 (reviewed on

55oo includes HDCD processing,

receivers also provide aset of stereo

page 41) onto the UK market.

as well. Both AVR's use aCrystal

audio pre-amp outputs for use with

CS493oo DSP processor and 24- bit/

external amplifiers. The AVR455o

The MOSDRon features an
aerial built into the stereo inner- ear

192kHz DACs for audio playback. The

and AVR555o cost £ 750 and £850.

headphones, doing away with a

AVR455o and AVR555o also feature

Harman UK,

telescopic aerial. It delivers a

extensive bass- management

www.harman.com

020 8731

467o

The MOSDRon is available

claimed

12

hours listening from two

AA batteries. The unit offers simple
push-button operation and
.• con.: 3Liti
ars
•

—
•

•

•

•

also automatically
remembers most listened
to stations, compiling alist
of io favourites. The blue LCD
panel displays station

april 2003

R.T. Services
32 Rawthey Avenue , Didcot
Oxfordisnire OX11
United Kingdom

7XN

Phone : 01235-810455
fax : 01235-810324
e-mail •: infc@rtsaudio.co.uk

Frighteningly close to no wire

opinion

barry fox
CD, DVD and VHS have

all made creative artists and

Likewise, how carefully did BMG think before copyprotecting the bonus disc with the Alicia Keys double

business executives rich; just

album Songs in A Minor? Some bonus! Just like BMG's

as the LP, 78rpm single and wax

previous Natalie Imbruglia disc it won't play on aPC,

cylinder did before them. Radio

home or car player that uses aROM drive. Despite the

and TV have done the same, and

IFPI's edict that may- not- play CDs should carry abig

now the Internet has created a

warning notice, there were none visible when Ichecked

new generation of millionaires.

with the flagship HMV shop in Oxford Street, London.
In fact, there used to be abig, round warning sticker

But technology has always
been adouble-edged sword

on the front of Alicia, but on every single copy HMV had

and all these technologies have

concealed the warning with af10.99 price sticker of

given others the chance to

exactly the same size in exactly the same place. Ihad to
peel off the price label to reveal the warning.

cheat the system — by enjoying without paying, or

'We're looking into this' said the lady to whom BMG

profiting from someone else's skills or talents.

refers all Alicia complaints. She was either unaware of

The biggest mistake the entertainment industry
risks creating achallenge and reward situation, like a

the Imbruglia debacle, or deliberately playing dumb.
'We're pressing new CDs... for February. Maybe you

computer game called ' beat the industry'.

should talk to the sales manager, but he's not in.'

makes is to rely on technology to solve its problems. It

Next year's rich will be those who exploit the world as
it is, not as they keep hoping it might be. Remember the

In the USA, Sony's Epic label came up with an even
more off the wall idea. Music reviewers have been

BPI's campaign for aspoiler to stop people copying LPs

receiving Walkman CD players with discs already inside

onto cassette? The spoilers didn't work but then along

and ready to play through headphones. The lid of each

came the Walkman and created arich new market for

Walkman has been glued shut and the headphone plug

the pre-recorded cassette.
Jay Berman, head of the music industry's world trade

taking out the disc and making an MP3 copy to put on

body, the IFPI ( International Federation of the

the Internet. The glued- in headphone plug is to stop

Phonographic Industry) called on Taiwan to crack down

people connecting the socket to arecorder.

on the supply of blank CDs. ' We need the co-operation

glued into its socket. The object is to stop the reviewer

How quaint that Sony assumes no music reviewer

of the Taiwanese Government and the manufacturers but

could possibly be clever enough to cut through the

we haven't got it,' Berman said. He then went on to call

headphone wire and attach it to arecorder.

on governments ' to require CD- Rmanufacturers to print
aunique tracking code on each disc'.
How could this help, Iasked the IFPI? CD
recorders can already burn an identifying code into
the disc. The idea was that dealers would keep a
check on the name and address of every customer
so that pirate copies could be traced back to source.
Of course, this kind of thing would never happen.
'Jay wasn't talking about this operating at the

Digital rights management (DRM) technology — as
promoted by Microsoft for new versions of Windows

Next year's rich will be those
who exploit the world as it is, not
as they keep hoping it might be

retail level,' said the IFPI. ' The idea behind tracking codes

and its forthcoming underlying security system called

is so authorities discovering large quantities of pirate

'Palladium' — is destined to fail. Who said that? Agroup

discs can trace the manufacturers of the original blanks.'

of Microsoft employees in atechnical paper called

The IFPI wants blank disc factories to press ' mould

'Darknet and the Future of Content Distribution'.

codes' into the plastic. By identifying the factory source

Published by aDRM conference sponsored by the

the codes could perhaps combat tax evasion, below- cost

Association for Computing Machinery, the Microsoft

dumping, patent infringement and non-payment of

paper wrote of what it calls 'darknet' — acollection of

royalties. Quite how mould codes on CD- Rs could curb

networks and technologies that permits digital content

music piracy and counterfeiting still remains amystery.

sharing. ' Darknet can be impeded,' it said, ' but

Counterfeiters press production runs, they don't burn
to blanks. Blanks used wholly legitimately to store

ultimately the genie won't be put back into the bottle.'
Meanwhile, I've found arguably the most destructive

music on aPC. Factories supply blanks in bulk to

genie yet. It escaped because Toshiba and Warner rushed
DVD onto the market and left gaping holes in the standard

wholesalers and retailers, through atortuous

that's supposed to stop people copying from DVDs with

non- copyright data are the same as blanks used to copy

international distribution line. Could the IFPI really

consumer decks. The full significance of this is only now

prosecute afactory because of what someone

emerging — now we're seeing the first affordable

somewhere has been doing with abatch of its blanks?

consumer DVD recorders. More next month.

—/V april

2003
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D HDD RECORDER OVO

Could the VCR be athing of the past?
SAMSUNG proudly presents the DVD-H4OE, aDVD player with an integrated 40GB Hard Disk Drive Video recorder. This new
and exciting product enables users to record up to forty hours of television or 20 movies in DVD quality. The DVD-H4OE is so
flexible it allows the viewer to either watch aDVD whilst recording to the HDD or watch from the HDD whilst simultaneously
recording to the HDD. It also features a 'time shift scene-again' facility, providing users the option when If interrupted during
viewing, to catch up on the missed part of the program by watching it from the Hard Disk Drive, whilst it continues to record
the live broadcast. In addition, the DVD-H40 allows users to archive camcorder movies to VCR and save CD music titles to the
HDD. The DVD-H4OE really is the ultimate in Home Entertainment.
http://www.samsungelectronics.co.uk

SAMSUNG DIGITa/

everyone's invitedt.

Naim's awesome pre-/ power combination leads the way this month, followed by
French speakers, a Mark Levinson CD player, aturntable and phono stages too...

hars ware
pi8

Definitive Test: Naim Audio NAC 252/NAP 300

p24

Mark Levinson No 3905 CD player

p26

KEF XQ5 floorstanding loudspeaker

pee

Krell Showcase processor/amp

p31

Pro-Ject Debut II Phono SB turgytable
1̀
1•
JMlab Cobalt 8o6S loudilleaker

1

Roksan Caspian SE phono stage
Linn/Aston Martin in- car system
Rotel

'02'

budget system

Perstel Adapt DRioi DAB radio
Quicksilver step-up transformer

P43

Tallis 153/5A loudspeaker stand

1)44

Lab Test: T-FA Criterion TC1 iRE loudspeaker

p48

Lab Test: Yamaha DVD-2300 universal player

p52

Lab Test: B&W 604 S3 speaker

P55

A serious retro system
april 2003
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Naim NAC 252/NAP 300
One step down from the new cost- no- object Naim amplifiers lies
the replacement for the well- loved NAC 52 and NAP 135 combination
WORDS ANDREW HARRISON

PRICE

fii,400 complete

SUPPLIER

Naim Audio

CONTACT

01722 32266

PICTURES TONY PETCH

T

Naim Audio. The first and probably most famous is
the NAP 250 power amplifier, introduced in 1975,
and still in production — even if it has recently
undergone substantial revisions that distance it from

making them indistinguishable from the front panel.
In fact, the next pre-amplifier down in the new lineup, the NAC 282, can also be confused for either of
its more expensive brethren.
A more 'serious' casework is the norm now for all

the original design of 28 years ago. The second is the
NAC 52 pre-amplifier, introduced in 1990, and designed to be Naim's flagship control unit for those
who could afford the best that Naim could make.
This has now been formally discontinued, leaving a
choice of two new pre-amplifiers to fill the gap.
The almost-no-compromise solution is the NAC
552, priced stratospherically out of reach for most

first seen on the NAP 500 and then the entry-level
5-series components such as the NAIT 5and CD 5,

people at £ 11,750. Closer to the old NAC 52's price

conspicuously fixes the Naim logo in the centre,

is the NAC 252 at £3995 — although it must be remembered that like all Naim pre-amps the NAC 252

backlit in green through a clear plastic moulding.

So, it should be evident to Naim followers that the
pairing of NAC 252 pre- and NAP300 power

2003

top-notch system, comprising NAC 52 and apair of
NAP 135 monoblocks.
The NAC 252 and NAC 552 (the latter the subject
of a forthcoming review) share the same casework,

Cap, not supplied with the '252 but available separately for an additional £2695.

april

available — the NAC 552 and NAP 500 — and is
more closely aligned, in price at least, to the previous

wo components have commanded more
respect than almost any others in the long history of

requires an external power supply. In this case, the
only option for powering the NAC 252 is the Super-

18

amplifiers represents the next best thing to the priceno-object amplifier system that Naim has now made

e

Naim electronics, using black die-cast aluminium
plates for the box tops and sides and asculpted thick
metal fascia, brushed and anodised in adeep black
finish. This is in contrast to the previous 'softer' look
which featured more grey and green. The new styling,

definitiverest

Anyone familiar with the NAC 52 will be at home
with the NAC 252's fascia controls. There are the
large volume and balance knobs with LED-lit pointers on the left, and two rows of round buttons to the
right which light green when engaged. The top row of
buttons selects asource to listen to from achoice of
six inputs, and includes buttons for Mono and Mute.
This arrangement is mirrored in the lower row which
selects which of the six sources will
be sent to the record output, available to four out of the six inputs'
five-pin DIN sockets. Here, the
Mute button switches off the record
outputs for apossible improvement
in listening-only quality.
A radical departure for Naim is witnessed on the
rear panel, where the CD and Aux 2 inputs can be
optionally set up to operate through two pairs of
high-quality phono sockets. By default these two
inputs are configured for DIN socket use, but among
the several user customisations available is aquick fix
to actuate the RCA phonos, making the connection

of any source component as easy as it should be.
A surround-sound system can easily be configured
around the NAC 252 too with the help of the AV
input, which may be set at unity-gain to allow the
stereo music system's power amplifier and loudspeakers to be used for the front left and right channels, in conjunction with an outboard processor such
as the Naim AV2 to route surround signals to the

Aradical departure for Naim is witnessed on the
back panel, where the CD and Aux 2inputs can
be set to operate through phono sockets
effects speakers.
There's no longer any provision for an internal
RIAA stage, as was available for the NAC 52 via
additional cards, but asecond Aux 2DIN socket can
provide DC power to either aStageline phono box, or
aPrefix phono stage, for inveterate LP12 users.
'Rvo separate leads are required to power the NAC

april 2003
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Over the Top
Music performance and craftsmanship that exceed your expectation in every way

Compass

D

RÍT -S

Compass

DANCER

SERIES DESIGN HIGHLIGHTS:

n Carbon-paper woofer cone
n Silk-fabric soft dome tweeter; Ceramic type on some models
n Innovative magnet flux design with eon
ecooper elements on all driver.
resulting in significant:y reduce ttrd and second harmonic distortions
n Cast aluminum driver frame
n Hand picked, matched-pairsels
n Phase coherent cros
renown master of speaker
design, s
components or
g est quality and thoroughly tested
gital-based measuring equipment
n Massive, sonically dead front baffle which places drivers in atime-coherent
physical arrangement
n Multi-chamber reinforced cabinet with solid wood side panels, handcrafted
to the highest furniture grade
liWe'

ineminst,

With an abundance off o—sinal :oncies in loudspeaker desien, backed by
. Dr. Joseph D'Appolito has been working as consultant fin. Usher
Audio since early 2000. A world renown authority in audio and
acoustics, Dr. D'Appolito holds BEE. SMEE, EE and PhD derees

thirty years expert nce

inanufactu -ing and match 4 with an eye for

fashion and un;mralleled attention to -detail. is USHER the ileal original

from RPI. MIT and the University of Massa husetts, and has

design manufacurzr piot.'ve always been looking for? Find out the answer

published over 30 journal and conference papers. His most popular

today

b tr
., r

HER representative.

and influential brain child, however, has to be the MTM loudspeaker
geometry, commonly known as the "D'Appolito Configuration,"
which is now used by dozens of manufacturer, throughout Europe
and North America.
Dr. D'Appolito designs crossover, specifies cabinet design, and tests
prototype dnvets for Usher Audio, all from his private lab in Boulder.
Colorado. Although consulting to acouple of other companies. Dr.

USHER AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
67, Kai- Fong Street, Sec.1, Taipei 100, Taiwan

D'Appolito especially enjoys working with Usher Audio and always
finds the tremendous salue Usher Audio products represent a

Tel: 886 223816299 Fax: 886 223711053

delightful surprise in today's High End audio world.

Web site: www.usheraudio.com E-mail: usher@ms11.hinelnet

definitive

Five- pin sockets for all
six inputs can supply record-

Volume and balance are on metal-wipered

out signals on the same DIN

potentiometers, chosen for the best sound over

connector; power for Naim

the resistor ladder used in NAIT 5and NAC 112

ancillaries is also available
on Aux2 (lower right)

fl Custom-made NA ow
power transistors, first
seen in the NAP 500

252 from the SuperCap. A four-pin DIN lead provides power for digital control circuits and LEDs,
while a fat industrial Burndy cable is used to carry
power for the all-important audio circuits, from ten
independently regulated supplies in the SuperCap.
Inside, the NAC 252 departs from the NAC 52 in its
use of asingle circuit board, where the NAC 52 used
two stacked boards, one for each channel. This
unified approach was chosen by Naim in part to optimise earthing arrangements, and also in abid to get
away from the many-boards approach of the NAC 52,
which had a raft of different input circuit beards
available to handle, for example, high-output CD
players of indifferent quality, which could be attenuated upon input to tame their effusiveness. In
common with the NAC 52, though, is the use of
Naim's traditional single-rail power supply topology,
in contrast to the NAC 552, which has taken on a
complete split-rail power circuit to reduce noise even
further on the ground plane.
The old NAP 250 was specified as a70 watts per
channel amplifier (8 ohm), while the flagship NAP
500 is about 140 watts per channel. The NAP 300 sits
neatly between the two, with about 90 watts per
channel (8ohm) on offer. Like the NAP 500, it's a
two-box design using one box — the 300PS — to
house amassive lkVA mains transformer and rectification and smoothing circuits; the second NAP 300
box houses the actual power amplifier. Linking these
boxes are two more improbably-thick industrial
umbilicals with locking plugs.
Speakers are connected by asingle pair of flushmount 4mm sockets per channel, the pins' pitch set a
pre-determined distance apart to allow the one-piece
Naim speaker plug to be used — although thankfully
any 4mm-equipped speaker cable will fit. Input
connections are on two non-standard three-pin XLR
connectors, one on each side of the rear panel. Note
that connecting the NAP 300 to aregular balanced-

output pre-amplifier will

result in out-of-phase stereo
sound, unless custom leads are
employed.

PERFORMANCE
Initial listening with bookshelf speakers
showed an amplifier combination capable
of incredible refinement and smoothness.
Regardless of whether it's matched to apair of
low efficiency ATC monitors or treble-forward
JMlab speakers, the final sound remained relaxed
and inviting, musically engaging, and more than a
little spacious and revealing.
Dynamics have always been aNairn forte, and the
'252/300 combination was no exception. Thanks to a
subjectively hushed background noise level, music
appeared to leap from the speakers one moment and
fall back to nothingness when so required, in away
that just seemed more natural than most amplifiers
normally convey. This, Ibelieve, is part of the Naim
magic that keeps people coming back for more.
In tonal balance, the amplifier carried some mild
coloration that gave alittle emphasis to upper bass.
and this mainly served to highlight the melodic nature

0 A basic
plastic remote
comes free;
ahigh- quality
Flash remote
will cost an
additional £ 325

Dynamics are Naim's forte: the music
leaps from the speakers one moment;
then falls back to nothing instantly
of the bass guitar, for example. While the age of those
strings might be harder to place, the mood and playing style of the actual player was far more certain!
The very lowest bass seemed curtailed too, as there
was less weight in the near-subsonic frequencies that
excite the room and its fixtures; almost as if Naim has
tuned the bass response this way in order to keep the
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Forest
Totem has spared no expense in making the
Forest one of the best speakers available at any
price... It's atwo-way floor standing model that is
surprisingly affordable, considering that it is a
true super- speaker. The woofer and its aluminium
dome tweeter, allow it to cover the full auditory
range. Those aren't mere paper specs, either! The
response is down only 6dB at 28 Hz, afrequency
most

speakers

can't

reach.

Its

lock- mitred

monocoque chassis, its slanted rear baffle, and
its fine hand-crafted construction place it above
lesser speakers of its size and price. Much of this
is invisible, though by no means inaudible. As
usual with Totem speakers, the fine wood veneer
is also placed inside the cabinet, to equalise
forces on the two sides of the walls. Why it's
called the Forest? Well, where would you expect
to find a totem? Well, a forest would be a good
place to begin your search. However, a forest
also

imbues

mystery,

quietness

and

unpredictable, unexplainable power. In a real
forest you are surrounded with sound, which can
suddenly appear, surprise and then disappear. It
can happen anywhere around you.
Forest surprise you

Let

the Totem

in the same way...

To receive information on our full range
of products, please send your address to
info@joenit.com or call 003215 285585

London Area

Cornflake.co.uk, LONDON, Tel: 0207 6310472
Rayleigh Hi Fi, LAKESIDE,Tel: 01708 680551
Thomas Heinitz, BAYSWATER, London, Tel: 0207 2292077

South East

Audio-T, READING, Berkshire Tel:01189 585463
Rayleigh Hi Fi, RAYLEGH, Essex, Tel: 01268 779762
Rayleigh Hi Fi, CHELMSFORD, Essex,Tel: 01245 265245
Audio-T,TUNBRIDGE WELLS, Kent, Tel: 01892 525666
Rayleigh Hi Fi, SOUTHEND, Essex,Tel: 01702 435255

The North

Visions, WESTERHAM, Kent,Tel: 01959 569977
Audio Republic, Headingley, LEEDS, Tel: 07932 682440
Romers Hi Fi Great Harwood, Lancs Tel:01254 887799
The Audio Room, Hedon, Hull Tel: 01482 891375

Scotland

Loud & Clear, EDINBURGH,Tel: 0131 5553963
Loud & Clear, GLASGOW,Tel: 0141 2210221

elm

• •
oenit
J

TotemAcoustic.com

United Kingdom Distributor
wim.verellen@joenit.com
Belgium Tel: 0032 15 285 585

delinitivetest
musically more conspicuous midbass and upper-bass more agile
and fleet of foot. In the treble too
there was an impression of very
mild rolling-off, as high treble was
just so tame and well-ordered. At
low volume settings this might be
expected but what impressed most
was perhaps the way that at the
system's highest attainable volume
there was little sense of spit or
glassiness at top, nor over-blown
bloom in the bass. Attention was
squarely focused on the music in

O The NAP 300 uses
4mm sockets for speaker

the middle.
connection, industrial
You could characterise this
umbilical for power, and
amplifier combination's sound by
XLR for audio input
the manner in which turning the
volume knob clockwise simply
)Connectors include a mix
made the music bigger, making it
of industrial power sockets,
easy to judge the 'correct' volume at
traditional Naim DIN sockets for
which
a classical
orchestra
audio signal and DC power — and
recording should be set in order to
now, RCA phono sockets for two
bring it to its 'real' volume with a
of the NAC 252's inputs
full-range floorstander.
But it was also the same B&W
N802 speaker that showed the NAP
reverence in the context of these
300 to be amortal amplifier, with conspicuous limitaamplifiers. Stage width and depth
tions to its power delivery. Playing live concert rock
somewhat
reduced
in
material from Pink Floyd's Is There Anybody Out were
comparison to trusted references,
There? [
EMI 5235622] and using the consumer 2V
and stereo imaging not quite as
output setting on a dCS Delius DAC, the volume
control could not be advanced beyond the twelve focused as some. While noting
down these attributes is nothing
o'clock point before the power amplifier crumpled.
new with Naim equipment — the
They might be Salisbury watts, but there is still afinite
company firmly believes in the
number of them.
importance of other, less ' audioA reference setup with Chord SPM 1200C showed
phile'
aspects of the music — my
that the speakers were cleanly capable of higher SPLs
memory of aNAC 52 with NAP 250
but that the Naim was constrained by what sounded
like current limiting at high volumes. At anything or NAP 135s tells me that they are
certainly no worse than the last generbelow this limit point, however, there was incredible
ation, and in fact spatial description is
control and delicacy; the NAP 300 was giving the
likely to be alittle wider and deeper.
clout and slam you would expect of ahighly-spec'd
solid-state amplifier but with the rounded ease of
something altogether more thermionic. Overdriven
guitar amps, drums and voices were all treated with

The NAP 300 power amplifier design has more in common with
aNAP 300 than the previous NAP 250. It uses the new custom
high- current output transistors, the NA 007, sourced from
Semelab but wired in asingle- ended quasi- complementary
arrangement, in contrast to the NAP 5oo's bridged output
design. The power supply section, as with similar Naim power
amplifiers, is fully- regulated; and here again the NA 007
transistor is put to good use. To keep the amplifier cool without
kilos of heat sinks, asilent fan is mounted at the rear, blowing
air through an internal tunnel around which the output devices
are mounted.
All four units in this amplifier system use the same heavyduty aluminium casework, measuring 87 x432 x314mm (hwd).

CONCLUSION
At this price level, you can be forgiven for expecting
the earth. The Naim Audio NAC 252 and NAP 300
together do not deliver the earth. It's not alimitless
powerhouse that will drive any speaker to its end
stops, with 'you're-really-there' transparency. But
Naim has never been about building amps that
double as arc-welders at the expense of musicality, or
of making hi-fi that highlights so much of the stage
that you can't hear the musicians standing on it.
In the NAC 252 and NAP 300, Naim has an amplifier rig with 'Nairn Audio' writ large across its sound,
but with ultimately more fidelity than its already
familiar seductive amplifier voicing. It remains tuneful and melodic, more powerful than its 90 watt rating
might let you think, and well up to keeping you right
on the edge of your seat, enjoying your favourite
music more than you ever knew was possible. li
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Mark Levinson No 390S
This update to the No 39 is an outstanding upsampling player

PRICE

£6500

SUPPLIER

Path Premier

CONTACT

01844 219000

WEB

www.marklevinson.com

S-shape, gives it aunique yet pleasingly subtle
appearance. The grey controls are also an original
touch, and the wnole effect is discreet and
practical. Supplied with the 390S is asolid, metal

D/A converter stage are all fully balanced.
The secondiary features are of some interest,
and as Mark Levinson's copywriter points out in
the book of words, adding features to adigital

remote control with large ergonomic control

component is usually just amatter of writing some

buttons, clear legends, and extensive rubber

code. Unlike in the olden days of analogue, there

ribbing, awelcome practical touch. Around the

are no quality implications. Imention this, though

back of the unit are single- ended and XLR-balanced

Audio Laboratories group, which in turn is adivision

it must be obvious to most, because even in 2003

analogue and digital outputs, apair of digital

of Harman International, is aserious high-end brand
so you might not be entirely surprised to

it's still abone of contention in some quarters.

inputs and apair of communications ports.

Mark Levinson, apart of the Madrigal

The mechanism is atwo- speed CD-ROM and

Anyway, the feature set in this case is as useful
as it is unusuaL The list is dominated by the

hear that this £6500 bundle of joy is one of the

the master clock is not positioned near the laser

company's entry-level CD players — correction,

provision of aVolume/Balance control — and not

mechanism, an electrically noisy environment

processors — which stretch up to £17.5k. For this

some nasty digital gain control that only works

where it's usually found, but adjacent to the

brand the suffix denotes aspecial edition, that

down to —2odB and defaults to full blast every

digital processor section, with its own power

time power is restored. This is ahigh-quality

is an enhanced version of aproduct that bears the
same numerical designation. However, to contuse
matters, there's no model 390 and never has been.
The 390S is adevelopment of the model 39, which
was originally introduced in 1997. The model
number was incremented so as to suggest that it is
more than ajust routine upgrade. In fact, it involves

The volume control is areal high- quality
analogue device, maintaining the full
dynamic range of the signal at all levels

anew DAC, output buffer, volume control and more,

supply and electrical isolation. The mechan:cal

but there is an upgrade path for Model 39 users.

analogue volume control, with digital control,

parts of the player are slaved to the clock, which
is the designer's way of reducing jitter.

which operates in seamless 0.1dB steps,

player is surprisingly compact but extremely heavy,

The main circuit board is populated by amix
of through- hole and surface-moJnt components.

all levels, and without detectable balance shifts or

and the slab aluminium fascia, machined into an

The internal digital and analogue circuits and the

used in various Mark Levinson amplifiers. It retains

The 39oS looks like its predecessor and let's not
pussyfoot around here — it looks fantastic. The
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maintaining the full dynamic range of the signal at
noise build-up. The control is the same as the one

auditions
its setting when the player is put into in standby
mode and it goes to a 'safe' low setting when
switched off entirely. You can even set amaximum
allowable volume. The audio output associated
with the cue control can be switched off entirely,
but the player didn't sound substantially better
this way, so I
took the opportunity to use the No
3905 as its own pre-amplifier, taking using the
output straight into whatever power amplifiers
were available. (For mosth of the listening tests I
used aKrell Showcase power amp, wired using
balanced Nordost Valhalla interconnects and
speaker cables, to B8LW Nautilus 800
loudspeakers.)
The CD 3905 is also equipped with acouple of

O Machined

rear panel digital inputs, one optical (TosLink) and

aluminium fascia

advocate for the unfamiliar and the arcane.

the other coaxial (phono S/PDIF). These, plus the

gives the 39oS an

Somehow 'difficult' material, including Takemitsu,

volume control, turn the No 39oS into asimple

impressive

Dutilleux, Boulez and others during the allotted

but high-quality pre-amplifier. Iused the external

S-shaped front

test period (about two months) yielded up its
secrets in away that eludes lesser players. Quite

video input for aSky+ box with great success.
O About as neutral

what's responsible for this is hard to say, Dut

(or Playlist in ML speak), including delete

as they come: the

there is something about the way that the player

programming, and the information programmed

3905 is seamless

organises the full gamut of detail and express•on

can include absolute settings, on adisc- wide or

and transparent

that makes sense in away that only usually

Other features include the usual programming

happens when immersed in alive musical event.
The Mark Levinson 39oS also knows just how to
rock and roll.
This is aremarkable player, which has been
enhanced by the addition of some carefully
judged and genuinely useful add-on features:
the best of which is the ability to feed directly
into apower amplifier without apre- amplifier.
The provision of two digital inputs enhances its
ability to act as acomplete front end for simple
but high- quality systems. To sum up —
practically flawless.

per-track basis. Playlists can be committed to

as an overall package, this player is up there with

memory, and the player will store several

the best. It needs to be run and left under power

thousand of them, recognising each disc by

as much as possible for maximum performance;

reading its identification number. How cool is

apart from that it exhibits no trace of

Digital data from the CD or from external inputs

that? Cueing can be silent or with sound

temperament and it never does anything

is upsampled to 24- bit and 352.8kHz

according to taste, and there's an extended pause

unexpected. Not once did it ever produce audible

sample rates (input dependent), which must be

that operates rather like aDVD player 'stop'

signs of mistracking, even on well used and

why the 3905 is called a ' processor'. HDCD

feature that remembers where the laser was when

blemished discs.

decoding is included. The D/A converter is a

play is restarted after aprolonged pause. There's

It's not easy to specify how it sounds as it is

WORDS_ALVOI GOLD

or

384kHz

balanced differential mode implementation cf

ahost of other features, such as different display

very nearly character- free. It is incapable of

the Analog Devices ADL853, aDelta Sigma

modes and so on, including asleep facility, but

anything other than finely disciplined, fluid,

device, and the output buffer is borrowed from

most of the rest are pretty similar to that which

organic music- making — given arecording with an

the Mark Levinson 32 pre- amplifier.

you would find elsewhere. The display itself is a

ounce of integrity. There's no hint of excess in the

highly intelligible and rather attractive red dot

extreme bass or treble, and the midband can't be

thoughtful piece of engineering, typical of the

The loader on the 3905 is an impressive and

isolated from the two extremes. The player is

effort that has gone into every element of the ,

about as neutral as they come and is consistently

design The disc drawer features asliver df

this area of the market, the 39oS is designed to

unexaggerated and in c
ontrol. If there's acriticism

machined alumin um, 3mm thick, and avariable

co-operate actively with other components from

to be made, it's that the 39oS is slightly diffident

speed loading action to minimise the loading

the same range. Awire data link ensures that

about letting its hair down. To give one example

time wiile avoiding jarring the disc.

everything works as you'd expect, synchronising

from recent experience, perhaps the Well KPS25c

display brightness, waking up the amplifier and

doesn't sound as polished and as sophisticated in

selecting an appropriate input when ' play' is

its tonality or resolution of fine detail, but it gives

selected — that kind of thing.

recordings acutting edge that the 3905 doesn't

matrix, which can be dimmed or turned off at will.
In common with other high end products in

This player is about as close to the state-ofthe-art as they come this side of spending really

always match.

KEY FEATURES
Upsampling to up to 384kHz
Two digital inputs plus pre- amp capability

But it gets close — damned close. Anc it has

insane money. It is possible to find players that

that most important of any qualities in adisc (or

have superior performance in specific areas, but

record) player, which is that it is asuperb

Marvellously revealing sound quality
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PRICE

£2000/pair

SUPPLIER

KEF Audio

CONTACT

01622 672261

KEF's new X0 series
fills the gap between KEF's Qseries (up to Boo)
and the Reference range (which starts at £ 2000).
It incorporates much of the technology of the
Reference series but at amore affordable price.
The XQ5 is the flagship model, astriking fourway speaker. It comes in avariety of finishes:
maple, silver, graphite, peaelescent white (add
£2oo, or 10% for other moaels) and Maranello
red. The fine aesthetics are complemented by
6mm-thick machined aluminium front baffles and
chromed feet. Mounted on top of the main cabinet
is achrome ' hypertweeter' (supertweeter), which
for all its high-tech connotations reminded me of
the sidelights on avintage Jaguar SS. Whether
the style has really been influenced by Jaguar or
Ferrari is unclear, but it's obvious that KEF are
paying serious attention to aesthetics and the
days of boring wooden boxes are past.
The cabinet is constructed from laminated
MDF, and extensively braced. KEF hasn't gone
quite so far as Naim (which often segregates
drivers in totally separate cabinets, as on my
Naim SBL), but it has gone further than most
to mechanically isolate each drive unit. These
are effectively segregated in their own separate
compartments within the whole, so the
Uni Qtweeter and mid- range are sealed off
in their own enclosure. In addition each of the
two identical woofers is loaded into its own
independent chamber to raise the frequency

KEF XQ5
The flagship in KEF's new XQ series, it
boasts Uni Q and bullet ' hypertweeter

of internal standing waves above the working
frequency band. This approach was used by KEF
in its Reference line and has now filtered down.

enables operation as asingle point source,

The cabinets have curved surfaces on all sides

eliminating the requirement for ahot seat, with

logical choice. Best results were obtained with the

to reduce box coloration and internal standing

good stereo reproduction enjoyable across a

speakers o.5m from the back wall. The supplied

larger area of aroom. The crossover point between

chrome feet looked superb, but didn't provide as

waves, and are shielded for AV use.
The drive unit complement is extensive for
the price and includes aiornm titanium dome
hypertweeter, operating, according to KEF, flat
from 15-55kHz, with useful output to 8okHz. This
unit is time aligned with the main speaker array
and mounted in its own steel pod. Debate rages
as to whether hypertweeters confer benefits to
anyone but bats, but there's no denying that the
emerging SACD and DVD-A formats can both

the tweeter and Uni Qmid is 3kHz. Two 165nm

much rigidity as spikes on my carpeted concrete

LE drive's with individual reflex ports handle bass.

floor. Connection is via machinec, chromed

Time and again Inoticed how UniQsets up
amore believable and coherent soundstage
than many conventional speakers

deliver signal beyond the 2okHz limit typical of

These drivers are the same as those in the

conventional tweeters.

Reference 203 model. To minimise electrical

Below 15kHz the hypertweeter crosses over
to the famous KEF Uni Qarray. This is the latest

listening room is narrow, the XQ might not be a

binding posts which accept banana plugs.
The XQ5 speakers were incorporated into my

coupling, the bass/mid crossover board is

usual system of Michel GyroDec turntable and

separate from the tweeter/hypertweeter board;

Gyropower QC power supply, Rega RB600 arm

incarnation, and the main cone is dedicated to

both are built with qualky components such as air-

and Dynavector DVi7D2 m-ccartridge. Amplifiers

the midrange frequencies. The limited movement

cored inductors.

and CD were Naim's NAC1o2/HICAP/NAP25o,

required allows anew perfectly fiat surround that

The unusually wide and even dispersion

with aNaim CDi player. Ancillary sources included

claims to reduce diffraction and intermodulation

characteristics of the Uni Qnecessitate placement

aPioneer DVD player and Sony tuner with roof-

distortion. The advantage of the Uni Qdesign is

well clear (am or more) from the side walls. This

mounted aerial.

that the tweeter at the centre of the mid- range

wasn't an ; ssue in my 4m-wide room, but if your
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Listening began in earnest with the title track

auditions
things. Stage width was broad, extending well
beyond the speaker positions. The effect was

o

of being transported from my living room to the
venue. This is one of the key goals of high-end

e

hi-fi — and the XQ5 excelled.
Integration between the mid- range and the low
and high extremes was good. At no time during
normal listening was the hypertweeter noticeable.
Transitions between drive units during Lynard
Skynard's ' Sweet Home Alabama' were seamless.
The XQ5 timed convincingly, particularly when
I
wound the wick up on the Naim amplifiers. On
the other hand, my own SBLs, which are almost
without equal in terms of speed and attack,
locked to the groove of the music alittle tighter.
Bass guitar was notably full and articulate on the
KEF and the speaker clearly resolved the jabbing
bassline that underpins this record.
Karajan's Beethoven Symphony 9with the BFO
on vinyl was rendered with majestic scale and
dynamics, the orchestra and choir swelling like a
turbulent sea. The XQ5 proved more than capable
of handling more delicate choral sections too,
framing them in an expansive acoustic and
portraying them with impressive transparency.
The XQ5 is impressive: it blends much of the
technology of the significantly more expensive
Reference range with exquisite cabinets and
impressive engineering. The result is aspeaker
As well as the XQ5 [ mail speakers
above in silver I, the XQ series includes
,
the 411500/pair stand-mount XQ3, the
flooe / pair XQI. [ rear speakers above],
and the £700 XQ2C centre spea.cer.
Matching stands cost £ 300/pair

that provides high levels of musical enjoyment
across awide range of genres. The XQ5 showed
mastery of everything from Armatrading to
Zeppelin. I
even learned to like the Jaguar lights
—if only they'd sent me the rest of the car.
WORDS JONATHAN GORSE

TECHNOLOGY
This is afour-way floorstander with an extensively
braced and profiled cabinet. Drive units comprise

from Norah Jones' seminal debut album Come
Away With Me [
Parlophonej. The XQs delivered

a19mm titanium dome hypertweeter mounted on

awonderfully syrupy rendition of Jones' sensual
vocal style. Akey feature of this album is the

housing, al9mm aluminium dome tweeter
concentrically mounted inside a165mm mid-range

superbly recorded piano, and the percussive
impact of hammers on strings was captured
magnificently. Piano is adifficult instrument to

driver — the latest refinement of the KEF Uni Q
coincident driver combination — and twoi65mm
bass woofers which reside within their own

reproduce convincingly but the KEF did so with

cabinet partition and are independently reflex

asense of richness and scale that belied its

loaded. Frequency response is claimed as 45Hz to

relatively modest dimensions.
Seeking alive experience I
spun Mary Chapin
Carpenter's Quittin' time' from her album Party
Doll And Other Favourites, afine live recoraing by

top of the cabinet in its own stainless steel

55kHz ±3dB, with pairs matched to within o.5dB.
Speaker sensitivity is 9odB. Although the nominal
impedance is quoted as 8ohm, the specified
minimum of 3.2 ohm means that this is closer to

one of country music's leading stars. The KEF

a4or 6ohm nominal speaker. Dimensions are

portrayed the ambience of the auditorium and its

1.1 x0.23 Xo.3.1m (hwd).

scale with startling realism. The soundstage had
impressive depth, afeature Iattribute to the Uni Qdriver. Time and again I
noticed how Uni Qsets

KEY FEATURES
Stunning design and finish

up amore believable and coherent soundstage
than many conventional speakers. It could be

Latest Uni Qmid-range/tweeter combination

experienced over anotably wide listening arc and
O The Maranello red XQ5

this is akey benefit for those who tend to listen
with others or if you play music while doing other

Hypertweeter (supertweeter)
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Krell Showcase AV system
Two of Krell's sleekest designs yet, the Showcase power amp and
processor don't disappoint when it comes to the sonic crunch
PRICE

£45 00 Showcase Processor
£5000 Showcase 5

SUPPLIER

Absolute Sounds

CONTACT

020

8971 3909

The declared aim of the Krell
Showcase system is to bring Krell engineering
and technologies to the multi- channel arena at a
moderate — for Krell anyway — price. Reviewed
here are the Showcase Processor and the
Showcase 5power amplifier (5x125W/ch),
together costing £9500, and forming part of
Krell's HEAT (High End home theATre) brand.
The Showcase Processor is one of two
produced under the Showcase banner. The other
is the 7.1 Processor, which costs £9000. There
are two other power amplifiers, too: the
Showcase 6and 7, which have 6x125W/ch
(f5600) and 7x125W/ch (f6200). The power
amps car have channel upgrades — so a

O The Showcase range includes the Processor, and the Showcase power amplifier — the
latter available in five-, six- or seven-channel implementations

Showcase 5can become a6or a7. We tested
the most affordable components. Not included

giving an all- in 8.75kg deadweight. The power

in this review is the final link in the chain, the

processing. A ' Pre- amp' button sends the

amp with its linear power supply makes amends

matching Showcase DVD player, which is still

selected analogue input to the volume control

by tipping the scales at more than 25kg.

with no digital processing, maximising sound

under development.
The surprises start the moment you open the

The basic specifications are all that might be
expected, and in certain areas rather more, but

quality. In addition, the Krell includes aselect,

box. First is the svelte casework: bright

set-up is long winded, and in some ways plain

rather upmarket choice of DSP effects modes. No
'Stadium' or ` Church' modes here, rather the list

aluminium fabrications all round, with smooth

awkward. The good news is that all Krell dealers

includes General Admission, Front Row, On

edges, giving aclean, contemporary and original

provide afull setup option as part of the package.

Stage, Enhanced Stereo, Orchestra, Mezzanine,

feel, quite distinct from the heavy duty looks of
other Krell components. The remote control also
springs asurprise: it's asolid, elongated creditcard- style handset, similar to those supplied
with certain micro systems. It has membrane
switches which have apositive but rather stiff
action. Handy and not altogether user-friendly,
Krell may have calculated that many users will
end up using athird- party controller — which
brings us to surprise number three. There's no

The basic specifications are all that might
be expected, and in certain areas rather
more, but setup is long winded, and in
some respects it's downright awkward
The Showcase Processor is fully THX Ultra-

and Full Range Stereo + Sub. The last is a

provision for second-zone operation. This might

certified and offers up to 7.1 channels. Sound

significant addition to the roster and nothing to

not be agreat drawback for most UK users, but

processing modes include Dolby Digital EX, DTS

an eyebrow raiser from abrand born and bred in

do with DSP, providing two-channel stereo with

and DTS Discrete/Matrix 6.1. In addition, the two-

an extra channel for the dedicated subwoofer.

the custom- install, multi- room, US environment.

channel enhanced Dolby Pro Logic II and DTS

Surprise number four is the astonishingly low
weight of the processor. It's practically an article
of faith that good hi-fi weighs atonne — bad

As supplied, the power amplifier is specified to

Neo:6 modes are available, with their usual

drive five channels at 125 watt/channel into 8

options for tweaking the surround field.

ohm, doubling to 250 watt into 4ohm. Fifth and

The processor allows access to the

sixth channels, for which rear panel socketry is

backs are endemic in this industry — but this

programmed default surround mode or any of

one takes aleaf from the computer industry's
book by using aswitch- mode power supply,

the available alternatives, with separate buttons

surprise is that Krell doesn't take the opportunity

to provide astereo output and THX post

to include the CAST interface used elsewhere in
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already fitted, can be added at any time. One final

auditions
the range. Current Audio Signal Transmission is
Krell's proprietary current- drive balanced- line
connection system. It's omitted presumably for
cost and space reasons, but an external CAST
interface will be launched soon.
The Showcase combination was used with
various DVD players, including an Arcam DV88
Plus PAL progressive player, Sony SACD player
and aDenon straight DVD-V player. For full multichannel use, two speaker systems were used, the
main one from B&W (Nautilus 800 front, HTML
centre and SCM1 surrounds), and for ashorter
time aTannoy system (TD12 front, TDC1 centre,
Taw surround and aTBSUB subwoofer). The
Showcase 5was also used for reviewing other
components.
Most multi- channel amplifiers have their

O Showcase Processor includes unusually- named surround modes such as ' General
Admission', ' Front Row', ' On Stage', ' Enhanced Stereo', ' Orchestra', and ' Mezzanine'

own sonic personality and the Krell Showcase
and multi- channel material alike. It has extensive

is no exception. The adjectives that spring to

speakers available for test there was little to gain

mind here are ones such as light, agile and

from any but the most subtle equalisation. In

input and control options, and afluid, disciplined

transparent. The Krell combo has great

practice this will depend on the speakers, room

and detailed sound that works like an open

perceived speed and transient attack, and h:gh

acoustics and personal taste. The important

window in all the main operating modes.

levels of detail. This was true whether listening
in stereo with all digital circuits bypassed or in

point is that in the equaliser, Krell provides the

WORDS ALVIN GOLD

full multi- channel trim with THX post processing

tools and that they do what they're supposed to.
The Krell Processor is also extremely good

engaged. As far as can be judged given the

at its primary role of delivering multi- channel

The range of inputs and outputs includes three

obvious differences, the straight stereo feed

audio. Dolby Digital and DTS alike are of ahigh

component video inputs, a7.1 channel analogue

sounds better, but the degradation imposed by

standard, with agile steering and soundfield

input (for SACD. DVD-A or an external decoder

the digital circuits is modest, atribute to the

creation of aquality that makes earlier processor

— the signal path from this input is entirely

manufacturer's design skills.

designs sound pedestrian and rather opaque.

analogue), and composite and S-Video outputs

Nevertheless, and again in comparison with its

duplicated with and without an on- screen

is light and agile, don't read into this that it's

principal competition, DTS delivers the more

display. Asingle balanced (XLR) input is

lacking in bass. The bass does have alight

believable and consistent imagery, largely free of

available, along with an eight- channel balanced

balance in stereo, especially when compared (as

the slightly ' feathery' and insubstantial feel of

output which can be used to feed equivalent

if you could) with classic Krell combinations like

Dolby Digital with home cinema material,

balanced inputs on the power amp. Avariety of

the KPS-25 and FBA series power amps. But the

although Dolby AC3 via the Krell is agreat deal

programmable trigger inputs and outputs, an

term is used here strictly to describe its overall

better than most. The position was reversed with

RC- 5remote control input, and an RS- 232 socket

balance, which appears to marginally favour the

Dolby Pro Logic Il and DTS Neo:6 two- channel

for control and software updating purposes

high frequencies. Bass extension is not lacking.

surround sound, with the Dolby implementation

complete the hardware plan.

Just because the basic character of the Krell

When it comes to surround- sound operation,
the rules change as you can effectively roll your

sounding more consistent and less messy.
The Showcase's Jser interface isn't wholly

All physical inputs can be associated
with any chosen audio and video input, and

own, depending on how the subwoofer is set up,

convincing, with terse feedback, pimple- like

programmed with default processing modes

and also on the settings of the equaliser. Ifelt no

front panel controls, avery limited remote

and volume offsets. LFE settings can be set

desire to increase or otherwise tune the bass

control and adigitally- controlled volume control

between 40-12oHz in 2oHz increments. The

using either of these methods; indeed, with the

law that's far too abrupt (an irritating oversight,

standard control options are supplemented

but one that should be rectifiable with a

with some useful extras including amaximum

O The Showcase 5power amplifier weighs

software update in due course).

volume setting ( handy when the system is

in at areassuringly heavy 25kg and provides
125W through five channels

Under the skin this is athoroughbred, a
combination that's convincing with stereo music

left with the kids), an infrared emitter to
programme learning remotes, and a
sophisticated parametric equaliser with per
channel settings for various filter types ( highand low-pass, notch, peaking and shelf), and
four memories which allow programmed
settings to be recalled at will.
KEY FEATURES
io fully assignable inputs
Analogue bypass for

2 and

7.1 channel inputs

Power amp upgradable to 6.1 or 7.1 channels
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"My kind of music"

alLatikeurieueelekiemetaealleig

Hi-fi and home cinema that looks as good as it
sounds. Whether it's asingle component for your
hi-fi system, afull surround sound home cinema
system or a complete custom installation
service. Our 72 page colour guide gives invaluable
advice on all the products you need, from the
brands that matter, to fill your home with music.

And it's FREE!

Please send me my FREE copy of The 'Runlet* Guide
NAME
ADDRESS

Simply call Freephone 0500 101501*
visit www.music-at-home.co.uk

POST CODE

or return the coupon today

Southend-on-Sea, SS2 6ZT

Please quote reference HFN0'3a

Musc at Home HFNO3a, Freepost NAN/946, (UK Only)
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Proi-Ject Debut Phono SB
Asatisfying upgrade to avery special piece of budget hi-fi
PRICE

Ei6o (53 unit alone, E4o)

SUPPLIER

Henley Designs

CONTACT

01235 511166

In 1887, Emile Berliner perfected

SB (Speed Box) here is the latest incarnation of
the breed, and now includes electronic speed

excellent weight and drive — one thing the Pro-

control for the ultimate in user convenience.

track, drums in particular showed adegree of

Of purposeful design, the MDF plinth is
finished in silver-grey and supported on compliant
rubber feet. The platter is atwo-part affair
comprising abelt driven plastic sub platter with

jects aren't short of is impact. On track after
scale beyond the ken of most CD players. Speed
stability even on solo piano proved impressive on
both decks, evidence of solid engineering.
Brian Ferry's superb recent solo album Frantic

steel shaft running in agood quality bearing preloaded with oil. The outer platter is fabricated

proved irresistible and Ibegan with 'la nun hons
by my usual (and expensive) Michell GyroDec
turntable was only hinted at by the Pro-Ject deck,

compared with the plethora of incompatible

from pressed steel and topped off with afelt mat.
Pro-ject elected to mount the motor compliantly
in the plinth to reduce motor vibration and the

digital standards facing aconsumer nowadays.

deck includes alightweight proprietary aluminium

Step into the world of vinyl and you step into a

tonearm and Ortofon 0M5e moving magnet
cartridge. Speed change (33 and 45rpm) is
accomplished by aswitch fixed under the front of
the plinth where the speed change circuitry

and warm, rhythmic and full- bore with really
impressive dynamics. I
found it hard to believe I

resides. An off- board transformer keeps high

seemingly limitless soaring treble extension and

voltages away from the delicate phono stage.

insight of high-end vinyl-spinners but they focus
their attention on delivering acoherent and

the disc- based gramophone, which for nearly loo
years remained the world's main source of
recorded music. It's amusing to reflect how simple
things were in the heyday of the analogue LP,

world of simplicity.
Any turntable will play any vinyl record
purchased worldwide without even needing a
handset hack. It doesn't use compression, it can't
be easily cloned and when you insert adamaged
disc aturntable doesn't reply with 'err' but makes
the best of it and plays you music. At only £ 16o

For this review, abasic model Project Debut
turntable without electronic speed change or a

pris'. The sense of space and blackness conjured

but the entry to 'AFool for Love' proved
altogether more satisfying. The sound was rich

was listening to such amodestly priced
turntable. The Pro-Ject turntables may lack the

musical sound away from the frequency
extremes. Drums remained tight and punchy,

viable alternative to replacing adozen albums
with CD equivalents. Moreover, it will open the

phono stage was used for comparison.
First on the platter was Dire Straits' debut
album and the opening track ' Down to the

doors to aworld of drizzly Saturday afternoons

Waterline' which sounded bouncy and punchy.

spent in musty second-hand record shops full of
people with strange taste in rainwear.
In July z000 Tony Bolton reviewed the base

articulation even when the surrounding mix
became busier. The soundstage was quite wide

anchored and emotive in the centre of it all.
In the event Ifound little difference in sound
quality between the two models, so choose
whichever suits your requirements according to

model Pro-ject Debut turntable for HFN and

although depth was alittle restricted. I
was

followed that with areview of the Debut Phono in

enjoying the musical sound of the turntable so

under Ezoo I
can't think of abetter justification

August last year when the AustroCzech firm had
added abuilt-in phono stage. The Debut Phono

much that Iended up listening to the whole
album. The tom-toms on ' Water of Love' showed

for revelling in the smell of fresh vinyl.
WORDS JONATHAN GORSE

the Project Debut Phono SB turntable could be a

TECHNOLOGY

Knopfler's voice showed surprisingly good

guitars jabbed and slid and Ferry remained

whether you need aphono stage and like the
convenience of electronic speed change. For

C Any Debut can be upgraded by adding an

This is atwin-speed belt-drive turntable (78rpm

'SB', although older models have the leads

is an extra-cost option) with steel platter and
plastic sub- platter. It has aPro-ject aluminium

hard-wired at the back and need soldering

tonearm and detachable plastic headshell, and
comes complete with an Ortofon 0M5 cartridge.
The arm has adownforce range of 1-3g, with antiskating provided by afalling weight and bobbin.
The motor is compliantly mounted on the MDF
plinth, which has four rubber feet. Dimensions
are 133 x415 x325mm (hwd) and overall weight
is 5.5kg. The turntable's phono stage offers 32dB
gain and an input impedance of 47k ohm/loopF.
KEY FEATURES
Belt drive turntable
Incredible price
Includes tonearm and cartridge
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Walrus Systems
amazon
amphion
apollo furniture
argento
audible illusions
audio note
audio physic
avantgarde
breuer dynamic
brinkmann
cart rae
cartridge man
cawsey
chord electronics
clearaudio
croft
decca london
dnm
duevel
dynavector
ear yoshino
es lab
final lab
gamut
hadcock
incognito
klimo
lavardin
lector
loricraft
lyra

11 New Quebec St, London VV1

There's never been a better time for hi-fi lovers.
Weird, innit? The word is that good sound reproduction as a pursuit is declining, to be
superseded by Home Cinema, Multimedia, and other lowfi media. Strange, then, that there's so
much superb equipment (dedicated to hi-fi) which sells like the proverbial hot cakes. And,
provides lasting pleasure. And, keeps it's value. Don't always believe popular myths!
We always keep a wide range of Audio
Physic loudspeakers on dem, from the
£999 Yara, to the £ 6599 / £ 7499 Avanti 3
(pictured). A natural sound. but clear
and very open. Deservedly popular.
Hear the music, not your hi-fi!

The Brinkmann Integrated puts to
shame a lot of well known amps.
Sound quality is top notch ( very
natural) with bags of power to hand,
styling is timeless, and build, it goes
without saying, the very best. £ 2000
for the standard version, £ 2500 with
inbuilt valve output DAC

We are one of the very few
places you can compare
both these top selling
British turntables side by
side. Gyro SE or
Spacedeck? You decide.
And, yes, we know it's
actually the Hyperspace
pictured, before anyone
complains! This, too, can
be compared with the

So you thought Walrus was only
for Analogue? Only ' cos we've
been waiting for decent digital
products ( too few on the market,
unfortunately). The Chord DAC 64 £1900 - is more than decent, it's
brilliant. Detail freaks will love it retrieves every last bit off your CDs
(and future formats), yet sounds
musical with it!

Although Klimo is new to Britain ( to our knowledge),

The Brinkmann MC

it's world-wide reputation for at least the last 20 years
precedes it. The Merlin pre- amp: magical valve sound,
superb build ( from Germany, need we say more), and a
price which comes from cutting out the middleman!

pickup ( based on the
legendary EMT

From £ 1550. taxed, on the road, as it were.

generator) gives
rivals several times
the cost a thrashing!
Our direct import
price? Just £ 1250.
Latest!
Origin Live arms and arm mod

Michell Orbe. As can the
SME Model 10.
From Rega, to SME.
Clearaudio, and Verdier,
Walrus is Britain's premier

kits now available
Chord Electronics now on demo
*Cawsey cables from Australia the best we've yet heard!

turntable specialist.

Trichord Dino phono stage on
You want power? And you want the subtlety of

demo

valves? And build quality to last? The Papworth
M100 monoblocks (£ 3950) are the answer. An

Lavardin on demo
*Exciting new Musical Fidelity

absolute. British built, bargain!

range on demo

Duevel - exciting, transparent, very open, 3
dimensional, the list goes on, and on, and on...
The full range. always on dem.

411111i.

michell engineering
morch
musical fidelity
nordost
nottingham analogue
origin live
ortofon
papworth
phy cables
pink triangle
pluto
rega turntables
ringmat
schroder
shun mook
sme
spendor
stax
sugden
sumiko
tci cables
tivoli audio
tom evans
townshend audio
transfiguration
trichord
van den hul
verdier

For info on these, and much more, including our numerous second-hand items,
please visit our popular website: www.walrus.co.uk
'interest free credit available on most items. subject to status "

tel: 020 7724 7224
fax: 020 7724 4347
email: mail Owalrus.co.uk

web: www.walrus.co.uk
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DIlab 806 Signature
One of the less expensive models from the French speaker specialist
PRICE
SUPPLIER
CONTACT

£ 600/pair
Focal-JMIab UK
0121 616 5126

French company divided its
expanding range of domestic hi-fi loudspeakers
into four ranges to cover every budget, from
amodest £ 15,0 for the entry-level Chorus 705,

surround boxes to make up ahome cinema
installation if required. In fact, the original
Cobalt components have featured in the HFN
Awards for the last two years in the form of an
AV package. The one bookshelf model in the
range, the Cobalt 806, at £ 550, has recently
been groomed to make this, the 806 Signature,
for an additional f5o.
Externally, the 806 and 8o6S models are
almost indistinguishable, except that the

up to agiddy f45,ocio for the latest Grande

Signature model is only available in an

Utopia Be with beryllium tweeter.

eponymous finish that features dark red cherry

Two notches down from the lofty Utopia
series rests the Cobalt range, an affordable

wooden side cheeks and an aluminium- effect
front and back. This is complemented by an

selection of bookshelf and floorstanding hi-fi

unusual perforated metal grille, mechanically

speakers that includes dedicated centre and

decoupled from the baffle by rubber grommets.
The trademark Focal inverted dome tweeter

TECHNOLOGY

is present here, but takes the improved form

Drive unit design and manufacture is all done

seen on the Elektra series, replete with aTioxid

in-house for JMIab loudspeakers, allowing the

coating to help dampen out HF resonances from

designers to easily use bespoke drivers for each

this revealing, if sometimes effusive, transducer.

individual loudspeaker design. The drivers in

Inside, the damping material is of abetter

question are alittle different to those used by

quality than previously, and the main driver has

anyone else too (excepting that many other

been tweaked for performance in the context of

manufacturers will buy their drivers from IMIab).

the revised design. Other key features carried

The main 'sandwich' driver is described as a

over from the original is aW- cone mid/bass

W- cone by Focal, from the French for double ' V',

driver, and an OPC filter network with high-grade

where verre means glass. In other words, the

components [ see Technology box]. Crossover

cone is constructed from two layers of glass-

components are visible through aclear plastic

fibre, which is separated by alayer af aero-

panel on the speaker's rear baffle.

space foam, all sealed together with ahigh

This isn't aspeaker to hide its light under a

that was on show higher up. Jazz double bass,
for example, had weight without undue box or

temperature epoxy glue. The important

bushel. Without actually sounding like it's trying

port bloom. The overall result still sounded very

properties of mass, rigidity and damping can all

too hard, it lets you know that it's more than up

much all in one piece at various volume levels.

be controlled by varying thicknesses of glass,

to playing — with some panache and style —

foam, the amount of resin glue, arils° on.

any style of music. Its midband and treble meld

though, as many CD players might give cause for

Optimum Phase Crossover refers to ahigh-

together without aconspicuous join, letting you

this to sound alittle too conspicuous, especially

order filter used in the crossover, a36dB/octave

at higher volumes. Ashy and retiring transducer

design, which reduces the amount of overlap

forget that you're listening to aported two-way
box speaker — it has an integrity around the

between drivers. The tweeter is run down

presence band that suggests aclean handing

instrumental in making this speaker open up a

to about 2.5kHz, in order that less the higher-

over of duties between the two drivers, where

recording, warts and all.

frequency signal is sent to the mid/bass driver,

costlier designs can still get confused. Moreover,

which can otherwise result in heigfrened

the sandwich cone is free of normal paper or

The tweeter response is the point to watch,

this is not, but its revelatory qualities are

This is aspeaker with adistinctive style
— both cosmetic and sonic — which will blend

forward beaming of that driver. The result is

polypropylene colorations that can subtly mar

in well with well-behaved sources and snootil

good uniform dispersion with less phase suck-

the sound of speakers using these materials.

amplification. It worked very well with Naim

outs caused by destructive driver interference.
KEY FEATURES
Advanced driver complement
Optimum phase crossover

There was alightness of touch and asense

source and amplifier tended to highlight the

benefited the accessibility of voices and

forward top- end too much. By the same

instruments, which — coupled with the fast,

reasoning, Iwouldn't use these speakers in

extended response from the tweeter — made for

ahome cinema system that'll be frequently

arevealing and informative loudspeaker. Bass

playing Dolby Digital soundtracks.

was clean and fast, if not quite up to the same
High quality construction

amplifiers, for example, whereas aLinn CD

of transparency in the upper midband that

Reservations aside, the Cobalt 8065 gets a

superlative standard. There was agood sense of

recommendation as agreat music loudspeaker.

extended bass, albeit with less of the definition

WORDS ANDREW HARRISON
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TheOne

[System Number

r•J

Is

it

real

No-one

No-one

or

is

it a recording

can say for

sure.

can explain the Mark

Levinson Reference

System to you.

You have to hear

it

for

yourself...*

*Heatherdale Audio is the only UK hi-fi dealer with the Mark
Levinson Reference System on permanent demonstration.!

Heatherdale
*audio limited
Tel: 01903 872288 Fax: 01903 872234
Heatherdale AJclio, 202 Findon Road,Worthing BN14 OEJ
heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com www.hifi-stereo.com

Ter-I17>T

evinsonf

REFERENCE DEALER
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ROKSAN

e

VIP

Ca spi a n

Roksan Caspian SE phono
An effective m- cor m- m phono stage for any amplifier without one
PRICE

guidance is given for using other cartridges along

cartridge [ Feb ' o3]. The products are designed to

£95 0

with the specification of each switch. If none are

work together, and it showed. The sound

SUPPLIER

Henley Designs

on, then the default is to aloading of 47k ohm

attained new levels of clarity, but without losing

01235 511166

and 47pF. Ifound the Kontrapunkt worked well
with switches 4and 8on (the ' Most MCs' setting),

the solidity of the presentation.

and sounded slightly better when Iincluded

unit that should work with most transducers, and

switch

CONTACT

As more amplifiers

The Roksan Caspian phono stage is aflexibie

(' ioopF Loading Capacitor — optional').

extract enjoyable and realistic music from them. It

without inputs for phono cartridges, the free-

Alittle experimentation should find the preferred

seemed tonally well balanced, and although there

standing phono stage has become an essential

settings for most cartridges.

was aslight sense of grain at the extreme top end,

are supplied

for those of us who wish to keep the black stuff

2

Having got it all set up, Isettled down to listen

it was only noticeable during comparisons with

spinning. Although this means yet another box to

to aselection of Tchaikovsky courtesy of the Berlin

the Phenomena, whit hI
found to have less

accommodate, : he traae-off is usually increased

Philharmonic under the baton of Herbert Von

substantial and dynamic overall sound. I
think that

performance compared to built-in phono stages.

Karajan [ DG 1048111. The sound was full, detailed

the Caspian SE phono stage is agood product and
should be high up on the audition list.

Roksan has already made the Artaxerxes

WORDS_TONY BOLTON

phono stage to complement the Xerxes
turntable. This unit has been upgraded and now

TECHNOLOGY

comes with achoice of power supplies in full-

Inside the 8o x432 x33omm (hwd) zinc- plated

size Roksan casework. If it is bought in

steel casework is an internally ard externally

conjunction with aRoksan turntable, then the

shielded 35oVA toroidal transformer. his feeds

deck's power supply is included in this

the DS1.5 DC power supply containing eight
low- noise power rails for the phono stage, and

casework, suitably shielded. The model under
review here includes the Reference DS1.5 power

one power rail for the relays and switching. Each

supply module to create the Caspian Phono

channel is amplified by six pairs of low- noise

Stage SE, although the handbook, somewhat

transistors. The RIAA curve is incorporated both

confusingly, refers to the phono stage by its

inside and outside tie feedback loop, creating a

previous name of Artaxerxes X.

partially passive!partially active unit. The front

The brushed aluminium tront panel contains
little except for adisplay containing tell- tales to

and dynamic. Definition was good, allowing me to

confirm that the power supply and phono stage

appreciate the interplay between first and second

are switched on. At the back are two pairs of

violins during the Serenade for Strings while the

solid- looking gold-plated phono sockets, one

cellos showed aspeed and tunefulness that

pair for input, one pair for output. The earth

wasn't apparent when listening through a

mount is astandard screw fitment and is fitted

competitor, such as the recently reviewed Musical

in between the input sockets. In the middle are

Surroundings Phenomena battery- powered phono

blank spaces for the turntable power supply

stage. The latter produced asmoother sound in

(when fitted), and to the right is an IEC socket

the higher frequencies, but it lacked the body and

with the On/Off switch beside it.

dimension to the sound which the Caspian had.

Ifirst tried this unit with aPro-Ject RPM 5
,

Abrief change to moving- magnet input using

turntable fitted with an Ortofon Kontrapunkt B

an Ortofon 520 Mk II cartridge confirmed the

moving- coil cartridge. Underneath the Caspian

Caspian's ability to assimilate information from

are two sets of eight dip switches. These give a

all grades of source and to turn it into cohesive

choice of three gain, four impedance, and one

musical sound. Moving more upmarket, Ialso

input capacitance settings. Roksan cartridges

had the opportunity to try the new Roksan

have their setting clearly marked, and some

Xerxes Xturntable with aRoksan Shiraz m- c

casework is made from an aluminium alloy.
The manufacturer supplied the following
technical details: gain at ' MM' is aodB at ikHz;
for ' MU it's 54dB at ikHz; ' MC2' is boc113 at ikHz.
Signal-to-noise ratio at ' MM' is >88dB
A- weighted (ref 5.omV); at ' MU it's > 64dB
(ref tomV); and at ` MC2' it's > 8odB (ref o.25mV).
Total harmonic distortion is < o.oi% and output
impedance is < o.1 ohm.
KEY FEATURES
Full-bodied sound
Accommodates most cartridges
Good looks and build quality
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GamuT CD jplayer

2. Avalon Eidolon

3. Shafting CD — Two player

This product has received universally stunning

We are now able to demonstrate this reference

The amazing, highly flexible CD player with valve

reviews in the US. Abig, bold sound. £ 2400

loudspeaker, along with the Diamond. Superlative

output and upsampling. Superb sound and certainly

trarsparency and resolution. Exceptionally musical

makes astatement with its appearance. £ 1650

1.

with what appears to be an endless soundstage.

4. GamuT D200 dual mono power amplifier

6. Unico integrated amplifier

7. Rogue Audio valve amplification

An extremely lucid and controlled sound. £ 3250

8owpc integrated valve-mosfet amplifier. As you

Tremendous sound and build quality at this price

5. Nottingham Analogue Horizon turntable
The new budget product from this respected
manufacturer. Amazing value at £484; with Rega
Arm £ 530. Tonearm shown is Nottingham Analogue
Interspace at £434. Cartridge shown is Clearaudio

would expect, aremarkaole sound from this valve

point. The Model 66 pre- amplifier with phono stage

amitilifier manufacturer. £750 With phono stage

costs £ 1295. Tie Model 88 stereo power amplifier

£800. The new, matching Unico valve CD player

6owpc from matched 6550 valves. £ 1495

produces avery big stage with rich tonality.
Outstanding performance for its price. £ 1095

Aurum Beta at £ 195

8. VPI Scout turntable with JMW Memorial 9" tonearm
Superb sound and value at £ 1350. Cartridge shown is
Benz- Micro Glider at f65o

Amphion • Avalon Acoustics • BCD Racks • Benz- Micro • Cardas • Clearaudio • Clearlight Audio RDC • conrad-johnson
Diapason • EAR/Yoshino • Gamut • Gryphon Audio Designs • Heart • IsoTek • Kuzma • Lavardin • Living Voice • Lyra
Nordost • Nottingham Analogue • Opera • Pagode Equipment Supports • Pathos • Red Rose • Resolution Audio • Rogue Audio
SME • Shanling • Shun Mook • Transfiguration • Triangle • Tri-Planar • Tube Technology • Unison Research • VPI • Wadia

Conveniently located between Reading and

7Comet House, Calleva Park, Aldermaston

Basingstoke, we are approximately 15 minutes drive

Reading, Berkshire RG7 8JA

from either Junction 12 on the M4 or Junction 6
on the M3. Free and easy parking, outside the
building. We have ahome evaluation scheme for
those who might find this method more convenient.

T 0118 981 9891

Demonstrations by appointment.
Mondays to Saturdays 10:00 to 18:oo.
It is advisable to call us before visiting.

Einfo@audioconsultants.co.uk

Part exchange welcome. Ex-demonstration and

www.audioconsultants.co.uk

previously owned equipment listed on our website.
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Linn in-car audio
Aston Martin decided that aLinn in- car system would offer the
power and refinement to complement its awesome

V12

Vanquish

PRICE

E:70,0oo+

there wasn't anything in the Linn catalogue which

found playback levels, even competing with the
car's own exhaust system's SPLs, to be adequate

SUPPLIER

Aston Martin

the company could adapt to mobile needs. For the
rest of the package? Linn installed adozen 75W

long before the system's limits — so, yes, the Linn

CONTACT

01908 610620

amplifiers to feed 12 drive units, along with an

package will headbang with the best.

Atemptation

active servo- bass subwoofer with its own 200W

Trouble is, most car-lovin' observers didn't

power amp. All of the circuitry is housed in asingle

want to hear the sound system. They wanted to

although Ihad the CD with me, Imanaged not to
play the lames Bond theme through the Linn

74 x600 x243m (hwd) module in the boot.

listen to the roar out of the exhausts. And the

sound system fitted to the Aston Martin V12
Vanquish. It was just too obvious. Besides, it was

three-way active crossovers. Fine response

the Vanquish (or Vankwish', as the Germans

adjustment and volume are controlled by adigital

pronounce it... with no irony), Ibought afive-

unnecessary: the film had just opened at the

link from the head unit. The system is protected

inch Corgi model of it at my local model shop

Odeon as Isped the Vanquish through and

against full short circuit, reverse voltage, battery

and, to my great delight, it clearly showed the

around Canterbury. One can imagine that every

back drive and load dump, and the fully regulated

speakers on the back deck.

observer suddenly heard unbidden the twangy

and protected PSU is fitted with under-voltage

WORDS KEN KESSLER

almost impossible to resist:

Control over the system includes modular

melody inside their heads: dum-de-dum-dum,

shutdown to protect the battery and over-

dum-dum-dum-dum-de-dum-dum. Hell, AstonMartin even supplied it in the same colour as

voltage shutdown to protect the amplifier.

Bond's. Alas, Halle Berry wasn't part of the deal.

beyond what I
expect of acar system, including

The sound quality and clarity were of an order

Not that Icould believe that Iwas behind the

those fitted to other recent ' high- end drives'. (One

wheel of f170,000's worth of Newport Pagnell's

of my secret pleasures is to rent cars Ican't afford

finest, with aLinn system as well. According to its

to buy. Better aweek with awonder car than

chief executive officer, Dr Ulrich Bez, 'Aston Martin

never.) Even the fine systems in the Vanquish's

actively looked for acompany that only produced

more sonically sedate siblings — the latest Jaguar

what are regarded as the best audio systems but

S-Type 4.2 and the X112 — couldn't come near it.

also fitted well with our brand. The result was an

lasting impression? Aweek after surrendering

It was, unlike the loudness- and- bass-are-all

agreement with Linn.' Flattery indeed! AU V12

swill perpetrated on us by low- forehead, knuckle-

Vanquish cars from 2003 include the Linn system

dragging ICE enthusiasts, asalutary lesson: proof

as standard.

that good sound — by audiophile standards —
can exist in acar. The Vanquish's deep windscreen

O Each of the four sealed enclosures

and upper dash surface encouraged asensation

houses ai3omm mid- range, 25mm tweeter

into the in- car hi-fi business. It adapted proper,

of stage depth at the front. The surround element

and 13mm supertweeter. There's one

domestic hi-fi components to suit the car's interior.

was all-enveloping despite it being fed two-

enclosure in each door and two in the back

channel fare, and the dynamics were in keeping

shelf, along with a25omm subwoofer for

with domestic systems of the 200W/ch variety. I

frequencies from 15Hz--looHz

So, you want the Linn rig? Well, you gotta buy a
Vanquish. It's as plain as that. Linn is not getting

Because the Vanquish's head unit is fully
integrated with the car's CD-changer, satellitenavigation system and mobile phone, Linn left it in
place but disabled its processing. Besides, car
front- ends are not like those in, say, the CD12, so

BUYING HI-FI? THERE'S ONLY ONE WAY!!!
Ibelieve there is only one way to successfully buy hi-fi. You must try and test any item selected for evaluation in the
comfort of your own home in the environment you know. No demonstration room can tell you how the sound will be in
your own home. There are so many factors that contribute to different sounds even in rooms that are identical in size
carpets, furniture, wall paintings, even wall paper makes adifference.
Our unique extendable one months trial system has to be the best way of all. It will almost definitely cost you
less in the long run. Couple this with the largest selection and choice of some of the worlds very best
hi-fi products, the very best service and advice, many years of experience (since the 1960's) and the results have
to be the best available anywhere.

BUY WITH CONFIDENCE NOT REGRET
Call me for our company brochure and product leaflet and full details of the best way to buy hi-fi.

(
Yohn

Ririe;

UPGRADE SCHEME
Buy today and get awritten guarantee that if you upgrade your system by 100% within two years, we will give
you 75% of your original purchase price of any single item or complete system. Please ask for details and
conditions of this amazing scheme.
-- "t"

NEW SHOWROOMS NOW OPEN - 4 FLOORS OF THE WORLDS BEST HIFI
Sounds Of Music 10-12 Chapel Place / 6London Rd, Tunbridge Wells, Kent. TN1 1YCI / TN11DQ
Tel: 01892 547003 / *545688 Fax: 01892 616383
www.sounds-of-music.co.uk

Acapello, Acoustic Zen, Avantgerde, Argento, Audio Synthesis, Advantage, Audience, Audio Physics, Apollo, Aloe', Audio Note, Audio Research, Audio Analogue, A.V.I., A.T.C., Acoustic Energy, Aromo, Atacama, Base, Bcdanced Audio
Technologies, Black Rhodium, Boulder, Bow, Bose, Burmester, (ukase, Covergent Audio Technology, Copland, (ciliation, Copulare, Clew Audio, Clearlight Audio, Dunlavy, Echo- Busters, Eggleston Works, Electracompanient, Gamut, Graham,
Guido, Hobo, Horbeth, Havland, Jame, .1M Labs, Kharma, Koetsu, Krell, KEI:, Klipsch, Lumley, Lyra, Lamm, L.A.T., Lovardin, Meadowlark, Marantz, Martin Logan, Mitchell, Neat, lordost, Opera, Optimum, Ortofon, Orchid, Paresound,
fipedreams, Plinies, Project, Passlabs, Prooc, Pink Triangle, Primare, QED, Quad, Rol, Renaásance, Rogue Audio, SAT, SME, Shure, Sennheiser, Spender, Sound Lob, Soundstyle, Sumiko, Steinhort, Straight Wire, Sonus-faber, Stands Unique,
Tax, Theta, linnoy,
Townshend, Transparent, Transfiguraion, Unison Research, Van Den Hull, Verdes, Wisdom, Wilson, Wadi°.
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Reel '02' budget system
RT-02/11A-02/ND-02
Quality doesn't always have to break the bank, as Rotel demonstrates
In the Sept '02 HEN Paul Miller reviewed
and complimented the Rotel RA-oz amplifier,
while the RCD-oz player was voted awinner in
our January 2003 Awards issue. For this review
we've completed the package with the RT-oz
tuner, for atotal system cost just shy of fl000.

fatigue free, even after several hours of

PRICES

£350/£375/£275

SUPPLIER

B&W Loudspeakers UK

CONTACT

01903 221500

WEB

www.rotel.com

Amplifier, tuner and CD player are all

listening. It was detailed, allowing reasonable
insight into the recording and producing
different tonal colours well. Simple fare such as
chamber music was reproduced with quite
good placement of the musicians within the
soundstage and arealistic timbre to string and

situated on the back panel of the units, as are

wind instruments. Sharper sounds such as

gold-plated phono output sockets. The CD
player also boasts acoaxial digital output. The

trumpets and some female vocals were almost

the fascia controls on the appropriate unit,

RCD-oz CD player claims asignal-to-noise ratio
of loodB, and its dimensions are 72 x440 x

manners. Full scale sounds, whether orchestral
or pop, were treated well, although some detail

however, certain facilities, such as the RDS
services, display dimming and FM mono are

304mm (hwd), with aweight of 5.4kg.
Dedicated compact disc spinners are

and separation got lost as the complexity of the

only available via the tuner handset. Likewise,
the CD remote must be used to access track
programming, search and direct access capabili-

becoming thin on the ground in this price
bracket as purchasers opt for the multi-function

available in either silver or black. The remote
control units are slim and fit easily into the hand
allowing the thumb to operate the clearly
labelled controls. In most cases these duplicate

ties. Both units feature a12V trigger system,

playback facilities of DVD players and the like.
From the music point of view this is sad, since a

which if wired up allows all operations to be
accessed via the amplifier remote control. (Note
that there is also an RA-ot amplifier, without

dedicated player is usually capable of far
superior sound than can be extracted from a

remote, at £250.) The sockets for this are

in point: Ifound the sound to be smooth and

multi-function unit. This Rotel machine is acase

too smooth, alittle bite being sacrificed for good

music increased. Overall, avery creditable
performance. Certainly anyone with asub-£ 3o0
CO player more than acouple of years old would
be surprised by the progress that continues to
be made in this hotly contested price bracket.
Moving on to the tuner, Iagain recognised
O The amplifier remote control can be
used to control other Rotel components

—)i
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A3.2 SERIES l
I
NTEGRATED AMP, PREAMP, POWER AMP, TUNER, CD PLAYER AND DAC .

A3.2 SERIES.
M ACHINED, MIL- SPEC ALUMINIUM FRONT PANEL.
PLATINUM PLATED FITTINGS. REMOTE CONTROLLED. PHONO STAGE.
POWERFUL, ROBUST, BUILT.

FOR DETAILS OF YOUR NEAREST STOCKIST RING 020 8900 2866. www.musical-fidelity.co.uk

MUSICAL FIDELITY

auditions
smooth, creamy top end, allied with good

scanning through all the stations, although with
30 presets available few people are likely to use

Inside the RCD-02 CD player is aBur- Brown

midrange detail. I've heard deeper and more

the normal tuning controls once the unit has

18- bit HDCD-capable decoder which also

textured bass, but what comes out of the

boasts 8- times oversamoling. The motor, o'er-

speakers should be more than adequate for

scan' transport and low- jitter servo circuitry

most people's needs.
Reception was excellent: Iused the ribbon

satisfactory results, combined they produce a

RCD-io7o. The RT-02 stereo tuner has a
claimed FM frequency response of io-15k Hz

aerial supplied and managed to pick up normally

no means the last word in hi-fi sound, but are

inaccessible local radio FM stations from the

more than capable of holding their own within

(±3dB), and an FM signal-to-noise ratio of 73dB

next county with minimal disturbance. Even with

their price range.

(mono) and 7odB (stereo). FM harmonic
distortion is quoted at c.2% (mono) anc 0.3%

only four bars out of ten showing on the signal
strength indicator Iwas able to continue

WORDS_TONY BOLTON

(stereo) with stereo separaton measund at
the various frequencies 4oc18 ( loolz), 45dB

listening in stereo. Only on one occasion was the

(ikHz) and 35dB ( iokHz). AM sensitivi4 is

Stronger stations were received with no trace

claimed as soopV/m, and AM selectivity 25dB.

of hiss or disturbance. The controls were easily

The tune -weighs in a': 3.7kg, with deensions

mastered, and Iappreciated convenience

of

facilities such as being able to dial in a
frequency via the keypad, rather than solemnly

the oz series's family sonic signature of a

are the same as those in the mo -eupmarket

72

x435 x319mm (hwd).

signal so poor that Ihad to switch to FM mono.

been properly set up for local conditions.
Individually, each of these components gives
nicely balanced and civilised sound. They are by

Smooth and detailed sound
Remote option if used with matching amp
30 presets and RDS on tuner

Perstel Adapt DR101 DAB radio
PRICE

£170

SUPPLIER

Perstel

CONTACT

020 8263 6123

messages (` Saga Radio — Easy Melodic Pop').
There's abacklight you can toggle on or off, too.

Personal stereo isn't something

audible dynamic compression or hiss.
If you need DAB on the move then this is a

Operation is child's play — Iwon't bore you with

fine little unit to get it with. You'd be proud to

the details but 'on, tune, listen' covers most of it,

get this out on the train and flash it around to
your fellow travellers. They won't know you're

with 'store' chucked in for good measure.
With the demands of DAB processing you're

listening to digital quality sound, but then —
hang on — nor might you! Until broadcasters

that HFN casts its beady eye over very often, but

not going to enjoy the kind of luxury you get

this was the very first palm- sized DAB unit in the

from using an FM ' trannie', where replacing the

start beaming out signals at data- rates that cari

UK market — and the only one, until the recent
introduction from those self-appointed doyens of

battery is an event. Perstel's claimed battery life

do this excellent little machine justice (again,

of six hours was alittle optimistic and we got

Radio 3, excepted), then manufacturers like

musical style, the Ministry Of Sound [' Sources',

4-5 hours. FM mode will give you much longer.

page lo]. The Perstel DRioi also includes FM

The thing that makes me cautious with

functionality to boot, which the MUS unit doesn't.

unknown brands of electronics is build quality. I

Perstel is aKorean concern experienced in

gave this fella afair going over for amonth and it

the ways of personal MP3 and branching out

weathered the storm. I
wasn't averse to waggling

into DAB with this model, plus aDAB/FM/MP3

the headphone jack in its socket for half an hour

combo, the DRzoi, which we got abrief glance
at as we went to press and which is on sale soon

to see if it showed any signs of imminent

for afew quid over f2cto.

and still looks like it has just come straight out of

Back to the Adapt [Aim: weighing only 62g
(including two AA batteries) and measuring just
84 x6o x24rmn (hvvd), this looks pretty good in

destruction — nothing to report. The unit is robust
the box. The innards are built by Texas Instruments
there so shouldn't be problems there.
So to sound quality. Its 5mW amp isn't going

the palm of your hand. It comes with aless cute

to blow your head off — it's noticeably quiet if

protective cover — to look after its stainless

you play it through an amp, and there's no

steel and plastic casing and four- line LCD —

digital out so you have to use the headphone

along with some adequate, grey, in- ear
headphones, instruction manual and AC adapter.

socket — but through the headphones there's

The top line of the display shows whether
you're in DAB or FM mode, manual or auto

Perstel might feel like they're wasting their time.
WORDS MICHAEL CAVENETT

no lack of oomph and it is capable of crisp and
clear reception.
There is the usual concern about the

The second line shows the radio station's name;

appalling quality of the lowest bit- rate
broadcasts — in these cases you're even more

the third shows the multiplex you're tuned to.

likely to hear the MPEG break down into

While tuning it'll show multiplex by code (for

warbling ' space monkeys' when moving around

example, ' 1213'), then it locks in and shows the

in aborderline reception area, especially

name NBC National DAB'). Line four is fun (and

indoors. On the better stations — that is, BBC

sometimes depressigg) in that it'll show the data

Radio 3 — it's possible to hear fantastic-

O Perstel Adapt DRioi — the world's

rates from your chosen station,

sounding stereo radio on the move with no

smallest DAB radio

tuning, and then signal and battery strengths.

Of

scrolling DLS
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ARCAM CM)

ready to audition at Musical Images

AV8 Preamp Processor & P7 Power Amplifier

Arcam's superb AV equipment will
transform the way you enjoy movies
and music. Discover why Arcam is the

DV27 DVD Player

UK's leading manufacturer in the
comfort of Musical Images' fully
equipped demonstration rooms.
CD23 CD Player

The finest audiophile names are on

se

permanent demonstration in luxurious
lounges and with expertise to match.

•

Don't buy until you've experienced

ee

Musical Images' award- winning service.
1 AV

CEDIA
Founder Member
Intelligent Homes
in the Making

BECKENHAM BRANCH

destination in Lonaon and the South East

126 High Street,
Beckenham, Kent BR3 1ED

COVENT GARDEN BRANCH
18 Monmouth Street,
Covent Garden, London VVC2H 9H

Tel: 020 8663 3777

173 Station Road, Edgware,
Middlesex HA8 7JX

Tel: 020 7497 1346

Tel: 020 8952 5535

EDGWARE BRANCH
Home Cinema Choice
Award WInner 2002
"Best Multiroom Install"

Audition the finest audio at the UK's finest audio visual specialist
Audio Visual Lifestyle Ltd t/a Musical Images. Please call your local branch for opening time details. E-mail: sales@musical-images.co.uk
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Quicksilver step-up transformer
Quicksilver Audio is aligned to the first camp

stage can actively amplify and equalise the

$425 +UK taxes

of valve (tube' to this US company) electronics.

signal to line- level.

SUPPLIER

Quicksi.ver Audio

Measuring just 31 x63 x126mm (hwd), it slips

CONTACT

+1775 825 15 14

PRICE

Quicksilver Audio's specifications show the

easily between turntable and amp without

bandwidth of this unit as iHz—lookHz (-3dB),

requiring new shelving. The transformer within

and gain set to 23dB. Its input impedance is

is effectively screened by the solid aluminium

250 ohm, 2oHz—zokHz, and the unit is capable

extruded case, finished in satin black with just a

of amaximum output — presumably before

tiny output from am- cpickup cartridge was with

pair of RCA phono sockets and earth post at one

saturation — of 2.8V RMS.

astep-up transformer. Even now many valve amp

end, and apair of flying leads, 55omm long, at the

aficionados prefer to use aphono transformer as

other, these terminated with metal phono plugs.

Time was when the only way to raise the

With no active electronics to worry about, the
Quicksilver is simplicity to install and use. Itried

than most all-valve phono stages. There are

down transformer inside to convert 240V AC to a

it between aMichell Orbe SE VC/Linn Wok
LVII/Sumiko Pear, and aMichell Delphini II phono

notable exceptions, such as the Paul Hynes

few tens of volts. The m- cpick-up transformer

amp, the last reset for high output m- m use.

Design VI-11/VVi units [
HFN April ' 001, although

works in the same way — but in reverse. It

for many the natural choice is asolid-state phono

simply steps up the miniscule output from the

The fact that it was so close to the Delphini
m- cstage in fidelity and colour Itook as asign of

stage, exploiting the low noise capability of

very few coil windings of the cartridge, up to a

near-transparent operation. Other step-ups in the

modern semiconductors and regulators.

level where an amplifier's moving- magnet input

same application, such as an Audio Note AN- 2S,

the first gain stage as it keeps noise levels lower

Most consumer electronics goods use astep-

will supply the required gain but tend to modify
the character of the cartridge sound, sometimes
over- smoothing and obscuring detail.
There was no such alteration here; instead an
honest gain boost. For valve boys who want to
hear their low- output m- cbut not the hiss, this is
just the ticket. And if you want to upgrade an
m- m cartridge to m- c, and your amp only offers
an m- m stage, here's asolution.
WORDS_ANDREW HARRISON

Tarns LS3/5A speaker stand
aid setup. Brilliant! The base, a3oomm equilateral
PRICE

fly)

triangle, is made of 15mm-thick 4oA RAEX steel,

SUPPLIER

IF Designs

CONTACT

08 7
0

fitted with adjustable, lockable 62mm-long spikes.
Teardrop- shaped, the main column is lead-

convinced me that weight isn't the solution.
Priced in pairs, The Tallis stands are available
in Iroko and Ash at £415, with Oak and Beech
costing f425 and Cherry or Walnut at £445.

filled wood, with achannel down the back to

There are custom finishes to order. It's also

hold cables of potentially absurd diameters; a

offered in sizes suitable for other speakers.

pair of rubber- lined, stainless- steel clips with

Prices include packing and delivery in mainland

speaker, manufacturers had stopped producing

adjustable thumbscrews keeps the wires in

UK, and there's a12% discount for LS3/5A group

dedicated supports for the wee miracle. Like
many other devotees, Iprize Cliff Stone's classic

place. The channel width is 3omm, with an

members. Now that's an incentive.

adjustable depth of 2o-35mm, and other clips

WORDS KEN KESSLER

744 1382

Long before the demise of the LS3/5A

Foundation stands from the 198os. But, just as

and spacers can be supplied to cope with large

the LS3/5A has risen from its grave, so, there's a

or small cables. The pillar is 56omm tall with the

new stand to carry it — and it's the best one yet.

teardrop measuring 125 x8omm.

IF Desins' Tallis T3/5a stand is deceptive

tall Tallis

Sampled beneath the Spendor and KEF

because it weighs under 9kg; instead of following

L3/5A, the Tallis offered apresentation differing

the well-worn ' massive- is- best path". And it's so

from that of the Foundation: the sound was

handsome that some will buy it on looks alone.

lighter and more airy, yet more controlled down

Its 190 xi6omm top plate is laser- cut from

The
half- metre
stands
include a
spirit level
on the

below and slightly more precise. While the

5mm-thick 43A BS EN 10025 steel, powder-coated

Foundation offers richer lower registers, the

and finished in silver, supplied with achoice of

speakers had more bass ' snap' on the Tallis.

contacts, including brass- plated screw- in spikes,

Moreover, the sound was less forward, giving an

rubber damping inserts and cork composite

impression of adeeper soundstage. Iknow this

protection pads. I
preferred the speakers on the

sounds like I've been in Ella's catnip, but Iswear

rubber dampers, minus the spikes. There's atouch

the Tallis increases the speed of upper frequency

of genius here: also fitted is acircular spirit level to

transient attack. Whatever the magic, it's

top,
making
setup a
breeze
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T+A Criterion MI 1RE
This imposing floorstander combines magnificent build quality with an
interesting array of drive units, including avalve- powered electrostatic tweeter
WORDS AND LAB REPORT MARTIN COLLOMS

PRICE

£9000/pair

SUPPLIER

BBG Distribution

CONTACT

ozo 8863 9117

No-one could accuse T+A of lacking ambition,
with an annual turnover in excess of $ 10 million and
100 staff. And although its products have only become
available in the UK comparatively recently —
expanding its dealership through the committed efforts
of BBG Distribution — the company has been trading
from its base in Herford, Germany, for over 20 years.
Since 1985, the company has built transmission-line
loaded speakers, and has also expanded into almost
every type of speaker design as well as adding awealth
of audio electronics components. These range from
highly sophisticated CD players [like the CD1220R,
June '00, or the CD121OR reviewed in aDec '00 group
test by Alvin Gold and Paul Miller] to compact multipurpose receivers [like the K6 reviewed last month by
KK], power amps, home theatre systems and even highperformance televisions sourced from Metz. If you
acquire one of T+As weighty and well-produced
brochures, be prepared for a long read because it
comprises 112 packed, glossy pages.
For this review, we've chosen one of T+As flagship
speakers, the analogue Criterion TCI IRE —
'analogue' because there are still more elaborate and
costly digital active speakers, which find specific use as
precision calibrated sound sources in automotive
development.
Following the design thread from the company's
earliest days, this speaker uses a transmission line,
which means it has aconvoluted and extended air path
from the back of the bass drivers to an aperture or port.
From one point of view, this is aspecial form of bass
reflex loading. The long internal path constitutes a
'line' for upper bass frequencies, a feature that can
extend the overall low frequency response.
What makes the Criterion stand out from the crowd
is its hybrid design; this imposing floorstanding speaker
has an exotic electrostatic tweeter. This feature is also
shared by the smaller and cheaper Criterion, the TCI
2E, where it is combined with paired 200mm bass
Adjustable: rear panel controls
allow a1.5dB cut or boost for the
midrange and treble units, while
`tri wiring' is possible if desired
april
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drivers. However, the special nature of the 1RE is that
it has an on-board, dedicated valve power amplifier,
exclusively driving the electrostatic. So the design is
partly active and the tube amp drives this special
tweeter directly without a step-up transformer. In
theory, the treble sound from this speaker should be
exquisite.
At 1.4 metres high, weighing 78kg and with a250W
programme rating from a 4 ohm claimed amplifier
load, you'll need help to install it. With twin 260mm
(10.5 inch) bass drivers and a 180mm (6.5 inch)
midrange unit, the enclosure width is 320mm while the
depth is significant at 440mm (to give enough space for
the folded line-loading).
You also need to take some important decisions
before installing the speakers. The back panel carries a
myriad of facilities and adjustments. There's the mains
input, fusing and switch as well as an auto power option
for the tweeter supply and amplification, plus wired
remote control of power. Three switched response
options are available for bass, mid and treble ranges,
—1.5, 0, and + 1.5dB. The bass and mid systems may be
separated for bi-wiring, and `triwiring' is also possible;
the tweeter amplifier is sensitive enough for direct
connection to the system's pre-amplifier line output, so
bypassing the main power amplifier entirely. For the
keen experimenter this speaker offers an unrivalled
range of settings and connections, providing sufficient

labtest

versatility to achieve good
sound with virtually any
system in any room.
Lastly, the tweeter has a
concealed, friction-loaded
thumbwheel, an azimuth
adjustment for listener
height.
While the cabinets are
finished in amatt, cherrycoloured wood veneer,
the drivers are all black,
lending the speaker an
impressive appearance,
even with the grilles in
C This is atall
place. There is avery discreet indicator LED, and in
speaker, but a
dim light the valve power amplifiers can be seen
hidden control
glowing behind the tweeters.
The enclosure has a complex construction using adjusts the
multi-layered, cross-laminated wood, smoothly curving tweeter angle to
suit the height
from the main driver section to the tweeter, while the
plain front panel also curves at the sides towards a of your listening
position;
reduced rear profile; the whole shape is rather more
(above)
interesting than the usual rectangle.
rectangular port
Pioneered in Germany 70 years ago, the electrostatic
serves as the
speaker principle appeals on grounds of very low
termination of
distortion and stored energy. The ultra-low mass of the
the bass
moving part, the diaphragm, cannot store much
coloration-inducing energy and promises high transmissionline
efficiency. In the real world, many difficulties arise with
large electrostatics, to do with practical efficiency, bass
power
and
reach,
amplifier
matching
and
directionality. The last concerns the unwanted beaming
of the sound at higher frequencies. While not wholly
insoluble these difficulties do set constraints. Speaker
designers, rightly attracted to the inherent accuracy of
the principle, continue to weave it into their designs.
Quad is pre-eminent with full-range examples while
MartinLogan has successfully established its hybrid
type, combining aconventional moving-coil bass unit
with large and showy mid/treble electrostatic panels,
curved to optimise the sound radiation area. For this
april 2003
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T+A design, aslim cabinet form and adesire for ahigh

For this review, the

dynamic range dictated achoice of specially developed

analogue system

wood-fibre cone mid drivers. The broad treble range
from 2kHz upwards is handled by T+As custom,
curved electrostatic driver whose output continues

was Linn LI312/
Lingo/Naim
Aro/Audio Note lo
Il and zis
transformer, plus
Audio Research
REF2 phono
equaliser. Digital
sources were: Naim
CDS Il and Marantz
CD- 7.
Pre- amplification
included ConradJohnson ART, Krell
KPS25sc and XTC
PRE n, while
power amplifiers
were Krell FPB
7oocx and Naim
NAP25o. Cables
included
Transparent and
van den Hut carbon

seamlessly up to 70kHz. Its ultra-low mass moving
membrane is just afew microns thick and able to move
very fast. The directly-coupled valve power amplifier
has its own audiophile high-voltage supply to deliver
the necessary DC polarisation for the diaphragm.
Operating in Class 'A push-pull, the amp uses EL34
pentodes, which in tetrode mode can swing 2000V at
their anodes. With a moderate anode power, their
typical operating life is a decade. (T+A has early
examples which have been in regular use from the mid1980s.) The operating points are stabilised in
monitoring circuitry while the electrostatic driver is
also designed for a high stability and exceptional
resistance to humidity thanks to its uniform, electronbeam-sputtered charge-distributing layer, and stable
pre-tension. The tweeter becomes active to a good
standard two minutes after switch-on, and then
continues to fully warm-up over aperiod of an hour, so
plan your critical listening ahead. The power supply is
separated from the amplifier, which is suspended on a
sprung sub-chassis to prevent speaker vibration
affecting the sound quality.
The two carbon-fibre reinforced cones of the bass
system jointly drive the 2.8m line, which progresses to a
wave phase inverter at the lowest operating frequencies
to extend the response to about 30Hz. These and the

mid driver have high power, high temperature voice
coils and are built on die-cast alloy chassis.
The mid driver is custom made to aT+A design,
and tooling for many parts including the randomlyorientated reinforcing for the cone is made by T+A.
Here the objective was to match the inherent dynamics
and quality of the electrostatic tweeter.
Other details exhibit comparable care and quality;
for example, the ICW polypropylene crossover capacitors and the extensive damping and bracing for the
enclosure to minimise unwanted resonance effects.
Mains grounding is for safety reasons only and the
speaker is otherwise isolated and may be used with a
balanced output amplifier if required.

SOUND QUALITY
To be honest Ihad no idea what to expect from this tall
speaker, towering above my seated head. Certainly the
image was presented with real height: artists are
'standing' rather than 'seated'. In context this is
impressive so far as the substantial sound stage width
and depth of this speaker are concerned. Make no
mistake this is a fine reproducer, whose hallmark is
undoubtedly the excellent electrostatic tweeter. That
said, it would be a major error to miss its accomplishments over the rest of the audio range. The
electrostatic does not shout quality at you — it wins you
over on grounds of delicacy, low fatigue, excellent
clarity and natural dynamics. Its performance reached
well beyond soft dome tweeters by virtue of its audibly
low distortion and superior, compression-free dynamic
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While an acknowledged 4ohm load, sensitivity was

Though falling off afew dB, the treble continued to

quite high at 9o.5dB for 2.83V RMS (an ' 8 ohm

at least 35kHz, showing wide bandwidth. The treble

responses were fine, proving that the curved profile

watt'). With a 25oW peak programme rating,

was lifted a couple of dB above the amazingly

of the tweeter was quite effective over azo° arc. So

maximum sound levels of io9dBA will be available

smooth mid but sounded right after all on grounds

overall the off-axis responses were quite good.

in alarger listening room, essentially fully realistic

of energy balance.

acoustic was to be expected. Lateral off- axis

Pair matching was first-rate while the addition

levels. With the twin bass units together equivalent

The bass was neither as smooth or as extended

to a38omm (15 inch) bass driver, there were no

as expected, lifting afew dB in the mid band and

+/—o.5dB of minor midrange variation

problems with low frequency power handling or

falling away to 44Hz, —6dB, and extending to about

about o.25dB of attenuation. Both drivers and

distortion. On test the impedance did dip to 3.4

38Hz under room- loaded conditions. The great

enclosure were essentially low coloration and

ohms at just below looHz, but otherwise averaged

power possible from this speaker nonetheless

about 6ohms and was easy to drive in view of the

helped

helps to provide abig sounding bass.

(energy/time) measurements.

above-average sensitivity. A number of 4 ohm
capable amps, valve or solid-state, will do the job.

Turning to the off- axis response family [ Fig 2],
the relatively tall tweeter geometry provided apoor

D

0

cok

of the grille had little effect on the output, almost

deliver

Examining

a fast
the

decay

on

my

spatially- averaged

plus

ETC
room

response [ Fig 3] the range 4oHz to 2kHz rated fine,

Frequency response on-axis [ Fig i] met +/-3dB

response above and below axis, for example for 15°

but the large treble unit could not then provide a

limits from 44Hz to 18kHz, dipping at 22kHz by up

below axis, the response was down —15dB by

best energy fit and was thus abit prominent in the

to iodB, though the latter feature proved to be

lokHz. The tweeter azimuth can be adjusted to give

mid treble and a bit lacking in presence, for

highly dependent on the axis chosen, smoothing

the best result at aparticular listening height, but

significantly alittle below the exact tweeter axis.

dynamic crispness, the effect seen in the 2.5 to

some loss in treble energy directed to the room

4.5kHz region.

4,6
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Lab
range. The midrange was pretty viceless, showing
almost comparable dynamics and was nicely blended
into the whole — definitely one of the better mid
drivers in this sector. The bass drivers didn't draw
significant attention to themselves, and capably
underpinned the main event with a usefully tuneful
bass, which is detailed, punchy and capable of great
power when required.
Vocals were well presented, unforced and articulate,
with no sibilant or presence range exaggeration. A high
level of detail was resolved with good depth and
reverberant ambience, if in the latter respect not quite
as transparent as some, such as the Wilson Sophia.
Coloration was fairly low, matched by anatural overall
energy balance, allowing it to be played comfortably
over awide range of volume levels. Once located in my
larger room, Inever felt the need to alter any of the
response control settings from their factory-calibrated
zero positions. A more open balance was noted with
the 'plus' setting for the tweeter, then making use of
the hidden azimuth adjuster to optimise the tonal
balance.
Other high points included the sheer excitement that
this big speaker could generate with atop-flight power
amplifier, the stable superior focus, the deep bass
extension and the pleasingly accurate rendition on
orchestra strings. Ifound it performed equally well on
classical, jazz and rock material (Eminem included). It
was not as upbeat as, say, aNaim NBL, but then very
few speakers are!
At high levels it could certainly thrill you but
dynamic resolution was felt to be atad muted at lower
levels. This speaker didn't achieve the crisper dynamic
resolution of the Audio Physic designs — they could
perhaps be ascribed to adivergence of opinion between
these two designers, with the T+ A taking the safer
path to broad listener acceptance. The modest off-axis
power of the electrostatic tweeter was also a likely
factor in reducing the subjective 'snap' in some musical
transients.
On balance, the Criterion TCI 1RE performed well
in the listening tests, proving to be significantly
accomplished in all the important respects. It delivered
credible, big speaker, sound quality with afine tonal
balance and real competence.

CONCLUSION
This is alot of speaker for the money and, as usual, the
electrostatic treble sounds much better than the lab
measurements suggest.
A fine sound is possible, having taken care over
positioning and alignment. The bass could have been
more even and extended but this transmission-line
output is well organised and free from obvious
resonance or coloration, helping the system to play
loud on large-scale material.
The speaker's design, build and finish are all of a
very high standard throughout, demonstrating
excellent attention to detail. The speaker also offers
considerable versatility in adjustment and use. With a
classic neutral and easy-going balance, this interesting
speaker earns arecommendation.

LAB TEST GRAPHS
EXPLAINED
The graphs
illustrate various
characteristics of
this speaker. The
on-axis frequency
response graph
shows how the
speaker's output
energy varies as it
handles asignal of
varying frequency
For this test, the
measuring
microphone is
directly in front of
the speaker at a
distance of im.
Figure 2shows how
the speaker's
output varies when
the measuring
microphone (or the
listener's ear) is
moved to positions
above, below and
to the side of the
nominal 'on-axis' or
straight-ahead
listening position,
using the same
input signals. In Fig
3, the roomaveraged response
shows an average
of the responses
obtained when the
measuring
microphone is
placed at anumber
of points around
the room and gives
an indication of the
overall energy
trend of the
speaker. The
impedance plot
shows the variation
impedance with
frequency; when
the impedance dips
to alow figure, the
demands made on
the amplifier are
greatest
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Yamaha
DVD-S2300
Universal
Player

PRICE

£900

SUPPLIER

Yamaha Electronics

CONTACT

01923 233166

Universal players

— are hardly emerging
thick and fast, but this new model from Yamaha has
arrived quite out of the blue. With Pioneer confidently
ruling the roost, Yamaha's £800 DVD-S2300 is the
first genuinely independent design to emerge by way
of competition. It's also the most ruggedly engineered
of all the universal players, with a double-screened
enclosure, multiple power supplies and an exceedingly
well-specified analogue section. Progressive video is
provided via an Analog Devices processor and RGBwired SCART while the 5.1 channel analogue audio
outputs are joined by separate phonos for downmixed
two-channel audio and a second sub-channel for
'bass-managed' 2.1-channel use.
The fascia is suitably uncluttered as most functions
are found on its matching DVD9 remote control, which
serves all DVD-V, DVD-A, DVD+/-R/RW, CD-R/RW
and SACD media. The choice between SACD and
DVD-A can be toggled on the fascia, although with an

DVD-V, DVD-A, SACD and CD all from one
player: Yamaha enters the universal fray

SACD loaded the on-screen menu is defeated in place
of alimited number of fixed speaker-size and channelbalance options indicated on its fluorescent orange
display. Full bass management, speaker delay and other
options are only enabled once a DVD disc has been
loaded, whereupon the underlying heritage of this

with this under-fl000 original design
WORDS PAUL MILLER

player, at least in part, is revealed. The two screenshots
shown here [page 51] are sequential menu pages from
Panasonic's corporate OSD, also used in earlier players
including the DVD-RA61.
Yamaha's claim that the DVD-S2300's DVD-A and
SACD circuits and DACs are completely independent
is true only up to apoint. In practice, the RF output
from the universal transport is partitioned between
two entirely separate decoder boards, one equipped
with an SACD processor from Sony, the other with a

)YAMAHA
NATURAL SOUND OVO AUDIO/ VIDEO SACO PLAYER
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VLSI from Panasonic, which offers Dolby Digital,
DTS and DVD-A decoding. The MPEG video
decoding and DCDi processing are also done here.
However, the outputs from both boards are then
addressed to acommon analogue stage using no less
than five two-channel AD1955 DACs. The AD1955 is
a new, highly specified part from Analog Devices
which not only supports 24-bit PCM audio data up to
192kHz but also features aseparate DSD bitstream
and external digital filter interface. Thus both DVD-A
and SACD are accommodated in one chip.
In practice then, the DVD-S2300 is very straightforward to set up and use. The two- and multichannel datastreams from both DVD-A and SACD
formats are accessible at the touch of a button,
although switching between layers does require the
transport to stop and re-read the new table of
contents (TOC). Anyone who has already owned a
Panasonic/Technics DVD player should have an
immediate affinity with the menu.

C Output from the universal
transport is partitioned between
two separate decoder boards,
one with aSony SACD processor,
the other with aPanasonic VLSI
for Dolby Digital, DIS and DVD-A

Most of the player's
functions are covered by the
DVD9 remote control, which
serves all DVD-V, DVD-A,
DVD+/-R/RW, CD-R/RW and
SACD media — leaving the
fascia suitably uncluttered

PERFORMANCE
In common with previous tests, the DVD-S2300 was
auditioned in my regular system, using Arcam's AV8
processor as an ( analogue) multi-channel preamplifier, feeding the P7 power amplifiers and a
combination of B&W's 802 and 804 loudspeakers.
Precise electrical matching between channels and
formats ensures listening levels are always comparable. In practice, the relatively high levels of PSUrelated jitter aren't as debilitating as might be the
case, particularly with multi-channel DVD-A
material which fares rather better than stereo
DVD-A and CD where a subjective compression
builds with instrumental complexity. This also holds
for the CD layer of 'fully loaded' SACD discs,
incidentally. Frankly, the busier the music, the more
muddied the DVD-S2300 becomes in stereo mode.
However, while there's asense of plumminess and
dynamic restraint with two-channel PCM, in multichannel mode there's a welcome freeing-up of the

C On the rear, the 5.1 channel
analogue audio outputs are
joined by separate phonos for
downmixed two-channel audio
and asecond sub-channel for
'bass-managed' 2.1-channel

soundstage and an easing of transient detail to bring
alighter, fresher feel to the music. The vibrant quality
of the harp from Andreas Vollenweider's `Vergeletto'
(48kHz/24-bit x 5) was especially colourful and
supported a deep, richly textured sound that was
perfectly in keeping with an instrument of this scale.
Vocal performances can sound less forthright and
tend to bind to the centre speaker instead of slipping
easily into the room. There's no loss of articulation,
whether it be the rasp of Sandy Dillon or the sharper,
more pointed delivery of Natalie Merchant — but
with neither is there quite the sense of the performer
reaching out to 'touch' the listener with his or her
words. And yet the open and natural colour of the
music, coupled with its complete freedom from any
harshness, remains adelight to hear.
By comparison, multi-channel SACD has the
capacity to sound positively breathtaking through the
DVD-S2300. Indeed, many of the orchestral scores
regularly used in my listening tests, including the
BFO and LSO selections, have never sounded quite
so fluid or exquisitely detailed. Woodwinds have
depth and resonance, bass has tremendous weight
and solidity, while strings and percussion soar,
sparkling with exquisite detail. The room lights up
with an iridescent sound, all five main channels
merging into one delicious performance that allows
apnil 2003
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Xen.. Challenge your
preconceptions

Xavier...
Power and Finesse

www.leema-acoustics.corn

Xyp... Music,
Pure and Simple

Loudspeakers and Subwoofers without parallel
Distribution. Aspen Media Limited
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So far, all available universal players have

increasing sample rate, providing a

used adual-focus transport driving two

stopband rejection of just 55dB with

independent decoders (one for CD/DVD

44kHz CD and amere 38dB with 96kHz

and another for SACD) before the digital

DVD-A. Many of these artefacts have been

bitstreams are addressed to acommon

observed from earlier generations of

series of DACs and their associated

Panasonic's own DVD and DVD-A players.

analogue filters. Yamaha's DVD-S2300

Differences in response between

follows this trend but has asignificant

SACD and DVD-A are expected, however,

difference its handling of linear PCM (CD,

with the latter just —AB down at 63kHz

DVD and DVD-A) and DSD (Direct Stream

and —1.6dB at 8okHz (192kHz/24-bit

Digital, Sony's SACD data format).

data). SACD is more comprehensively

Analogue signals derived from PCM
data, via the Panasonic processor, suffer
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rolled off, reaching —7.5dB at 80kHz and
—1.4.5dB at lookHz.

more power supply noise and related

Dolby and DTS functionality are

jitter than those extracted from SACD.

broadly within specification, although

This is clearly revealed by comparing the

the figure of 0.8dB channel balance

jitter plots derived, respectively from

errors between front, centre and rear

linear PCM data (CD/DVD) and DSD data

channels is sailing close to Dolby's idB

(SACD) where jitter falls from 1565ps

conformance limit. The multi- channel

(picoseconds) to just 5ops.

response plot also reveals the early LF

The signal-to-noise ratios are also

roll-off of channels set to 'small' (centre

significantly affected, for while SACD

or green trace in this instance) while the

suffers higher levels of ultrasonic noise

subwoofer output falls away somewhat

(-55dB at 9okHz), its in- band A- weighted

before the i2oHz turnover frequency.

signal-to-noise is afull n5cB, while PCM

You'll also notice that the sub level is on

data is reduced to just 96dB.

apar with the main channels instead of

Total harmonic distortion follows a

receiving ai-iodB boost to accommodate

similar trend: just —n5dB (0.00018%) re.

reduced DVD LFE mastering levels. This

ikHz/—iodBFs, increasing to —1o8dB at

is accepted practice with DVD players,

odBFs with SACD; to —loodB with CD;

which necessarily lack the headroom

—98dB with 48kHz DVD-A; and to —92dB

available to an outboard processor.
Afull QC Suite report, including

(0.0025%) with 96kHz DVD-A.
With PCM data, the digital filter
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additional graphics, may be found at
www.milleraudioresearch.com.

performance also deteriorates with
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the speakers to dissolve from view. This three-

implementation. For while the Yamaha DVD-S2300

dimensional transparency is the mark of all successful

clearly demonstrates huge potential as amulti-channel

multi-channel systems, and while the DVD-S2300 is

player, until its DVD decoding engine is overhauled, it

not alone in delivering such a performance, the fact

may be seen as an unwitting champion of SACD.

that it so singularly successful with just one format

Nevertheless, in whatever mode, the DVD-S2300
is leagues ahead of any CD or DVD player carrying

(SACD) is unusual if not unique.

the

CONCLUSION

Yamaha name

in recent years. Just as the

RX-V1300 proved in our AV receiver test last month,
a fair

Yamaha is clawing back some of the ground it's lost to

reflection of the differences between DVD-A and

competition from Pioneer and Denon. And with

Yamaha's

DVD-S2300 might not provide

SACD, but it does suggest that Panasoniefechnics

innovative products like the DVD-S2300, Yamaha,

(one of the prime movers behind the DVD Forum)

once the leader of the AV pack, is clearly reaffirming

isn't necessarily an ideal ambassador for its practical

its intention to take back the crown.
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DM604 Series 3
Once again, Bowers & Wilkins trickles down technologies from more expensive models
WORDS & LAB TEST MARTIN COLLOMS

PRICE

£8o0/pair

SUPPLIER

B&W

CONTACT

01903 221500

Having done wel I

for B&W for anumber
of years, the 600 models have now all reached 'Series 3'
versions. From £200 to £800, the line-up includes three
stand-mount designs, three floorstanders, two centre
channels and three subwoofers. This review assesses
the top-spec floorstander, the £800 DM604 S3,
supplied to us in a light-oak vinyl finish but also
available in black ash. Standards of fit and finish are
exceptional for this price.
Standing almost one metre high, the DM604 S3 is a
full three-way implementation with tandem bass
drivers, a Kevlar midrange unit and a 25mm dome
tweeter boasting Nautilus technology. A roommatched port augments the low bass for free-space
speaker location. Near-wall placement and adrier bass
can be achieve by plugging the ports with the supplied
foam bungs.
A rating of 200W for power handling indicates that
generous peak sound levels are possible in larger
rooms. Floor spikes are supplied, giving good stability
on carpeted floors. Biwiring is also possible and while
the speaker grille is above-average in design, the
DM604 S3 looks and sounds better without it. Claimed
frequency response is 39Hz-22kHz, with —6dB drop-off
points at 30Hz and 42kHz, anear-SACD bandwidth.
Sensitivity is claimed as 90dB at 8ohm, with a3ohm
minimum. However [see Lab Report], Imeasured 2.8
ohms. This really is a4ohm speaker and your amplifier
should be 4 ohms capable to give the best results.
Crossover points are set at 450Hz and 4kHz.
The range of the alloy dome tweeter has been
stretched to about 45kHz by improving the stiffness
between the voice coil former and the dome, thus
shifting the first resonance, generally at around 241cHz,
up to 311(Hz. This driver also has a Nautilus-style
tapered-line loading at the back. The cone drivers are
built on exclusive air-flow cast chassis, while the mid
uses a pre-aged, resin-bonded, Kevlar weave of
proprietary parameters. Wave analysis has been used to
improve the driver to the point where a simpler and
more transparent crossover could be fitted.
Taking no chances, B&W has fitted the aluminium
cone bass drivers with alloy reinforcing dust caps.
Higher power handing and lower distortion were the
design requirements for this generation of drivers.
High-quality components are used in the crossovers,
including air core inductors and polypropylene film

52

capacitors. A true three-way, the cabinet has separate
compartments for bass and mid. The lower section is
reflex tuned by asmall gas-flowed port which may be
plugged for amore damped alignment.

SOUND QUALITY
The benefit of applying the findings from more
expensive designs does show with the DM604 S3. For
example, the treble is more refined and more delicately
resolved than before, while showing more life in the

LAB REPORT
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Measuring very close to spec, the

band pass.

sensitivity was fairly high at 89.5dB

were

from an ' 8ohm watt'. However, in com-

reduces the bass smoothly by —3dB at

mon with other recent designs from

5oHz and by —6dB at 35Hz.
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Fitting the grille did this speaker

amplifier matching, its admits (in

open ' grid'

brackets) to a3ohm minimum. Imea-

moulded frame. Treble loss continued

sured even less: 2.8 ohms. Irate the

to a notch 3dB deep at 5kHz, while
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highest audible octave. Whether the extra boost beyond
20kFlz is audible directly or not, the superior construction does improve quality in the audible range. Likewise
the Kevlar cones endow the DM604 S3 with a
remarkably smooth and civilised mid-range. The purepiston bass drivers do afine job defining the bass.
Stereo imaging was above average with good focus
and depth. There was some part of the image lingering
in the vicinity of the speakers themselves, probably due
to residual, if moderate, enclosure coloration.
The sound was blended and smooth, amite dulled in
respect of transient definition and attack, and it could
be improved by atad more dynamic expression through
the upper mid-range. With its generous multi-driver
line-up, the DM604 S3 is capable of singing loudly and
clearly in any large listening room; indeed, it opened up
when spaced well clear of the adjacent room
boundaries. Tested in asmaller space, the sound was
over-rich and heavy in the mid-bass — fitting the
supplied accessory porthole bungs helped tighten
things up and speed up the delivery. For upbeat
material, jazz and fast rock, these plugs were also
favoured in the larger room, but with the speaker
placed anearer the back wall to compensate.

of

the

response by + 2, — 5dB right out to

your amp is at its best under these

35kHz. Note that this tweeter still has

conditions. This means the real per

the usual metal dome resonance, of

watt

about 4-iodB deferred in this design

sensitivity

is 86.5dB, which

until 3o.5kHz.
Noting the relationship between the
axial and +15° vertical responses, the
remaining off-axis response are shown

conditions. Capable of handling alot

in Fig 2 and the result was well con-

of power, up to

of 8 ohms type

trolled for a speaker of these dimen-

watts, high sound levels of io7dBA

sions. Almost perfect integration was

were possible in a typical listening

obtained thanks to the well ordered

room. Conversely, Iwould suggest a

behaviour of the mid driver.

200

minimum of 40 watts to get it going.

.5

construction

classed as 'difficult'. Make sure that

usefully low 34Hz under room- loaded

sob

port

no favours despite the apparently

This is —6dB 38Hz extending to a

-30

the

an IEC minimum of 6.4 ohms to help

such deep bass for its size.

-35

resonances

Blocking

B&W, rated at ' 8 ohms' which defines

explains why this speaker achieved

1.1111111.111M111.111111111r
fflumiegradoemidefumM.1.11ern.
0Ig efeexistesponses at inn
se above-ask ( red ( race)) 30'
off- axis, lateral (yellow); and
45 . off- axis, lateral ( blue)

Secondary

absent.

Finally,

we

have

the

spatially

On- axis nearfield bass corrected,

averaged output driving the listening

it met close tolerance ± 3dB limits

area of the sound studio [ Fig 3]. The

from 39Hz-25kHz, the blue line on Fig

low bass was extended if muted

showing a slightly better result,

relative to the ' power' bass region

taken afew degrees above axis. The

around 75Hz. The output was even up

bass alignment was set for a room-

to amildly prominent upper midrange

loaded situation, reflex tuned to 28Hz

while the energy was mildly depressed

at alower power, with the port output

around crossover, the 'transient attack'

barely peaking at all, and in fact

region. Spatially averaged, the treble

running from —3dB, 19-75Hz, almost a

was smooth and at the right level.

While it's apretty good all-rounder, character and
balance of the DM604 S3 tend to favour classical over
driving rock unless the latter was played at higher
listening levels. Though image depth wasn't its
strongest suit, it resolved detail well, showing that the
careful work done on the crossover points and drivers.

CONCLUSION

THE SYSTEM
Listening system
components for this
review included
Naim CDS II CD
player; Audio
Synthesis Passion
'passive pre-amp'

This is alot of speaker for the money: with an impressive stature, agenerous high-technology driver line-up;
and high maximum level and power handling. Bass and
treble are unusually extended and the large scale bass is
user-adjustable to some degree. Fit and finish are also
impressive and the lab report confirms that the highquality engineering matches the excellent exterior. The
weaker points are the sound quality of the grille and the
difficult amplifier loading.
The DM604 S3 showed awell blended output, with

control unit; Krell

low distortion and good resolution. Speed and stereo
depth weren't as impressive, though, and a stand-

speakers included

mount compact in this price sector might provide
greater involvement. if on asmaller scale. Nevertheless,
this speaker warrants a recommendation and is well
worth auditioning. Ei

Revolver R45 and

FPB 700 cx and
Naim NAP- 25o
power amplifiers,
and Orelle SAloo
EVO integrated
amplifier; cables
by van den Hul and
Transparent
Comparison
Spendor SP2-2,
Epos ES12
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serious audio deserves serious products
Weighing in at over 60kg, 11xMM
is certainly aserious product
pitched squarely at the
professional Audio & AV
installation market. It's the ideal
choice for giving high quality
performance to power
amplifiers, projectors and other
power hungry components.
Complementing the award
winning domestic line, the
11xMM is housed in adurable
high grade stainless steel 5u
rack mounting chassis, which
features two independent
channels of balanced 2000VA
continuous conditioned power.
Both channels can also be
bridged to provide 4000 VA.
At the rear are two pairs of high
quality unswitched sockets,
each pair independently
isolated.

How serious do you
want to get?

Cal

l: 01635 291357 for your nearest dealer.

Visit us at Bristol Sound & Vision

IseTek

www.isoteksystems.com

0j....adlettAud

EST. 1978

VISA

9 Holywell 11111, St. Albans,
Hertfordshire, All lEU

ir 01727 855577
F1.X: 01727 858 727
We stock tine equipment from:-

AE * ASH * ATC * AUDIO ANALOGUE
AVANTGARDE * AYRE * BRYSTON
CABLE TALK * CHORD CO
COPLAND * DENON * DIAPASON * EAR
HARBETH* ISOTEK * JBL * JM LAB
KEF * LEXICON * LYRA * MARTIN LOGAN
MADRIGAL * MARANTZ
MARK LEVINSON*MICHELL
NAIM AUDIO * NORDOST
NOITS ANALOGUE* OPERA * ORTOFON
PMC* PROAC * PROCEED* PROJECT
REGA RESEARCH * REL
REVEL * RUARK * ROMAN
SME*SONUS FABER* SPENDOR*STAX
SUMIKO*TANNOY*TEAC
TUBE TECHNOLOGY * UNISON
WADIA * VERDIER
MOST ITEMS AVAILABLE
MAIL ORDER CARRIAGE FREE
y RI / 1.-yp oRT F is T A III .//
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Challenging convention
fir
e

Tube Technology
"Fusion" System

auditions

Aserious retro system
Avalve amp/open-reel/turntable setup that won't upset the wife
It all started

in athis little greetings

card/gift shop — one of those bizarre bazaars

Open- reel tape is still best

where you find everything from sticky tape with
Santas on it to porcelain ashtrays shaped like
toilets. I
wasn't looking for anything other than a
greeting card, but there it was, the ultimate vinyl

0 An impressive array of valves;
and the belt- drive turntable

junkie's tchatchkele (
Yiddish for 'small toy'; also
useful when describing one's mistress), aturntable
measuring amere 50 x125 xi5omm (hwd), no
bigger than astack of six CDs. Ihad to have it, to
go with my collection of Rolex teaspoons, my pack
of Bugatti Polo mints, asweatshirt from the
Cavern Club, and other assorted ephemera.
Iain't that stupid! Iknew it was aradio... but
clever? It even had aminiature damped dust
cover (alas, it was cracked). The ' belt' was
missing, but asuitable rubber band took
care of that. The 'cueing lever' chose
on/off and AM/FM. Rotate the knob at

briefcase in From Russia With Love. The lid

the front, and the platter moved, its edge

opens slowly, damped and ' hydraulic', and

marked in radio frequencies. It even

ever- so- gradually reveals the treasure within.

boasted ared pilot light, where astrobe

Have Iat last found amatch for the turntable?
Amarvel of downsizing — across the front,

light would be. Clearly, this was designed

two buttons indicate two speeds of ' rewind'.

by amad genius.

Then, atoggle to select AM or FM. Next, a

Gingerly, Ilifted it off the shelf. I
turned
it over. Price: $ 19.95. For what equalled a

volume slider below arow of red ' LEDs'. Then,

mere f13, Icouldn't resist. Ibrought it

two more buttons for ' fast forward'. The box

over to the counter. The girl waved it past

didn't lie. Iturn it on and the red lights glow. I

abarcode reader, up came '$ 2'. Igasped.

press abutton. The reels turn! The spool on the
right — complete with viewing slots — bears

'Is two dollars okay, sir? It's our last one
and it's kinda damaged.' I
wanted her to

text around its periphery indicating Motorized

have my babies.

Radio Tuning and Dual-speed/Dual-direction
Tuning. The spool on the left? Calibrated for AM

September 2002: move ahead acouple
of years and, for some unknown reason, Ireceive
aModern Originals catalogue. There, on page 2,
Ifind glowing valves! Istudy the ad and Ican't

So bye-bye £ 19.50 — no longer would my
turntable be alone on its shelf.
December 2002: acall from the Editor, ' Ken,

believe what I'm reading. It called to me, like

you won't believe what I've found for you. It's a

aplastic siren spiriting my credit card from

perfect mate for your wee amp and wee turntable.

my wallet as Iread the blurb: ' Its wonderfully

And Iknow how much you love reel-to-reel tape.'

nostalgic look hides high-tech sound reminiscent

£17 of the editorial budget bites the dust.

of the wireless of the 19205. Yes, the Classic

Apadded bag arrives and Irip it open. Inside,

and FM radio frequencies.
It is too cool for words. It even comes with an
external aerial which plugs into the headphone
socket. Ican't stop playing with it.
Tivoli's bosses will lose no sleep. The ' Classic
Harmony Radio' sounds best, almost listenable
enough to keep my attention for awhole song.
The turntable? It's exactly what you'd expect of

Harmony Radio will delight collectors.' Even

there's abox. I
try to control myself, but the it

arecord player plucking sounds from the aether.

the buggered syntax couldn't dissuade me.

promises more than Ican handle: ' Motorised

And the tape deck? Who cares? It's so cool.

Measuring 84 x150 x94mm (hwd), the
Classic Harmony Radio boasts a ' burr elm look
case' and 'silvered name plaque' plus ' ultra-

Radio Tuning', ' Dual Speed, Dual Direction Tuning',
'Hydraulic Cover Operation', and much more!
Down, boy, down! The box is opened and out

Tune all three into the same station and you
have arow loud enough to deliver adequate
radio to an audience spread over no more than,

modern electronic components for utterly up-to-

slides abubble- packed block measuring 45 x

say, 2m 2.For atotal outlay of under £4o, well,

date sound quality and reception'. Best of all, it

145 x115mm (hwd). It looks like aminiature Zero

there might be worse ways to waste money.

sports three plastic cylinders representing valves,

Halliburton flight case, complete with swivel

complete with mesh cages inside and (amedal

handle. Around the back, an input for mains

the amplifier. Oh, please, won't somebody make

for the man who chose them) LEDs that glow the

adapter and asocket for headphones. Islide

an AM / FM radio that looks like aloudspeaker?

exact same shade of orange as real valves.

the catches at the front, like on James Bond's

WORDS KEN KESSLER

But Inow have the turntable, the tape deck,
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Mark is apilot

by profession, which might go some

way to explaining his open-minded and global approach to
hi-fi. In 20 years as an enthusiast he's tried and used more
equipment than most people even think about, and he's never
been afraid to experiment, modify and rebuild. He's always put
together his own systems, coming up with interesting combinations you'd never be offered by adealer.
He got started just before the advent of CD and his first
(vinyl) system was unconventional enough — in fact, it was
featured in the now defunct HiFi Answers magazine.
'It was an Alphason arm on aRevolver turntable. The Revolver didn't last long. It was just that I'd picked the Alphason
arm really cheaply and got aGrado Signature 3cartridge for
peanuts — and Ididn't have enough money for a decent
turntable! So Istuck it on the Revolver. It worked reasonably
well, but that got switched for an
Oracle later on.
'That front end was played into
an original Naim NAIT, and the
speakers were Linn Tins, which
were non-Isobariked Saras. They
made very few of them as they
were designed for clubs and pubs.
'It was all right but a little
bright. But this was 20 years ago
and at that time I preferred

'Then Iwent to an AirTight ATM3 amplifier. Iswapped the
ProAc speakers, 'cause Imoved, for some Belgian speakers
which Ican't remember the name of — it was abrand that was
famous for using aceramic tweeter, which was unheard of at
the time — and the enclosure was ahalf-circle tube sat on a
square base. That's how it stayed for abit of time, but then I
went to live in the States for awhile, so Isold all my hi-fi.
'When Icame back Istarted again. Igot aPioneer PD-73
player, the big heavy one with rosewood end cheeks. Ihad it
modified by John Cheadle. Igot a Harman-Kardon Citation
amp and Iknocked up the speakers myself. Ilined acouple of
stray boxes with plaster of paris, gave it aknobbly texture inside,
and put in the Jordan metal drive units. It was quite nice... but
Igot rid of those, and Igot into vintage Leak gear. Ihad TL12s,
then 25s. Those got hugely modified with twin-choke power

'I liked the Threshold because
it was avery valvey sound
— forget hard-sounding
solid-state — but then Igot a
Rappaport class Apower amp'

something that was 'in your face'. But the system morphed
into aMYST Tma3 amp, and Igot the Oracle.
'Then Iwent to live in Germany for atime and so Ineeded
to downsize the system, and that's when Igot into CD. Isold
virtually everything and ended up with an Exposure amplifier,
Meridian MCD Pro CD player and Linn Kans.
'But then Igot into valves. Ihad the Audio Innovations 500
— in fact Ihad three of them. The first time Isaw it Ijust
thought. "Wow! That's gorgeous!" and it sounded rather good
as well. The first one went "whoof" so Itook it to the Dutch
importer, who told me it was dead, so Igot anew one. Then a
bit later that one started doing some very strange things. Iwas
back in the UK by then so Itook it down to Audio Innovations.
They mod'ed it and did whatever else they do and it
was fine. Ikept that amp for quite some time.

supplies, different output transformers. Iused areally strange
set of valves, which were Bendix, built for the military.
'But then Igot an Arion valve amp, 5881s in parallel pushpull. Iwent through awhole range of trying different things at
the front end. Ihad the Counterpoint 10/11, which was actually
alovely little combination. Iliked the idea that the guys who
designed them could still modify them, even up to 192kHz. But
the transport was abit wonky so Idecided to bin that.
'So what else? It's very difficult to tell the order it came in, or
where some of it went! You can see Ichanged quite alot. Well,
power amps... Iwent away from valves and got a Threshold

floor plan

the view from the top

'I'd already replaced the MCD Pro with the Sonographe CD player. It was a lovely player. It had a
really cheap-looking Philips mechanism with a fine
Conrad-Johnson circuit board on it. Ihad that for a
fair amount of time and had the mechanism upgraded
to the next generation, the best one that would fit in.

THE SYSTEM
Micromega Classic Data

'Speakers: Igot rid of the Kans and got a pair of
small two-way Infinitys, then Igot aone of the smaller
KEFs which had the KUBE bass equaliser, the 102.

transport
Enlightened Audio Design
DSP9000 Series 3DAC
Cello Etude passive control
Audio Research Classic 60
power amplifier
Reference 3Alpha Royal
Master speakers
Stonewood speaker stands

Lovely rosewood finish, but Ididn't keep them long.
And all this time, Istill had the Audio Innovations. I
then went for aset of Helius Chameleons. They were
beautiful: the finish was good and it was alovely wood.
'Then Igot into big! Ibought ProAc EBS speakers,
which the Audio Innovations 500 drove beautifully.
'Now, somewhere in there Ihad aCroft pre-amp. I
always remember, I'd bought some cables in Germany,
in Duisberg where Iwas living, from the shop that did
the Acapella speakers. And this cable was so stiff that
the little Croft pre-amp was just air-suspended.
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(with custom granite bases)
Siltech digital interconnect
Final analogue interconnects '1'
and speaker cables

system setup
From the front: Mark
relaxes with his well-sorted
system. He replaced the
plain glass shelves on
the equipment rack with
laminated glass, which
made areal improvement
0 Inset pictures: Micromega
top-loading transport; the
Cello Etude passive control
unit; the rack-handled Audio
Research power amp; and
Reference 3speakers; below
these, atop view of the
Classic 6o (sadly, you can't
see the tubes from the front)

S300, and about the same time I
got the Sumo Aria speakers_
'I suppose Iliked the Threshold
because it was avery valvey sound
— forget hard-sounding solid-state.

got a pair of Focal W-sandwich mid-range units. I stuck a
Shackman electrostatic tweeter on the top. And I used big
air-cored inductors and paper-in-oil capacitors in the crossover.
'And they lasted about ayear. But Ithen decided that they
didn't look very tidy. They sounded very good, but they did

And it just looked very butch with
this great big amplifier and six-foot
speakers. But then Igot a Rappaport Class A power amp, again, a
lovely amplifier, until it went sizzle-

look a little amateurish. Iwas starting to think that my hi-fi
needed to look decent. So out they went and Igot aVentas
speaker in afabulous yew finish. They were beautiful, Ihad

bang one day and fried one of the Sumos.
'I then went to Townshend Glastonburys — I've owned these

shend Glastonburys. They were good!
'As for amplifiers, in the interim I'd gone down the singleended route. Ibought aGamma 211 amp, the Rhythm, which
didn't have avery good power supply; and Ithought the output

them on Slate Audio stands, but they didn't really do much
bass. So that was when (for the second time) Igot aset Town-

twice (not the same pair) and the speakers I've got now
replaced the second pair of Glastonburys. But anyway, at that
time I decided the Glastonburys
produced too much bass. They really
drove this room. This is a very bad
room when you get really deep bass
because the radiator starts resonating
and the windows rattle, I think the
door rattles, too.
'So out went the Glastonburys and

`I got an HK Citation amp and knocked up the
speakers myself — acouple of stray boxes,
with plaster of paris inside to give it a
knobbly texture, and the Jordan drive units'

back came the Sumos. And Ihad some
SD Acoustics — SD3s? — the one with the open-baffle mid alid
treble and one bass unit. Iplayed around with that and fitted an
eight-inch Volt bass unit. Then Idecided to double-wall the
bottom of the unit. So Idouble-walled and sand-filled the front
and rear baffles because somewhere I'd read that asand-filled
baffle was very good. I got my one-inch strips of wood ( I
couldn't get a big piece of hardwood) battened them to the
back, filled the space with sand and then did the same with the
front. They looked quite good!
'I decided the Dynaudio mid-range unit wasn't too good so I

transformers were appalling. I've afriend who's an electronics
engineer and specialises in valve stuff: Itook it to him and he
said, "Oh my God! You can't have this... it's going to blow up!"
It used resistors to drop down the 1000V of the transformer
down to 400V for the HT and so this thing used to virtually
glow red. Iended up building a completely separate power
supply, leaving me with about six power supply transformers.
Ibought a set of Reference output transformers. Ultimately, Ihad asecond chassis and my thoughts were to make
them into monoblocks... but in the end Idecided, no Ican't be
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systemsetup
bothered with this, it's just too much money going into this. So
that went and Iwent to push-pull again. Ibought aLwanan 3600.'
A bit better engineered than the Gamma?
'Subtly better engineered, you could say! It was a lovelysounding amp. Ihad it converted to run different valves. Then
Igot anew chassis for it. In fact Ibasically rebuilt the thing. I
changed every resistor on it for Japanese audiophile ones — all
the proper leads, gold plated, it looked lovely. Stuck it in the
copper chassis, ran it with new old stock KT88s. Changed the
bias system so that each valve was biased individually. WBT
jewellery on the back. It was an awesome piece of kit! But I
couldn't tell you whether it sounded any better than the
original, because Ididn't have the original to compare, but it
did look very nice and it was a
lovely-sounding amp.
'I bought the Cello Etude as a
pre-amp. Ihad abrief flirtation
with the Meridian 500 transport,
using a Trichord DAC with an
external power supply. Igot the
Micromega to replace the Meridian transport.
'The Micromega seemed to be
very good in the mid-range. Then
Igot hold of and had alisten to a
Wadia X64.4. And that just gelled. It was a very musical-

Research to find out how much it was going to cost to change
it to 240V (it's very expensive because there are three
transformers), the dealer had sold it. But he said, " Look I've
got something which is even better," which he reckoned was
one of the best DACs that had ever been made.
'And that was the EAD. So Ibought it, unheard. It was a
$6000 DAC and Iwas able to pick it up for around £ 1000,
although Ihad to pay shipping. EAD no longer deal with this
model, but the people who designed and built it at EAD are
now adifferent company, so Isent it to them. They rebuilt it
for 240V and said, 'If you ever want to sell it we'll buy it from
you, because they don't come up very often.'
'The built-in volume control is a real bonus. It's a hybrid

'I was about to commence
butchering the Glastonburys,
but Ithought, "I'm just going
to spend aload of money
and find Idon't like them"'

sounding DAC, lovely.., straight into the Cello Etude, then into
the ` Luxman' and then the Glastonburys. And it was avery nice
sound — good foot-tapping qualities. It wasn't asound that was
driven by the bass because the amp just didn't have it, but the
mid-range was fabulous.
'But then after awhile Idecided Iwas fed up with "big, black
and ugly" — about the only way to describe the Townshends. I
was going to start butchering them around; Iwas going to get
asolid hardwood front, God knows how Iwas going to attach
it, and then Iwas going to get aset of the Thiel drive units (you
can buy them from Germany), the ceramic alloy bass and mid
treble. Then Ithought, it's stupid to go down this route; I'm
just going to spend aload of money, and probably find Idon't
like them and sell them in the end.
'That's when I started looking, and heard these (the

volume control, part resistors and part electronic. Ithink there
are six Vishay resistors and then it's done digitally with dB
steps in between. So they say that you only lose about 1bit at
the bottom. And I've been very impressed with it. Phenomenal
bass. It wiped the floor with the Wadia.
'And then Idecided that perhaps Icould do slightly better in
the amp department. Ilistened to some very good ones. I'd
always fancied the D250... And then this thing came up.'
As you'd expect if you've read this far, Mark has done alot
of experimenting with cables. He'd used Ecosse (copper) very
happily but after trying an interconnect from Final (Japan) he
went for Final's speaker cables too. For the digital connection,
he's stayed with his faithful old Siltech, although he's A/B'd
them against many others — the EAD's input selector allows
him to do this at the flick of aswitch.
Mark seems as keen as ever to explore new possibilities, but
he's developed apretty hardnosed attitude to assessing
whether new components
will stay in his system.
'When Ichange something
now, it boils down to: when I
remove
the
piece
of
equipment, (a) did Ilike it
and (b) do Imiss it? And if I
say, no Idon't miss it, then I'm not going to buy it. Idid go
through the stage of audio jewellery, as we all do: "This cost
loads of money, so it's got to be good!"
But now Mark is happy with his system. It works on all kinds
of music, it combines detail with musicality, and it isn't too 'in
your face'. He's contemplating aDVD player and cinema setup, which could quite happily co-exist with the hi-fi thanks to
the bypass facility in the Cello Etude. But he's still happy with
two-channel music. He can settle down in comfort and get lost
in his CD collection for hours at atime.
'My only regret now is that you can't see the valves in the
Audio Research.' El

Mark seems as keen as ever to explore new
possibilities, but over the years he's developed
apretty hard-nosed attitude to assessing whether
new components will stay in his system
Reference 3speakers). And they're just fabulous. At first Ihad
them on the Cyrus stands — they're avery good stand (and
they're very affordable), except that they make the speakers look
like afighting top on abattleship — Industrial Post Modern.'
So Mark changed to his present Stonewood stands, although
he replaced the original creamy-coloured stone bases with
some beautiful pieces of polished granite he'd had made by a
local mason. 'They really do suit the speakers,' as he says.
Then came the final change of DAC.
'I was trying to get an Audio Research DAC 3, the valve one,
which I'd heard very good things about. I'd found an American
dealer who had one, but by the time I'd contacted Audio
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John crabbe
February 'sHFN

differentials varying from zero to 6.5dB across time- delays

featured an intriguing coincidence

spanning 1-4ms, their average as agroup comes very close to

involving loudspeaker directivity:

4dB right across that same band, which suggests trying some

Martin Colloms' review of the
Eidolon speaker [ p2o] and Keith

sort of latterday compromise.
As an example, if one adopts the classical equilateral ' hot

Howard's ' New Directions' article

seat' setup with apair of loudspeakers spaced by 3m, and

[pro]. Keith referred to my
24-year- old thesis on the

designates alateral ' listening line' of the same length centred
on that spot, the distances of each speaker to the nearer and

stabilisation of stereo imagery

farther ends of the seating line differ by an amount giving a

['Broadening the Stereo Seat',

time interval of exactly 4ms. If such speakers are then angled

HFN!une/July/Sept ' 79], while Martin drew attention to the

towards the extremes (requiring a5o° departure from the

Eidolon's ' felt blanket located within the grille frame and

straight- ahead position), the above averaged time/intensity

encircling the drivers', used to depress its off- axis output and

requirement would provide asimple starting point for any

provide ameans of controlling LS polar patterns which I
wish
had occurred to me in 1979. If it had, Iwould surely have tried

designer tempted to enter the fray.
The challenge would be to produce aspeaker whose

strapping cushions or suchlike to the outer edges of speakers
in the hope of approaching my proposed optimum mirror- image

to —4dB as one moves off- axis by 25° (approximating to the

lateral output over awide frequency range declines smoothly
ims position for alistener 3oomm off-centre), then stays at

radiation characteristics.
Then in 1989 the Institute of Sound & Vibration Research
(ISVR) published areport by McKenzie and Findell on time/
intensity trading which showed that if one is concerned to
encompass afull range of programme material, there can be

—4dB for at least another 25°.
However, as the diverse requirements of various musics
have been telescoped to provide this scheme, which by
definition excludes speech from any resulting improvements, I

no such characteristic. Thus, my supposedly all- embracing
proposals became defunct at astroke, and prompted by KH's

don't in this multichannel age really expect agreat explosion of

reminder I've now disinterred them to find that even the very

treated simply as an exercise in what- might- have- been hi-fi

earliest work I'd cited raised doubts by noting that the

trigonometry. Yet the notion of using ablanket (or cushion!) to

commercial interest. So it would be best if the whole thing were

amplitude/time relationship depended on the ' nature' of

control directivity does rather appeal, and indeed something of

the sound.

this ilk might have been at work in the little tale of an

Also, agreat deal of other work relied
heavily on the speaking voice, which we
now know tends to push corrections to
extremes not needed for most music.
Yet various investigators had plotted
curves of asimilar general shape, and I
eventually seemed to have arrived at a
formula that accommodated most of the
then published findings.

Icould surely have tried strapping
cushions or suchlike to the outer edges
of speakers in the hope of approaching
my optimum radiation characteristics

But jo years on, the above ISVR study
emerged, providing plots derived from six types of programme

absorbent settee's stereo role related in my July ' oz piece,

material, four of them involving music, with judgements

hinting that time/intensity trading might not yet be quite dead.

thereon assessed systematically in both anechoic and

What really did die recently was the recording gear of a

listening- room settings [ see HFN July'o2 ' Opinion' for sources].

friend, in the course of taping an amateur orchestral concert.

This revealed that on most signals my proposals had neither
increased the L/R amplitude differential with sufficient rapidity

At anot especially massive fortissimo, everything cut out, as

up to atime- asymmetry of ims, nor tamed it appropriately

sensing system designed to switch off the supply if visiting pop

thereafter, while completely overlooking the need to adopt

groups topped the legal limit. Yet even when playing at full tilt,

different overall levels for each type of programme.

there's no way in which that modest unamplified orchestra

Using the new data (in its ' room' mode), but taking atime
differential of 4ms as asensible domestic upper limit, the

the mains power disappeared because the venue had asound-

could have reached the relevant sound pressure level.
Ar explanation hasn't yet surfaced, although it occurs to me

necessary compensation reaches amaximum of 12dB if all

that some high-level infrasound effect of the sort discussed last

six sources are includec. But this falls to iodB if the ultra-

month might have been at work.

percussive hi- hat is omitted, and to 6.5dB if one ignores the

Whatever the cause, my friend has now acquired abattery-

spoken word. And while the remaining four (female singer, LE

powered recorder, so future sessions should at least survive

strings, pop group, chamber orchestra) still need amplitude

the odd thunderstorm. Zi
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Vegas vacation...
KK jetted off to sunnier climes to see what
the industry had in store for us in 2003
WORDS & PICTURES KEN KESSLER

One wag said

it all: ' Format war?

What format war?' He was right. There were

multi- enclosure model from Intelligent
Audio Systems — with Quad ESLs in mind

far too many ' universal' players dotted

for future partnering. And it was asubwoofer

around the 2003 Consumer Electronics

which created the most impressive

Show in Las Vegas for anyone to worry ever

transformation I've heard in years: UVola,

again about SACD vs DVD-Audio. From

which you might recall as the company

affordable Pioneer models to audiophile-

that makes egg- shaped speakers which it

oriented machines from Bel Canto, Linn,

then paints to look like melons, globes, and

McCormack and others, universal players

so on, arrived with its sub and it turned a

arrived in sufficient numbers to make all of

merely good satellite into astupendous

the posturing seem ludicrous.

full- range system. The sub has its own

Neither side did much to help itself gain
the upper hand, although DVD-A must be

'floating' mechanism, which made me think
of Max Townshend's racks. Most memorable

the one to back should you prefer to ignore

sub just had to be the Basshorn from

the above paragraph. The DVD-A crew was

AvantGarde, which — literally — filled awall.

crowing about the arrival of Elvis' best-

Most impressive launch was behind

selling hits package, 30 Number Ones,
delivered in its preferred format with no
less than six bonus tracks. It spoke volumes
for major label RCA/Bertelsmann's plans.
And hadn't the SACD gang had its world
rocked when, before Christmas, EMI
announced DVD-A editions of Pink Floyd's
Dark Side Of The Moon, plus other discs
from Bonnie Raitt, REM, the Band, the
Beach Boys and many others?
Sony responded with the most limp,
waste- of- time press conference I've ever
attended: they schlepped acouple of
thousand of us to the Hard Rock Café and

closed doors and without sound. Wilson

made ameal out of araft of releases

Audio wouldn't let us photograph it either,

everyone in the room knew about before,

but the Alexandria could be the model that

such as the Police catalogue (spare me...)
and its edition of Dark Side Of The Moon.

stops pundits such as me from regarding
the brand as the source of some of the

But with one exception: the formal launch

world's most unattractive speakers. The

of Bob Dylan's catalogue on SACD. Er, doh!

Alexandria looks like aGrand SLAMM upon

So what's the big deal? Aside from a

which the designers of Pininfarina were

mid- career hiatus, wasn't the bulk of his

let loose: aerodynamic swoops and gashes

catalogue on Sony/CBS anyway? What's

which recall the gorgeous Fiat Coupé of

the Zim gonna do? Insist on DVD-A? Now,

recent vintage, plus attention to detail

if they'd snagged The Beatles...

such that no gaps nor bits of extraneous

So the format wars have been relegated

hardware were allowed to be seen, coated

to the 'whatever' pile, and it was okay to

in paint finishes that have no match in the

get on with the rest of the show. Ribbon

audio industry. For obvious reasons of

speakers were everywhere — full- range and

great sensitivity to Americans, the name

tweeter- only — including areal surprise, the

'Arabesque' was abandoned. But Ididn't

Rushmore, which Ithink is the first speaker

have the heart to remind Dave Wilson that

from Pass Labs. Its aserious, four-way,

Alexandria is, er, in Egypt. C'mon Dave:

$40,000 floorstander with aloom (
4")

you know you wanna call it ' The Provo'.

ribbon tweeter. Subwoofers sprouted up all
over the place, including one — the IA- 643
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Analogue lovers were treated to products
and announcements that reaffirmed the

shov,. re sort

Clockwise from top- left:

staying power of vinyl: Air-Tangent

Computer- generated impression of
forthcoming VTL super-monoblock

introduced the 2001 turntable; the Garrard

amp; the AvantGarde Basshorn sub

showed adeck with two arms, including its

and horns; Hmm... I
wonder who this

own in green. Clearaudio marked its 25th

3e-tall speaker is copying; Limited

anniversary with alimited edition, and the

edition 25th Anniversary Clearaudio

Sumiko Blackbird, Shelter Model 901, the

501 arrived in more refined form; while Basis

turntable, based on the Master

Linn Akiva at £ 1800 and others contributed

Solution and Reference models and

to aflood of new cartridges. Lyra came up

featuring anew ceramic ball- bearing

with two, offering the Titan (US545oo) and

(USS6000); Halcro's long-awaited

Argo (US$12oo) and the promise of aLyra

pre- amplifier in final production

phono amp to be called Erodiorr (to sell for

form; Oheocha gets away from the

around US54000).

eyeball- on- spikes look with its first

Other highlights included anew LS3/5A

conventional speaker; Basis Debut

surrogate from Spendor, the S3/5 SE

fitted with two tonearms

with aUK retail price of £800—f945/pair
depending on the finish. This is another
variant of the well- received S3/5, described
by Spendor's Phifip Swift as ' avery different
product for avery different application.'
Lexicon made life easier for those who
can't stretch to the astounding MC- 12 AV
processor with what's in effect an MC- 12
'Lite' — the MC- 8. Available in balanced
and unbalanced versions, it uses four
Analog Devices SHARC digital signal
processing engines, one Cirrus Logic DSP
engine, and 24-bit/192kHz DACs in an
architecture said to be nearly identical to
that of the MC- 12. It also includes THX
Ultra2-certification and DTS 96/24
decoding, plus Dolby Digital EX, Pro- Logic
II, DTS-ES, DIS Neo:6, and Logic 7.
Blasts from the past and welcomed
reappearances included the re-emergence
of Oracle (
with amp and CD player), Genesis
speakers, Lori Lieberman with new label
and new CD, Allison, Dual, Thorens, VPMS
and many others. ESLs were represented by
MartinLogan with anew, small ESL hybrid
speaker called the Clarity, and Wraith, a
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brand new to me, with ESLs for wall
mounting. Monster monoblocks appeared
from VIL, Air Tight and others. Krell even
released its range of all- metal speakers in
wooden enclosures — at last, truth to the
saying ' Krell gives me wood'!
But my heart went out to Electron Luv,
at the rival show at the San Remo. This is
as oddball as its name implies — Idon't
know where to begin. The Jules Verne
metal work? The reek of ozone? The tubing
and the blue glow and the air of barely
contained insanity? One look in its room
and you knew you were in the presence
of atube amp designer who makes Tim
de Paravicini look like Peter Walker. Josh
Stippich — a26- year old who looks like
he's straight out of lay And Silent Bob —
is aself- trained metai worker with a
penchant for long- forgotten tubes.
Compared to Josh, most Japanese valve
nuts covet the mundane. His chassis are
made from copper and stainless steel. He
uses directly heated triodes and mercury
vapour quad- mono power supplies. Forget
'88s and ' 655os and EL34s — this guy uses
AV2o, 45 and 2A3 valves. And he fits them
to constructs that look like props from the
Buster Crabbe Flash Gordon serial. They
sound divine.
If Isaw nothing else at the show, the
Electron Luv amps made the trip worthwhile.
If you ever wondered, guerrilla audio is alive
and well in Highland, Utah. Stippich has,
beyond doubt, redefined `cool'... or maybe
more precisely, ' hot'!
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O Clockwise from top- left: Electron
Luv's Josh Stippich with the io Line
Stage and apair of 801/2A3 amps;
Accuphase's new VX-7oo AV
processor, with Dolby, NS and SRS,
no- compromise video switching,
balanced outputs and plenty of space
of upgrade modules; Shanling's
SP- 8o 50W/ch dual- mono amplifiers
with EL34 valves; Mastersound's Due
Venti SE (that's

'
220',

as in 2x20W

from four EL34 valves, parallel singleended Class A; Eggleston Works' new
subwoofer; JJElectronic's JJ828, with
four KT88s per side for 70W/ch; A
first glimpse of Marsh Sound Design's
brand-new HT- 4000 AV processor

resort
New discs for every format
Vinyl, SACD, DVD-A, 192/24, DTS — you name
it, someone has it. Here's what the labels have
on offer for the coming season:
Analogue Productions
Creedence Clearwater Revival Creedence
Clearwater Revival, Bayou Country, Green
River, Willy & The Poor Boys, Cosmo's Factory
(SACD Hybrid)
Chesky
Christy Baron Take This journey
(CD — 96 /24recording)
Classic Records
Roy Orbison Lonely And Blue (
mono & stereo)
Procui Harum 1st album (
mono)
Santana The Game Of Love
O Clockwise from above: Shanling's

(zoog vinyl)

new tube SACD player, the SCD-T200
(transport is Sony while the chips are

Drive On

Sony and Burr- Brown); Bel Canto's

Lori L.eberman Monterey

forthcoming universal player;

(CD)

TSEngineering Reality loudspeakers,
with 5.25in mid/woofers and soft-

DIS

dome tweeters acting as line arrays

Jeff Trott Dig Up The Astroturf

(external crossover); The beautiful

(DVD-A, Dolby Digital & DIS)

Hovland Radia solid-state amp, which
glows blue when powered, delivering

Grocve Note

2x125W into 8ohms; From the top,

Ray Brown Trio Soular Energy

Sim Moon's Orion DVD player, Stargate

LA4 Just Friends

pre-amp processor with 7.1 play-

(SACD Hybrid Stereo)

through, and Aurora multi-channel
Hi- Res

amp available in 5or 7channel

Ray Brown Trio Soular Energy (
see Groove Note)

versions, with 200W/ch into 8ohms

Larry Goldings Trio Moonbird
Wayne Horvitz Forever
Leon Russell Leon Russell
(192124 DVD)
MA Recordings
Jiang Ting Voice Of The Pipa
(CD)
Mobile Fidelity
Dave Alvin Blackjack David
Isaac Hayes Hot Buttered Soul
(SACD hybrid Stereo)
RCA
Elvis Presley 30 Number One Hits
(DVD-A, 5.1)
Verve

Audion prize draw
Winner of the Aelion Prize Draw held at the Show was
Simon CaLlfield of London who is naw enmying his prize
— an Aud'on Sterling Stereo Mk svalve amplifier, which
produces 12 wags per charnel from apairof EL34 output
valves and usually retails tor f000. For further info visit
Audion's web site at www.audion.cc.uk.

Dianne Krall The Look Of Love
(SACD multi- channel)
Warner Bros
Donald Fagen The Nightfly
REM Automatic For The People
(DVD-A, Dolby Digital & DIS)
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John Adams documentary • Bach Partitas on BIS • Pires and Dumay's
Beethoven cycle • Haydn symphonies repackaged • Red Garland's brilliant
swing • Joe Morris and The Ganelin Trio • rock pop and audiophile releases

classical

instrument Adams's father used to play),
two transcriptions from Nancarrow's
Player Piano Studies and Steve Reich's
Eight Lines.

a

JOHN ADAMS

Not having much of ataste for opera-

A Portrait/A Concert Of

going, Adams neverthless took to writing

American Music

for the medium like aduck to water.

Music by Adams, Nancarrow, Reich
Arthaus Musik loo 322

'His music does for the arpeggio what

137m OVO

McDonald's did for the hamburger' was
one cherished review. And in following

This film portrait runs for about 45

chapters the composer outlines the aims

minutes (it could with advantage have

of Nixon In China, Death Of Klinghofer

been twice as long) and has the New

(which caused such offence in the way

England composer talking to camera, with

in which it dealt with the 1985 hijacking

performance clips and comments from

of the ship 'Achille Laura') and the more

Michael Tilson-Thomas and his opera

recent El Niño [
on DVD, Arthaus Musik; CD

collaborators, director Peter Sellars and

only, Nonesuch]. Stock shots and vintage

librettist Alice Goodman.

film underline the ethnic influences which

Studying at Harvard he concluded that

are so strong in Adams's work — and part

Webern's was the 'stingiest' sort of music

O Masaaki

Viennese School, and on through Berio

of the explanation for its wide acceptance.

and that the earnestly pursued Second

Suzuki

to Boulez, might one day be seen as

A 'star' rating for interest. CB A:1 •

rating system
Sound quality: Performance
Fine modern recording
Good
Moderate

A: 1
B:

Very good

2 Good

C : 3 Moderate

Poor

D :4

Poor

Historical, eg. 78rpm

H: H

Historical

• Sound quality and performance are
separately graded at the end of each review.

an aberration in its denial of pulse and
tonality. More keen on Jimi Hendrix, Adams

JS BACH

went to San Francisco in 1971; avisit to

Six Partitas

Florence impressed him with the way the

Masaaki Suzuki ( hpd)

great architects had lovingly repeated

BIS CD 1313/1314

details, and then Reich's Drumming

2CDs,

161m 20S

proved akey experience which showed

The big harpsichord used for this

him apathway along which his own music

recording, modelled on the enlarged two-

might develop, whilst attaining a ' wider

manual Ruckers, creates an immediate

bandwidth' of emotion.
With Schoenberg's Chamber Symphony

impression of power and authority.
Suzuki's playing has something of the

An ' asterisk' denotes outstanding quality.

on his work- desk and his son watching

gravitas of Gustav Leonhardt's — although

Ratings also show disc prices: • full price

atelevision cartoon, he wondered how

• mid price • budget price V special price.

the Japanese musician studied with Ton

these different worlds might in some way

Koopman, amore capricious interpreter.

• All discs reviewed are available from the
CD Service: tel 0123474'1132 for details.

be brought together the result, his own

But then, as you listen, Suzuki's warmth

CLASSICAL CHRISTOPHER BREUNIG
JAll BEN WATSON
ROCK JOHNNY BLACK
AUDIOPHILE VARIOUS
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Chamber Symphony, can be heard in part

becomes more apparent, not to mention

2of

his sheer keyboard virtuosity.

the programme where the brilliant

young conductor Jonathan Nott directs the

Next, he has you pondering the very

Ensemble InterContemporain in this piece,

nature and mastery of the Partitas —

Gnarly Buttons (
for clarinet — the

excerpted by Anderszewski on adisc

reviewed last month, which was fine in its
way but the BIS set persuades you that
using the modern pianoforte is, after all
(notwithstanding players like Hewitt and
Schiff to the fore), akind of substitute.
Some months ago we had the excellent

EDUARDO GAUIRO/Dc,

musicchoice

re-recording by Trevor Pinnock, more
idiosyncratic in his use of mute sonorities,
on Hânnsler; his might be seen as
complementary to Suzuki's set. There the
acoustic setting was more reverberant —
again, adifferent philosophy of what is
appropriate. The BIS set has vivid
presence but the sound is never
aggressive or fatiguing. Records of the
G Maria

Month. CB A:1* •

Joào Pires

IS BACH AND THE
MOLLER MANUSCRIPT

and Augustin
Dumay

Works By Bach, Böhm, Lully, Et At
Recommended as much to the non-

Carole Cerasi ( hpd)
Metronome CD 1055

76m 49s

Named after one of its subsequent owners,

convincing when it is) and when his

specialist as to those concerned with

expression becomes more Romantic,

17th Century keyboard styles. CB Au •

or dramatically intense, it loses shape.
It is atrue partnership even so

the ' Willer Manuscript' is acollection of

BEETHOVEN

(remember Grumiaux with Arrau, on the

keyboard and ensemble pieces made by

Sonatas For Piano And Violin

two Beethoven sonata LP programmes

Bach's elder brother Johann Christian (but

Maria Joao Pires ( pno)/Augustin

they did for Philips, where musically they

variously attributed since its discovery

Dumay (yin)

seemed miles apart?) with avivid sense of

early in the last century).

DG 471495 -2

3CDs, 234m

Musical detective work is very laudable,
but how does the material stand up? The

Paper handkerchiefs are needed here: not

programme selected by Carole Cerasi,

for tears but to avoid fingering the discs

interplay. Imuch prefer this set to that of
Mutter/Orkis, though not to the Kremer/
Argerich, all on DG. CB A/B: 1/10

played on two contrasted reproduction

housed in DG's extremely tight card triple

COPLAND

instruments — one after Christian Zell,

wallet, in turn sleeved with notes and

Appalachian Spring ( Suite) •

the other (loaned by Trevor Pinnock) a

interview, and decorated with no fewer

Clarinet Concerto • Quiet City •

weightier, more fruity Conrad Fleischer

than 19 sepia-toned photographs. Most

Three Latin-American Sketches

— starts with abrilliant flourish from

of the recording was done at Henry
Wood Hall (1997/2001/2002), the cycle

Gambill

completed — Sonatas

Naxos 8-559069

JSBach's Toccata BWV9i2a and includes
four suites by lesser- known composers.
We hear pieces in the same form,

2,

3, 6and 10 —

Laura Ardei (c10/Nashville CO/

62111 47S

Allemande/Courante/Sarabande/Gigue (or

last year in Portugal; in iand 4aSteinway
replaces the Yamaha used elsewhere.

The Nashville Chamber Orchestra and its

fugue), by Zachow, Reincken, Ritter, George

They weren't recorded in sequence,

founder Paul Gambill were new names to

Rehm — rather dull in his Sarabande I

nor is that the arrangement on the discs

me. They turn in thoroughly lively, well

thought — and Lully, writing in acharming,

(the ' Spring' sits between 8and 9, the last

recorded accounts of the Appalachian

songlike style. He and Reincken are the

sonata shares with Op.3o:i and 2), and as

earliest of these collected composers. A

aresult the sound change is noticeable;

suite from the ballet score written for
Martha Graham's company in 1944 and the

Capriccio on the departure of another of

for instance, in moving on to Op.23, placed

much later three orchestral sketches

Bach's brothers (to Sweden, former HFN

third (!) among the three Op.12. The 2002

(premiered in 1972). Quiet City has

reviewer Stephen Daw tells us in the notes),

recordings are fine, clean and well

with arias and fugal ending, might be
likened to Beethoven's sonata Les Adieux; it

focused; the earliest can make the violin
sound ' white' in timbre with uncomfortable

brings the disc to acheerful conclusion.

peaks in the resonant acoustic. There is

The Swedish- born harpsichordist won a
1999 Gramophone Award for her debut CD;
even so, abiographical note would have

also atendency for the violin sound to
veer to the right and back.
Is it perhaps these technical

been awelcome inclusion in the booklet.

reservations which make one feel the

She makes good sense of some quite

principal interest lies in the piano part —

demanding writing and the engineering

or is that Pires has the more forceful

is excellent. Iliked the contrast of

personality? Time and again Ifound myself

instruments, the one brighter, lighter —

attending more to her music- making. The

and free of the rather noisy action that

problem, Ithink, is that Dumay's playing

accompanies the Fleischer.

is not consistently Classical (he's most

G Aaron
Copland
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YVONNE LORIOD-MESSIAEN/DG

reviews
His three-part orchestral score From
The Canyons To The Stars (
which has solo
parts for piano, horn, xylorimba and
glockenspiel) has its plentiful share of
birds: mockingbird, thrush and other,
more exotic species. It was composed
in celebration of America's Bicentennial
and inspired by the the riven Utah canyons
and constellations over the desert skies
(stripes and stars, you see — if you are
writing to Pseud's Corner, credit DG's
notes and the composer himself!).
David Hackney's ABigger Grand
Canyon is aptly used for cover and inlay
for this mid- 2001 Radio France production,
which has tremendous sound: abig deep
soundstage and lots of presence.

I
liked Les Canyons... (
Inever heard the
earlier Salonen/London Sinfonietta Sony

C Olivier
Messiaen
in the Utah
canyons,
inspiration
for his Des

recording). The score, where winds and
percussion outnumber strings 31:13, has
the signature baleful brass chords like
sonic monoliths (or too suggestive of
Pacific 231?), the droopy unresolved
string phrases and obssessive percussion

Canyons

figures. Myun-Whun Chung lets the music

Aux Étoiles
important parts for trumpet and cor

Lamentation, Passione, Mercury, Fire — are

anglais, but it's not aconcerto, for

with the Orchestra of the Age of

heaven's sake! The balances here make

Enlightenment, produced at Blackheath

nonsense of this intimate score where a

Concert Hall (and dealt with at length in

take its time and the soundscapes (with,
for instance, lead shot swirled in adrum
like the wind blowing over granite
particles) build impressively. CB An •

jazz trumpeter plays in the still of the

HFN May 1999). The British orchestra has

night. At best ne'd be heara behind glass.

OFFENBACH

the warmer sound; the Netherlands

Gaîté Parisienne (arr. Rosenthal)
Boston Pops/Fiedler

So what might have made the ideal

recordings are generally more resonant. It's

introduction to Copland fails here and in

atempting package but it is not long since

the concerto written for Benny Goodman

Philips issued the six ' Paris' Symphonies,

The solo part oeeds perfect intonation and

and even more recently the 12 ' London'

along, liquid line — qualities best met by

were lepackaged as two Duo' sets.

Richard Stoltzman (if you can find his RCA

Brüggen is not an ingratiating

recording) but not on this disc, where the

conductor, so on the whole these are

playing only takes effect in the cadenza

austere readings; but the phrasing, tempi

and quicker music. The difficulties in

and dynamics are always interesting —

pitching are exacerbated by snrillness in

the music sometimes boldly accented,

the recorded sound. Copland, Bernstein
and rilsan Thomas are the peerless

sometimes even with passages that tick

conductors of this music. CB A(C):114

over uneventfully, areminder that Haydn

Philips teno13-2
13CDs. 974m 59s reissues
Together with aquite delightful
performance of the B-flat Sinfonia

1958 (the first year for stereo LP releases)
this Ballet Russe score, arranged by
Maurice Rosenthal, has been transferred
by Classic Records on i8ogm vinyl and
here
-, LIVING

STEREO

gets JVC's
---....._

GAFFE PARISIENNE ter

'Extended
Resolution'
treatment.
It's not
entirely

In May, Brüggen is scheduled to

the fault of

conduct at the Barbican: part of his

Arthur Fiedler

farewell tour with the Orchestra Of The

that the

18th Century. CB A—B:1-2 V

sustained
exuberance

MESSIAEN
Des Canyons Aux Étoiles
Radio France Orchestra/Chung

471617-2

175 reissue

Amazing quality for 1954. First issued in

full attention.

Symphonies - Sturm und Drang'
• '88-'92 • Paris • London •
Sinfonia Concertante
Orch 18th Century/OAEl/Bruggen

36m

sometimes unexpectedly paced,

didn't write for audiences wont to give

HAYON

JVC XR0224-2

2cos, 92m 0
7s

BO ,,FON Rops
IEDLER

O An early

offers

diminishing
returns, more that of the breathless

at ieduced price: mostly recorded live in

Afred Brenders half- serious description

different Netherlands venues Nineteen

stereo classic juxtaposing of pieces taken from
from RCA,
Offenbach operettas, in compliance with
especially
impresario Sol Hurok's briefing for the

of Messiaen's music, 'bird song and

'St/11.
m und Drang' symphonies — which

for fans of

pornography', has stuck in my mind ever

include the Farewell, Mourning,

since he gave an interview for HFN in 1972.

Concertante, 42 Haydn symphonies boxed
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DG

ballet score premiered in 1938: he had
stockings and demanded something bright, comic and
suspenders
frothy. (RCA's original liner note by Hurok

musk choice
is reproduced in the CD booklet.) Even so,

'ÉJ gum; and so is the Emperor Waltz. The

it was Karajan who showed — in his first

ewhole atmosphere strikes me as slightly

playing throughout is marvellous but the

Philharmonia recording of 17 excerpts for

subdued — not avintage year, this — and

EMI, not the sleazy 1971 Berlin remake for

enjoyable more for such novelties as the

DG — how the music might sound. It was

Scherz-Polka, with its Haydn- like joke fit

awonderful example of the standard to

meets apuzzled response in much the

which Legge's orchestra had been trained.

same way as David Brent's one about the

So, nothing against the Boston Pops

Queen did) or the Peasants' Polka with

version, but if five numbers fewer will do,

o

it was surpassed by Karajan's — should
you ever come across acopy. CB Bn V

men's voices.
Another French polka, Seconden, is
beautifully done. Weber's Invitation.., is
equally fastidiously shaped but Karajan

SHOSTAKOVICH

did more with this piece in his 1971 Berlin

Film Music (Voli)

Philharmonic recording for DG. CB Au V

BBC Philharmonic/Sheffield
Philharmonic Choir/Sinaisky
Chandos 10023

75m 16s

jan

The scores here come from films little
known in the West, apart from King Lear:
AGirl Alone (
1931); the Maxim trilogy

THE ART OF THE RAG

(arranged fragments, 1935-39); The
Man With AGun (
1938). There's agood
introductory note and Chandos has found
acouple of stills for the booklet.
The trouble is that some of the music
is not very good, although there are
characteristic light pieces such as the

f) Scott

Joplin:
from the
Nonesuch
artwork
for Joshua

Simor Eaden as engineer, is worth having.
The orchestra knows the music, plays it

New England Ragtime Ens/Schuller
GM Recordings 3o18CD

59m 35s

well and the pacing is good. Yes, there are
various stronger options — by Sir Colin

In 1970 the piano rags of Scott Joplin

Davis, Sir Adrian Boult, Osmo Vanskâ,

suddenly became all the rage, primarily

Sakari Oramo, Mikko Franck, Bernstein,

through the Nonesuch collections recorded
by Joshua Rifkin (who later went on to

Waltz from the trilogy or the Allegretto

Rifkin's

Karajan, Hans Rosbaud — but Ienjoyed

from Man With AGun. But too much is in

1970 LPs

this Naxos budget collection. The disc

provoke with his suggestion that Bach's

the hectoring or populist vein. AGirl Alone

needs to be played well up for best effect.

choral works should be sung with one

has some better things, such as the scene

CB A:s

voice per part). The Robert Redford/Robert

where children are led to tend sheep; the

Shaw film The Sting took up the theme(s),

best score represented though is the

NEW YEAR'S DAY CONCERT

André Previn and James Levine hopped on

austere King Lear, Shostakovich's last in

VPO/Harnoncout

the bandwaggon and there was aLondon

the genre (1970).
Good playing and fine engineering but

DG 4/4250-2

2CDs, 106m

215

ballet, Prodigal Son, with Joplin

limited in appeal, Iwould say (even to the

Harnoncourt's second New Year's Day

orchestrations.
This is adisc of 17 tracks arranged by

Shostakovich enthusiast). CB A:s •

concert at the Musikverein introduces two

the American composer Gunther Schuller,
who has long been involved with jazz (for

SIBELIUS

'new' composers to these programmes:
Brahms (two Hungarian Dances) and

The Oceanides • Tapiola •

Weber (
Invitation to the Dance in Berlioz's

made in 1990 but this might be its first UK

Pohicela's Daughter • En Saga •

tangy orchestration). Missing our March

release — distributor Metronome. Schuller

The Bard

deadline the CDs were nevertheless in the

also made an arrangement from the

Iceland SO/Sakari

shops by the second week of January, and

surviving piano score of Joplin's opera

aDVD directed by Brian Large has also

Treemonshina (recorded by DG at the time)

Naxos 8-555299

70m o4s

In the well- ploughed field of the Sibelius

been announced by TDK.
Where the Teldec CD set from moo had

example, recording with the MJQ); it was

— although he'd made his name with his
piano rags, Joplin wanted desperately to

symphonies, Petri Sakari's cycle stands

just the encores on its second disc, DG's

be recognised as a'serious' musician; he

as serviceable but very much second-best.

runs foi longer and includes the traditional

staged his opera in Harlem in 1915 but it

But this collection of the more popular

spoken greeting. As is the custom, the

bombed.

tone- poems, produced by Chris Hazell with

programme has ablend of familar Strauss

There's avery good essay with the CD,
and the programme includes afew rags

family pieces and others entirely new

CD Service
Ill All CDs, other discs and vinyl LPs reviewed in this issue, or
known to be currently available, may be ordered through the
CD Service ( see Accessories Club page).
CD prices:

sop

• £ 12.99 •

£D.99

A£

99 Y POA. Postage: add

per disc up to amaximum of £ 1.50 for three discs or more.

III Call 012 34 741152 for further details.

some of the orchestrations have been

written between 1977 and '86 as well as
going back to Maple Leaf of 1899. Imust

re-examined and amended from manuscript

admit to blowing hot and cold over this

sources — the Chinese Galop, for example.

disc: not because the playing is inferior,

(not specified in the notes, Iam afraic);

The Brahms is performed from an

that's not the case, but astream of 2-4

unpublished version by Friedrich Reichert

minute ragtime pieces hardly offers mental

found in the Musikfreunde archives. But

stimulus! However, for the occasional dip-

his ubiquitous G- minor Hungarian Dance is

in or use as background, it will brighten a

treated elastically like stretched chewing

dull day. CB An V
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music choice
1986. Atwo- CD recording enables us to hear

BENNY CARTER, JIMMY
MUNDY AND THEIR
ORCHESTRAS

all four encores, where an extraordinarily
musical audience's syncopated hand -

They All Had Rhythm: ' 45-'46
HEP CD48

73m ips mono

To raise morale among its black soldiers,
the US military made transcriptions of big
band music for short-wave radio broadcast
in the European and Pacific theatres of
war. Fulsome orchestrations and oldfashioned crooners vie with soloists whose
urgent sense of swing hints at bebop:
Charlie Christian's innovations are written
all over the playing of guitarists Irving
Ashby and Bill Saxton, while Max Roach
himself was driving the Benny Carter
Orchestra.
Ted Kendall's digital transfers and
remastering are exemplary, casting new
light on some vital, category- defying

clapping is integrated into Vyacheslav

r.) Joe
Morris and
collaborators
produce the
innovative

Ganelin's all-inclusive music.
This trio (Ganelin, piano; Vladimir
Chekasin, saxophones; Vladimir Tarasov,
drums) co-ordinate its staggering array of
sources according to aquick (though

but still
accessible
Age Of
Everything

unstated) musical pulse, creating a
wonderfully pretty sense of freedom and
flexibility. One surprise is that twice (34m
into ' In Nickelsdorf' and 35m into ' Ttango')
it sounds absolutely like Pinski Zoo,
Nottingham's cult fusion band, successfully
combining East European folk melody with
post-Ornette funk.

JOE MORRIS

Two- disc set finishes with aTraneish
version of ' Summertime', expansive and

Age Of Everything

grandiloquent. This music is so packed

Riti CD004

53M ois

with detail it is almost acompendium of

music. Chris Sheridan's fact- filled sleeve

modern musics, yet the chill, open humour

Having recorded for most labels catering to

notes and asuperb photo of the 15- piece

— like ahilarious snowball fight under

undead jazz (About Time, Leo, ECM, Hat

Gerald Wilson Band at Shepp's Playhouse

bright winter sunshine — could only be

Hut, Incus, AUM Fidelity), guitarist Joe

in Los Angeles in 1945 complete an

achieved by The Ganelin Trio. Giddying!

Morris resdscitates his own label Riti,

essential re- issue. BW

from distribution via AUM Fidelity

RED GARLAND
Stretching Out
Prestige 24272

dormant since 1992. though now benefiting

Aa •

•

70m

RONNIE MATHEWS/
ROLAND ALEXANDER

(Brooklyn's finest). The music is areturn to

Doin' The Thang/Pleasure Bent

releases from the 1980s. Morris has found

Prestige 24271

Wraparound and Human Rites, Riti's initial
players sympathetic to his Ornetteish —

76m 255 re- issue

free yet melodic — concept: bassist Timo

This CD comprises the LPs Satin Doll

Shanko and drummer Luther Gray.

Prestige/
[Prestige 7859] and Lil' Darlin' [

This CD couples pianist Ronnie Mathews's

New Jazz 8314], recorded by Rudy Van

Doin' The Thong! with Freddie Hubbard

Like Morris (and like Blood Ulmer and

Gelder at his New Jersey Studio on 12

[Prestige 7303] from 17 December 1963

William Parker), Shenko has been studying

August 1959 and in performance at The

with tenor saxophonist Roland Alexander's

African micro- scales, and his efforts pay off

Prelude in New York on 2October 1959

Pleasure Bent [
Prestige/New Jazz 8267]

on ' Telepathy'. Gray's clattering drums,

respectively. (Although the music for Satin

from 17 June 1961, on which Mathews

superbly caught in this digital recording by

Doll languished in the vaults until Orrin

played as well.

Frank Clifford, receive welcome exposure

O The

on ' Tree Branch'. This singing music, where

extras recorded after aColeman Hawkins

the hard bop that seemed to weather

Ganelin Trio

Morris's notes hover in the air like fireflies,

session when the rhythm section ' had too

the Beatles invasion better than other

is aRussian

is awonderful rebuttal to the cliché that

much energy left to quit'. Li!' Darlin' was

types of jazz. Trumpeter Freddie Hubbard

ensemble of

cutting edge is inaccessible: the

first released in 1965).

takes Doin' The Thang! to new heights of
sublimity, Mathews providing aHorace

almost

polyrhythmic, pentatonic, bluesy vibe

legendary

suggests Morris could make akiller record

live status

with violinist Billy Bang. BW

Keepnews found the tapes in 1983 —

Red Garland's wonderful pianism — a

Both discs are strong examples of

brilliant sense of swing coupled with the

Silver- like drive which, like all authentic

freshest melodic lines — was abetted by

soul jazz, recalls work gangs and paddle

bassist Doug Watkins in August and Jimmy

steamers.

Rowser in October and by drummer Specs

•

Charles Davis's gruff and romantic

Wright on both occasions. Red Garland

baritone is in fine fettle. Roland Alexander

made his name playing in the Miles Davis

was from Boston and became decidedly

Quintet and on Coltrane's Traneing In and

impressed by Coltrane's ' 5os return-to-

Soultrane, nevertheless his own trio music

the-b1Les — unlike players who emulate

has an ebullience that shimmers. BWA:s •

the modal and muezzin periods, he keeps
to his own sound, and the music comes

THE GANELIN TRIO

out poised and clear (on this digital

Ttango... In Nickelsdorf

remaster by Kirk Felton, Van Gelder's

LEO YG113/19

2CDs, nom 55s

Recorded at the Jazz Gallery in Nickelsdorf

production sounds absolutely fantastic).
Trumpeter Marcus Belgrave was no
Hubbard, but we forgive him afew fluffs

by Erwin Reithmeier on 19 October 1985,

because the sound and pace are so

this appeared as adouble LP at the end of

wonderfully conceived. BW

lb
2oo3
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musicchoice
rock

ashow-off arrangement that allows Joe's
piano to take centre stage, then leads into
the untypically Byrdsy ' Still Alive' before

IF THOUSANDS

returning to the dreary territory of urbansophisticate encounters interspersed with

Yellows Tone
Chairkickers CKMoo7

65m 3os

cameos of the kind of would-be smart folks
Joe presumably hangs out with. If it wasn't

Duluth, Minnesota, is best known as the

for the occasional flash of piano magic,

birthplace of Bob Dylan. If Thousands, an

this would be unremittingly dull. JB A:3 •

electronic/ambient duo hailing from the
same city, aren't likely to change that

ERIN McKEOWN

situation. Their music is largely dronebased, almost entirely instrumental and

Distillation
Parlophone

40m 515

sometimes very lovely indeed in the way it
unfolds so slowly that two or three notes

Brilliant young female songwriters are

appearing in the space of acouple of secs

obviously alot like London buses. lust

sounds like aglorious burst of melody.

when you think you're never gonna see

The sleeve notes detail the use of such

another one, along come three in arow.

devices as walkie-talkies, children's toy

McKeown is dramatically different from

instruments, circuit benders, chimes,

Holly Tomas and Tegan & Sara, and

music box and, best of all, asampled

particularly unusual in that she's also a

likes of the Appleton sisters and Girls

foetal monitor, but they're all so heavily

stunningly deft and original guitarist.

Aloud redundant before too long. 113 Au •

filtered, echoed, reverbed and delayed that

O Tegan...

She's capable of switching from

young women like these will render the

the effect is invariably arichly resonant

ragtimey picking to Django- like jazz solos

HOLLY TOMAS

drone punctuated with miscellaneous

to folksy strumming. She also plays bass,

Oubliette

unidentifiable sounds. Ilove it, but if you

piano, mandolin and banjo on this debut

Little Nil» LNM168

buy it and hate it — which is likely — don't

outing, which was recorded in awestern

say Ididn't warn you. IB B:i •

Massachussetts farmhouse, shifting from

JAYHAWKS
Lost Highway

It's getting harder to find singers with a

room to room depending on the ambience

unique voice; and it's becoming impossible

that best suited each song.

to find songwriters with aunique
perspective. Holly Thomas has both and,

McKeown switches moods too, with

Rainy Day Music
51m 17s

42m 46s

devastating effect, starting off with five high-

although this album, her third, lacks big

spirited cuts before taking amelancholic and

hooks or obvious choruses, the musicality

The seventh album from Minneapolis's

thoughtful turn on ' Daisy And Prudence',

and delicacy of her songs should snag

Jayhawks is one from the heart. Their last

then pouring her soul out in the melting

anyone looking for something more

outing, Smile, caught them in psychedelic

'How To Open My Heart In 4Easy Steps'. This

challenging than Kylie. The intelligence of

cowboy mode, but this one returns them to

is the kind of album that sends critics off to

Joni Mitchell, the avant-garde instincts of

the roots of country rock, with immaculately

the thesaurus in search of other words for

Laurie Anderson and the ambience of Enya

crafted songs that The Everly Brothers would

brilliant. I'll be right back. 18 An •

have happily sung, the kind that sound best

— without souncing remotely like any of
them. Don't expect to see Holly Tomas on

sung with not much more than asparkling

TEGAN & SARA

'Top Of The Pops' bat don't be surprised

acoustic guitar for accompaniment.

It It Was You

when chart-topping waifs start namedropping her in five years time. /8An •

Unfortunately, with the lusciously lilting

Vapor SANDCD132

36m 41s

'Angeline' and the melancholy road song
'Tampa To Tulsa' being notable exceptions,

The last time Iencountered agirl by the

much of the material is as immediately

name of Tegan she was Dr Who's assistant,

forgettable as it is instantly gratifying.

but this one and her twin sister are amuch

For me, The Jayhawks have never quite

more interesting prospect. Presumably the

recovered from the loss of singer/guitarist

mega- platinum success of Avril Lavigne has

Mark Olson back in 1996, and maybe they

sent record executives worldwide

never will. JB A:2 •

scuttering around in frantic panic looking
for sassy but pretty young women who can

THE JOE JACKSON BAND
RYKO RCDici638

rock'n'roll it.
In the case of Vapor Records' owner (a

Volume IV
44m 16s

certain Neil Young) he's come up with the

Amere 23 years after their last gig together,

Quinn twins. They're wonderful, like Alanis
Morrissette's younger sisters who love her

the original Joe Jackson Band has reunited

dearly but think maybe she takes life abit

for anew album and an accompanying

too seriously. This album is stuffed with

trudge around the music emporia of this

irresistible potential singles, but Ipredict

great nation. Reason for rejoicing? Well, no.
The opening ' Take It Like AMan' boasts

'I Hear Noises' as the one that will put
them on top of the pile. With abit of luck

8.. Sara
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THE SOUTH-WEST'S
ONLY KRELL AND
SONUS FABER
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THE SACD STANDARD
AN EXCITING NEW DIMENSION FOR KRELL
Krell have committed to SACD as the way forward to finer music in our
homes. The arrival of the SACD STANDARD, their first foray into the
format, is imminent. Avisual match with other components in their KAV
range, the SACD STANDARD will come with stereo and multi-channel
analogue outputs and promises to be an exciting way to getting the
best out of our CD collections as well as showing us just what the
higher resolution of SACD can achieve. Like the rest of the KAV range,
the SACD STANDARD will be available in black or silver. Please
telephone Brian Rivas for more details.

.-- 111116

The State
of
The Heart

KRELL'S NEW RESOLUTIONS
These are something to look forward to much later in the year and mark
Krell's expansion into the loudspeaker arena - but unlike the reference
LAT series, the Resolutions are designed for the real world.
The Resolution 1 and Resolution 2 are floorstanders, while the
Resolution 3is abookshelf design. There will also be aResolution C
centre channel and aResolution Ssubwoofer - the latter with an 800
watt amplifier on board, so some serious moving of air is on the cards.
Derived from the aluminium- bodied LAT series - Pinewood is the UK's
sole demonstrator of the complete range - the Resolutions promise the
same characteristics of immediacy, delicacy, explosive dynamics and
neutrality. We can't talk prices yet, but early indications suggest that if
you gasped with horror at the LAT ticket price, you may gasp with
delight at the Resolutions. They look like awhole lot of music for the
money. Keep in touch for updates - and watch this space.

SONUS FABER CREMONA AUDITOR
Has there ever been anything like this beautiful little miniature?
We think not. Driven by Krell or Copland - or indeed, any good quality
amplifier, these glorious little stand- mounted designs will give you
musical enjoyment that would be hard to match at even twice the price.
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musir choice
version of the C&W standard ' Crazy' betrays

audiophile
GEORGE COLEMAN,
MIKE STERN, RON CARTER,
JIMMY COBB

The Rare Delight Of You

Witch Is Dead'. Bobby McFerrin — please
give us aduet with this girl. KK •

Hybrid SACD multi- channel

Four Generations Of Miles

67m

nary ashred of cowshit, and you have to
smile at her scat take of ' Ding Dong The

Telarc SACD-63546

Chesky JD238
96/24 recording

JOHN PIZZARELLI WITH THE
GEORGE SHEARING QUINTET

04S

56m 42s

MYRA TAYLOR

Sexy, small ensemble jazz with young

My Night Is To Dream

Pizzarelli doing anice job on both the

Analogue Productions AP2o17

vocals and the guitar — like the bastard

Hybrid SACD stereo

child of Wes Montgomery and Harry

52m 35s

Four Generations Of Miles executes afine

Connick. Sound is lush, restrained and

What adelightful disc! Taylor operates in the

idea — taking four of Miles Davis' sidemen

tasteful, bachelor pad music perhaps, but

style of joy- givers such as Louis Jordan,

from various points in his career and

too nice to fault. And Telarc has this SACD

singing the kind of swing that Manhattan

getting them together for aone-off live

thing down pat. KK A:i •

Transfer desperately tried to reproduce.
Taylor makes it so effortless, veering from

session to show how Miles' influence

ELVIS PRESLEY

jump boogie to standards to ballads — check

The material, too, crosses the years, so
this unusual experiment serves almost as

30 Number One Hits

out alaid-back ' Sunny Side Of The Street', a

RCA 07863 65053-1

spine-tingling ' Since IFell For You' and an

aMiles' greatest hits, sans the man

DVD-A 5.1

covered the better part of ahalf- century.

himself. No substitute for Miles proper, but

irresistible ' Mama (He Treats Your Daughter

79m 06S

Mean)'. Okay, so it's pure retro, but I
defy
you not to snap your fingers to it. KK

avery special disc indeed for his devotees.

Sony's Worst Nightmare — or — Elvis Joins

Sound is luscious, especially the air

the Other Side? This is the smash hits

around the percussion. KK A:2 •

collection from last year, with the playing

NEIL YOUNG

order reversed and beefed up with six

Harvest/Road Rock V

DONALD FAGEN

bonus tracks. Alas, RCA didn't provide

Reprise 9362 98loo-9/98o36-9

The Nightfly

on- screen graphics or even amenu, but at
least restraint was shown with the mixes

OVO A5.1

Warner Bros 8122-78138-9

•

39m 245/66m 25$

such that it sounds more like atwo-

Harvest shows why early reports of OVO A

channel mix than a5.1. As apackage, it's

were negative — the multi- channel mixing

An audiophile perennial, this Steely

solely the musical content rather than any

is beyond atrocious - while the live Road

Dan solo album has always sounded all

OVO Aaspects which make this worthy.

but indistinguishable from the group's best

What awasted opportunity for the new

0 Linda

noise as you'll hear this side of athrash CO.

efforts. It has always been adeserved cult

format. KK A:2 •

Ronstadt:

As aworshipper of Neil Young for 37 years,

her finest

it hurts me to write this, but these are two

DVD-A 5.1

4om 08s

lave: classy, intelligent and repeatedly

Rock is about as unpleasant and raucous a

enjoyable. The transition to the new format

LINDA RONSTADT

is painless, as everything Fagen ever
issues is so carefully crafted that flaws

What's New

collaboration of the worst-sounding releases I've heard
this century. On the up side, Harvest boasts
since ' Plow

Elektra/Asylum 8122-783e-9

King' with

afacsimile of the original packaging, and

Barney

the 192/24 stereo mix is delicious. Note

Gumble

that ratings refer to OVO A5.1. KK Da/C:2 •

simply never rear their heads. Because of
his ease in the artificial environment of

OVO A5.1

37m 59 5

Ronstadt's stunning collaboration with

studio, Fagen has delivered something
that works so well in multi- channel that

Nelson Riddle, covering standards with

the superlative 48/24- bit stereo mix might

the aplomb of achanteuse from the 1940s.

be overlooked. As ever, Iimplore you to

Sound is divine, the surround handled

check out the DTS track as well. KK

v

This disc plays on all OVO players

loirr
eVE:le

with style, but the best thing about this
disc is that it contains five formats, so you

ERICH KUNZEL/
CINCINNATI POPS

can compare them before choosing which

Scary Music

Dolby Digital 5.1, 192/24 stereo and Dolby

Telarc SACD-60580

Digital stereo. KK A:iv

Hybrid SACD multi- channel

camp to support: OVO A5.1, DTS 5.1,

5om 135

TIERNEY SUTTON

Agood bit of fun this one: 50 minutes of

Something Coot

creepy music from TV and cinema, such

Telarc SACD-63548

as the themes from movies like The

Hybrid SACD multi- channel

Addams Family, Ghostbusters and The

64m 565

Shining, plus ' Monster Mash', ' Thriller'

In the vein of Baron, Barber et al, laid-back

and more. Wonderful use of special effects

jazz vocals of the sort that made Julie

and intelligent application of the surround

London an icon. Sutton, in addition to a

channel — it isn't gonna win too many

distinctive and utterly gorgeous voice,

prizes for content, but horror film buffs

shares something with Baron which makes

will find it areal hoot. KK A:2 •

this disc atreat: wide-ranging tastes. Her
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There

are well-known
amplifiers. There are
highly regarded amplifiers.
Then there is Spectral —
recognised throughout
the world as the leader.

ULTIMATE SONICS
DISTRIBUTORS OF QUALITY & AFFORDABLE HIGH
END HI- Fl AND HOME THEATRE EQUIPMENT

SpecLroti -

The Ultimate Solution for all electrical
mains problems - Hear the difference

Lhe " Reference"
The keys to the Spectral sound —
startling immediacy, fine detail,
dancing rhythms and amazing clarity
— stem from their ULTRA- FAST
RESPONSE and MEGA HERTZ
BANDWIDTH.

PS Audio Power plant

Ultimate Outlet

£385

AC regeneration
-the most
sophisticated
solution
available

from

£1745
New high

Spectral amplifiers both RISE AND
SETTLE in 10 millionths of asecond
after the FAST TRANSIENTS and
COMPLEX HARMONICS of aviolin or
trumpet, or the 1,000,000 to one
ratio of loudest to quietest signals.

current Ultimate
Outlet from PS Audio reduces mains noise and improves sound
quality. Innovative circuitry means it
performs like no other

Synergistic research

We hear the astonishing nimbleness
as natural "PRESENCE", increased
DYNAMICS and awider palette of
TONE COLOURS. We also hear
more of the musicians' technique —
bowing, plucking, breathing — and so
much more of the emotion.
Does speed = aggression? — no,
because it's not forced, just natural.

Best in test - Hi-Fi Choice

Reviewed by Jimmy Hughes

Spectral products evolve from the
LIVE EVENT. Designer Prof Keith
Johnson is the driving force behind
REFERENCE RECORDINGS, and also
the inventor of HDCD recording.
Spectral draw on techniques from
high-tech fields such as microwave
engineering, instrumentation or
computing, where state-of-the-art is
essential, then adapt them as
REVOLUTIONARY AUDIO solutions.
For an insight into this technology
visit www.spectralaudio.com
Customers say we make some of the BEST

£420

The
Right
Note
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SOUNDS they have ever heard, so you know
we can do the same in your home.

Our
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advice will take account of your best
components and guide you where change is
needed, in stages you can afford.
You AVOID EXPENSIVE MISTAKES, enjoy
music along the way and save money in the
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long run.

J
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LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW

01225 874728

CD :ACCUPHASE, ADVANTAGE, AUDIO SYNTHESIS, BAT,dCS (
ELGAR, DELIUS PURCELL,
VERDI), MERACUS, PASS, SAT,SUGDEN, W ADIA. VINYL: BASIS, CLEARAUDIO, CROWN
J
EWEL, DNM ,GRAHAM, THE GROOVE, LEHMANN, MICHELL, SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL,
TRANSFIGURATION. AMPLIFIERS: ACCUPHASE, ADVANTAGE, BALANCED AUDIO
TECHNOLOGY, BEL CANTO, CAT,DNM ,GAMUT, HOVLAND, NAGRA, PASS, SAT,
SONNETEER, SPECTRAL, SUGDEN. LOUDSPEAKERS: AUDIO PHYSIC, BKS,ETHOS,
LUMLEY, NEAT,TOTEM, VERITY AUDIO. TUNERS: ACCUPHASE, MAGNUM DYNALAB.

CABLES: ARGENTO, CHORD CO., DNM ,HOVLAND, NORDOST, SILTECH, YAMAMURA
CHURCHILL ETC. SUPPORTS: ARCICI, KINABALU, STANDS UNI QUE
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PS Audio Lab Cables - as always, the affordable option
250W

stereo

The Classic 250
will be recognised as one of
the world's finest power
amplifiers

8

Ohms

500W stereo 4
Ohms
1800W stereo
4Ohms
Built-in Power
Plant

£4290

Is

150W

per channel into 8ohms
125W per channel
into 4ohms
Built in High Cment Ultimate
Outlet

The coolest running stereophile class A
rated amp
—will drive ANY loudspeakei ever made
HCA-2 Amplifier

Try one in your system - 14 days no obligation trial
For more product information visit our web site at
www.ultimate-sonics.com
Check out our pre used pages on the web for bargains

Tel: 020 7435 1222 Fax: 020 7435 1300
Email: sales@ultimate-sonics.com

competition

W inl £2800 of Exposure amplification
This Classic pre-/ power amplifier combination upholds agreat tradition...

r,ern; uneS

•
expo.; Moe"

Exposure started

black) has afiner- grained finish than before, but in fact the old-style,

building its reputation for great British

amplification in the 19705 and has never looked back. Today, the company

coarser brushed finish is still available for those who want avisual match

has ahighly- acclaimed tange of 'affordable' electronics — the

for their existing older Exposure units. There are five line- level inputs plus

2000

series

— but hasn't forgotten those top-of-the range products that won it so

Tape. An optional plug-in phono module caters for m- m and m-ccartridges.

many loyal customers in past decades. So now we have the Exposure
Classic series, building on the traditiona: strengths of those well- loved

models (in Paul Miller's lab tests it delivered 90W/ch into 8ohms across

earlier models, but completely updated in terms of design, construction,

the full audio bandwidth). It has separate transformers as well as separate

The Exposure 28 (XXVIII) power amplifier is more powerful than earlier

componentry and performance. We're delighted to be able to offer a

power supply regulators for each channel, and is thus atrue dual- mono

stunning pre-/ power combination as our star prize this month.
Taking the pre- amp first, the new Exposure 23 (XXIII, for those who

design — the two channels share only the power cord and on/off switch.

still prefer the traditional Roman numerals) is in essence the old 21RC

showed significant advances on the 18 (XVIII) in transparency, stereo image

in asmart new livery, but with improvements to the circuit layout and

and treble quality. As he put it, this amplifier will win many new friends for

grounding. For example, the volume control has now moved to the left to

Exposure. Why not become one of them? Enter now for achance to be the

give ashorter signal path. The new fascia (natural aluminium or anodised

happy owner of atruly great pre-/ power combination.

In his review [
HFN Jan ' 03], Ivor Rumphreys found that this new design

Zi

•

MVP WNW

RULES

HOW TO ENTER
Just complete the entry form and post to Exposure Competition, HiFI News, PO Box 531,
Croydon, Surrey CR92ZA, to arrive not later than FRIDAY, 18 APRIL 2003.
The questions:
are provided on the Exposure

2) What was the Exposure
28's measured power output

3) What distinguishes the 28
amp from the ' mono- regulated'

23 pre- amplifier?

(8 ohms) in PM's lab test?

18 making it true 'dual mono'?

1) How many line- level inputs

two
three plus Tape
four
five plus Tape
name

70W/Ch
L 78W/ch

Custom-built regulators
Two separate transformers

85W/ch

Double speaker outlets

90W/ch

Custom reservoir capacitors

address

daytime tel no
e-mail

post code

IPC Media Limited, publish... of HiFi News, and IPC Electric
Limited will collect your personal information to process your
entry and to gain abetter understanding of our magazine
readership. We may send you details of our magazines and
services. Please tick here if you prefer not to hear from IPC. [ ,

We may pass on your details to other reputable companies whose
products and services may be of interest to you. Please tick here if
you prefer not to receive such offers.

1) This competition is open to 11K
readers only. Photocopied entry forms
are acceptable but only one entry
per reader will be accepted. Multiple
entrants will be disqualified. No other
correspondence must be enclosed
with the entry form. 2) There will be
no cash or other alternative to the prize
offered. 3) Employees of IPC Media,
or of Exposure, or of their agents,
are not eligible to enter. 4) Entries must
be received by first post on Friday,
18 April 2003. The winner will be the
first correct entry opened when judging
is carried out. 5) The winner will be
notified by post; the winner's name will
be published in HiFi News, July 2003
issue. The Editor's decision will be final
and binding and no correspondence
will be entered into regarding the
competition. 6) Entry forms received
become the property of IPC Media.
7) Entry to the competition is deemed
to indicate acceptance of the rules.
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cabinets are better in theory, then why are so
many of us still listening to square boxes?
WORDS

KEITH HOWARD
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Personal heroes

aren't something Iget too excited
about, but were Iasked to compile alist of unrecognised audio
industry luminaries then the name Don Barlow would appear
pretty near the top. I've never met him — in fact, Idon't even
know if he's still alive — but he shaped my audio thinking in a
major way through a landmark AES paper he delivered in
1975! It was all about loudspeaker cabinets and the most
effective way to make them acoustically inert. Sometimes I
wonder if anyone else read it.
The notion that form should follow function is to an engineer — unconcerned with Bauhaus aesthetic sensibilities — a
basic statement of design efficiency as old as engineering itself.
Given this statement, you might suppose that, with 80 years or
so of competitive commercial evolution now behind it, the
typical loudspeaker cabinet would be something close to an
optimised engineering structure. But if you were wanted to
build an enclosure deserving that description, the last thing you
would choose is the basic form that most loudspeaker manufacturers persist in using: the flat-panelled box. There are two
quite distinct reasons for avoiding this cabinet form, the first of
which was addressed by Barlow in that seminal Audio
Engineering Society paper.
Loudspeaker cabinets are acted on by two forces,
originating from the drive unit(s) that generate
the sound. The first, generally called 'magnet
reaction', arises from Newton's Third Law,
which states that action and reaction are
equal and opposite. As the diaphragm is
forced in one direction by the moving
part of the motor assembly (the voice
coil in amoving coil driver), its stator
(the magnet) is subject to an equal
force acting in the opposite direction.
If the stator is rigidly attached to the
cabinet, as is usually the case, then this
force is transmitted to the enclosure.
Note that although it's called magnet
reaction force due to the ubiquity of the
moving coil drive unit, it's a force that is
generated by any loudspeaker with a moving
diaphragm, including electrostatics.
Motion of the diaphragm also causes the pressure of
the air enclosed within the cabinet (
assuming there is a
cabinet) to fluctuate, and this manifests itself as aforce
acting on the enclosure's inner surfaces that varies with
frequency. Because the diaphragm movement that is
required to generate agiven SPL (sound pressure level)
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thefeature
is proportional to 14,2where fis frequency. In other words,
the diaphragm movement quadruples each time that the
frequency halves.
This force predominates at low frequencies and falls away
rapidly as frequency rises. Magnet reaction force, by contrast,
is essentially frequency-independent over the driver's passband
since for agiven SPL the diaphragm acceleration is constant
with frequency. So at some point, typically a few hundred
hertz, the two 'cross over'.
Both these forces can stimulate resonances within the
enclosure's structure. Don Barlow's concern was how best to
eliminate these and the coloration and smearing they create.
Whereas others 2.
14 considered the box cabinet a 'given' and
looked for ways to tame the worst of its excesses, Barlow
picked up on an observation of Peter Fryer's that tubes and
spheres don't resonate in bending when subject to direct stress
as aresult of fluctuations in internal pressure. This isn't to say
that constant-curvature forms don't resonate in bending per se
— they do, as anyone who has made a wine glass sing by
running their finger round its edge will know. When forces are
not applied evenly and simultaneously throughout a curved
cabinet (which is always the case with magnet reaction force
and also true of internal pressure fluctuations at higher frequencies) then it will resonate, but at much higher frequencies
than abox cabinet of equivalent internal volume. Resonances
of higher frequency are easier to damp, so with aspherical or
cylindrical enclosure it's much easier to approach the ideal of
atruly inert structure.
A quick back-of-an-envelope calculation establishes just
how well controlled the vibration of the cabinet needs to be.
Take as an example a compact stand-mounted speaker
measuring 400 x220 x300mm (hwd) — about the size of a
B&W CDM1NT — with a 150mm diameter bass/mid-range
driver. The ratio of the exposed surface area of the cabinet to
that of the driver diaphragm is about 30:1, so the cabinet
vibration has only to be, on average, 1/30th that of the cone for
O Blue Room's curvy
Minipod

it to produce the same output level. To establish a 40dB
differential between them — a fair minimum target for a
quality loudspeaker — the average cabinet vibration amplitude
needs to be 1/3000th that of the driver. At afrequency of lkHz
and an SPL of 80dB at 1metre, the cone movement in this
example is only 8.9 micrometres peak-to-peak (assuming omnidirectional radiation), so the average cabinet amplitude to
meet the 40dB criterion would need to be 3 nanometres
maximum — about 30 times the diameter of ahydrogen atom.
To measure the output of loudspeaker cabinet panels,
Barlow built a massive test enclosure of brick and concrete,
open at the top and large enough to accommodate a
loudspeaker with its driver facing upwards. The output of this
speaker was measured using amicrophone placed over the test
enclosure, pointing down towards it. Then the measurement
was repeated with the enclosure closed off by atest panel (of
unspecified size).
One of Barlow's results is reproduced in Figure 1. The
response of the speaker in the open enclosure is plotted in red;
the blue trace is the response with a 9mm plywood panel
closing off the enclosure; and the purple trace shows the
equivalent result when a 12mm layer of bituminous damping
material was added to the panel (this representing BBC
practice). At the untreated panel's fundamental bending
resonance its output equals that of the uncovered speaker; with
damping applied it drops by about 10dB. At no point in the frequency range, even with the heavy damping layer, does this
single panel (not a complete enclosure, remember) achieve
attenuation anywhere near 40dB.
Compare this with Figure 2, which shows the result for a
300mm diameter, 894mm high cardboard cylinder with 25mm
thick walls, tested by placing the tube over ahole in a100mm
thick concrete slab (large enough to close off the test enclosure) and closing off its end with asmaller concrete slab.
Again, the red trace shows the response of the uncovered
speaker and the blue trace shows the response with the cover
and tube in place. The red trace is 40dB down over most of the
frequency range, and much of this represents the output of the
concrete closures themselves rather than the tube. As Barlow
remarked, 'The transmission is as low as that of afour-inch
thick concrete slab.' Although this test measured the
vibration due to internal pressure fluctuations only
— magnet reaction forces were excluded — the
inherent advantage of using a curved cabinet
form is plain to see.
There are methods of making slab-sided
cabinets perform better — bracing, constrained layer damping, B&W's Matrix
construction, and so on — but the
engineering purist will rightly ask, 'Why
go to all this trouble and expense to
make a silk purse out of a sow's ear
when, by using acylindrical or spherical
cabinet, you can achieve similar or
better results for afraction of the cost
and effort?'
If someone proposed supplying
compressed gas in square-section
pressure vessels, using extensive internal
bracing and hi-tech materials to prevent
them exploding, you'd rightly think them a
fool when a simple cylinder is so much
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better adapted to the task. Yet equally absurd 'solutions'
emerge from most of the world's loudspeaker manufacturers
every single week.

REPEAT PRESCRIPTION
The second reason for favouring curved cabinet forms over
plane-faced equivalents is arguably less important. It relates to
diffraction and the short-period `echoes' that occur as aresult
of secondary radiation from cabinet edges and other features.
Cabinet diffraction, like cabinet resonance, is something
loudspeaker designers have known about for decades. Harry
Olson's classic work on the subject 5was published over 50 years
ago in 1951, and reprinted by the AES in 1969 lest anyone
forget it. What Olson did was construct a range of different
cabinet shapes ( 12 in all), fit all of them with the same smalldiameter moving-coil drive unit and measure their on-axis
pressure responses in free-field conditions. He showed that
whereas a spherical cabinet caused negligible perturbation of
the driver's frequency response, the wrong cabinet form — any
shape having asharp discontinuity at the baffle edge — would
produce large ripples in the response curve of up to ± 5dB.
To understand why this occurs you need to appreciate what
happens when a sound wave travelling across a surface
encounters a sharp discontinuity. The acoustic impedance
changes suddenly at the discontinuity and this — just like a
change of impedance in aelectrical transmission like — gives
rise to reflections. In effect, the discontinuity acts as a
secondary sound source, the radiation from which
interferes with the direct radiation from the
drive unit in afrequency dependent way. At
some frequencies the two waves will be in
phase and interfere constructively (
je, add),
at others they will be out of phase and
interfere destructively (
je, cancel). Hence

0 Near sphere: the
stylish Eclipse TD512

Fig 1. The results from
one of Don Barlow's
investigations of
cabinet vibration,
using aconventional
flat panel (vertical
divisions iodB). See
the text for afull
description

ik

100

frequency ( Hz)

the roller-coaster frequency response that is made up of successive peaks and dips.
Counteracting this is straightforward enough, as Olson
demonstrated with his sample cabinets. The sphere has such
little effect because it avoids any sudden discontinuity; other
cabinet forms can mimic this at least partially by replacing
sharp baffle edges with chamfered or bevelled equivalents. By
softening the transition, these reduce the amplitude of secondary radiation and therefore the amplitude of the response
ripples. This explains why many, though by no means all,
modern loudspeakers have sloped or radiused baffle
edges, although whether their dimensions are always
adequate to quell diffraction effects effectively is a
matter for some doubt.
Olson's results have to be interpreted with some
care if we're not to go away with the wrong idea. For
example, here Iam delivering apaean to spherical
and cylindrical cabinets yet the cylinder performed
rather poorly in Olson's experiments. While it's no
surprise that mounting the driver in the circular closure at
the end of acylinder produced absolutely the worst result in
the test, mounting it on the curved face produced a still far
from optimal outcome.
Look carefully at the experimental conditions and it
becomes clear why. First, recall that the drive unit used for the
testing was deliberately tiny — in fact its cone diameter was a
mere 22mm. This minuscule driver, which had to be designed
and constructed specially for the tests, was used in order to
ensure that the sound source itself had wide directivity right up
to the 4kHz limit of the testing. This wide directivity ensured
that the secondary radiation from cabinet edges would be
strong at all frequencies, so that the diffraction effects could be
faithfully recorded. But this doesn't represent the practical
case in which, at bass and mid-range frequencies at least, the
diaphragm is normally considerably larger.

f ) Classic cylinder: the
JR149, created in the
19705 by the late, great
Jim Rogers

A larger diaphragm suppresses the frequency response
aberrations caused by diffraction effects for two reasons. First,
its output becomes much more directional at higher frequencies, so secondary radiation is suppressed with rising
frequency. Second, alarger radiating surface has the effect of
'blurring' the distance from the driver to the cabinet edge(s).
Whereas a22mm diameter driver placed centrally in the base
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of a600mm diameter cylinder (Olson's test) has its whole rad-

original KEF 'fishing floats'

iating surface within 294mm and 316mm of the baffle edge,
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feature
Fig 3. Are-creation of the diagram
used by Acoustic Research in its
manual for the AR- 9, illustrating
the effect of the Acoustic Blanket

Fig 2. As Fig ibut
with acardboard
tube taking the
place of the
previous flat
plywood panel
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in the case of a200mm (8in) driver the range would be 200400mm. The time delay between the direct and edge-reflected
sound is smeared and the rippling of the frequency response
reduced as aresult. Note also that Olson positioned the driver
centrally both in the end and on the curved face of the
cylinder, so that it was equidistant from the cabinet's sharp
edge(s). Even with this small driver, moving it away from the
central position would reduce the frequency response ripple
substantially.
Although Olson concentrated, for good practical reasons,
on the frequency response ramifications of cabinet edge diffraction effects, it's important not to lose sight of the fact that
this is fundamentally atime domain issue. Although, as just
described, it's possible to reduce the frequency response ripples by using adriver whose diaphragm is asubstantial fraction
of the overall baffle area and by positioning it so that it's not
equidistant to the various edges, this isn't equivalent to saying
that the problem has been cured. It has been suppressed by
spreading it out in time, not by eliminating it.
Ipropose in the next few months to explore this issue in
more depth. For now, I'll close with one illustrative tale and a
REFERENCES
1. D A Barlow, `The Sound Output of Loudspeaker Cabinet
Walls; Audio Engineering Society 50th Convention, 1975
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Room?'; Audio Engineering Society 113th Convention,
Los Angeles 2002, Preprint 5637

personal observation.
The tale: When KEF, B&O and the Technical University of
Denmark embarked on the Archimedes project in the early
1990s, funded under the European Eureka initiative to
investigate the effect of room reflections on sound quality, they
needed a compact, acoustically 'clean' speaker which they
could dot about the test anechoic chamber in quite large
numbers to imitate different reflection patterns. To meet this
requirement, KEF designed asmall-diameter UniID drive unit
which it mounted in spherical cabinets derived by modifying
plastic fishing net floats. Ironically, what was considered ideal
for this important experimental work was never deemed so for
KEF's customers. To this day KEF has never made aspeaker
with aspherical cabinet.
And the observation: Recently I've been going over old
ground, experimenting with absorbent materials on cabinet
baffles, inspired by Acoustic Research's seminal but largely
forgotten work of the late 1970 56which led to its developing the
Acoustic Blanket to suppress baffle reflection effects (Figure 3). My acoustic blankets are nothing more than 20 x20m
strips of open cell foam about 200mm in length which Ihave
been placing immediately beneath the tweeters of my B&W
CDM1NTs; the intention being to suppress reflections from
the cavity formed by the speaker's bass/mid cone.
As Ialluded to earlier, there's aview in the audio industry
that these effects are of little practical significance — indeed,
Siegfried Linkwitz said as much in a recent AES paper 7,
'Parameters such as phase linearity and cabinet diffraction are
sometimes overrated'. Idoubt anyone would be so indifferent
were they to hear the difference my silly strips of foam make.
The effect isn't in the least bit subtle, believe me: imaging and
dynamics are markedly altered when the foam is added or
removed, convincing me that something major is going on here.
It used to be said that the audio-buying public didn't want
odd-shaped loudspeakers — it wanted awood-finish box to
match the sideboard and television set. Maybe that was true
once but in acontext where interior design has become the new
rock'n'roll, modern consumers are much less conservative.
People who buy iMacs and Dysons are unlikely to be fazed by
speakers that don't look like miniature coffins, particularly if
they're enlightened as to the performance benefits of a
curvaceous alternative. If ever there was a time to let form
follow function in loudspeaker design, at very long last, it must
surely be now.
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Soma solutions
First of all ,Iwant to congratulate

II David Allcock responds: Regarding the Sonica's
ability to pass aHDCD bitstream to an outboard

you on an excellent magazine. Iread it every
month, even though some of the British gear

DAC, Idid not actually test the Sonica for this

is inappropriate for consumers in the USA (for

ability. As Ino longer have aSonica myself Iput

example, power conditioners), and the prices

this question to Richard Connor, technical guru

and the occasional nomenclature get alittle

at M-Audio in the UK. He informed me that the

mixed up crossing The Pond'(l think it's jetlag).

Sonica is able to pass any bitstream sent to it as
long as it is at asupported sample rate, therefore

I'd also like to thank David Allcock for
his review of the Midiman Sonica USB. It

as long as Windows Media Player 9can address

accomplished its goal perfectly and concisely

the Sonica correctly and send it the bitstream it
has decoded from the HDCD disc, the Sonica is

with only afew key paragraphs: Inow want one.

able to pass it to an outboard DAC.

This is exactly what I
was looking for — a

From my experience with the Sonica passing

quick- and- easy- and- cheap and accurate digital

DIS and Dolby Digital bitstreams uncorrupted,

out for my computer. Idon't need analogue out,

if you were to extract the HDCD file and put this

Ialready have avery nice DAC. The fact that it
goes up to 24/96 is even better, as I'm sure if

O Sorica's Midiman will cope with HDCD

Sonica would happily pass the undecoded HDCD

there isn't, there will be software that will allow
us to ' upsample'.

on your hard disk, and then play this back, the

Do you have any way of checking this? If so,

bitstream to an outboard DAC capable of doing
the HDCD decoding. As far as the upsampling

Question, though: HDCD — when using

this will be orie of only afew ways that Iknow that

Windows Media Player, it's been said that it

one can get HDCD decoding in the digital realm —

is concerned, you'd require apackage to process

actually decodes HDCD-encoded media. How

one of the others being the very expensive Pacific

the Red Book standard CD data and calculate the

does this interact with the Sonica? I'm guessing

Microsanics Model Two or the out of- production

upsampling data to output afile with 96/24 data.

that if one does not use Windows Media Player,

Model One, which is still very expensive, even on

that it will just output the undecoded HDCD

the used market. Thanks in advance for any light

experiment with this is to try the MAD plug-in for

stream and the external DAC will decode it (if it

that you can shine on this matter. Don't criticise

WinAmp which takes the WAV file being played

is capable of doing so. But if it is Windows Media

through WinAmp and upsamples. There are more

Player itself that does the decoding, then

someone until you've walked amile in their shoes
— because then you'll be amile away, and you'll

presumably what is output on the DAC is the

have their shoes.

the new data, but as far as Iknow this is the only

decoded 20- bit stream.

Peter Prisekin, e-mail, USA

One of the cheapest and easiest ways to

sophisticated algorithms available to calculate
free one to experiment with.

R3's fear of fortissimo

follows that if DAB is genuinely more dynamically

Nothing wrong with the review, up to his usual

Some interesting points have emerged in recent

reaktir, it must be fed directly and not subjectec

lucid standards. No, my letter follows his

correspondence about BBC sound quality. Ihave

to FM's ' music modification' at the outside

comments on cable choice to the effect that,

always wondered why Radio 3, broadcasting via

broadcast site or Broadcasting House.

yes you can experiment. Well that's okay for you
chum, but Joe Public doesn't have access to a

digital links, has escaped the common criticisms

Of course, : his may be just one issue in the

of digital sound. We have to assume, surely, that

overall analogue/DAB debate. But is it such an

a32kHz sampling rate in the transmission line,

unrealistic counsel of perfection to except a

and FM is 15kHz, bandwidth, are not only audibly

maximum loudness to be set at rehearsal by the

advice from various dealers on what to use, but

adequate but somehow exclude the ' harsh digital

orchestra and those able BBC engineers, and left

where can you find arange of cables to audition?

artefacts' believed to be intrinsic to standard CD.

alone except for occasional woodwind solos etc?

Some dealers do offer cables on asale-or- return

Unfortunately, along with the mellifluous, wellbalanced sound which Radio 3consistently

If it is, why can we get superb quality from the

basis, but do they necessarily have awide range?

Proms, and sometimes from the other London

The answer would seem to be in aservice offered

produces, come the dynamic manipulations which

concert- halls? Perhaps there are more digits of

over The Pond by the likes of The Cable Company,

make atravesty of the conductor's art in so many

one kind, and fewer of another, down the line?

which has avery wide range of makers and offers

live and recorded concerts, even in the evening

Radio 3, please let us have asense of the real if,

afree loan service in return for areview of the

when the dreaded ' Optimod' is allegedly out of

not your fear of fortissimo.

product in the customer's system.

circuit. And this intervention is quite variable
throughout the regions, so that what we hear from

RAMiller, West Horsley, Surrey

library of cables to try out.
It's aserious point: you can get conflicting

This gives them awide database on acable
and its synergy with different kit. The Cable Co will

Manchester, Birmingham, and Cardiff often seems

Kessler on cables...

but adamped replica of the sound from the

I
am vriting in response to Ken Kessler's review of

loan service, of course. Anything like that here?

twenty or more microphones in the concert- hall. It

the Sonus Faber speakers, in the February edition.

I
wonder if I'm the only one to find cables a

give advice this side of the Atlantic, but not the

•We reserve the right to edit or shorten letters for publication, which should be addressed to '
The Editor' and should contain no other material or enquiries.
Correspondents using e-mail are asked to give their full postal address (which won't be published). Letters seeking advice will be answered, resources permitting
and at our discretion, but we regret that we're unable to answer questions on buying specific items ot hi-fl. We cannot answer queries over the telephone.
—\ apnl
•
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WHITE NOISE
bEspokE audio visual consultants
AUDIO KITS, MODULES, COMPONENTS

36 Queen St.. Maidenhead. Berkshire 51.6
01628 633995
www.auciovenueco.uk •

info@audiovenue.co.uk

SYSTEM I

Roksan Candy CD Player
Unison Research Unico

£550
£750

Monitor Audio 56

£600

Total

SYSTEM

£1900

2

Musical Fidelity A 32 CD

£1000

Unison Research S2K

£1295

Quad 22L

£895

Total

PRODUCTS
Preampl ,fiers,

£3190

INCLUDE:Phono

Power

stages,

Amplifiers

Active

30-250W,

Crossovers,

Power

Supplies, Buffer Amplifiers. Balanced line drivers / receivers,
Stepped

attenuators,

Cap ac tors,
SYSTEM 3

Gold

Resistors,

plated

connectors,

Semiconductors,

Cables,

Transformers,

Subwoofers, Loudspeaker drive units

Copland CDA 822 CD

£1500

Audio Research SP 16
Copland CTA 520
Kef X0 3

£2000

Total

£6300i

WHITE NOISE
11 STATION ROAD
BEARSDEN
GLASGOW
G61 - 4AW

£1300
fI500

http://www wnaudio.com
Email:- david.white38e ntlworld.com
Tel:- 0141-942-2460 ( until 9pm)
Fax:- 0141-587-7377

SYSTEM 4

Musical Fidelity
Tri Vista CD

£4000

Musizal Fidelity
Tri Vista amp

£4000

Martin Logan Aeon

£3150

Total

Lit

11111 .1111171111

••••ff...

?edge

£11150

The
will
Bullet
fit Plug
ALL

The .e.e'
Sock
New
Bullet Plug
RCA Connector - improves the
performance of interconnects,
digital and video cables...
dramatically!
ets.

SYSTEM 5
SME 10A

£3400

Krell KPS 28 C
Krell KCT

£9000
£10000

Krell FPB 350 MCX

£14000

Wilson Audio Sophia

£12000

Total

All of the above systems an

£48400

currently in stock and

available for demonstration
Brands stocked_ Artcoustic • Audio ACCESS • Audio Analogue • Audlciqut • Audio
REsEarch • 3arco • BCD Engineering • Beyerdynamic • Bryston • Bcss • Bow technologies • Boston • Chord Cables • ClEaraudio • Copland • Crestron • Definitive
Teclnology • Denon • Draper Scresis • Final • Fujitsu Plasma • Graaf • Integra

—J1

I

It your high-tech cables are
terminated with standard
RCA plugs you way not
be getting maximum
performance.
At last! Anew and bettek
RCA plug as been born
Retolationaly return pin dfrects
Introducing the Bullet Plug
electron flaw to/from the side
connector — abreakthrough
wall o: Pe:A sodets
ir RCA plug techrology — and the closest approach
tc no plug at all

Rt march • Krdl • Harman Kardon • .NC plasma • LAT • lexicon • Linn . 0assic • Living
Control • LOEWE televisions • Michdl Engineering • Miller Er KreisEl • Monitor Audio •
Musical Fiddity • Martin Logan • Nad • Nordost • Nakamichi • Orikyc • Opera •
Panasonic plasma • Parasound • Pioneer plasma • Primare • Proceed • Protect • OED
•Quad • Ouadraspire • REL • Revel • REVOX Screens • Roksan • Ronco • SME • Sonos
Faber • Spender • Stands Unique • Stewart Screens • StraightwirE • SLnilko • Tact
Audio • Tag Mdaren • Transparent Aube • Theta • Unison Research • Mona Acoustics
• 'Jute< Scresns • Wilscn Audio and other leading components and accessories.
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NOWAVAILABLE FROM HI-FI RETAILERS
THROUGHOUT THE UK.
U.: Distribution — Redl ne Scotland Ltd
Un t1 ' b/72 Newhaven Road
Edinburgh EH6 5CIG
Phone 0131 555 3922
Email main redlinegvirgin net

Read the lull story at www.bulletplug.com

The Bullet Plug has,
overnight, leapfrogged the
performance available
from existing phone plugs,
and disappeared over the
horizon The benefits are
huge, HUGE! They
transform the
performance of affordable
cables, and Ican't wait to
hear them on serious
leads "
Roy GregoryEditor Hi Fi Plus Issue 12
July/August 2001
'My best guess is that
once word gets out how
good these are, DIYguys
from around the world
twhiell beswearing
m
by
Steven R. Rochlin —
www.enjoythemusic.com

views
Vinyl and piracy
Further to the

letter regarding vinyl

being the last word in piracy prevention ['Views',
Nov'o2], the last time Iheard any news on the
Vestax cutting machine it could only cut in mono,
aside from the 12.5kHz bandwidth (anyone for
12- bit?). Somehow I
don't think this machine will
have record labels quaking in their shoes; though
Ihappen to know of several vinyl- based labels
who are looking forward to its release, enabling
them to get their promos into DJs' hands quickly.
The machine also requires proprietary disks
which are expensive, somewhat defeating any

The
Vestax VRX-2000
record cutter: intriguing,
but hardly athreat to the majors

piracy value it might have.
Labels should focus on signing original talent

about piracy not the same as the ones behind ' Pop

and marketing it in apackage that is superior

Idol' and ' Popstars' (sponsored by McDonalds — a

in all qualities to the pirated product. As they

match made in heaven if you ask me)?

continue to concentrate their mindset on the

I
would like to take this opportunity to relay a

selling- off this profitable plant?
Having moved the staff and machines into
aless prestigious building, he continued to
purchase other pressing facilities, and now

latest musical lowest common denominator,

true story. Some time back Ihad ameeting with a

controls ahigh proportion of the UK's vinyl

combined with harping-on about ' MP3 pirates',

well-known property developer. He purchased a

manufacture. And what was his purpose in

the grass is growing under their feet; instead they

large vinyl- pressing facility from amulti- national

meeting me? To set up amastering facility to

should be concentrating on new talent (which is

company with aview to turning its 19205 art deco

augment the pressing plants.

invariably deemed too 'eccentric' or ' it doesn't fit

buildings into flats for the upwardly mobile. Upon

in' to their homogenised world). They are ignoring

sending in his accountant to audit the facility, prior

Justin Greenslade, e-mail

basic facts: people will buy thought- provoking

to the planned laying off of the staff, he made a

• The Vestax VRX-2000 machine is currently

craftsmanship, and who can blame them for

strange, eyebrow- raising discovery — the plant's

offered with the cut stereo discs, although with

getting music off the Internet if they feel it is

balance sheets were healthy, with awaiting- list for

atime limit of 14 minutes aside. For more

disposable? Are the very companies complaining

new orders. So why on Earth was Company X

information, visit www.vestax.com

more difficult area than the equipment they

... and Kessler Rules!

these very assumptions, and therefore he need

connect. They can also be as expensive, so

I
was surprised to read Ken Kessler's comments on

to test cables in asystem in order to determine

mistakes are costly. If Iam contemplating

cable reviewing on the closing page of your

their actual performance.

spending several hundred pounds on cables, I

January Awards issue. My surprise is simply

want the use of three to five choices in my own

because... he gets it!

home for areasonable time. Idon't think one can

This might make him unique in the reviewing

Unfortunately we can't offer this service to the
bulk of your readership, which is, of course, not
located in the LISA, but we can share oui cable/

get that in the UK. Any comments? Maybe it could

community, which is generally agood source of

component matching data and experiene ewith

be the subject of ashort series of articles,

misinformat on on cables. His ' Kessler Rules 27

any interested readers.

explaining the theory of cable design and with

and 28' (`... cables are the single most system-

one or two group tests. It's just athought.

dependent element, and they show less of a

David Wise, Oxfordshire

So Mr Kessler, any chance of your sharing the
ideas incorporated in your rules 27 and 28 with

definable character than any other component...')

colleagues at HEN (
not to mention writers at

are spot on. Indeed, this is the foundation of our

Stereophile and The 4bsolute Sound)?

• By coincidence (we hope), we also heard from

company, which has operated a' Cable Library'

Robert Stein (fatwyre@fatwyre.com)

the company in question, as follows:

service in the USA since the late 1980s based on

The Cable Company, New Hope, PA 18938, USA

Save £1.05 on every issue
Please
insert eps
of April
cover

Pay only £7.35/quarter when you subscribe using direct debit
Call the subscriptions hotline

01622 778778
and quote code: 26W

subscribe
now and

save
30%

Offer open to new UK subscribers paying by direct debit only
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FREE HiFi Upgrade
hififorsale.com ltd's AudiophileCandy
2003 accessories catalogue

2003

Our NEW Edition Features:
•Amassive selection of class leading
audio accessories from manufacturers
throughout the world
•Overviews and advice from
leading industry experts
•The Latest Industry News
• 'Your Views' letters page
•Over 65 full colour pages
featuring over 350 products
AudiophileCandy 2003 is your FREE
essential guide to the very best in audio accessories.

Grab Your Copy NOW
For your FREE copy of our latest catalogue visit www.audiophilecandy.cwo
and fill in our contact form or call;

0870 241 246 9
Advertise your old HiFi for FREE on-line at www.hififorsole.com,
or pick up an audio bargain. Every month we have over 30'000
visits and 1.8 million hits! - What are you waiting for?

PLAYROOMS LTD

music •

multiroom •

home theatre

Aida

I/4ddce

3,4 ' ale Preetote

At Playrooms, we're here to help you create the best
sound system for your home and revolutionise the
way you enjoy your favourite music and movies.
111
, do this by sourcing the best components j
We
eincluding Linn, L
OEWE,
Anthony Gallo and others -- and using them intelligently to build

you can rest assured that your
best sound for your budget.

erfectly integrated systems. That way
chosen system will give you the

-Having many years combined experience and an intimate knowledge
of all the equipment we sell, our dedicated consultants will ensure that

Critically acclaimed for the past 19 years,these preamps have

your system will continue to perform reliably day after day

become the benchmark of class A single-ended valve designs.
Stereophile,Feb 1996-M.Fremer:"All this adds up to what

If you are looking for a partner to help plan
and select the best audio & visual equipment
to suit your lifestyle, call on Playrooms.

01344 621100
www.playrooms.co.uk
76 HIGH STREET • SUNNINGHILL • BERKSHIRE • SL 5 9iNN

is clearly one of the finest-sounding,best-built,full-function preamps
in the world - and reviews from around the world reflect that."
STEREOPHILE 96-97-98-99 - Recommended-" CLASSA " - PREAMP
Stereophile, Nov 2002 - 40th Anniversary Issue.
John Atkinson and reviewers/writers chose

7eE 9/termites

PRE/4We as one of the hottest 100 most important audio products since
1962: "In all that time I've never met an unhappy Modulus owner

FEATURING:

-quite atribute, given the fickle audiophile nature."
• New Old Stock sets of 4 valves : Tungsrarr E88CC @ £300

•S\

SÓÓ
A\THO\Y GALLO
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(factory graded & matched tubes with grey plates & ring
getters-tubes tested for low noise, microphony & distortion)
Import & Distribution by Sounds Transparent Ltd.
106 Mill Road
Deal
Kent CT14 9AQ
England
Tel & Fax : + 44 ( 0) 1304 382037
WEB :www.soundstra nspa rent.co. u

cleivektit PiArees
Five of the best:

by side on p88

side

The Hot 100

distills the essence of our review pages to bring you

the essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist. The Hot log puts together the loo
most outstanding models we've tested in the main product categories.
We've summarised the review finding to bring you clear sound quality
judgements plus the vital product details.

1

Ria
• Abbreviations: review date is issue
month/year, plus author's initials.

Lan
Mission M53

Audio Research CD3

U
----A

NAME
Arcoat CD23 Text

On kyo DV-SP8o0

Linn Soadok Cal

REVIEWED SUPPLIER
[
AH] «223 203200

02/02

www.arcam.co.uk

Maim Audio CD5

HOW WE RATE IT An attractive take on the lauded Alpha 9, dCS Ring DAC and all.
Arcam has breathed on the concept again, bringing anew motherboard, CD Text
capability and revised HDCD digital filter to the package. Detail and insight are its
strengths, with agood grip on rhythm. Its fine-grained character shows resolution and
organisation with an endless ability to mould itself to the character of the music.
Arm DIVA CD72 £4tto

2001 Awards 01223 203200

£1966

7102 (AH]

«622 1
21444

01799 531999

£105

Nab CDS II

£5902

4I01[All1

0413•17777

01722 332266

www.nalm-audio.com

1/99

[ MCI

01722 332266

www.naim-audio.com

HOW WE RATE IT Includes an XPS power supply unit. As MC said, the best compliment
that can be paid this player is that it sounds like afine analogue turntable, with firmly
constructed rhythm and bass lines, natural timbre and grainless textures. ' Cast off any
preconceptions, give your favourite discs aspin, and you too may fall under its spell'.
+ 1303 343 moo www.perpetualtechnologies.com

HOW WE RATE IT Adiminuitive DSP unit (P-1A) and DAC (P- 3A) that do something
special. The combination transforms CD, communicating the illusion of real musicians.
The P- 1A is the killer, used as asoftware-b.m.ed interpolating upsampler, but with
capability for room or speaker EQ correction too. Mail order only in the UK.
Primare 030.2 £1500

£1950

12/00 [AG]

www.dcsltd.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT The Purcell is aD-to- Dconverter that upsamples' to 24/96 or 24/192,
for analogue conversion by the Delius. An impressive array of inputs, upgradable
firmware and professional- grade electronics. Sublime sound quality. After feeding them
the digital output of aCD transport or player, CDs start to sound wholly believable at last.
Provision is also made for DSD conversion via Fire Wire.

Una Ikaiii

8/99 [CB & SH] 0141307 7777 www.linn.co.uk

Perpetual P-IA/P-3A Suoo/800 ii/oi [ DA]

HOW WE RATE IT Chord's now fully- sorted 96kHz-capable DAC features abuffer
memory and re- clocking system that theoretically eliminates jitter. AH concluded:
'It's not its lushness and smooth ride that make it awinner, but the way it treads the
route of musicality and natural timing.'
dCS Purcell/Delius £3000/6000 u/99 [AH]

f12,000

HOW WE RATE IT Won't play CD-RW discs or give adigital
output, disc loading is very ' manual', and lab results indifferent.
But musically, it's in aclass of its own for the price, imbuing a
richness and life that CD too frequently lacks. Unsophisticated
ii some ways, the CD 5has asolid, three-dimensional quality
and superb dynamics. Great sense of timing too, naturally.

www.arcam.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT With 24- bit Burr- Brown delta sigma DAC and Sony mechanism, low
jitter is claimed. Damping is applied to key components and the chassis includes
sound deadening material. Optical and coaxial digital outputs are included. Alively
yet truly civilised player. Well-balanced performance at the right price.

Chord DAC64

HFN

Back Issues on 0870 756 0000

HOW WE RATE IT CB was left 'with asense of disappointment' which was only
reinforced when he went back to his Meridian 508.24. For SH, however, the CD12 was
the best CD player he'd had at home, ' more like analogue' than other players, but in a
positive way, through presenting more information rather than less. Note that the
CD12 has been tacitly changed to use a24/96- type DAC instead of origina. multibit.

CO players
PRICE
fuso

• Want the full review? Just contact

www.Unn.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Inside the midi- sized case is Linn's smooth-operating all- metal threemotor disc mechanism, 24/96 Burr- Brown PCM 1732 DAC and ahigh-frequency switchmode power supply. Offers discrimination that allows you to focus on individual
instruments easily, yet more relaxed in treble focus yet with plenty of articulation of fine
details. Connection options include XLR balanced analogue and XLR AES/EBU digital outputs.

6/99 [AG]

01423 339054

vnvw.primare.nu

HOW WE RATE IT Uses the classic Philips CDN:12.4 mechanism but with Primare-tweaked
software to reduce noise. To tackle the greater sensitivity to shock that results, there is new
decoupling and amagnetic clamp. Conversion is by 8x oversampled Burr- Brown 1702 20-bit
D-Aconverters. The balance between ability and smoothness is about as good as it comes.
Rotel RCD-oa

•

2002

Awards 01903 221500

vnvw.rotel.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Rotel is well- respected for Is UK-designed and Far East- built budget
players, which can make some claim to the 'audiophile' tag. The company is sticking to its
CD/two-channel ethos, while many other corrpanies are knocking out DVD players and
AV receivers left, right and centre. If you're or atight budget this little beauty is well
worth an audition. An affordable and competent CD player by any standards.

--j\rosril
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DVD/SACO players

NAME
Amara DVSS

PRICE
f000

REVIEWED SJPPLIER
02/01 [AH] 01223 203203

Radio Tuners
www.arcam.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Painstaking audio circuit design details include separate clocks
and power supplies for audio and video, and apair of Wolfson 24-bit/192kHz WM8716
DAC chips. You get excellent picture quality and sound on DVD-V, plus CD sound
equalling Arcam's Alpha 75E from awell-built, and ergonomically- satisfying design.
Now available as Plus version, with officially sanctioned Progressive PAL video output.
Denon DVD-3800

farm

2002

Awards 01753 888447

NAME
Arcam 0181

06/01[AG]

Magnum Dynalab MD102

www.denon.co.uk

At this crossroads in audio history, two new
digital audio formats have arrived, both
capable of appeasing audiophiles wanting
something better than CD — and in the long
term, one of these two formats could replace
CD as the standard consumer audio format.
While market forces conspire to choose the
'winner', the keen music lover can at last stop
worrying which type of machine to buy, as
good universal DVD-A/SACD players are now

www.arcam.co.uk

£2200

02/01 (AGI

020 8948

4153 wwvi.audiofreaks.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Toronto- based Magnum Dynalab is to
specialist radio tuner design what Nakamichi once was for
cassette deck expertise. This all-analogue FM- only tuner has
optional remote-control, for fine-tuning and switching of five
presets. AG thought it ' musically superior to any other Ihave
heard, including DAB, in every respect...it's nothing less than
stunning.'

0208 665 6350 www.philips.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Also aDVD-Video player, but no DVD-Audio. SACD replay had a
poise and clarity beyond CD; the ambience of multi- channel SACD brought something
close to real- life. For two- channel use, there's aseparate pair of outputs.

REVIEWED SUPPLIER
01/02 [AH] 01223 203203

HOW WE RATE IT The current pick of the DAB crop is the Arcam DT8i. With better
controls than previous models, it's superior to the more expensive FMI DT26. It has
comprehensive user features, including engineering mode for interested enthusiasts.

HOW WE RATE II The heavyweight construction reflects its sophisticated circuitry.
It's ahighly- developed video player with the full range of outputs and well- conceived
controls. Audio performance is strikingly good, enabling DVD-A discs to deliver the
promise of multi- channel audio, sounding powerful, richly detailed and transparent.
Philips SACIh000 £ 1300

PRICE
£650

Marantz ST-17

E600

09/01111i]

0753 68o868

www.marantz.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Three wavebands and RDS; sound was cool, collected, detailed and
solid, projecting acoherent soundstage with excellent depth of image.' Tonal balance

DVD-A/SACD
universal
players

available from several manufacturers. Pioneer
was the first, and some players still rely
heavily on Pioneer expertise within. With
uncertainty hanging over ' hi res' digital audio,
we think that auniversal/combo player is the
only sensible choice for anyone currently
looking for aplayer that'll deal with high
resolution formats. Over past six months HFN
has reviewed every universal player that's on
sale in the UK. Here's what we thought...
88

Marantz DV83oo

Erygo

u/oa [ PM]

ceri33 68o868 www.marantz.com

HOW WE RATE IT Based on the Pioneer DV- 747A, but with afew Marantz touches
added like HDAM (Hyper- Dynamic Amplifier Module) output stages and aheavier
chassis. Not the most lucid of combination players, it could easily get sonically
muddled and lacked sparkle and insight found elsewhere, and ultimately offers little
over, for example, the DV- 747A except copper screws and abigger power supply.
Impressive looking, but not the best of the bunch. Nonetheless, this model shows that
Marantz, no longer controlled by Philips, has embraced the ' universal' principle.

was alittle bright. It lacks independent remote control but is ' beautifully conceivec,
sounds superb, makes the best of weak signals and exudes quiet confidence.'
TAG McLaren bait

Eapo

07/00 [AH]

o800 7838007 www.tagmdarenaudio.com

HOW WE RATE ITT he TAG McLaren T32R is an extEemely high-quality£1400 AM/ FM
analogue tuner with an optional £9oo DAB module to turn it into ado- it- all combination
receiver. The luxurious finish combined with aclear, customisable display make this a
highly desirable unit and the sound quality tips the balance entfrely in its favour. The
732R had more warmth and body through the midband (compared, say, to the Arcam

Uno Lieu

MAW
Clearaudio Champion £ 875

Michell GyroDec SE

www.audioreference.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT This deck had excellent 3D image stability and arich, colourful
sound; midband could sound alittle recessed. It showed rhythmic 'groove' and pace
to make extended listening apleasurable experience. The Champion undeniably looks
good with its 19mm thick shiny black acrylic base and translucent platter, but there's
no dust cover. Speed change to 45 is purely manual, achieved by shifting the belt on
the stepped pulley of its outboard AC motor.

Onkyo DV-5P800 £1200

02/03

[
PM]

01788 573100

www.onkyo.net

HOW WE RATE IT Another player that incorporates many elements of the Pioneer
chassis. Nonetheless, the Onkyo implementation differs quite markedly from
Pioneer's, in that it includes Onkyo's proprietary VLSC or ' Vec -or Linear Shaping
Circuitry', which appears to be based on the earlier paired-DAC VLC topology in which
successive samples from the two DACs were integrated through acomparator circuit.
The player features Dolby Digital and DTS decoding; DVD-A, SACD and CD playback in
two- and multi- channel modes; stacks of connectivity options; remote control and an
on- screen display — PM said ' the Orkyo carves out apowerful and atmospheric
performance' and called it ' the best of the first generation models'. Not the cheapest
but probably the best universal player in the world at the moment.

Pioneer DV-656A

E400

10/02 [ PM]

01753 789789

www.pioneer.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT It took amanufacturer with no vested interests, Pioneer, to produce
the first universal player, the DV- 747A, and now the DV- 656A at half the price delivers
every format too, with arguably better peformance than its progenitor. Gives an
enthusiastic attempt at CD replay too. At time of review, PM thought ' nothing could
hold acandle to Pioneer's DV-656A'. Areal budget performer, making entry into the
universal hi res arena more affordable. At this price- point, Pioneer has set an
example that other manufacturers will be obliged to try to match.

www.linn.co.uk

E775

05/99 [AH]

020

8953 0771

memichell-engineering.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Update to the 19805 Gyro, itself descended
from classic Transcriptors and Hydraulic References. SE has less
Pei spex and better sound, all for lower price. Unique merry-goround appearance distracts the eye but the ear needn't be
fooled — this is aneutral deck capable of great sourd. Now
uses DC motor for even clearer sound.
Pro-ject Debut

REVIEWED SUPPLIER
03/01 [AN]
01252 702705

olio 3077777

HOW WE RATE IT Ciassic three-point suspended chassis design, based on AR and
Ariston models but with tighter engineering. Only one version still in production, using
Lingo electronic power si.pply, and achoice of Akito or Ekos tonearms. Areference
deck, the prototypical ' musical' record deck.

DRTio), and aless digital sounding treble. Reviewing, AH called it Far and away the
best way to hear digital radio broadcasts right now.'

Turntables

from f1985 10/97 [HK]

Es25

07/00 [TB]

01235 511166

www.henleydesigns.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT This is asimple yet highly manual effective two- speed belt- drive
turntable at aprice that almost beggars belief, considering it includes atonearm and
Orto'on m- m cartridge. ` No nasty top end or flaccid bass, just aclean, rather crisp
and lively sound,' commented TB. Debut Phono SB version (f16o) includes aphono
stage and electronic speed control for an comprehensive vinyl- playing front-end.
Pro-ject RPMfour

ips

07/00 [TB]

01235 511166

www.henteydesigns.co.uk

How we rate it Comes complete with an Ortofon 510 cartridge ( if bought separately,
£45) and aPro-ject 9tonearm (nominally £ 250). The clear acrylic cover attracted
comment, reminiscent of ajelly mould or blender'. Change to 45rpm is by shifting the

Pioieer DV-757Ai

£800

12/02 [ PM]

01753 789789

www.pioneer.co.tik

HOW WE RATE IT it plays DVD-A, SACD, as well as DVD-Video discs and CD (plus
MP 3from CD- R). It also has an i
Link digital interface (also known as IEEE 1394 or
Fire Wire), providing aoigital output for high- resolution data. This allows connection
to asuitably equipped amplifier (currently just the Pioneer VSA-AXicii receiver — also
reviewed in Dec ' 02). Congratulations due for such aforwara-looking product.
Advantages over the ' 656 include individual channel trim within its bass management
merlu, and the FireWire interface which could become astandard fitting one day. Via
the i
Link,' said PM, CD and DVD-A sounded more open, expressive and detailed than
was achieved through the DV-757Ai alone.' SACD replay, however, was less impressive
via the i
Link than with : he player in isolation.

Yamaha DVD-S2300 £8o0

04/03 [ PM]

01923 233166

mww.yamaha-audio.co.dk

HOW WE RATE IT Using Panasonic and Sony technology, this universal DVD-A/SACD
player was found to be one of the best buil .of the new breed, and turned in a
surprisingly good performance from SACD. Stereo DVD-A was less convincing,
although in multichannel mode there was more of the clarity we've been promised
from new formats. Better DVD-A performance can be found elsewhere for less money.
See p4B for our exclusive in-depth review.
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EXPENSIVE TUNER??
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THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES
You spend many hours and quite
a lot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath-free, clean signal which
only a well designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23 with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and
Acc. Ang. down to 15 Degrees or
have a "one off' special built, up to
32 elements.

GALAXIE CIRCULAR 17- ELEMENT STEREO
GAIN 15 9dB F to B 33 7JB L 74"

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* FM arrays from 4to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 92 Element.
* British- built and designed to withstand our weather.
* Interested D IY. advice freely given, backed by our complete range of
masts, brackets, rotors, cables and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within a nominal 200- mile
radius of LUTON. Send a 9"x4" SAE with first class stamp to receive our
complete "Aerial Guide" which is more than just a list of our products
and prices, and carries details of all our services, including MAIL
ORDER and site surveys.

TELEPHONE & FAX 01582 736561
RON SMITH AERIALS
98, ASH RD, LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8AQ
Personal Callers by appointment only.
Closed Wednesdays
5 minutes from exit no 11. on M.1. Motorway
NAIM AUDIO U.K. RECOMMEND OUR FM AERIALS AND THEIR DEALERS
CAN OBTAIN YOUR CHOSEN MODEL WITHIN 48 HOURS, OR SUPPLY EX STOCK.

eidiczyz_
Passionate
about musk?
Serious about
making it?
So are we...

For the best product reviews, interviews, buying advice,
tips and features on guitar playing,
get Guitar Magazine.
-

Pick one up in your new sagent or ring Er 016?? 778778 to subscribe.
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belt, which means firs: removing the platter. Sound quality was rated as good; but a
change of stylus (to 0.tofen MC3o Supreme) brought the unit alive.
Ortofon Kontrapunkt Aand B

£500/£750

06/on [TB]

01235 511166

HOW WE RATE IT The cheaper model, Kontrapunkt A (£ 50o), has aFine Line stylus
and combines detail, well-defined musical colour and atignt, rhythmic bass quality,
with no brittle edges to the music. Kontrapunkt B (£ 750), with nude Fritz Gyger 8o
stylus or asolid ruby cantilever, offered the same virtues but with more space and
detail. Both were very good at minimising surface noise. Seriously recommended.
f3 14
10

SME Model no

12/99 PM

0903 84321

wynv.sme.ltd uk

H3W WE RATE IT Price quoted , ric ludes asimplified version of the classic Series V
tonearm. ' So eerily quiet and uncoloured' sad KK, 'one of tne best ambassadors yet for
the greatness of analogue replay via vinyl, it also serves to confuse the digitalians ¡ ust
because it is so damned quiet. The Model no let's you hear the music and nothing else'.
Transfiguration Temper V £ 2250

12/02 [AH

01252 702705

Chid CPA 3200/spm mot E4475/4670 1/99 [AH] 01622 721444

HOP/ WE RATE IT This is what happens when audio meets aerospace engineering
The SPA/1120°C uses switch- mode PSU technology, and sounds dynamic and
transparent. ' Has the disconcerting ability to create real sound pressure levels with
ease,' said AH, and the pair ' have transparency to music's inner workings.' Fully
balanced from input to power amp out.
Conrad- Johnson MV6oSE £ 3000

02/03 [ MCI

HOW WE RATE IT A55W stereo power amplifier from US, originally using two pairs
of Svetlana EL34 output valves but now uprated to ' SE' status with 6550 tubes
instead. Despite the ' MV' prefix, traditionally abadge of the lower end of the the
Conrad-Johnson range, this model shows an unmistakable vein of the excellence
wh.ch distinguishes the C-1 Premier range of valve power amplifiers. Anicely tuned
upbeat delivery was also noted, equally rewarding on ajazz or classical programme.
Comad-Johnson Premier 1715 £4900 12/01 [ MC]

Creek 5350

REVIEW ID SUPPLIER
01223 203203

www.arcam.co.uk

Eno

05/m [ AH]

01223

203203

Croft Vitale

emardi

03/00

[MCI

020

8971 3909 www.audioresearch.com

HOW WE RATE IT The ARC Reference Two recalls the US valve
specialist's earlie -achievements, cg, SPio II. Despfte
broadband noise from this valve- fuelled lab- handled design,
sound quality was top notch. It joins the reference class of preamp;ifier controllers with amarveloasly balanced sound, in a
mix which defines bue performance. ' It comes close ta, or is
state of the art,' ', aid MC.

AS Passion Ultimate £ 1300

08 /oi [ MC]

01159 224138

07/0o [AG]

01892 539595

Epo

Wm [All]

020 8361

4133 www,creekaudio.co.uk

www.audiosynthes s.co.uk

EAR 864

02/00 [ KR]

0174676%56

www.eminentaudio.co.uk

Ego

oi/oo [ KK]

01480 453791

www.ear-yoshino.com

HOW WE RATE IT Aphono inclusive pre- amp to satisfy audiophiles and studio
p-ofessionals, with its XLR balanced input and output. Balanced operation offers
improved dynamic contrasts, slam, overall control and coherence, as well as virtually
noise- free operation. Apractical design, with (unusually) conventional impedance
values and sensitivity figures, and rated for five veers operation.
ESLab DX-S4

E2500

ni/on [ EH]

01903 814618

www.eslab.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Not so nmch an amplifier as adigital speaker
driver, this stereo unit is based on Tripath's Class Tcircuit.
Healthy output of 200W was itself trumped by the sheer
tangibility it can bring to music, everything about asoundstage
and surrounding ambience beautifully articulated and stable
regardless of volume or transient requirements'.
found
nothing to fault in performance.

www.ba ,arced.corn

HOW WE RATE 1
1
7Full remote control pre-amplifier arid 00 watt/channel stereo valve
amplifier. This pre-/ power combinations blends the dynamics and consistency from
load variations of solid-state with the finesse, inner complexity and poise of : ubes.
Performance is well into single- ended valve territory, although the VK-6o is not a
single- ended design! It's sweet-sounding, delivering music gracefully witnout the
audible severity of some of its harsher solid-state counterparts.

E350

HOW WE RATE IT Aclassic hard-wired pre- amplifier. ; rue to the minimalist ideal. As KK
explained, while sounding vintage in its warmth and near total preclusion of edginess and
grain, the Vitale nods to modernity in sounding big, palpable and commanding. There's
also enough low-level noise and fuzziness to make you subconsciously utter amantra of
'no transistors'. It's still quieter than even amint Quad valve pre-amp. Quieter than a
Nu-Vista? Er, no — it's not quite there, but look at the price!

HOW WE RATE I" Remote control ‘iersion of ddS51C pasie attenuator. Control of
volume and source is via Optical linkage with asingle Vishay resistor leading to
light-cortrolled shunt resistor. the remote-controKed Ultimate is sti!I too of the
class, rivalling active pre- amps at four times the price.
BAT VIE-5oSE/VK4o £ 05

4133 www.creekaudio.co.uk

www.arczm co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Remote- control 85W/ch amplifier: inside you'll find DC- coupled, bipolar transistors ( no MOSFETs), and anew symmetrical circuit topology for the power
amplifier. Aclean and detai,ed sound nimbiy communicates music. You also get
microprocessor- controlled source switching, tone controls and input trim facility (to
equalise levels of sources). It -ates as today's finest integrated amplifier at the price.
Audio Research Ref Two f10,000

020 8361

HOW WE RATE IT This 75VV'ch integrated amp with passive
pre- stage sounds good enough to worry more expensive
combinations. Its sound had all the right elements in place, in
tune, in time. Imaging held instruments rock- steady in awide
believable space. Remote control of source and volume as
standard: phono stage is an optional extra. ' SE' model with
uprated components also available.

HOW WE RATE IT This top- of- the- range integrated has an uprated power supply,
allowing an output spec of 100W ' ch. Pre- amp is revised too. giving as:ill lower noise
floor. User- adjustable features incluoe tone controls. AG found it sounding conficemly
in charge, making : he most of : he speakers it was used with. An unusual aegree of
refinement, able to reproduce the life and vitality of aperformance.
Aram A115

8948 4153 www.audiofreaks.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Creek's inexpensive remote-con:rol, line- level preamplifier gives an
easy- to- listen- to sound quality encouraging involvement with the music, with fast ard
deep bass. You can add ' standarc' or ' special' m- m phoro stages (£ 49 and f79), and
low- and high- sensitivity m- cboards for vinyl replay. With hi-wirable speakers, even
better results are possible by adding asecond A52SE power amplifier.

Amplifiers
03/02 [AGI

020

HOW WE RATE IT Aspects of Conrad-Johnson's megabucks flagship ART have been
trickled down to the Premier 17LS line- level pre- amplifier: inside are four 6992 triodes
plus ahuge bank of tremendously expensive capacitors. Although for Conrad- Johnson
the ' MV' prefix trad tionally designates a lower- cost range, : he MV6o stereo power
amp is aworthy partnerfor apremier pre- amplifier.
Creek P43R/A52SE £350/f600 5./oo [ TB]

PRICE
Elmo

020 8948 4153 www.audiofreaks.co.uk

www.audiorefereice.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Adevelopment ot previous yokeless suspension Temper designs,
the moving- coil Temper Vreally stood out with its limpid clarity and engaging way with
music, making record reproduction sound effortless and artless. 'Atruly transparent
performer! wrote AH, with an agility in tracking the groove that allows the cartridge to
be forgotten about'. Gets rignt to the heart of the music.

MAME
Arcata OM pa

www.chordelectronics.co.uk

Krell KAVlooll

£3900

jo/on [ KR]

020 8971

3909 www.krellonline.com

HOW WE RATE IT Krell has used SMD technology to create acompact integrated,
capable of 300W/ch. KK hooked up nohm Apogee Scint!Ila speakers of mid-'8os
vintage, and found ' the KAV-3ooiL proouced the very best sound Ihave ever heard

fprd
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from the Scintillas, and power was never an issue...I would take the KAV-3ooiL over
any solid-state amp 1can rame south of the Theta Dreadnaught'.
Linn Kolektor

£00

4/99 [Aill

0141 307 7717

www.linn.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Agood partner for LK85 or LKutopower amps. Amazingly well
equipped, it includes an m mphono input, one of to in total which can be individually
tailored to suit the user, plus remote control, aheadphone socket and tone controls.
There is alittle grain and constriction, but overall it sounds remarkably fine.
McCormack £2590

10/00 [AG]

0208 948 4153 www.mccormackaudio.com

HOW WE RATE IT The power amp uses an unusual distributed- node power supply.
The pre- amp is unity- gain with two outputs, one passive, the other buffered; the latter
works best and most consistently. Despite adryish balance and atouch of grey', this
combination is bold and transparent, combining real solidity with fine detail.
MF X-Ploo/X-AStoo

E800/80o 2/99, Woo [AG/AH]

020 8900

2866

HOW WE RATE IT Musical Fidelity's X-Pupo pre- amp substitutes solid-state devices
for nuvistor miniature valves. The X-ASl000, aaoo W/ch solid-state design, - shoused
in similar stretched cylinder canister. While the pre- amp is the star, the power amp is
relatively transparent, and the comoilation is clean and musical with bags cf power.
Musical Fidelity A300 £1400

03/00 PH]

020 8900 2866 www.musical-fidelity.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Apowerful vet compact 150W/channel amplifier, with five line
inputs, m-m/m-c and tape monitor, the remote controlled A3oo is essentially
transparent to the signal. ' There is a 'rightness' here,' said IH, 'which soon had me
re- appraising current CD favourites arid rediscovering others'.
Musical Fidelity AC3' fl000

o6/oo [
DB]

020

8900 2866 www.musical-fidelity.co.uk

Holm NAP5oo

10/00 [
DB]

Pass Labs Xsso

Negro VPA

£535o

4/99 [I(K]

01235 810455

yovw.nagra.com

Naim NAC 112/NAP 150

E625/E75o

03/02 [AH]

01722 332288

1
,
10W WE RATE IT Pleasant to use, apart from those archaic DIN soi kets. With
partnering 50W/ch NAP aso power amp, it cid deliver the famous ` Nairn sound'. There
was an obvious freedom from artifice, ' with little of the unnatural glare and haze that
afflicts some hi-fi products that attempt to give too much in terms of detail and
clarity'. AH concluded ' you would find the NAC 112 and NAP 15o difficult to trump in
terms of smooth, unflustered sound and musical satisfaction'.
Maim NAIT 5

Min

02/ogAll]

otra 332266

www.nalm-audio.coor

HOW WE RATE IT Rated at only 3oW (we measured 36W in our Labs testing), this is
nevertheless adynamic performer. It has asmooth and musical sound, with avery
convincing decay to treble notes and their harmonics, which made it an easy-going
amplifier that didn't fatigue after continued listening. Stereo detail was not as explicit
as some might be, but rhythm arid timing were its real strengths. For more volume,
just look to the 112/150 pre/ power comoination.
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200-3I"

£9950

Pathos Twin Towers

01722

332266

www.naimaudio.com

02/00

[
AG]

01892 539595

www.passlabs.com

£250

8/99 [ KK]

01753 652669

vAvw.ukd.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Essentially this is aremote cortrol pure Class A. single- ended, zero
NFB amp with aMOSFET output stage 'current sourced' by alarge inductor in parallel
with acapacitor. The driver stage employs E83CC/12XA7. The downside is relative
*nefficiency and high heat dissipation. Loads below about 5ohms ' make it cry'. KK
notes that ' this is one of the finest amplifiers I've heard, regardless of price'.
Primate 630.
1

£15
0*

6/
991661

014
333590S4

weiverimireAs

HOW WE RATE IT Primare's A3o.i bipolar amplifier, rated at aoo watts/channel, looks
like amillion dollars, and comes with aremote control. The volume control is afine
step-ladoer type, with extremely low distortion and accurate channel balance
throughout its range. This is atruly powerful amplifier, even taking the power rating
into account.
Quad QC 24/II-forty £4000

11/oo [ KK]

0148o 44noo

wvAv.quad-hifi.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT This retro recreation of classic Quad 22/II
valve amplifiers is larger than the originals, and lacks filters
and tilt/tone controls. Available only as apair, power amp uses
KT-38 to give twice the power of the KT- 66 original, rated at
40W/ch. The pre- amp lacks the noise floor of the original, and
has anew smoothness and precision but elusive lushness of
the original is retained.
Rotel RA- 972

Ease

2001

Awards

01903

750750

www.rotel.com

HOW WE RATE 17 Apowerful amplifier for the money, giving over 9oW into 8ohms on
test. Sonically, its basic character is warm anc open. with good detail, although it
could betray agrey, even 'processed' or identifiably ' solid-state' character. In this last
respect at least, : tmight rot compare favourably with Arcam's £450 A75. But the Rotel
can still win in terms of sheer bang for buck.
SI pcaloo/ppaloo

HOW WE RATE If Unorthodox Class Adesign rated at 50 watt
into 4, 8or 16 ohm loads, with zero negative feedback. Built
around ECC83 triodes and apair of 845 output tubes, it is a
push pull design. fully balanced throughout. KK felt it had a
bass control of which Ongaku owners can only dream. Every
trace of detail attests to the VPA's commending and
authoritative presentation.

[
MC]

HOW WE RATE IT Rated at 350 watts/channel. It eschews feedback, giving it alower
than normal damping fai tor, and is biased strongly towards Class Aso runs very
warm. Low damping predisposes towards thick, short cables. There is alevel of detail.
authority and naturalness that places it among the finest at any price.

020 8900 2866 www.mdsical-fidelity.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Arevision of the Al amp in the stretched cylindrical- cased X- Series:
you can see the X-A2 either as astripped down, remote control- free version ot the XAlooR, or an enhanced X-A2, with the superior transformer of the X-AlooR, and power
increased from 5o to 75 W/ch. Deciding whether it improve° on the X-A1 was, as DB
put it, a ' no brainer', tnanks to asurprisingly powerful bass, with superior separation
and articulation, while voices are clearer, and music is more convincing.

8/so

HOW WE RATE IT The NAP5oo is the largest Naim amplifier, in astylish sel- fi boxwork.
Features an impressive outboard power supply, ano uses new Semelab output devices
so powerful that the usual invasive protection circuitry is not required. The circuit is
internally bridged to givea4oW/8 ohm, or double that into 4ohm, with prodigious
current output. Sound quality is thrilling, and driving Naim NBLs there is areal synergy.

HOW WE RATE IT Choke Regulation power supply configuration employs an extra
inductive component to block higher mains harmonics and RF noise. Additional
capacitance is used after the chokes to reouce the AC impedance as seen by the
output stage. This pre/power combination has arare sense of ' rightness'. The
excellent low-level musical resolution and subtle articulation work well with SACD.
Musical Fidelity X-A2 £500

fac,000

froo

04/00 [ IF1]

ouo 810 2820 www.sjaudio.com

HOW WE RATE 17 Styling and attention to detail in this remote control pre/power amp
combination (Ezi5o/E258o) are exceptional, although much of the compiex circuitry
is related to the power supply. The power amp too takes the reduction of residual
noise and interchannel crosstalk to near-obsessive lengths. IH found that tney
provided extraordinary definition and that he had rarely been so impressed with an
amplifier combination, and felt that in all key respects it performed flawlessly.
TAG McLaren DPA32R Elm

to/oo [ MC]

0800 783 80o7 wwrxr.tagmclarenaudio.com

HOW WE RATE IT Has an A/D-D/A interface, which means it can operate as adigital
en- and decoder and as aDIA converter for digital sources. It can also accept the
company's DAB radio module internally (af6o5 option) and can be intelligently
interconnected with other TAG McLaren components using the proprietary system bus.
The DPA3zR offers asolid performance at afair price, and above average sound
quality, despite which MC found it worthy of respect and areserved recommendation.
Unison Research UnicoE750/f750 7/02 [ KK]

01753 652669

HOW WE RATE IT This hybrid integrated offers valves in the pre- amplifier stage and
So watts/i Flannel MOSFET in the output stage. It possesses amagnificent build and
finish plus remote volume control. Its midband, said KK, is 'alush and warm region
replicated at these price points only by all- tube amps ot which there are precious few,
and which would probably not have this amplifier's smooth and generous power
delivery.' Afantastic combination and great value...

Vedtu Puo

£2995

o5/0111H]

01263 74 1417

HOW WE RATE IT It is omit into abeautifully fabricated brushed aluminium cabinet
that's compact considering its 240W/ch output, although it weighs achunky 21kg.
Sound quality was superb, the P400 'tells it trie way it is', and will mask to flaws in
the programme. Reveals new detail and provides real engagement for the listenei.

Utilitarian rear- ported cabinet includes glass-ibre cone driver and tapered- tube
tweeter. It sounded powerful, authoritative and had amore ' grown-up' quality than
the rest. Treble Œn get harder when pushed. Overall, it has atight, fast and slightly
overdamped sound that makes it keep control at higher volumes.

PRICE
firm

REVIEWED SUPPLIER
03/00 [ AG] on 8642 4436 www.alr.de

110W WE RAlE IT Large, oval, rear- facing ABR with acentral boss accepts weights to
tune the system bass. Includes aderivative of the Ted Jordan aluminium midrange
driver. Tuning allows the user to arrive at aspecific combination of pace, weight and
tunefulness. Muscular and dynamic, with strong insight through difficult passages.
ATC SCJAyoLE

Lupo

11/99 (AGI

01285 760561

www.atc.gb.net

HOW WE RATE IT ATC's Studio Control Monitor (1200 x405 x465mm hwd) is an
monolithic 70 litre fully active three-way design and includes 350 watt of on- board
power amplification and electronic crossovers, and an external pre- amp. the SCA2
t.£2599). Musically it has bold dynamics, apowerful bass reach, but sligntiv vague
imagery and amarginal loss of HF detail and sweetness. An effective communicator.
Avantgarde Uno £53oo

05/00 [ 511]

01845 833099 www.ayantgarde-acoustic.de

HOW WE RATE IT Avan:garde's smallest stands 1.44m hign. has
horn- loaded mid and tweeter, and self- powered suoviroofer, with a
claimed system sensitivity of toodB/watt. SH noted that they
gave immediacy, impact, emotional communication - but without
the coloration that has spoiled other horn loudspeakers. The Uno
more than stood up to box speaker competition at the price.
AVI Neutron III £ oo

oi/oi PHI

01 453

752656

www.aythifi.co.uk

B&W Signature 805£2250

Ed»

Dymond° Contonass £2456

flac CL112 Mk II

boo

9/02 [ KR]

01903 221500

www.bwspeakers.com

HOW WE RATE IT B&W has built alot of technology irto this 49omm-:alt stzmomounter, for example atweeter said to reach 42kHz (-6dB). An optional foam plug for
the port will tighten the bass. It needs and aeserves adecent amplifier in the 25-10oW
range, as the tweeter will show up amplifier edginess or clipping. KK found it opensounding, with vocals ' sweet and lifelike regardless of source or amplrication'.
B&W OM aNT

fygo

ol/oi [AG]

01903 221500

www.bwspeakers.com

HOW WE RUE IT This smallest member of the CDM series has now been upgraded
with aversion of the Nautilus tweeter with its extended damped rear cavity, married
to afront- vented 165mm Kevlar core bass unit. Avery grown-up loudspeaker which
manages astrong, large-scale sound and its bass is also more tuneful arid expressive
than mary r:vals'. Treble quality is mot quite as good, but it remains powerful.
B&W 11Mgol

LaSo

12/01

(
AG]

01903 221500

www.bwspEakers.com

HOW WE RATE IT In agroup test of £ 200 bookshelf monitors, the 303 was the only
model to at quit itself ' with an almost clean bill of audio health', according to AG.

01903 221500

www.bwspeakers.com

ot3loo ( KK(

01732 45 193 8

www.dynaudio.com

12;00 : AG]

°Boo 652 5002 www.elac.com

HOW WE RATE Ir Elac's speakers usually have aluminum enclosures and ribbon
tweeters, but this one - the CL82 Mk II - uses awood enclosure and adome
tweeter. The aluminium composite bass dome is retained, however, and so is the
speaker's unusual ability to deliver volume levels that would defeat most others with
negligible compression or distortion. Bass lines are particularly well projected, and
the sound overall is extremely well integrated and balanced.
£850

Roc gaol JET

03 /
00 (
AG]

01494 551551

www.elac.com

HOW WE RATE 11 Compact, vented all- aluminium enclosure with
aluminium cones and dames. One for the stripped pine and
chrome set, this title model has sharp reflexes, and is at once
bold, detailed, lean and powerful. At home with rock and jazz, this
is asurprising and engaging speaker. What it lacked in
sophistication was mace for up in panache.
Energy Encore a

Egoo

11/02 [AG]

HOW WE RATE rAmagnetically- shielded AV design, although it would benefit from
an additional sLbwoofer to resolve aslightly soft, indistinct feel. The Contour T2.5 put
KK in mind of the larger classic: British speakers of the 19705, but with far greater
power handling and speed. Has the capacity to sound huge, but with holographic
imaging, 'deliriously wide' soundstaging. and above average depth

°Woo [AM «peg goon untalnlpod.urn

HOW WE RAFE IT Has asmall Kevlar-coned bass/mid unit and soft dorme tweeter,
and an option of tripedal legs. Bass has acertain weight, and can evE nerr on the
side of sounding warm. Overall resolution is not especially high, and treble
occasionally stood out, but there was arefreshing lack of woody coloration.
B&W 6oa Sy

www.bwspeakers.com

HOW WE RATE IT the smallest of the Nautilus range gets the Signature treatment,
which involves the addition of asilver-plated polepiece, better crossover parts and a
redesign of the voice coils and tweeter dome. The result, as AG wrote in December
last year, is ' an exquisite sense of control and expressiveness' making adazzl.ng
loudspeaker 'worth every penny of its appardrently extravagant pricing'.

HOW WE RATE IT With its five- litre volume, this miniature (265 x140 x2o5mm) twoway update of the Neutron family employs aScanSpeak fabric dome tweeter and
127mm Vita pulp cone mid- bass driver, with crossover set at 2.8kHz. Aconsistent
impedance makes it easy to drive, if somewhat insensitive. The Ill version retains, or
even builcs :m. its predecessors' stable imagery, tonal accuracy, and levels of detail.
Blueroom Minipod

01903 221500

HOW WE RATE IT Third in the Nautilus 800 series, the 802 is one
of B&W's finest ever loudspeakers. It carries the authority and
finesse of the big Nautilus 8cm, but will work in room spaces
where the 801 simply won't. First class stereo imaging, bass,
midrange clarity and smooth. transparent extended treble, not to
mention killer looks lead to atruly great speaker, recommended
without hesitation.

Loudspeakers
NAME
ALR Jordan Note;

On [AH]

B&W Nautilus Iloa

45o

08/01 [ AG]

01473 240205

www.energy-speakers.com

HOW WE RATE 17 This sub/sat system's satellites use MDF enclosures, and driver
line-up includes an a.uminium dome tweeter and synthetic cone mid/bass unit, with
an unusually low (2kHz) crossover frequency. With areassuringly straightforward
subwoofer and a1.5oW MOSFET amp in charge of the zoomm reflex- loaded bass unit,
this system is well able to reproduce : he subtle sound of solo irstrumental playing
and full-scale atc-estral recording at "ealistic volumes. All in all, simply agreat find.
Epos Nia

£250

2001

Awards

020 8361

8864 ynyw.epos-acoustics.com

10V/ WE RAIE 17 Maintaining tradition as an enthusiast's hi-fi music speaker, but
also adaptable for home theatre use, the M12 uses the well-tried Epos bass/mid dr ver,
with acarefulty profiled mourded core allowing the use of asimple crossover. With a
cabinet designee for increased rigidity and a24mm back panel, and screwed- in front
baffle, it gives an open, lively and exi iting sound. Avery fine speaker for the money.
Harbeth Compact TES fig»

6/
99

[ MC]

01444 235566

www.harbethaom

HOW WE RATE IT The design dates back over adecade, as a
compact version of Harbeth's then- equivalent of the Spendor
BC1/5131. Name is deceptive: 'compact' only by barn-door
standards. Thin-wall enclosure is visco elastically damped to BBC
standamls using composite counterlayers, with the boundaries
between main shell and screwed on panels camped. Balanced,
articulate, transparent, witn natural vocals; easy to recommend.
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UK
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Jamo D830

f15oo

05102 [AG)

01788 556777

www.jamospeakers.coark

1,10W WE RATE IT Someth.ng of abenchmark. SEAS Excel drivers in awell- braced
cabinet provide crisp, detailed sound, with little strain even when pushed. Bass
delivery is competent and extended, although higher up the scale the sound can be
forward. Monitor- like incision ran give 'aclear insight into orchestral and piano
textures' with its 'astonishing resolving power and even greater dynamic abilities'.
Jamo E85o

¡goo

03/os [TB]

01788 556777

05/01 [AG]

0121 616 5126

www.focal.tm.fr

HOW WE RATE IT This French floorstander uses an inverted- dome Focal tweeter plus
twol6omm drivers (one bass, one bass/Mid-range), in afront- ported cabinet. Its
sensitivity measured acreditable 89dB, and the speaker seems to go even louder
than one would imagine with this rating. It had asomewhat bright treble, but this is
aspeaker which starts and stops when it should. Everything hung together, and it
excelled on all kinds of music.
Wu [AIII

Linn Katan

O41307

www.Unn.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT '
Anext generation speaker' said AH.
Versatile Katan, development of Kan and Tukan, features nonparallel sides to reduce internal standing waves and
incorporates aclever lock- down crossover board which, when
reversed, switches the Katan from single- wire mode to bi-wire/bi-amp-ready. Its sound proved to be very stable and showed
unusual (for Linn) 'airy' audiophile quality to boot.
MartinLogan Prodigy £8970

08/00 [ MC] 020 8971 3909 www.marinlogan.com

HOW WE RATE IT Abig hybrid 'static with audiophile intent that combines ESL
Statement technology tailored to enhance the blend from panel to bass driver.
Arguably ML's most successful musically with ' stature, presence and tonal accuracy',
and 'exceptional spatial qualities and fine sense of air'. If subtlety/refinement matter
more than impact, this ML may be the one for you.
Mirage MRM-t

Emu

04/00 (AG]

01473 240205

www.miragespeakers.com

HOW WE RATE IT This miniature two-way has asuperb two- layer enclosure, witn a
steel lining and aConan machinable- polymer baffle. Demands alot of power, but
lacks the usual box colouration artefacts. It is exquisitely built and superbly specified.
Its precision and detail are difficult to match, but It really needs asubwoofer.
Mission mg

Ego

mica [AG]

ou8o arjqn

www.miuion.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT The m51 has grown up! Areal find in our Nov'o2 Group Test, this
Mission m53 floorstander sounds just like its little brother but with much more
extension to the low frequencies. Quite simply asuperbly balanced all-rounder that'll
work just as well with pumping rock or subtle jazz. Expect the usual Mission
standards of excellence for the aesthetics and build quality.
Mission 152-AY

Eke

min [AG]

ou8o girri

tvww.mission.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT The most credible audio application so far for NXT flat panel
technology. An AV system (it's also available ‘is atwo- channel sub sat system), the
f52-AV consists of acorner subwoofer and five identical satellites on rotatable stands
which can be detached for wall fixing. Sonically, the system is smooth, easy and
mellifluous. The 152- AV fills large spaces far more convincingly than you could expect.

te
Quad ESL- 989

Goo°

07/00 [ KM

f5oo

05/02 [AG]

01702 601410

terretruark.com

HOW WE RATE IT Compact bookshelf speaker with aclean, neutral sound. Amildly
laid-back presentation, but one that many prefer for long-term comfort. Smooth,
detailed, not entirely un-LS3/5A-like, with similar lean bass and open midband.
Responded well to positioning and when used with bespoke bi-wire links.
Ruark Prologue R

£ 950

lobo [AG]

01702 601410

,
ww.v.ruark.com

www.jamospeakers.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Derived from the more expensive Concert series, the E85os each
contain two 200MM cone units, one for bass and one for midrange, plus 25mm soft dome tweeter. They thrive on any pop music with abig, full bass, a 'direct' mid quality,
lucid imaging and the ability to stop and start on asixpence; not at their best on
complex classical music, though still pleasant enough here.
Mal, Cobalt 815 £ 86o

Ruark Etude

01480 4477 0owww.quad-hifi.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT New and wider- bandwidth take on the ESL- 63
electrostatic, itself arevision of the classic ' 57'. Much larger in
size though. Other changes include audiophile components and
more rigid construction. The speaker needs room to breathe,
but is ' no amplifierbreaker'. KK felt it preferred tubes, with
which the clarity, transparency and disappearing act so beloved
of the originals remain untainted.

HOW WE RATE IT An asymmetric 9o5mm high wood- veneered enclosure is supplied
in mirror- image pairs, and uses two small utomm paper pulp bass/mids and a28mm
silk dome driver that takes over at t..8kHz. Slightly drooping frequency response, but
the excellent lab results were consistent with aspeaker lacking only the last ounce of
detail. Its consistency of voicing and musical expressiveness are out of the ordinary.
Sonus Faber Cremona f5000

9/02 [ KK]

020 8971 3909 www.sonusfaber.com

HOW WE RATE IT Another expensive but beautiful fioorster from the Italian masters.
Fabulous build, imposing style and magnificent finish — to say nothing of its sonic
ability: ' The sound has soul: it's vibrant and bold,' 1-IFN said in our 2002 Awards issue.
Not the ultimate refinement of the Amati, but for the money this is extraordinary.
Snell E.5 Tower

f1520

6/99 [AG]

01233 813111

www.snell.com

HOW WE RATE IT Superbly made, this is alarge and heavy design, with wall- damped
enclosure walls with strong attention to detail — even adiecast crossover heatsink'.
It's aquintessentially US flavoured big speaker, one with arolling, prominent
bass,which gives the best results irrespective of the setting of the boundary switch.
Tannoy Dimension TD-12 £6500

14/12 [ MC]

m2361120199

www.tannoy.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Ahorn- loaded dome tweeter is built into the centre of the main
bass/mid unit. As MC noted, you might need to acclimatise to this because distribution
of sound energy in the room differs from that of anormal separated- driver array; in
fact, it is more accurate. Also has Tannoy's Supertweeter, mounted on top of the cabinet.
MC was won over by dynamics and expression associated with much higher prices.
Totem Arm

EglAt

7/99 [ AH]

01924 406016

www.totem.com

HOW WE RATE IT Aslim floorstander, the Arro is thin enough to slip into the smallest
of listening rooms. It has an outstanding ability to cast astereo image across, behind
and around the speakers. Integration between the two small drivers is excellent, the
seamlessness helping draw the listener into the fluid midband. Despite the limitations
of power/LF handling, AH found himself taken by these delicate, pole- like speakers.
Wharfedale Diamond 8.1 f:20

9/01 & 12/01 0845 4580011

vivAv.wharfedale.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Definitely an opinion divide. KK found it abookshelf speaker that
will 'astonish with asoundstage so wide and so deep that one listener thought he was
hearing the massive Apogee Scintillas sitting behind the Diamonds'. AG and his panel
thought its 'strengths subsumed by an uneven balance that did no favours'. Probably
best suited to low volumes in small rooms.
Wilson Benesch ACT 2 £9000

10/99 [AG]

0114 2852656

www.wilsonbenesch.co.uk

HON WE RATE IT Tall, fastidiously constructed teardrop
section marries aScanspeak tweeter to high-tech carbon loaded Tactic drivers, replacing Scan drivers used in otherwise
sim,lar ACT One. Acomplex design, the listening results
suggested arather bright balance with superb articulation and
class leading resolution. Magic in the right system, analytical
and controlled to afault.
Wilson Benesch Discovery £5500

o8/o1[Ail]

01142 852656

ve,vw.wilsonbenesch.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT A15orrm Tactic mid/bass driver and a28mm soft- dome tweeter face
forward, in an inverted configuration. On the underside of the cabinet are two bass
drivers in an isobarik clan-shell arrangement. Choir voices were awonder to behold,
and the Discovery remained clean and unflustered by testing techno and dance.
Wilson WATT/Puppy £8700/9700 04/00 [ MC]

020 8971 3909 www.wilsonaudio.com

HOW WE RATE IT The System 6, although compact, can take on the world's largest
power amps, yet remain satisfying at low levels. MC noted stereo imaging was good
and low-level resolution and low distortion related to more expense units.
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Get yourself connected

f3o D

DISCWASHER Vinyl care system
HFNo3o Banana Plug

any pair of amp input sockets and

Audio One XLR-to-Phono

Because the old Insert Audio 4mm

connect the source component to

From the USA, this high-quality XLR-to-

LP preservative

plug is no longer imported into the

the attenuators — just ' plug and go'.

phono adapter is based on Neutrik X

Record cleaner

UK, we went looking for an excellent

The device shifts the main area of

Series XLR connectors combined with

'no frills' speaker cable plug — and

influence of the volume control

Audio One Teflon-insulated gold-plated

here it is: the HFNo3o Banana. Made

further up the scale, taking low level

RCA connectors. Adaptors come in four

to the highest standards: with a

settings away from the problematic

forms: male XLR/male RCA; male XLR/

large 7mm conductor receptacle; a

extremes of the potentiometer. You'll

female RCA; female XLR/nale RCA;

unique two- screw fixing which can

really hear the difference!

and female XLR/female RCA.

be flooded with solder; acapacious
IEC Mains Plug

afine, sprung contact pin for clean

The standard IEC mains plug, which

long-term continuity. Perfect!

has been available for aeons in the

ROTHWELL ATTENUATOR Pair
IEC MAINS PLUG

UK, is actually rather detrimental to a

£39
£45 oi

*specify format for Audio One connectors

Rothwell Attenuators

serious sound system. And some of

This device counters excessive gain,

the alternatives are very expensive.

which is aproblem in many systems.

This IEC mains plug comes from

It's noticed when the volume control

Germany. It comes with little hype,

is at alow setting, causing alack of

no gold, and is the same size as

fine control, an imbalance between

the normal IEC, but with aproper

channels and an indistinct sound

conductor termination — asmall block

quality. Rothwell attenuators have a

of copper with aset screw, just like in

female-to- male RCA assembly with a

a13A plug, and big enough to accept a

todB attenuator circuit. Plug into

4mm cable. Heaven!

£15 E
£22.50 O

LAST Stylast stylus treatment

£12.50 17

Stylus cleaner
INCOGNITO ARM REWIRE LOOM (
Rega)1.2m kit

trey
e

CD CARE & PROTECTION
CD 'JEWEL' CASES
Standard 5" complete

pack of io £ 6.5o D

Maxi- single slimline

pack of lo £6.50 E

Slim double

pack of 5 £6.50 O

Standard double

pack of 3 £6.5o E

5" PVC protective sleeves

pack of 30 £6.50 [ il

DENSEN DMAGIC CD demagnetiser

£10 LE

STS AUDIOPHILE Test CD3

£m Cl

STEROPHILE Test CD1

£13 O

CHESKY ULTIMATE Test CD

£15 [T]

XLO/REFERENCE Test and burn- in CD

£24 D

BIB CD CARE KIT Lens cleaner and CD restorer

£18

SID Sound improvement disc

FLUXDUMPER '
Magic Brick for valve amps

HFN 002 TEST LP '
The Producer's Cut'
HFN 004 BLACKHEAD: Moving- coil transformer
HFN 005 SPIKE SET 8xM6 spikes for wood/steel
HFN

012

STACK STORAGE Black MDF 465mm-wide
LP Store: 120- LP, 2-divider, 360(h) x340(d)
CD Store: 16o-CD, 4- shelf, 720(h) x165(d)
CD Base: i6o-CD, 4- shelf, 720(h) x165(d)

HFN 017 WALLNUT II Wall- mounting 2-shelf table
HFN 022 SORBOTHANE Damping sheet isoxi50x3mm
HFN 023 LP INNER SLEEVES per 5o
HFN 026 LP DIVIDERS Set of 25, tabbed
HFN 027 CD DIVIDERS Set of 25, tabbed
HFN 028 SOFTSHOES Isolation feet, pack of 12

£25 o

lkVA 230/230V

MkI Kit

£225 O

£70 O

MICHEL TENDERFEET Large, per 3

Mk11

Small, per 3

Mk11 Kit

£45 0 D
£255 O

MICHEL TENDERCUPS Per 3

Mk11 Pro

Loo

SUPERSPIKES Equipment type, per 4

Lii O
£80 O
£99 D
£99 D
£70 O

OUTER SLEEVES Heavy duty PVC, per 5o

£12
£
I:
12 17
£18 E

ZEROSTAT Antistatic pistol

f58o
£345
£4 25

sooVA Intl 120/230V, 230/120V

£395 D
£475 CI
£4-50 D
£6.50

RADEX RF EXTERMINATOR EARTH SPIKE 1.2 metre
PURE HENRY RF INDUCTOR per pair

£45 D
£60 O

EARTH HENRY RF earth choke
RF earth choke, kit

£5o D

PHONES os HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER Kit
Assembled
PURE TERMINATOR RF line cap
'BLACK BOX' REPRINTS VOLUME
IEC GOLD-PLATED LINE SOCKET
SHUKO GOLD-PLATED

4

£45 13
£25 E

ACCESSORIES
per 4

MICHELL ymm banana plugs

£8 E

FERRITE NOISE ABSORBERS
Small, 6mm

per pair

£12

Large (12mm)

per pair

KONTAK Contact cleaner

£14
£15LI

DE-OXIT Contact cleaner

£14

PRO-GOLD Gold contact cleaner

£14

ROCKBASE V2 ROCK Datebase CD-ROM

£40

JOHN CRABBE'S lur CONTROL

£95 n
£70

JOHN CRABBE'S

mix CONTROL kit

r

Name
Address

£35 1
2

Cheque/postal order enclosed for

'AUDIO QUALITY MAINS SUPPLr Booklet
PURE CYCLE TURNTABLE PSU Kit
Assembled

per

£45 ill

accessoriesclub order form

Postcode

Cable set 13A-IEC, 1metre
Cable set Shuko IEC, imetre
Cable set Single- ended, imetre

£40

f8 IO

www. hifi accessories club.com email orders welcome

£99 D
£145 0

32A mains distribution, 4-way

£70 O
£145

NAD PPi: Phono stage, m- m

SUPER SPUR LIGHTNING PROTECTOR

SUPR LORAD Mains chord, per metre

£35 D
£50 O

Support system full spacer set, blue

£99 D
£199 O

METAL CLAD 32A mains distribution, 10-way
32A mains distribution, 6-way

£200

Anniversary 330 Ringmat

SUPER SPUR MAINS CONDITIONER 2- way
6-way
PURE HARDWIRE Mains distribution unit, 12-way

£20 O

33oMkIIXLR Ringmat

•

Self-adhesive, per 3

£200 O

CARTRIDGE MAN Digital stylus balance, 0.002g
RINGMAT 200/250 Ringmat

5ooVA 230/230V
5ooVA Adjustable output

Speaker type,

£5

SHURE SFG-2 STYLUS PRESSURE GAUGE

fCall

f15 D

£37.50 O

£12
f8 E

£35 D
£20 1:1
£13 D

DECCA Mk III Record- cleaning brush

Digital level

lkVA Intl adjustable output

5ooVA Intl adjustable output

5litres
LP STORAGE BAGS 12" sealed, per 5o

lkVA Intl 120/230V, 230/120V

RADEX EARTH CABLE Standard, per metre
H/D, per metre

MOTH RECORD-CLEANING FLUID ilitre

£13
Lb E

£450 O
£530 O
f5oo

ikVA Adjustable output

SUPPORT & ISOLATION

£25 111

BEN DUNCAN'S ' PURE' SERIES
PURE POWER MAINS CONDITIONERS
4kVA Customised

£400

MOTH RECORD-CLEANING MACHINE MkI

£18 .45 n
£37.50 Li

Statmat CDi, blue

VINYL CARE & PROTECTION

EXCLUSIVE TO HI-FI NEWS
001

£12.50 El
fi5 E

BIB DVD CARE KIT Lens cleaner kit
RINGMAT Statmat Mk11CDi

HFN

£115 O

(Reel-2m installed £129 O
(Universal) 1.2m installed £165 O

£8

AUDIO ONE CONNECTORS Pair*

£27.50 O

AESTHETIX ABCD-1 cartridge demagnitiser £ 200 O

HFNo3o BANANA PLUGS Set of 4 £8

umm cable entry; gold-plating; and

f27.50

LAST Power clean LP cleaner

£95
£85 O
£70 O

£6o
Ezz

£

(pounds sterling) made payable to:

'HFN Accessories Club' or please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amex (delete)*
Card Number

IiT1

Lis
£90
£90 D

Tel

Expires (date)

Signature

£330 CI
£399 D
£218
£299 O
£5 O
£15 E
f3o D
£30

TO ORDER Send completed order form (or phwocopy) to:
HFN Accessories Club & CD Service
PO Box zoo, Bedford MK4o iYH, UK
OR Fax your order form to : +44 (
0) 1234 742028
OR Telephone: +44 (0) 1234 741152
OR E-mail: sales@hiflaccessoriesclub.com
OR Visit the secure order facility at www.hifiaccessoriesclub.com

UK SALES All prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices include
postage and packing for all items, whatever their size.
EXPORT SALES Export sales are very welcome.
Where applicable they will be free of VAT (Sales Tax), but will
be subject to additional shipping at cost. Please contact
us for quotation. Delivery subject to availability. E&OE.
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Acoustic Arts
Watford
Tel. 01923 245250

'
e(ir

Audio Counsel
Cheadle
Tel 01614 916090

0 I-

Audio Counsel
Cldham
Tel. 01616 332602
H:- Fl Studios
Doncaster
Tel 01302 725550
Kevin Galloway
Audio
Ki:marnock
Tel. 01563 574185
Midland Audio
Exchange
Kidderminster
Tel. 01562 822236

The new B-400 XE
incorporates the

Mike Manning
Taunton
Tel. 01823 326688

revolutionary :'- lusBit
technology which mathematically
adds one ex'ro bit to the original
CD. This technique makes you

Mike Manning
Yeovil
Te .,
01935 479361

e)iper
doub

New Audio Frontiers
LoJghberough
L01509 264002

The snolle
upgraded to

raphy
gwood
Te: 11425 461230

"The B-400 XS soun
open and musÊally I
ing - You'll find yourself

Progressive Audio
Gillingham
Tel 01634 389004

easily playing discs of
familiar material and
if not revelling in newfound detail, enjoying

1

the music instead.
which is after all,

Radfords
Bristol
.41
Te1.01179 441e110

the name of
the game."
Hi Fi Clcice

Signals
Ipswich
-1.01473655171

-Ts

** *!
elearr -

!FE IS ! O

SHORT : OR BORING HI Fl
Lifetime warrant,/

Densen

Ranciersve 28

Phone: (+45) 75 18 12 14

-lectfords
Ball
Tel 01e/446245

6700 Esbjerg

Denmark

www.densen.dk

theguicle

to advertise call 0208 774 0790
NORTHERN IRELAND

BUCKS

Now on demonstration
-Audio Note CD2.1x
-Exposure 2010 range
-JM Labs Micro Utopia
-Isotek mains products
-Marantz SA- 1SACD
-Merlin Cables
-PMC DB1 speakers
-Pure DAB Digital radio
-Quad ESII speakers
I
alk Electronics Thunder 3.1
Upsampling CD
-Shanling CDT- I00

NEW SHOP NOW OPEN
No

dio

a

•High Fidelity • Home
Cinema • MuItiroom •

BIGGER BETTER RANGES

Now demonstrating
Des Elgar. Purcell & Verdi Transport, Plintos CD Lad &
250 Power, Verity Fidel') & Sonia Faber Speakers, SiBarn

2 Cables, Hoick Sub Station, IODA Equipment Stands
Triangle CD/Amp. Martin Logan

Audio Physics Speakers,

Arcici Equipment Stand, Isotek Sub Station P/S

We are lOrnins J39 - M1

OPENING OFFERS
8-9 SCOTCH STREET CENTRE. DUNGANNON
BT70 lAR N. IRELAND
TEL 028 8775 3606 FAX 028 8775 3006
E-mail. Clavid@kronosHi-Fi.co.uk
Web Site. http:fheiew.KranosHi-Fi.cn.uk

NORFOLK
The Old School

Extensive search service for wanted albums.

Ilk School

Comprehensive 96 page full catalogue
available at £ 1.50

Tel: (01508) 570829

Basically Sound of Norfolk

Or visit our website on

Rega. Proac, Neat, PML, Bryston, Final, Naim,
Denon, Epos, U.K.D., Soundstyle,
Chord Co, Cable Talk, Opera Loudspeakers,
Stax, Teac, and others

www.directdisc.demon.co.uk

Coin Grundy

Road, Bracon Ash

•U Near Norwich, Norfolk
-;tr•

Telephone / Fax 01621 810740

good seatort of Snfand

Tel : Wakefield 01924 255045

Credit (Including Interest Free) Available

s.

VINYL VINYL VINYL

10mins J30 M62

NOTTINGHAM

www.basicallysound.com

"No ordinary Hi- F Dealer"
A fresh approach to the World of Specialist

Hi -Fi

3Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema

SERVING LONDON
FROM BATTERSEA

Krell, Theta, Copeland, Audio Research, Meridian Audio line full digital Mime«
MW speakers inc Nautilus 800 Series, Satin Faber, Sony Projection, D.N.M,
Crimson, Andina, Wilson Audio, Sosias Faber, C.R.D.1., Epas, Creek, Myriad,
Michell, SM E, Rel, Rotel, Denon, 0 TProducts
New

Now

dern)
£4,540
dent) £2,000
dent) £599
dent) £ 1,299

£3,150
£995
£349
£845

(
s/hl £ 2,903
den) £ 1,800
demi)
£799

£

£995
,350
£575

To see our full up to dote listings go to wwwcchantryoudio.com
NB. All Ex Dem items are as new, unmarked, and boned and include the
full manufacmres guarantee! Offering aminimum of 2years and up to 5

GREATER LONDON

THE INNOVATIVE HIFI.
HOME CINEMA &
MULTI-ROOM
RETAILER/INSTALLEK

Chantry Audio

CHANTRY AUDIO SALE
Meridian Digital Active speakers,
Rosewood boxed
fen
OMM start pre poster 14 box system) ( ex
Creek CD 43 CD. Boxed
(
ex
Jadis Orchestra CD. Boxed ( ex
Celestion A3 speakers
extensive upgrades, block
Myrod MDP.500 pre/processor, boxed (ex
Epos M15 speakers in cherry, boxed
(
ex

FANTASTIC SPECIAL

Thousands of records always in stock.

Audio Synthisis - Audio Physics - Audio Area - "absolute Sounds
DCS - Kora - Plinius - Si'tech - Arcici - BDA - Pink Triangle
Avid Turntables - Project - Ortoron - Van den Hull - Mirage

wekome Winne brnonstrarion

RANGE IN IRELAND

+ afull range of sought after compact discs.

Audio Acto, Audio Synthisis, Kora Pre & Power, Pink

PAC

LARGEST PRODUCT

VINYL

THE DIRECT DISC
Room

HIFI, HOME CINEMA,
MULTI ROOM SPECIALISTS

98 Cambridge St.
Aylesbury. Bucks
Tel: 011296 428 790
www.northwoodaudio.co.uk

YORKSHIRE

Room I

AND FACILITIES

From Vinyl to SACD, Valve to
Transistor, FM to DAB. CRT to
Plasma, Stereo to Dolby Digital,
we are the independent specialists

ORANGES 8t LEMONS
Friendly and efficient service

0% Finance availdb e

JUICY FRUIT FROM LONDON'S FRESHEST RETAIIER
ARCAM

FI&Vs . CABLE TALK

CASTLE CHORD CREEK

DEN/ON EPOS LINN MARANTL NAD NAIM NEAT EMU
QED REGA ROKSAN ROTEL RUARK STANDS UNIQUE
SOCNIDSTYLE

YAMAHA

XANTECH

and many others

020 7924 2040
61/63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11
website: www.oandlhili.co.uk

1
*e4le-•

YORKSHIRE

years, depending upon the product.
Mail Order Available s: ,
see!k******kee

Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings
First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.
EASY ACCESS

INTEREST FREE FINANCE

NAA,

FREE PARKING

16-18A Eldon Street, Tuxford, Nr. Newark, Notts NG22 OLH
Telephone 101727) 870372 Facsimile 1017771 870437

Front End Problems?
then contact:

SURREY

"The Cartridge Man"
It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg

st ockists of: ARI \ \ I • 1
,1 \ s1 \ • IPI)', • LINN • LOEVIE
• \ IICRON113. \ • \ sIll \ I

\ I \ i• REGA • ROTE!.

•ROYD•ql \ \ v, • Ii II • \\ I \ Os & MORE

n "[ delft
indecently good hi- ft

YHigh Stied. Hampton Vk J.. kIng.ton upoll Ihaine,
Surrey KT! 4DA Tel: 020 8943 3530
Open Toes Frl 10.30am - 7.00prntSat 10am - 6pm

to get the best — listen to my Koetsu-and-Decca-

Celebrating
For niendly advice

a Decade

or lo arrange

of

Sound

your demonstration ol some ol Us:

World's finest audio equipment contact JOHN BLEAKLEY on
LEEDS (0113) 252 8850 (
evening calls welcome). Generous pan
exchange allowance always available.
Agencies include ATC • AVI • Bryston • Chord • Gamut • lexicon
•Nordost • Prima's. Systems • Red Rose • REI. • Spendor • Wilson Benesch
•The Professional Monitor Co • ‘'eritas • {Nadia and man) more

eater. Also agents for Croft, Moth, Hadcock,

•

E.A.R. and others.
'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES
NOW AVAILABLE'
plus cartridge re-tipping service
Web Site: listen.to/thecartridgeman

020 8688 6565

1411,1,11

±

c

15.,.s

Wúa

\

CH°RiV

ie)

• REID RÇDSE
GamuT (D ¡ ecn be-Desch
S
Phone/Fax:
LEEDS (0113) 2528850 da
\EMail: info@audiorellections.co.uk
Wehsite: www.audioreflections.co.uk
aprii 2003
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WEST MIDLANDS

F

re-e;

F—er-

THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS

HI-FI

HI-FI

Our extensive range of products includes the very finest hi-fi and home cinema from Arcam, Audioqest,
Audio Research, B&W, Castle, Celestion, Chord, Cyrus, Denon, DPA, Dynaudio, Jamo, ¡CEE Krell, Marantz, Martin Logan,
Meridian, Michell, Mission, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity, Panasonic, Pioneer, Polk, Pro-Ac, Project, Quad, REL, Rotel, Ruark,
Sennheiser, SME, Sonus Faber, Tag MacLaren, Tammy, TEAC, Technics, Theta, Thorens, Yamaha, Wharfedale and Wilson Benesch.
A wide range of classic CDs is available at our Birmingham branch.
Open
11TE

Tuesday to Saturday 10.00 - 5.30, late night ( not Stourbridge) Thursday till 6.30
363 HAGLEY ROAD,

93-95 HOBSMOAT ROAD,

9MARKET STREET,

EDGBASTON,

SOLIHULL,

BIRMINGHAM B17 8DL

STOURBRIDGE,

SUTTON COLDF'ELD,

WEST MIDLANDS B92 8JL

TEL: 0121 429 2811 FAX: 0121 434 3298

WEST MIDLANDS DY8 1AB

WEST MIDLANDS, 873 5TD

TEL: 0121-742 0254 FAX: 0121-742 3471

TEL: 01384 444184 FAX: 01384 444968

TEL: 0121 354 2311, FAX: 0121 354 1933

REST FREE CREDIT ON SELECTED ITEMS
APR 0% Written details on request.
Licensed Credit Broker,

VISA • ACCESS • SWITCH • AMEX • DINERS

10 BOLDMERE ROAD,

LONDO
MARTIN
LO(;AN
ASCENT

M IO'Brien Hi-Fidel

Est 1986
•AKG • ARCAWDIS • AUDIO RESEARCH • AUDIO TECHNICA • BEYER • CABLETALK • CHORD CABLES • CREEK • GRAAF
in0 ANAI °GI F

•DENON • DENSEN • EPOS • EXPOSURE • FINAL • GOLDRING • GRADO • JADIS • JECKLIN • BE • MICHELL • MONRIO
•NAD • NAIM • OPERA • ONKYO • PATHOS • PROJECT • QED • RESON • SENNHEISER • SME • SONNETEER • SONUS FABER • STANDS UNIQUE
•SUGDEN • TEAC • THORENS • TRANSPARENT CABLES • TRIANGLE • UNISON RESEARCH • WILSON

Demonstration Room • Free car parking • Major Credit Cards • Personal Export • Mail Order • Installation Service
• Repair facilities • 5mins walk Raynes Park BR • 20 mins Waterloo • 5mins from A3 lRaynes Park B282 exit) • 25 mins M25 Junc 10
WAS
Audm Analogue Paean ampfifier t
ex Alen) £495
Audio kulogue Forum SE amplifier ( ex dem) £635
Creek CD53 CO Prayer rneen
01150
Epos MI2 rum
f499
Esposare 2020 tuner ( wen
£499
'- ' ,.
II 3Electrostatic speakers ( ex dun) £1495

Clearance / Second Hand / Ex Dom Equipment • Details on request
NOW ,
1399 •
650 ,. ttt-t a
-,... : J ':' l71
£115 Martin Logan Age's (ex clemr
£ 25 Munn Logan Deszent lex deml
CM Prmt Ar, 4, , t,
[995 '.' ' ' ' ' -

0591 £I51
il3698 CMS
FM CPI
£4499 DM
02338 UM
900 095
/
4):

NAD ( Re lumtatle(new) £220
RAO I.70 AV receiver Mewl
£
499
NAD 155 DOD/CD player ( new)
£
499
Nain Ratcap (sit)
f490
Nam Prefix IsAU
£ 450
Co , CM CT t
la,,F51t, CPt.19:ho, oh, '' AO
•
•
.
'
.7

f215 On
f t175
£ 1699 £1391

DTI Moron MC25E cod cartridge ( new)

£244 Dead 306 power amplifier Isib)

nu
BIN

Sonus later Grand Paso lee demi

COPLAND

Tandberg TCD310 3M Icassette deck WM
Oita 1125
£
251 Unison Research SRI ( ex demi
£I250 f.925
£125 Limon Research SEA amplifier (ex den) £ 1350 CI195
£i25

i
!
.
.

60 Durham Rd, West Wimbledon, London SW20 OIW
Open 9.30-5.30 Tues Sat Tel: 020 8946 1528
Fax: 020 8946 0331
E-mail: shop@obrienhifi.com
le r lie.iarit Finance Available \\ 1Olen detail, on reque.,t

ERE! I. MOIL

UK WIDE
Iso1ationj Systems

YORKSHIRE
NIADISOUND PROVIDES SPEAKER
BUILDERS WITH

THE

HIGHEST QUALITY

PARTS AND ADVICE.

zz, = seas

AIRTEK Pneumatic Isolation Platforms
for electronics, turntables & Speakers (excellent reviews)
NATURAL RHYTHMS Equipment Rack System
with unique cable isolation System, Floor standing

Sulen Inductors
Solen Fast Caps

oudspeakers, all hand crafted in our workshop ,
in a variety of real wood veneers.
Custom sizes and finishes undertaken.
Interconnect cables, solid silver, & copper fitted with bullet plugs.
Quality Mains Power Cords £49.95 Credit Cards Taken,
Tel: WNW on 01643 822128, voodootekeehotmail.com

SOUTH WEST ANALOGUE

7.-.,---'Ç•s„Skaaning
e/ Iai toil spea ker.

Fostex

C

Tel: 01643 851351
graham@southwestanalogue.fsnet.co.uk

N6RDOST

Soundstyle

I

Zerodust

TAOC • Tivoli
ZYX

AUDIO Atmosphere

UK WIDE

Ivl
best sounding Amps, preamps,

LPG

I 11>
'J

www.avihifi.co.uk
01453 752656

or telephone

On High- End &

MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS, INC.
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
P.O. BOX 44283
MADISON, WI 53744-4283 U.S.A.
TEL. 608.831-3433 FAX 608-831-3771
e-mail into@madrsound tear

Web Pa-,.

you will hear.
Find out more quickly!

REPAIRS & ADVICE

QED* Royd

Sound Organisation

Supra • Stas

ONKYO, ROKSAN, NAD, MARANTI,
UNISON RESEARCH, WHARFEDALE, QUAD,
DYNAUDIO, PROAC, DALI, .161LAB, JAMO

tuners, CD players and speakers

L./ SŒW1-51:MaK

Shun Mook • Shunyata Research • Shure
Sunfire

Stockists of: NAIM, MERIDIAN, DENSEN,

AVI design and build some of the

WHOM

Acoustic Energy * Argento • Audio synthesis

Shakti

Hull, HUI 3SA
Tel: 01482 587397

A V INTERNATIONAL

prim

CROFT - various cartridges, ORTOFON, VDH

Power Snakes' PURE- Digital

25 Story Street

Audio & Vision

morel*

Second hand equipment. Record cleaners/cleaning service.
Perspex lift off covers, Major credit cards.

Audion • AVidity • Chord Co * ECM Records
Furutech Goldring Grado GutWire LAT
Lyra Mactone NAD * Nordost * Pioneer

2e/s ,

ACOUSTIC PANELS

Have all VW.. equipment on demonstration along
with SMETUBE TECHNOLOGY-MICHELL
NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE LORICRAFT/GARRARD

STAFFORDSHIRE

,e

SOUTH WEST HI FI
01752 779933

Le!

ta

free carriage nationwide
e-mail: southwesthifi@fsbdial.co.uk
Web: www.southwesthifi.co.uk

Penkrldge Staffordshire 01785 711232
www.audioatMosphere.cOM

To advertise in this section Call Katherine
on

100 april 2003 \IL

i
-Fi

020

8774 0790

theauildL
Absolute Dem

o

0

SELECTED USED EOUIPMENT AND SPECIAL OFFERS
Advantage PI/A300 Pre Power Amps (used) .. £2,300.00
Arcam Alpha 7Amplifier
(used).... £ 150.00
Arcam Alpha 8Amplifier (used).... £ 195.00
Audio Note MI Pre Amplifier
(used).... f495.00
Audio Research LS2/2 Pre Amplifier (used) .. £ 1,600.00
Counterpoint SA- I00 Power Amplifier (used) .. f1,000.00
Denses M/C Phono Pre Amp
(used).... £ 150.00
Exposure XVIII Power Amplifier (used).... £600.00
Lumley REF ST70 Power Amp
(used) .. f1,295.00
Marantz CD94 CD Player
(used).... £395.00
Meridian 200 Transport
(used). ... £395.00
Meridian 602/606 Transport DAC
(used) .. £1,000.00
Meridian 204 Tuner
(used) £250.00
Meridian 201 Pre Amplifier (used)
f250.00
Meridian M60 Active Speakers (used) .. £ 1,000.00
Michell Argo/Electo Mono Power Amps . (used) .. f1,895.00
Musical Fidelity A3 Amplifier
(used)
f550.00
Mission 753 Speakers (used) £395.00
Mission 752 Speakers (used).... £320.00
Naim Nait 5Amplifier (used).... £595.00
Nairn NAP 140 Power Amp
(ex-dem).... £550.00
Naim Nait 3Amplifier (used).... £395.00
Naim NAP 160 Power Amplifier
(used).... £395.00
Naim NAP 90/3 Power Amplifier (used).... f320.00
Naim Stageline Phono Stage M/M (used).... £ 120.00
Naim NAP 250 Power Amplifier
(used) .. f1,300.00
Nakamichi Dragon Cassette Deck
(used) .. £ 1,200.00
Project Perspective T/Table
(used). ... £500.00
Quad 77 Amplifier (used).... f395.00
Rd lQ200E Active Sub
(used). ... f400.00
Roksan (ban Loudspeakers
(used). ... f695.00
Sony MDS-1A2OES Mini Disc Roe (used). ... f250.00
Unison Mysters One Pre Amp
(
used)... . f995.00

£219.041

Apogee
.
Mini Grands - Loudspeakers £3499.0e
dio Research LS12 - Preamp. £ 1349.00Ï
.
74 .
u
.dio

Research CA50 - Integrated Amp.

£2049.00

''-

Audio Research DAC1-20 - DAC

;75

Audio Research LS8 - Preamplifier £ 945.0e
Audio Research 100.2- Amplifier £2590.041,

£ 800.011

Audio Research V150REF600
Valve
PairAmplifier
Mono Amp ££
15900.(4
2199.0(k

r
O

£699.00i
£399.(Xt

California Audio Alpha - DAC
California Audio DX1-CD Player
Copland CDA277 - CD Player HDCD

£899.00,i;

Copland CDA288 - CD Player HDCD

£1249.014
£720.0te

Copland CSA301 MKI - Valve Preamplifier

£730.*

Copland CSA303 - Hybrid Preamplifier

E
o

Copland CTA504 - Valve Amplifier

£1099.0e

Goldmund Mimesis 6B - Amplifier

£1400.001
£2499.0g

Goldmund Mimesis 4 - Tuner

I

Jadis Orchestra - CD Player
Krell KAV250P- Preamplifier

£ 8 99.00i
£ 1599.14;1

Krell KSA150 - Power amplifier

£ 1750.00,.1

£800.0i*i

Krell KSL- Preamplifier

Krell coesp

£1200.01:t

PS Audio 6.1 - Preamplifier

£ 275.001

PS Audio Ultralink II - DAC
£ 989.011é
PS Audio Reference Link - Digital Preamp £ 1999.00
Sonus Faber Concertino Home Lou0speakers £429.00

Sonus Faber Grand Piano Home Loudspeakers -£
Theta Digital Carmen -CD/DVD

7r

Theta Digital Pro Prime II - DAC
Theta Digital Dreadnaught 5 ch amp

WANTED

Lintone Audio

s1

MB2- Integrated Amplifier £265
S.01
Audiogram MB1- Amplifier

to advertise call 0208 774 0790

£ 11
£ 4629.00t

STOCKISTS OF \ \ Ill, MERIDI
Bev. KRFI I. Si \ It II\ LOC.\ \

Wilson Audio CUB - Loudspeakers Silver £ 2900.00
Z Systems RD01- Transparent Digital Equalizer £ 1850.01) .

Wanted
Classic English HiFi Components
or Systems
AND

iccessoriies and Literature
Call

Good-Hiri

OlUVE. 5,1153: by FOCAL A It111.4.4 boreal.* ha* we ,
CROSKOVER artwoonca - wewe • Pm*. Cameme 5
New 1.33/55 type Crewman

II,

Ono .5 : WO ' ear ww oft I OR old.

LUMLEY, MT,
ill. p‘it. miussiTZ,DENON ETC

Tel 0191 477 4167

with 1 year full warranty

1,1qIni .o.mt headers.

51.010 le •
IRON OUST.
to,
TAPPED INITE, irks
. 5roo a 1. •It.1•11 oupe
At 111., 5%14111KM ciii , I10 41.4

FUCA'

Websitr: ,,,,, lintone.co.uk Emaleinfeelintone.co.uk
7-11 Park Lane, Gatehead, Tyne & Wear NE8 3JW.

no grey imports - all equipment comes -

COMPONENTS
5y...ç.t...
ti•flS Mal.

Poe.

% N. I1111 5 illS l5 150E,
. % Ri

0845 644 3340

.

••• 1àle OF the SO' 15014 8. Kit IIPW5.
Focal

Unit

Range

as pioneered in the Utopia range of

Fax 0191 477 2771

Lim S Una Specs FREE on Web pt.

Falcon Is Moving
ragerW
. +Moon • AC51

/,()$\

CARTRIDGE SELECTION
Audio
AT 110E

HEADPHONE SELECTION
Grado Prestige

Reference

SR- 60
SR 80
SR 125
SR- 225
SR 325
RS- 1
RS- 2

£85
£104
£152
£199
£294
£641
£495

MA17
MA 18

two pair of speakers to one amp

£30

Two-way unit for series switching
two pair of speakers to one amp

£ 25

Headphone Volume Control for
conection to amp not equipped £ 38

MA19

Switching Unit to share single pair ot
speakers with two systems

CC126

£32

Gold Plated 4mm Banana Plugs 4nu £8.00

OUNEX J2P 3.5mm Stereo Jack
£22

to 2phone plugs
OLINEX1 Hi Copper Phono Interconnect
1metre pair c/w phono plugs

EX

N/A

£62
£76

GEX
GEX

£52

£124
£143

£100

GEX

£86

£114

Eroica LX/H
Elite
Prestige Black

£133

£109

GEX
GEX

£100
N/A

£232

GEX

£40

£190
N/A

N/A
£27

Prestige Gold

£110

N/A

£73

510
MC 15 Super II

£34
£130

N/A
£110

£22
EX

N/A

MC 25 FL

£227

£193

EX

N/A

MC 30 Supreme
Kontrapunkt b

£452

£385

EX

N/A

£643
£837

EX
EX

N/A

Rohmann

£548
£742

M 97 XE
V 15 V XMR

£95
£304

Blue Point Special

£265

1006
1012 GX
1022 OX

Shure
Sumiko

N/A
£58

N/A
£237

£204
N/A

GEX - Exchange price against any cartridge type
Over 500 replacement styli types stocked

MAIL ORDER ( 1-10 DAYS1 PRICE' INC P&P ADD £ 5 EUROPE
AND UP TO £ 12 WORLDWIDE

OR ORDERS OVER £ 50

MANTRA AUDIO ( H FN). 22 GARTH AVENUE, NORTH DUFFIELD,
SELBY, NCRTH YO

Ems:

in,.

SKI,

I am

iii

01493

I

tie
Hi

f

Hone Cdoom° Coble% W Accossor ,e,

ultimate in
mains filtering'

The

KS YO8 5RP

SUPERDEAL AUDIO

EXCLUSIVE

"...the Purifier give: the
music acleaner, quieter'
background, allowing you
to hear low level detail
more clearly... it is ,lighly
effective and will greatly
reduce mains diem bances."
Jimmy Hughes,

Hiri Choke,

EX - Exchange price for MC from above companies

£22

state,

Nu, lolk,

£67

N/A
EX

751100

SUPPLIERS It) THE TRADE SINCE'
IKEE ewes We PL. tom mod • let, SA I •
:mew Eunwe USTI 5.11or 1 'mend Rq.E.
(Dap IIFTO Poll I: Don,. Lane Induunal atet,
Nigm, oi.efolY NP I 301 Tel oh •

STYLUS
£16

N/A

Im111,1,1.11

Norw Id,.

01493

£280

Goldring

Ortofon

ACLE,

£28

AT OC 9ML

Grado

Two-way Unit for parallel switching

EXCHANGE

Uolt 12 Damgate Lant

£330
£76
£95

Technica

1042

QED SPEAKER SWITCHING
MA15

TEL/FAX 01757 288652
www.mantra-audio.co.uk

MANTRA AUDIO
MAIL ORDER HI FI ACCESSORIES

re . • el

The SuperPutifN,

Oct 2000.

£350

„
r
e.

Alto ornolabl•
Ti,. Pue diet 5250

2443

For a FREE cope of our Mari Order Catalogue or to order please call
UK FREEPHOME

quell() code AN43

Rost Andre,o, Acces-ore4 Ltd FREEPOST WWW811115 KENDAL LAB 9ZA
In, Tel .00 44 1539025500
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SUPERIOR SOUND • SUPERIOR VISION • SUPERB SERVICE
3 dedicated dem. rooms, including "BOSE® EXPERIENCE" Room. Delivery and installation, free locally. Multi room installs.
Pt ()ducts from: Arcam, ATC, Bose, Boston, Beyer, Celestion, KEF, JBL, JVC, Linn, Loewe, Marantz, Mission, Morduant Short. Musical Fidelity, NAD, Naim,
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themarket
FOR SALE
CLASSÉ CP45 pre- amp, CA1oo power amp (iooW/ch),
excellent condition £ 1750 (£ 3500), Mordaunt-Short
860 floorstanders, immaculate £600 (£ 18o0), Voodoo
Airtek speaker isolation platforms, pair £ 120 (£ 240),
various cables POA. Tel: Alan 020 8254 3647 (day)
[K2039]
TDL Studio 3transmission line loudspeakers, walnut
veneer cabinets, sound superb but space forces
reluctant sale £ 299, let: 01424 852831 [ K2038]
LINN pre- amp Kolektor £ 250, Linn power amp LKitto
£375, Castle Harlech speakers £ 400, Nakamichi DR- 2,
3- head cassette deck £ 2oo,Tel: Mr Mughal in Leeds on
07855 371705 [ K2036]
CASTLE Harlech 52 Yew £600, Micromega Drive
2/DAC £ 750, Monitor Audio 14 Gold, black, Deflex,
mass- loaded £ 250, Audiolab 8000A £ 200, Arcam Delta
150 Nicam Tuner Loo, Tel 07778 591188. [ K2o35]
CONRAD-JOHNSON EVi phono stage all-valve
phono pre- amp, RRP £ 1650, accepts medium output
m-cs and higher output cartridges, few months old,
boxed with manual (L000) Tel: 01704 228896
(Southport) [ K2034]
CHORD DAC64 with Chord Silver Plus digital cable
(RCA to BNC) outstanding finish and appearance,
exemplary performance and excellent condition, boxed
with manual (£ 1300) Tel: 01704 228896 (Southport)
[K2033]
SOUNDCRAFTSMAN stereo equalizer, io sliders per
channel and numerous other facilities as used in In
Media US studios (£900) £ 325 ono, Kraus ANSM
digital tuner, superb specifications and build from
Germany £ 300 ono, moving hence sale, Tel: 018956
35251 [ K2076]
KRELL FPB-300 Class A, great condition £ 4495, also
Krell KRC-3pre-amp £ 2450, Bolt OMB XL° type 6biwire speaker cables 8ft long £ 375, Tel: 079192113 or

will sell for £ 5425 or will split separately. Mint

[Knio]

condition. Tel 01483 890561 [ K193o]
PATHOS Twin Towers, pure class Ahybrid- integrated
amplifier with remote control, mint £ 2250 (£ 3250),
Tel: 01202 767873 ( Poole). [ K1931]

SPENDOR 53 speakers, maple, bought 12.12.02,
genuine reason for sale £450, Tel: 01383 860249
(Fife). [ K2on]
NAIM NAP 250 new style, NAC 32-5, Revox B77,
Philips CD 634, Ariston RD11, offers swatman, Tel:

MARK LEVINSON 334, as new, £ 3950 (£6000),
Sonus Faber Guarneri Homage, as new, £ 3500 (£ 530o)
offers considered, all with crates and documents, Tel:
01273 464449. email: sales@sprays.co.uk [ K1946]
TDL Studio 3transmission line loudspeakers, walnut
veneer cabinets, sound superb but space forces

020

8336 9945.1100131

NAIM CDI CD Player £450 Jolida Integrated Vacoon
tube amp (£ 35o), Revox B26 Tuner £ 300, ProAc Res 25speakers £ 1200 all in mint condition, boxed,

reluctant sale £ 299, Tel: 01424-852831 [ K1947)
LEXICON MCi, still the reference standard £ 2500,
Copland CVA306 5- channel analogue pre- amp, as new
£1200, Theta Pearl CO Transport, little use £ 750, all
items boxed with manuals in excellent condition. Tel
020 8365 3367, email mikechadwick@
blueyonder.co.uk [ K1948]

manuals. Tel 0161 449 9980 [ K20151
AUDIO RESEARCH LS9 pre- amp, boxed, manual, as
new £ 1300, Quad FM4 tuner, boxed £ 230, Notts
Analogue Graphic turntable, alien arm, analogue
tracer cartridge, all as new £800, Tel: 01782 397971
(Staffs). [ K2o16]
SPECTRAL DMA- 36o reference limited production
monoblock amplifiers, 3ooW RMS @ 8ohm, intrinsic

B&W Nautilus 801 speakers in red cherry finish, 18
months old, stunning reference monitors, excellent

bandwidth from DC to almost 5MHz, stunning sound
from Spectral's latest and definitive amplifier, as new,

condition £ 5999 (£8500), also Sony SACO player SCD
77ES (stereo only), Tel: Ken in Worthing 01903 690055
[K1951]

£14,995 ono (£ 23,000), Tel: 01453 88 7954 IX20171
SPECTRAL DMC 3osl studio reference limited edition

KRELL AUDIO Standard monoaural amplifiers, stateof-the-art music reproduction, class A, 4years old,
mint condition, AC supply separate £ 10,500, Tel:
Germany (as from 7pm): 0049 402296570 [ K1952]
REVEL speakers: pair Salons (red with silver panels)
cost £ 19,000, sell for £11,400, 2 xVoice (red with
silver panels) cost £ 9600, sell for £ 2880 each, 2x
Voice Stands, cost £ 2200, sell for £ 66o each, 2xLEi
cost £ 12,000, sell for £ 3600 each, 2xSub 15 (black
with silver panels), cost £ 8,loo sell for £ 2430 each,

pre amplifier, XLR & RCA inputs & outputs, latest
Spectral product sets the benchmark in pre
amplification, rare 25th anniversary edition, as new,
£8,459 ono (£ 12,500), Tel: 01453 887954 [ K2o18]
RPG skyline room acoustic diffuser panels (24ft
x24ft), acclaimed design used by studios and highend audio buffs, uniformly disperses sound and
improves room acoustics, new, boxed, £90 each
(£180), Tel: 01453 88 7954 IX20191
GRYPHON orestes limited edition, m-c/m-m phono
pre amplifier, fully balanced design, military grade

deliver anywhere, Tel: 07951 2411 79 [ X19531
KRELL Reference CD transport DT- lo, very fine music
reproduction, 4years old, mint condition, £ 2,900, Tel:

circuits, XLR and RCA outputs, selectable input

email: peterroy@btconnect.com [ K2074]

Germany (as from 7pm): 0049 402296570 IK 19541
TRANSPARENT Reference XL interconnect cable,
solid state, length: 7.5 metres (24.6 feet), XLR, mint

ono (£ 6000), Tel: 01453 887954 [ K2o2o]
HOVLAND HPloo pre- amplifier, full function version

UNISON RESEARCH Simply Four integrated valve
amp, with original box and manual, excellent
condition £ 650, Creek OBH-8SE m- m phono pre- amp,
mint condition £95, Tel: 020 7794 6676 [ K1717]
AUDIOLAB 8000Q pre- amp with remote, headphone
output and 2 pre outputs for bi-amping, excellent
condition, can demo and deliver in London £ 395 ono

condition, £4000, Tel: Germany (as from 7pm): 00 49
402296570 1K 19551
NAIM AUDIO CD 3.5, NAC 72 pre- amp, NAP 140
power amp, FlatCap power supply, Quad bi-wirable
speakers. Atacama and Sounds Organisation stands
(open to offers), Tel: 07971 234188 [ K1956]
MARK LEVINSON Nos. 334 & 380's amplifiers

(£1295 when new), Tel: 07786 430400 or 020 8886
2699. [ K1897]
KRELL FPB3oo (non- cast) 2 years old, immaculate

£7250, No. 39 £ 2500, PMC IBi and stands £ 2000, also
cz-gell balanced interconnect, Tel: John 07956 922061
[K1960]
LINN Arkiv It moving- coil cartridge, 9months old,

condition and great sound, bargain at £ 50oo ono for
quick sale, Tel: 01923 842337 or
[K1901]

07973

421 559-

CONRAD-JOHNSON Sonic bliss for £4000, Premier
14 line pre- amp, Premier nA power amp (70W/ch),
DR- 1CD player, DA 2-b DAC, cost new £ 11,280, Tel:
01730 825493 Hampshire. email: jeremybacon@
cemco.com [ K1911]
KRELL KAV 300 CD player £ 1895 (£ 4295), Musical
Fidelity A3CR pre £ 595 (£ l000), Musical Fidelity
A300CR power £ 1295 (£ 2200), various Chord and
AudioQuest interconnects at less than half price. Tel
01202 381413 [ K19131

MERIDIAN 5o6 24- bit CD player, remote, manual,
boxed, one year old, immaculate condition, still under
Audio Excellence guarantee, reason for sale, upgrade
to Wadia £ 600, Tel: 0117 937 4427 IX19251
GAMMA space reference power amplifier with
upgrade Audio Note 30oBs £ 2250 (£8000 new),
Harmonic Technology proac power cords £ 125 (£ 195
new), Gamma silver litz interconnect £ 225 (£800
new), Tel: Chris 020 8993 2006 [ K1926]

perfect condition £ 750, Tel: Barrie 01323 487781
Mobile: 07767 45 8374 [ K1971]
LPS and CDs for sale, all top condition ( machinecleaned), or as- new, many titles - classical,
collections, rock, pop and jazz, Tel: Bari for list and
prices, email barig@pt.lu or Tel: 0035 2407811.
[K1985]
MUSICAL FIDELITY Mom class Asuper pre- main
amplifier, mint condition, boxed with manual £ 700
Wilson Benesch Orators £ 1300, Tel: Adriano 07979
904317 London [ K2003]
MFSL1-100 Sgt Pepper, sealed bids, Cary CAD 955

impedance, highly revealing, ultra low noise suitable
for very low output cartridges, boxed, as new, £ 2195

with m- cinput, highly acclaimed (
hi-fi+, Stereophile,
absolute sound), incredibly musical, only few months
old, under warranty, as new £ 3995 (£ 5550), Tel: 01453
887 954 [ K2021]
AVI moomm monoblock power amp 150W/ch £ 695.
AVI pre- amp superb £ 395 o.n.o. Tel: 01225 480990
[K2o231
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAC Decade, low output model
for even greater resolution, mint £ 1500, Quad 306
£200, 33/303 £ 15o, Meridian 203 DAC £ 15o, Theta
TLC £95, Tel: 0115 928 9664 [ K2o26]
ATC SCM 70 ASL, custom finished in dark and light
grey with black grills, nice example, fantastic sound
huge dynamics and very loud, unfortunately Ihave to
downsize so you get lucky, bought from new, includes
manual and boxes, mint. £650o (£ 12200), no offers.
Tel: 020 7584 5784 or 020 7589 4840. [ K2o4o]
AUDIO NOTE DAC 5 £ 8500, The Groove how,
ML255 &£ 2950 & Burmester 838 £ 75o, both with
PSUs adjustable inputs, STAX SA007 £ 165o, AN E- SPA
speakers, silver wired £ 1750, Tel: 01923 826830 or
01923 262135. [ K2041]

MUSICAL FIDELITY A3 tuner, weighty and detailed
sounding, good with classical, What Hi*Fi?5 stars,
excellent condition, boxed with instructions, £ 275
(new £600). Tel: 01623 744261 or mobile 07816
063648. [ K2042]

valve CD player £ 250, Cambridge Cd2 unused loyrs
Loo, Moth record cleaning machine £ 300, AT OCY m- c
cartridge, less loohrs £ 50, Tel: 01732 8666o8 Kent.
[K20041
AUDIO RESEARCH VTi5ose monoblock power

IBL 4344 Mk It studio monitor £ 3500, cost new £ 80oo
Mark Levinson 385 £ 2100, cost new £ 5000, Marantz

amplifiers £ 5500, Tel: Roy
9am-4.3opm. [ K20071

Volcano 2M, £ 1800

020

8861 1778 weekdays

model 7&9 £ 6500, cost new £ 12,000, AudioQuest
new, £ 600, Tel: 01707 392063

CARY AUDIO 300 SE Signature monoblock power
amplifiers, fitted with KR 3006 valves £ 1950, Tel: Roy
020 8861 1778 weekdays gam-4.3opm [
2008]

[K2043]
ATC active 5o rosewood £ 3000, AVI 52000 line preamp £ 35o, Michell Is° Hera £ 250, Tel: 01489 880561

MERIDIAN 561 M processor latest spec. SS8 fine

MERIDIAN M20 Active Speakers £695, boxed Rogers
Studio 7, walnut, includes stands £45o, Trilogy 948
power valve £ 950, immaculate, boxed, Nottingham
Analogue Space Deck and arm and Benz Micro m- c +/-

channel power amp and 506.24 CD player, cost £ 8285

5o hrs £ 900, Quad FM4 UGC £ 300, Tel: 020 8810 6329

email: m.henna@financial-training.com all mint
condition. [ K2o44]
MERIDIAN component pre- amp MLP with compact
disc module, Meridian compact disc player, Meridian
M3 active loudspeakers (walnut) with stands, Lecson

QUAD ESL- 57 electrostatic speakers, good condition,
£425 ono for the pair, also Leak FM Troughline 3
tuner, good condition, £ 70 ono, Tel 01615 616618
[K1929]
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HLI horn loaded speakers £ 425, Tel: 01206 503557.

STANDS UNIQUE Reference support with 5shelves

[K20451
JMLAB Elektra 926 floorstanding speakers, as new 6
months old, cherry cheeks, grey grill, genuine reason
for sale, auditioned in HiFi News August 2002, cost
£2100, sell £ 1300. Tel: 01634 268071. [ K2046]
EAR 864 valve pre- amp m-m/m-c phono balanced
in/out (£ 1530) £ 1100, Roksan power amp 4x90W or 2
X 140W, suits bi-aMping or AV, (£ 1000) £ 775, both

in cherry, with floor isolation slab and top isolator
platform, stressed carbon- fibre chassis, additional
isolator support shelves on carbon- fibre isolators for

items almost new, boxed, handbooks, Tel: 01243
863371 (W Sussex) [ K20471
EXPOSURE, The Original, CD player with RA power
cord £450, Dynaudio Contour Mk 21.3 speakers,
cherry, £ 550 with stands unique, cherry stands £ 150,
Sony STSE500 FM tuner £45, all boxed excellent
condition, Tel: 0195 752200 South Wales. [ K2048]
PERREAUX PMF215013 power amp excellent
condition recently serviced by Absolute Sounds £ 395
ono, Tel: 01275 870621 After 6pm. [ K20491
USHER CP777 high- end speakers. 3months old,
boxed, unique shape, superb construction, amazing
sound £ 4250 new, must sell,absolute bargain at 1800
ono, Tel: 01773 826170 [ K2050)
MANA ACOUSTICS five- level rack, extra shelf and
soundstage £ 5oo (£900), Stage five turntable stand
with separate power supplies table £ 5oo (£ 1000),
Russ Andrews super purifier £ 175 (350), various
Kimber power chords half price, Tel: 01495 248488.
[K2051]
MUSICAL FIDELITY 3D Nu-Vista CD player, £ 2250
ono, Musical Fidelity A3oocr power amp 225W/ch,
£1300 ono, both in immaculate condition. house move
forces sale, Tel: Chris 07970 713396 [ K2052]
KEF 104 Reference series loudspeakers, ipair in teak
cabinets, size 25 x13 xhin excellent condition n
original boxes with manuals and chrome stands £400
ono, Tel: 023 8026 5879 [ K2064]
SPENDOR SPi speakers with stands, nice £ 250,
Voodoo air isolation platform, holds 40 kilos, ash.
never used £ 150, Tel: 01424 755375 East Sussex.
[K2054]
ELECTROSTATIC speakers: Final 0.4 (superb
hybrid), Quad ELS 57s, phono stages: Trichord Dino,
Creek OBH9SE (m- c), tuners: TEAC Bxio RDS, Sugden
R48, Pioneer TX9500, pre- amps: AVi, tape: Studer
Aa62 NAD, Tel: 01933 275323 [ K2055]
MERIDIAN 200/203 deck and DAC mint, boxes
£1200 new, bargain at £ 300, Musical Fidelity
Odysseus valve amp (integrated) £ 1100 new, £ 300 ono
Works. Tel: 01527 861014 All manuals, Receipts, etc

the three middle shelves, 5star rating for open
transparent sound, £ 1650 new, accept £ 550, Tel 01295
788 818. [ K2o65]
VAN DEN HUL Revelation speaker cable, top of the
range, 4lengths at 6m each, and 4lengths at 3m
each, costs £ 50/m new, will accept f15/m, Tel:
Charles Smith on 020 7251 5153 (days) and 01295

dengzhuo(Onttworld.com Tel: 020 7498 6533. IK2071]
CHORD CPA 2800 pre- amp, enjoy vinyl? This pre- amp
has 4gain adjustments for phono, video and CD, also
has input selector switches for cartridge matching,
balanced and unbalanced input and outputs, excellent
condition, $ 3300 in US currency. email: jdrivas@
stny.rr.com [ K2072]
AUDIO RESEARCH Classic 6o power amp, like new,
highly rated including Stereophile Class A, euros 1500
(E3750 new), Tel: + 353 91 637745 (Eire) after 6pm.
[K2073]

788818(eves), or email: charles@firstimpress.co.uk
[K2066]
SOUNDSTYLE X6101 'add on' shelf module for Moo
Quarto System, any colour, Tel: 0116 270 4778
[K2067]
Copland CSA28 Integrated Amp w/Remote, phono
stage £990, Kimber Hi- Current Power cord w/W35o
£180, Musical Fidelity Nu- Vista Silver Interconnects
2.5m £ 90, VDH D102 Ill Interconnects £ 35, all mint.
Tel: 020 8543 5531 Chris ( Eves) [ K2068]
LINN L1312 turntable, Rega arm/cartridge, recent
overhaul, excellent £ 350. Nakamichi BX3o0E three
head cassette recorder, excellent £ 300, Westrak 501E
M/c, A&R P77 m/m cartridges, both unused, offers,
Tel: Mike 020 7387 5577 (Office). [ K2069]
NAKAMICHI CR7E the ultimate cassette deck, £800,
Sonus Faber Concertos with Ironwood stands £ 750,
12ft pair Transparent MusicWave bi-wire cable £ 350,

WANTED
OLD British hi-fi items — Tannoy, Quad, Leak, Garrard,
Ortofon, Radford, Lowther, Decca, SME, Voigt, etc.
Also old radios & Jukeboxes. Full & detailed wanted
list & newsheet available upon request. We Collect!
Email: - whitelown@virgin.net Tel/Fax: 01237 424280.
White Town Vintage, 5o Meddon Street, Bideford,

Tel: Steve 020 8422 0942 or 07939 540107.
Middlesex. [ K2070]
PASS LABS Pre- amps: Aleph P £ 1500 (£ 3800),
Aleph L £ 750 (£ 2000). Marantz CDR- 62o CD recorder
and transport £ 550 (£ 3000), all items mint in box,
Philips SACD-1000 Player, as new £ 595 (£ 1300), email:

Devon, EX39 2EQ [ K1905]
JVC QL-Y5F QL-Y3F stereo turntables good condition
essential. Tel: 02392 34188 (Keith) Portsmouth.
[K2062]

TRADE
X- DEMONSTRATION Klipsch speaker system KSB
2.1 £ 200, KG 3.5 £ 35 0, KG 4.5 £ 45 0, KG
Heresy £650, all tested. Midland radio supplies. Tel:
0121 430 7817 [ K19591

Classifieds can be submitted by email. Send entries to: hi-fi ads@ipcmedia.com
For your security, do not include a credit card number in any email. Please supply
a daytime telephone number where you can be contacted for credit card details.

Hi-Fi News

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENT
ORDER FORM

Rates: f13.00 ( inc VAT) per 3o- word insertion for one Issue. For two months f14.00; three months fx7.00.

Additional words 5op each. Box numbers £ 3.00 extra.
Note. telephone or product reference numbers count as one word (
eg, Pioneer A400 = two words)
PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS

[K2056]
KIMBER KCAG interconnect, 0.5, £ 150 (£ 253); Leider
Chanson silver interconnect, two pairs, 2.7 metres and
1.5m (or shorter lengths). £ 40 per mono metre (£95
new). Tel: 0131 447 0298 [ K2057]
MONOBLOCK speaker cables: Leider silver, o.25m,
spades, £ 35; Siltech L12 silver ribbon, o.5m pair,
spades, £ 60; Audioquest Emerald interconnect, 1.5m
pair XLR to 2phono (Meridian configuration) £40;
DNM mains cable, unterminated, 2x1.6m £ 20, Tel:
0131 4470298 [ 1(2058]
MERIDIAN 603, superior remote control pre- amp,
incorporating fine bitstream DAC, analogue/digital in,
S/E plus balanced out, very open and musical, mint
and boxed £ 500 (£ 1750), Tel: 0131 447 0298 [ K20591
KIMBER Select 1030 05m, with presentation box
and papers, just burned in, Nordost SPM Reference
interconnects, 1.5m, terminated with
Nordost/Eichmann plugs £ 330 each (under half price).
Tel: 0131 447 9308 [ 1(2060]
NAGRA IV- Stape recorder, excellent condition
unwanted gift hardly used £ 800, Nagra IV- Lmono
recorder excellent condition unwanted gift £ 600, Tel:
Mr Brown 07989 446391 [ K2061]
MUSICAL FIDELITY Nu-Vista M3 £ 2300 ono, NuVista 3D CD £ 2200 ono, both boxed & immaculate.
Tel: 020 7252 8122 [ K2063]
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no ordinary loudspeakers...
The Beauhorn Virtuosos simply manage to make music of
all kinds more interesting and involving than conventional
speakers.
Paul Messenger Hi Fi+
Once you get the location and toe- in right the B2 is very
definitely aBeauhorn. It has the same tactile immediacy
and directness that its more sophisticated elder brother
possesses.
Roy Gregory Hi Fi+
If it's the music that you care about, then these most
certainly are the speakers for you. Dare to be different.
Seek information now

Beauhorn TM
website: www.beauhorn.com

e-mail: infon@beauhorn.com
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Hastings TN35 4NB England

Telephone +44 ( 0)1424 813838

If you sell or own
any of thesi decks.
then you 'ray well
need ClearCover:

Protect Your Sound Investment

HANDCRAFTED ACRYLIC DUST COVERS
FOR CLEARAUDIO CHAMPION TURNTABLES
•Attractive and substantial handmade
duslcover. fumed from 5mm acrylic

Covers

•Small rubber feet make locating
easy and prevent slipping.
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•Rear cable aperture tor arm
leads that exit above the deck.
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•Standard 90(im height clears
most tonearrn installations.
•140mm high option available
for deep plater models.

area When
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41.4-

•Smoked Grey version suits
black chassis decks.

All Enquiries: 01923 351512

MM.
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use.
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No more
dust or
worry!

Email: chris@clearcover.co.uk

NEW!
Unlover
Universal covers that fit
over most open chassis
style decks, e.g. Gyro SE.
SME 10. Wilson Benesch
Circle. Pro-ject RPM9 etc.

Specific ClearCovers also
in development for other
popular decks not offering
lids as standard or as an
option. Call for details.
Bespoke service available
for one- offs, call for quote.
.;:earCover UK Limited
117a New Rd. Croxley Ci
Herts. W03 3EN. UK

www.clearcover.co.uk
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bandor.com

Acoustic Signature
Amazon
Audio Note
AVID
Basis
ClearAudio
Croft
Kuzma
Michell Engineering
Nottingham Analoo
Oracle
Pink Triangle
Pro-ject
Resor
ROksan
Simon Yorke
SME
Sound by Ciesigh
Sota
Thorens
Verde,'
VPI
Well Tempered
Wilson Beresch

Bandon Acoustics Ltd
Unit 32
BSS House
Cheney Manor
Swindon, SN2 2P.1
United Kingdom

Top quality loudspeaker drive units
• favoured by professional musicians
• accurately cover 70% of audio spectrum
• ideally suited to aggressive environments
• faithfully reproduce complex sound patterns
• technical assistance for all home applications

•purity • precision • quality

I: + 44 (0) 1793 421200
f: + 44 (0) 1793 640600
www.bandor.com
email infoiebandorcom
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"The Best in New, Second Hand and X-Dem Equipment"
HI-FI

sale items

C.?i,iA• Ft TER

OR HIKE

hi-fi
youchoose
Choice hi-fi make it easy for
you to fulfill your sonic
dreams. Quality hi-fi is not just
about expensive brandnames.
It's about aspiring to the very
best sound, about choosing
your ideal system from the
widest selection in the country,
in aunique no- pressure
environment.

ourchoice
Acoustic Energy
Advantage
ATC
Audible Illusions
Audio Physic
B.A.T
Boulder
Bryston
Cary
C.A.T.
Chord
Clear Audio
Denon
DNM
Egglaston Works
Electrograph Delphi
Gamut
Genelec
Gryphon
Graham
lmerge
LM Lab
Krell
Lexicon
Linn
Loewe
Lutron
Lyra
Levinson
Michell Eng.
Musical Fidelity
Naim
NEC
Nordost
Oracle
Ortofon
Plinius
P.M. C.
Primare
Project
Quadraspire
REL
Rockport
Roksan
Rotel
Ruark
Shahinian
SIM2
SME
Straight Wire
Sugden
Tara Labs
Teac
Totem
Transfiguration
Tri chord
Trilogy
Van den Hul
VPI
Wilson Audio
Wilson Research
YBA

eNne

thisnnonth

POWER AMPLIFIERS
Chord SPM 1203 ( 3Channel)
Cary 805 C Monoblocks
YBA Passion Monos
E.S. Lab DX- 58
Ptinius SA50
Mark Levinson 334
Trilogy 958 Monoblocks
PRE AMPLIFIERS
Tube Technology Phrophet pre
Tom Evans The Vibe Pre
Krell KRC
Graff 13.5 Pre
LOUDSPEAKERS
ClaraVox Magnifica
Martin Logan Request
JM Lab Micro Utopia o Stand
Wilson 5.1
Revel Ultima Studio
CD PLAYERS & DACS/ DVD PLAYERS
Meridian 500 Transport
DCS Delius
Audio Synthesis DAX
Krell KPS 201
Linn Karik Nurnerik
Helios Stargate " new"
Mark Levinson 39
TURNTABLES, ANALOGUE, VA RIOUS
Wilson Benesch Act 2arm
Michel Gyro SE/ SME 309
Ortofon Kontrapunkt a
Earmax Pro

Po we r
-

[3,995.00 £ 5.500.00
£4,995.00 £ 8,250.00
£4,995.00 [9.000.00
[On Dem
£2,995.03
LI,795.00 £ 2,700.00
£3,495.00 £ 5.995.00
£1,495.00 £ 3,000.00
£895.00 [2,003.00
[On Dens
£ 2,700.00
£2,495.00 £6,949.00
£1,495.00 £ 3,000.00
£5,495.00 £ 14.500.00
[2,995.00 [ 5.495.00
£2,495.00 £4.349.00
[7,995.00 £ 19,600.00
£4,995.00 £ 8.900.00
£895.00
[4,900.00
[1,995.00
[4,795.00
£1,595.00
£2,495.00
[2,995.00

£ 1.800.00
[ 7,300.00
£4,000.00
[9.900.00
£ 3,300.00
£3.500.00
£5.000.00

[695.00 £ 1.400.03
[1,195.00 £ 1.850.00
£295.00 £500.00
[On Dem
£425.00

amplifiers
LOn Dens
£ 1.550.00
£3,995.00 £8.000.30
£2,495.00 £4.600.03
£3,995.00 £6.000.03
£6,995.00 £ 12.998.00
£1,995.00 £ 3.500.00
[On Dens
£3.750.00
£1,495.00
£3.400.00
£450.00
£
9oo.00
£495.00 £900.00
[On Dens
£ 1,495 00
(On Dens
£ 2.350.00
£695.00 £ 1.500 00
£2,750.00 £6,000.00
£1,995.00
£6.000.00
£69.00 £ 120.00
£7,995.00 £ 16,800.00
£4.995.00
£10.000.00
£795.00
£2.000.00
(On Dens
£3.250.00
£1,395.00 £2.500.00
£1,395.00
£3,000.W
£3,495.00 £ 5.498.00
£6,450.00 £ 10,000.00
£4.995.00 £ 12.000.00
£1.295.00
£
225000
£3,495.00 £5.500.00
£5,995.00 £9,990.03
£895.00 [ 1.030.00
(On Dens
L16.500.00
£1,350.00 £ 1.500.00
£3,995.00 £5.995.00
£995.00 £2.400.00
COn Dens
£6,350.00

Ptinius 8200P
Krell FPB 200
Roksan MI.5 Monoblocks
Chord SPM 1200E ( Integra)
Krell FPB 600
Meridian 558 ( 5-channel)
Plinius SA 102
Audio Research D200
Musical Fidelity PI 80
Musical Fidelity CRPS
Vincent T.A.0 SV 236 Integrated
Bryston 4BSST
Michaelson Audio Odyseus
Jadis Defy 7mk III
Mark Levinson No 27
Linn Bass Active Card
Audio Research VT I
50se Monoblocks
Cello Duette 350
Trilogy 948
Gamut D200 " new"
Musical Fidelity F15
Audio Innovations S1000 mk Ill monos
Krell Kan 500i
Krell FPB250M
Krell MDA 300
Cary SLA 70 'Ilk 11 Silver
Boulder 500 AE
Krell FPB 300
Linn Klassik CD/Amp silver
Boulder 1060 Power " new"
Primare 30.1 mk 11 Integrated
YBA Passion Stereo "new"
Sunfire 300 Power Amp
Plinius 250 mk IV "
new"

P r
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[Offers £ 2.500 00
£595.00
£1,200.00
£175.00
L £695.00 £ 1,900.00
£395.00 £995.00
£395.00
L -

Kenwood L1000C pre/ LI
000M Power Amp
Exposure VII pre oXII peu
Harmon Kardon AVP I
Magnum Dynalab P200 Pre
Trilogy 901 Pre
dpa Enlightenment DAC

Choice

MULTIROOM
INSTALL

HOME
CINEMA

amplifiers

Roksan 2.5 Pre + 1.5 psu
Chord DSC 1500E ( dadprel
Arcam Delta 110 pre amp
Audio Research SPI 4
Audio Research LS7
Audio Research LSI
McCormak Line Drive
Audio Synthesis Passion 8m bal/ remote
Audio Research LS3
Musical Fidelity F22
Audible Illusions P3Amc
Audiolab 8000 Q Pre
AVI 52000 MP remote pre
Krell KSL 2Pre
Cary SLP98L Remote Pre x-dem
Boulder 1012 ( pre amp/ 24.96 dad Phono)
Krell KSL o Phono
YBA IAlpha Pre mm/rnc + peu "
new"
YBA Passion Pre (inc Phono)
Boulder 2010 Pre
Plinius I6L " new"
C.A.T. ultimate reference Pre Amp Inc/Phony "
new"
Audible Illusions P3A Pre MM/MC mk 11 " new"
Maim 42.5

tet:020
fax:020
Open from

£1,095.00 £2,000.00
£3,995.00
L6,500.00
£295.00 £750.00
£1.395.00
L £995.00 £ 1.800.00
£945.00 £2,000.00
£395.00 £995.00
£995.00 £ 1,895.00
£1,095.00 £ 1,997.00
£695.00 £ 1.500.00
£2,450.00 £ 3.400.00
£695.00 ( 1,295.00
£495.00 £ 1.000.00
£1,750.00 £ 3.000.00
£I,795.00
£2,794.00
(On Dens
£ 13,000.00
£1,295.00 [ £2,495.00 £4,900.00
£3,995.00 £5,595.00
IPOA £ 30.000.00
[On Dens
£3,200.03
[On Dens
£5,750.00
COn Dens
£ 3.374.00
£150.00 £450.00

8392
8392

speakers
£1.750.00
£1,150.00
£795.00
£1,795.00
£895.00
£4,995.00
£2,995.00
[1,995.00
LI,I95.00
LOn Dens
(On Dens
LOn Dens
LOn Dens
LOn Dens
LOn Dens
(On Dens
[On Dem
LOn Dens
£225.00
£625.00
£415.00
£595.00
[On Dens
£195.00
£1,995.00
£6,499.00
[On Dem
[On Dens
£1,395.00
£6,995.00
(On Dens
£1,295.00
£330.00
£695.00

Reference 3A
Audio Physic Spark
Talon Kite Centre & Bracket
Soundlab Quantum
Ensemble PA I
Audio Physic Caldera
Aerial Acoustic SW I
2Sub Woofer, Maple/remote
Mirage M3 si
Linn Kabers (Active)
Rd i
Q 200 E
Rd lQ 150 E
Audio Physic Luna Sub (wood)
Audio Physic Tara
Vienna Acoustics Mahler
Vienna Acoustics Mozart
Vienna Acoustics 5.1
Cabasse in 5.1
JM Lab Sib & Cub ( 5.1 spk sys)
Blue Room Minipod (White)
Blue Room Minipod o Sub ( Blue)
Blue Room Minipod Sub
SD Acoustics SDI
JM Lab Cobalt 826
BOW DM 602 52
ATC SCM 20A
Audio Physic Avanti III X-dem
Genelec 205 Active Monitors
Audio Physic Virgo III "new"
Audio Plan Contrast 3
Avalon Ascents
Audio Physic Tempo III " new"
Nain SBL's
Rogers LS55 ( new)
ATC SCM 10 + stds

C..11>p•I;Eryt - s.
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£2,250.00
£1,795.00
£1,750.00
£3,500.00
£2.000.00
£10.000.00
£5.200.00
£4,100.00
£2.500.00
£650.00
£500.00
£1,799.00
£999.00
£6.000.00
£1.700.00
£3.500.80
£2,170.00
£859.00
£298.99
[749.00
£468.99
£1,650.00
£1.279.00
£330.00
£3,300.00
[7.499.00
£750.00
£4.000.00
[3.200.00
[12.000.00
[2.000.00
£2,225.00
£430.00
£1.200.00

DACS
£2,350.00
£3,600.00
£1.800.00
£1.200.00
£995.00

£1,795.00
[2,295.00
£795.00
[695.00
£750.00
[295.00
£2,495.00
[On Dens
£750.00
[On Dens
£750.00
[On Dens
[On Dens
£695.00
£595.00
[On Dem
£995.00
£395.00
LPOA
[15,995.00
£1,995.00
(On Dens

Meridian 596 DVD
Meridian 568.2 Processor
Pink Triangle Da Capo 24 bit
Maranta 17 Ki Sig ( Black & Gold)
Myryad MDV 200 DVD
Arcarn Delta 170 Transport
Audio Research CD2
YBA CD 3Delta
Audiomeca Damnation CD Transport
Vincent T.A.0 CD S3
Primare V20 DVD/CD
Audio Aero 37/192 Capitole CD ( Ver. 4)
Primare V25 CD/DVD
Thule Spirit CD
Theta Pro Geny
YBA CD 1Delta " new"
Audio Lab WOO DAX
YBA CD Speciale
Boulder 2020 duc
Krell KPS 25sc 24/96
Theta Data II Transport AT o link
YBA CD Integre " new"

£6seco

£3.500.00
£2.200.00
£1.600.00
£1.300.00
Ll.coo.te
£4,500.00
L1 ,000.00
£900.00
£1.295.00
(4.400.00
£1.600.00
£675.00
£24.000.00
£23,498.00
£4,000.00
[1.195.00

.&analoque
£1,795.00
£595.00
[Various
[Various
[595.00
£450.00
[1,495.00
£595.00
[10,495.00
[395.00
[On Dem
[On Dens
[On Dens
LI,695.00
(On Dens
[On Dern
L1.495.00
£795.00
£795.00
£295.00
[1,350.00
[495.00
(On Dens
[195.00
[On Dens
£I,695.00
£320.00
L640.00
[On Dens

Ben. Micro LP " new"
Lorricraft record cleaning machine
Van den Hal - cables & interconnects
Harrnonix interconnects
SME 309 arm
Recua B160 Tuner
Decca London Gold ( original Garrott Brothers)
Linn Unto Phono
SME 30/2 A " new"
Moth Record Cleaning rn/c
Project RPM4/ Ortofon 510 " new"
Project RPM9/ arm
Ortofon Rohmann
Pierre Lomee JI/ SL5
Ortofon Kontrapunkt ail, " new"
Michell Gyro SE) RB300 " new"
Michell Orbe/QC
Audio Synthesis Phono Eq mm/mc
Gryphon Phono Pre-Arrip ( dual mono) Head Amp
Parasound TOI 600 ( remote tuner)
SME SeriesV Arm " new"
Pink Triangle PT Ext psu
Plinius 14 Phono " new"
Nackamichi DR 3
Tom Evans - The Groove " new"
Clear Audio Reference Mc phono stage X- demo
Rega Planer 3 + Hi Fi News Out Board Power Supply
Clear Audio Symphono phono stage X- demo MM/MC
Lavardin Reference Phono " new'

£2,400.00
£1,200.00
L
[ £770.00
£995.00
LPriceless
£900.00
£12.289.00
L £325.00
£1.050.00
£1.050.00
[4.000.00
C500.00/[750.00
£1,100.00
02.20000
[ 01.600.00
L400.00
£1,650.80
L [2.750.00
£400.00
£1,795.00
[2,065.00
L423.00
£740.00
£2.500.00

components

Lexicon DC2
SIM 2HT 300
Primare P30 Processor
Linn Klassik DVD
Audio Refinement Pre 5" new"
Lexicon MCI "new"
Lexicon MCI2 / MC I
2B
TELEVISIONS & DVD PLAYERS BY LOEWE
Loewe Xemix DVD " new"
Loewe Aconda
Loewe Planos + Std
Loewe Xelos + Std
Loewe L2A Active Speakers
PLASMAS
From NEC/ Panasonic/Pioneer/Sharp
Electrograph Delphi/Seleco/Sony/Sanyo
Panasonic TH 42 PWD5 " new"

1959Sz020

1994

BUY/SELL

[1,995.00
£7,500.00
£1,295.00
[On Dens
[On Dens
£3,500.00
(On Dens
(On Dens
[POA
[POA
[POA
LPOA
from [4000.00

8392

£4,995.00

1963

einfo@choice-hifi.com

10am to 6pm Mon to Sat and other times by appointment.
Buy, sell, exchange quality hi-fi equipment
We accept all major credit cards. Finance available subject to status

,attéle, A5.alten
.
979

( Formerly The Music Room)

Four dem rooms in dedicated premises

5Crown Terrace
Hyndland
Glasgow
G12 9HA
Scotland

SCOTLAND'S FIRST AND FOREMOST DEALER

Lyra Helikon

T

Sumiko
Pearwood

www.audiosalon.co.uk

A

The Cartridge

Mon - Fri
9AM - 6PM
Sat 9AM - 5PM
By appointment please

svinyl sets the target, high resolution digital makes giant
strides. We have very limited stocks of Blue Point Special
MC cartridge at £ 349 and only one Lyra Lydia Beta at £495
as we go to press. The Shanling CD player has achieved new
levels of performance at an affordable price, and we have some
valve DAC's to demonstrate state of the art, including ART Audio's
excuse the pun. The Shanling CDT- 100 sells for £ 1,650 plus an
additional £ 500 for the SACO version. We advise against buying
used CO players because of reliability and the fast obsolescence
factor making more recent models higher value and performance.

Blue Point
Special

oseriously enhance the performance of your existing CD
player, we have developed the Audio Salon Digital
Enhancement kit comprising the SID mat (£ 16.99), the
Townshend Seismic sink (£ 234) and the JPSLabs digital
mains AC cord (£279). Special price together, £495 including

The Turntable

UK delivery. The SID mat enhances DVD images and CD
sound by dipolar cancellation of static discharge of the spinning
disc and absorbing stray laser error reflections; the flywheel
effect is small. The Townshend isolator is very superior to
rivals, with three-dimensional planes including rotational,
designed to minimise yaw ( reaction in the spinning dimension).
Available also for turntables and now in stainless steel for an
additional cost of £40. The JPS mains cord is uniquely
designed for digital products with passive mains conditioning,
and the filtering of microprocessor hash from the external
mains, and also from your own digital device itself!

Simon Yorke S8

Michell Orbe

Simon Yorke S7

SME 10A

I

ntegrated amplifiers have become compelling. Since Mark
Levinson redefined the genre, we have also had stunning
examples from Gryphon, and Sugden. Our prices start from the
amazing hybrid Unico Rat £ 775 ( phono stage +£ 50), and the A21
at £ 949 ( phono stage +£ 100). Newly launched Pathos Logos at

B

athos Lo I.

ig news this month on the speaker front is the
development of ahigh efficiency, low colouration, low
price loudspeaker. From ART Loudspeakers, it's called

only £ 2,495 demands serious consideration. Valve companies offer
the amazing EARNoshino designs. Devotees of the 845 tube can
aspire to the Unison S8 at an affordable £ 3,100. Lovers of the 300B
aspire to the ART Audio integrated version of the world class
Diavolo (around £4,500 depending on options). We rate ART Audio
as the world's highest class amplifiers in terms of their sonic
performance, build quality and reliability virtually 100% in our
experience. Considering the hand- made components and the use of
sentry circuits to protect tubes and adjust bias automatically, these
amps are beyond praise. The state of the art Vinyl One costs only
£995 - £ 1,695 depending on specification and finish. The top-ofrange world class dual monoblock pre- amp costs only Q,55Q,

The Loudspeaker

the Skibo. The range starts from £ 795 per pair. Hear for the
first time ever, the true glories of very low power SET
amplifiers ( say five watts per channel). At the opposite design
approach, hear the glories of very high power demanded by
the world's beat electrostatic loudspeakers; now on permanent
demonstration at The Audio Salon with suitable amplifiers. We
have an unrivalled range of loudspeaker options, professional
and hand-crafted products, no mass product, including serious
surround systems from ProAc, Anthony Gallo and the
Zingali Colosseum range.

Zingali Overture

ATC Active Ten's ProAc Loudspeakers

Mark Levinson
. nISugden ) roceed / SME iArt Audio ( EAR Yoshinn Art Loudspeakers A
ProAc / Revel /Trichord / Miche
Zingali ' Simon Yorke / Lyra
umik(
Stax
Shanling
lead /
Ayre Acoustics Townshend Grand Prix Audio / Obelisk
Design., Bow Technologies
athos
Unison Research / Dynavector ( SuperStr -

T : 0141 - 357 5700 / F: 0141 - 339 9762 / E: info@audiosalon.co.uk
Mark Levinson has not
achieved and preserved its
position by accident, or
complacency. Nevertheless, the
Reference models continue
REFERENCE DEALER ) with few revisions, and for the
foreseeable future because
they achieve the glass ceiling by freedom from cost
constraint. Three components in particular bring a magic to
any system. The No 31.5 CD transport sets their fortunate
owner free from the format war ... now! It may defy intuition
that a digital bit reader can do this, let alone from a Red Book
CD, but listen and then form your opinion. The Reference
pre-amplifier took Madrigal the longest time to develop, and
you can clearly hear why. Again, contrary to intuition,
introducing it to an audio loop introduces plenty of enhanced
dynamics. resolution, and scale; in aword, a leap forward in
realism. How this can be
explained is purely conjecture; the
fact itself is what scientists call a
repeatable experiment. Thirdly,
the 33 series monoblock
amplifiers are components
significantly ahead of the
competition.

lar-KF>r
Levinson

Revised company policy trickles
down Reference technology
earlier, and the 390S CD
Processor easily justifies its price.

11111111111111111

The 335 has been our most successful amplifier to
date. truly underpriced, and we have one for sale in
its sealed carton as we await the series 400 to start
shipping early ir. 2003.
Gryphon represents a
Northern European
approach to musical
sonority and
presentation, also
visually, and in terms of
circuit topology.
Statement looks, clean lines, and minimalist
operating system augmented by selectable menu
levels. Gryphon is the crowned king of a
distinguished national industry noted for its famous
:ifestyle brand. For the same price, a combination of
the Adagio CD player and Callisto 2100 integrated
amplifier offer impressive realism from two boxes.
What more can separate pre-and power amps give?
Until recently, the wide gulf was reflected in the price
Now the Prelude pre- amp and Encore power amp

THE

GRYPHON

are almost affordable!
Sugden Audio English high- end has
become diluted but SUGDEN carry the
flag for Class-A audiophile lovers. The
MasterClass sells worldwide, but nowhere
so inexpensively as in our home market.
No compromise balanced technology.
This month we have an integrated and
one used pre- amp for sale. Don't hesitate
too long! The amazing lifestyle- audiophile
bijou series, and the classic A21 and
CD21 now have long waiting lists, but we
hold a buffer stock in case you want it
now!

Masterclass

elttéld,

„eaten

EstablisM79 ( Formerly TheWk Room)

Faille rooms in darted premises

5Crown Terrace
Hyndland
Glasgow
G12 9HA
Scotland

OPEN
Mon - Fri
9AM - 6PM
Sat 9AM - 5PM
By appointment please

Hand - crafted professional products

Ayre Acoustics

L

ast month we announced the UK launch of Ayre Acoustics
from Boulder, Colorado USA, as one of the major events
of the season. Seems that the Press agreed! These are
products which command respect, keep their price, and rarely
appear on the used market. The new AX-7integrated amplifier
and CX-7 CD player at £2,950 each do challenge used priced
products for economic sense, while the K-5 pre-amp is one of
the most eagerly awaited products for years. There is certainly
amagic and aperfection that this company appears to
accomplish with ease. Proud to be adealer.

Shanling

T

his well-established Chinese company has made an auspicious
entry into the audiophile class and now announces its first SACD
player at £2,150, hoping to ship around Christmas. Although
confident of its excellence, it might make better sense to optimize your
existing CD collection, which appears to be the more certain format,
unchallenged by anything. We suggest investing the £500 saved on the
CDt-100 (Shanling CD player with 24/96 upsampling, HDCD, variable
volume, triode and transistor outputs as well as digital and headphones!)
Make CD sound like SACD with the JPS The Digital AC cord, the SID
CD mat and the Townshend Seismic Sink platform in stainless steel;
£500 for the kit, or £2,150 with the CDt-100. See photo and remember,

ART Audio

T

his company has adistinguished record of world firsts in tube
technology, including triode/pentode and NFB switched options
dating back to 1989. Today, ART Audio has accomplished state
of the art sound at affordable price, the utmost simplicity in plug 'n'
play, breathtaking looks, and 21' Century sentry circuits, soft-start,
auto-bias. The range is wide, and options like BMW, except the prices,
make each unit effectively built to custom requirement. Apopular
option, for example, is the Diavolo stereo amplifier with volume control
and input selector making it asingle-chassis amp with the performance
of alarge stack of metal boxes.

E

AR are firmly rooted in the professional market,
and it shows in every way. As in ART Audio, we
have virtually total reliability and product
consistency. But with EAR the sound is more monitor,
less " musical". Which one is truthful? Only YOU can
judge, and only WE can blend components and cables
which make asystem that will glue you to your seat.

Heart Audio

W

orldwide, this manufacturer is most famous for its limited edition,
rebuilt Marantz CD players. No product range is more illustrative
of The Audio salon philosophy of value and real performance;
hand-crafted products that invest the buyers' money in engineering rather
than High Street shops high overheads. For £699 the Heart CD6000 OSE Limited Edition (in the true sense) in black or champagne gold.
Valve output is only one aspect of this value-engineered product. Don't confuse this latest version with earlier ones on sale at lower prices.
Heart make wonderful value SET pre- and power amps; now on dem at The Audio Salon. The heart Beats are monoblocks featuring the PJ
3006. The Active line pre-amp features remote control and amazing performe.lce belying it; price point and build quality of £ 1,250.

ATC.gb.net ARTaudio.com /
Audiosource . co.uk
do
ce.dial pmex.com/townshend.audi
EAR-Yoshino.com rurmansound.cc
Lyraaudio.com
JPSLabs.com Madrigal.com ( L
engineering.co.uk ProAc-loudspeakers.com
r ,,, .( iF.', e. on Vr,
UKD.co.uk

Connoisseurdefinitions.com
Gryphon-audio.dk
MichellSumikoaudio.net

Specialist in audio cables and mains conditioning

ART Loudspeaker

y

ou may be familiar with the ART Expression monitors
and the Impression flagship products, starting at £3995
per pair and designed to complement the world's finest
source equipment and amplifiers. Now from ART
Loudspeakers is abreakthrough product; and it's affordable;
from £795 per pair plus later optional upgrade bass modules at
the same price. These loudspeakers offer super high efficiency
to give wide dynamics and resolution from very low outputs.
Avoiding any techniques of coloured horns or live cabinets, the
purity of sound in this acclaimed genre is the breakthrough. It
could be for you! On dem now with the ART Audio PX-25 (4
watts per channel) and 300B designs including the Heart Audio
Beats; monoblocks (£ 1,995 per pair): pre-amp £ 1.225.

AudioStatic

vv

ehave sold these superior electrostatics sirce the early
eighties. The Wing loudspeakers (£5,350) have been
demonstrated at recent exhibitions causing awow
factor: the sonic speed and presence combine with purity and
imaging to die for. Now improved power handling and more
rugged construction, an auto switch enables the panels as soon
as asignal arrives. If you have high power to drive these most
elegant panels, you will be surprised how far ahead of the
competition Mr Ben Peters of the Netherlands has accomplished
in 30 years.

ATC, ProAC, Revel

A

TC, ProAc and Revel show that moving coil speakers
can far outstrip the High Street mass-produced variety
when quality drivers and crafted cabinets are matched
with their own crossovers using discreet components handwired. All three brands offer mini monitors of outstanding
performance and price ( starting from the SCM7 at only £480)
up to the Revel M20 loudspeakers (£ 1.695). ATC's active
speakers start with the tens at £ 1.269 obviously, including
amplifiers! We have them all the way up to the recently revised
and breathtaking SCM 100 loudspeakers. What can we say?
You must hear this! Even higher resolution and much more
harmonic accuracy than before: ATC have made the best even
better.

Zirigali Loudspeaker

T

his is the king of all the Italian loudspeakers because it
offers much more than asolio wood cabinet. The patented
horn is agiant leap ahead of the coloured genre of the late
20 century and offers wide angle dispersion of high frequencies
without beaming. Combined with clever bass loading, this uses
the room acoustics positively and confers many advantages.
Energy patterns open the listening position, and high resolution
is not focussed at one sweet spot. Sound is lifeliKe and with full
harmonic content, yet prices from £ 1,995 equate to more
ordinary loudspeakers.

5 Crown

,5alon
Established 1979 ( Formerly The Music Room)

Terrace

Hyndland
Glasgow
G12 9HA

Four dem rooms in dedicated premises

Scotland

OPEN
Mon - Fri
9AM - 6PM
Sat 9AM - 5PM
By appointment please

Advisors in system matching, audio cables and mains power products
List No 81 April 2003
New, Ex-dem and Previously Cherished Hi Fi
All prices are 10 20% below market value for rapid turnover
All used equipment guaranteed for six months; new and ex-dem adds
manufacturer guarantee
New (factory) sealed boxes indicated ( New), Ex-dem ( Ex- D) or Used ( s/h)
Goods mostly shipped next day delivery by TNT. UPS premium service
costs £ 9per box UK next day.
DIGITAL
Burmester 970 DAC
TAS Class 1product (Ex-D)
Gryphon Adagio CD Player ( Ex- D)

£4,300 £ 2,995

2 level upsampling redefines CD! One only!
Naim 3.5 CD Player
HiCap PSU (also for pre-amps)

£1,300 £ 695
£750 £ 375

Eu22,900 POA

AMPLIFIERS
Audio Innovations Series 500 (s/h) as new
£ 595
Integrated valve amp with phono input
Audio Research's classic SP9 Ill
£2,850 £ 1,350
Rare and exquisite; silver; mint (s/h)
Ayre Acoustics K1 Pre-amp with phono stage
£8,000 £ 3,250
World class. bal/ s-e. silver (Ex-dem. 5yrs old)
Ayre Acoustics V-3 Power Amp
£3.750 £ 1,750
Ex-Dem. hard to believe it's solid-state
Bow Wazoo XL
£2,495
Integrated Amplifier 75 wpc, (Ex-Dem)
"The Wand" silver remote controller ( New) £ 329
Gryphon Sonata/ Allegro/ Legato
£10,600
State of Heart pre-amp with phono stage
Dual monaural, ultimate construction (Ex-D)
Manley Labs 240/100 Monoblocks (pair)
£8,450
Pentode/ triode switchable. amazing pro gear
Current list is for arevised "Neo" model (Ex-D)

£ 1,495
£249
£6,900

£ 3,500

Mark Levinson Power Amplifiers
No 335 (250 wpc) (s/h. mint)
No 335 (250 wpc) (New, sealed box)
No 436 (350 wpc into 8ohms, doubling) (Ex-D)
PassLabs X-150 Power amp (
s/h)
S/h mint condition
PassLabs Aleph 5(
s/h)
60 wpc, s/e RCA and Balanced

£8,495 £ 5,495
£8.495 £6,495
£12,495 £ 8,495
£ 4,550 £ 1,750
£ 3,350 £ 1,750

PM Components 211SE monoblocks £ 2,800
Near Offer Considered; additional set of GE NOS valves
Schematic included; very impressive
Selection of unused GE NOS tubes for above £ 370
Sugden MasterClass Pre-amp ( s/h)
£ 2,300
Bal and s/e; remote; slim//ne; Class A
Tenor Audio 75 Wp ( OTL tube monoblocks) $ 20,900
Winner TAS Golden Ear 2002

£ 1,295

£ 200
£ 1,250
POA

LOUDSPEAKERS
Audio Physic Virgo (
New!)
Unused but slight dent (Luxury Cherry)
Kharma Ceramique 1.2 Reference Monitors
Focal tweeter, piano black, crated, as new
ProAc Studio 125 ( Rosewood)
New (sealed cartons) changed order
ProAc Future Two (
Birds Eye Maple)
Glorious state-of-the art. (New)
ProAc Future Point Five (
Cherry)
Just run in, mint, boxed (Ex-D)
Revel Per-forma F30 Three-way monitors
(Cherrywood) Slight dents (Ex-D)
Revel Performa F-50 Ceramic
Latest spec (Cherrywood) (s/h)
Wilson Audio 6.1
Crated. 18 months old, piano black
Final Price Reduction

£3,990 £ 1,990
£14,995 £ 8,495
£1,099 £ 499
£11,450 £ 5,995
£3,500 £ 2,495
£2,995 £ 1,695
£6,500 £ 3,250
£20,000 £ 10,995

For updated and comprehensive list of equipment and audio cables,
please visit .
vww.audiosalon.co.uk

60094fel
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TIS no longer asecret that cables always limit the potential
performance of asystem. Now you can hear for yourself a
top level interconnect which is sold well below market price.
Buying from the maker saves substantial packaging, marketing
and distribution markups. Unlike other cables. Stratos wire,
and materials are unique; plugs, and soldering techniques are
hand-crafted. The original specifications were designed and
refined by one of the world's leading audiophile designers. By
consensus of experienced customers the sonic performance
equals and exceeds respected interconnects up to the £ 800
point; the figure is not our wild claim. Now in its third series and
sixth year, AudioSource cables are acult with worldwide sales.
Literature and product information are readily available.
Home trial offers afull refund if not impressed.
One metre stereo pair using our own phosphor bronze RCA
plugs or Neutrik's balanced XLR plugs costs £ 125, or £99 for

one half metre. For longer lengths add £ 35 per stereo metre
per pair.
Afull range of digital cords and audio mains cables from £ 55
up to our £ 150 Integra are available. AudioSource now offer a
six (£ 349) or eight way (£ 389) mains conditioner outlet, hand
made from non- plastic, non-ferrous materials for amazing
mains purity.
Poor cables and impure mains are the most common cause of
disappointment and expensive upgrading.
Invest in the connections.
And here's atip: use a
£14.95 bottle of Kontak
cleaner to keep them
clean.

www.audiosource.co.uk Phone: 0141 357 5700
email: info@audiosource.co.uk Fax: 0141 339 9762

Nagra FL-L,

MidIan

U.1.711.1111..r..., LI. Ill I ... IUD.

'ace are the cutting edge of

One of the most respected names in the world of professional Audio.

dCS Elgar Plus and PurGed with 1EL

Nagra has aforty year history of producing leading edge electronics for

digital technology

the recording industry Their move into high end audio was awelcomed

And at Midland Audio X-change yo,,

surprise, and their gear has met with rave reviews

the DSO data stream

Many listeners requested aline stage preamp. and Nagra listened The

That's right, take your normal CD collection and transform it into master

•
rpenence up sampling into

PLL will interest many. not only because of the great sound but also for the

tape quality, by using adCS Verdi Transport and using the IEE 1394 " Fire

new found convenience of full remote controllability Balanced outputs are

wire -output into adCS Purcell Up sampler IEE 1394 compatible Up

available as aoption As with all Nagra equipment, expect superb Swiss

sample into DSD and then send the signal to adCS Elgar Plus The result is

craftsmanship and meticulous attention to detail

the closest to master tape quality we have heard.

Nagra takes great pride in introducing the ultimate preamp. the PL- L,

This system also plays SACO at alevel which is unsurpassed by any other

line input cousin to the PL-P The PL-Lcombines the unmistakable sonic
excellence of the PL-Pwith the convenience of remote control for those
whose source components do not Include Phono. The features of the PL- L

a

player, or combination we have tried
Phone John Roberts for an insight in what is achievable with any dCS
product.

include four selectable inputs, one for balanced and three unbalanced, dual
output zones, each with two unbalanced outputs An notional balanced
output is available as well

www.midlandaudiox-change.co.uk

/Me l
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The Krell Current Tunnel ( KCT) CAST stereo preamplifier holds the
distinction of being the finest sounding. most technologically advanced.
and mast system friendly stereo preamplifier ever designed by Krell
It derives its name from the way the signal is routed from its input to its
In performance, we believe the LS25Mk11 blows away the original in every
respect. It's faster more dynamic, more open-sounding and presents a
more tightly focused soundstage. Bass response is cleaner, quicker, wan
more apparent impact while higher frequencies are much purer sounding
Ilion the original. You will love the coherence of the new Me il -vividly alive
from top to bottom, with an immediacy that is stunning when driving really
capable power amplifiers like the VTM200's Once again. Audio Research •
brings new life and improved performance to an existing moder enhancrng .
value for every owner

output. The signal is brought into the KCT in the current domain from a
CAST source such as the Krell KPS 28e Compact Disc Player The signal
stays in the current domain as it travels through the KCT. protected from
extraneous noise and unwanted signal interference as if it were in atunnel.
Using CAST technology and power supply regulation that is adirect result
of the development of the Master Reference Amplifier the KCT is able to

75 °24 MMIIIIMEMI

Suppliers and installers of High
Quality Audio Systems
47 Laboratory
Accuphase
ATC
Audio Physic
Audio Research
Avalon Accoustics
Avid
bel canto
Benz Micro

deliver ausable bandwidth that extends to 15MHz The result is seamless.

Gerdes

transparent musical reproduction of even the most dynamically demanding

Clearaudio

sources. Ease of operation is also accounted fnr in equal measure with

features that include dual-zone operation with independent volume
controls. Theatre Throughput for integration into home theatre systems
and RS-232 controls for whole house automation The KCT is astereo
preamplifier that delivers the ultimate stereo performance today and the
opportunity for continued growth into the future

Conrad Johnson
dCS

JM Labs
Krell
Kuzma
Lavardin
Mark Levinson
Martin Logan
Michell
Nagra
Primare
ProAc
Rega
Siltech
Sonus Faber

Decaen

Spectral

DNM/Reson

Nordost

Electrocompan iet

Sugden

Finite Elemente
Graaf
Gryphon

Transparent Audio
Verity Audio
Wadia

udio

Systems

A LL DRIVERS ARE CUSTOM
ALUMINIUM

UNITS TOGETHER WITH

MADE

COOL SCANDINAVIAN

STYLING AND FURNITURE Q UALITY CABINETS

amphion xEnon

now
stEreophilE. may 2001

bEl canto EVo2i
THE BEL CANTO EV021
THE TRUE

REPRESENTS

POTENTIAL OF MODERN

PROVIDING A TRANSPARENT AND

DIGITAL AMPLIFICATION
MUSICAL PATH TO THE ORIGINAL PERFORMANCE

bel canto / nagra / dcs / pin< triangle /
accuphase / lavardin / siltech

Lidio note / spectral / »Alab / verity audio

quad / audio physic / lamm / metronome / amphion

rogue audio / es lab / harman ka don / well tempered / dynavector / densen / sme

(01563) 574185

am
mu mu
am
mi mi
m No

,

www.kevingallowayaudio.co.uk

- ....
kEvun ....

ç

info@kevingallowayaudio.co.uk

gallOWaY

Hazlemere Audio
ALSO AGENTS FOR

Digital
dCS
Metronome
Opus 21 ( new
from Resolution
Audio)
Oracle

Advantage. Balanced audio technologies.
Boulder , Burmester , Egleston Hovland
Kharma Lumley . Pass labs SME
Sound lab. V
11.

CURRENT INVENTORY

RAP

NOW

ACOUSTIC ZEN WOW 1M RCA INTERCONNECT EX DEM

215

165

ACOUSTIC ZEN HOLOGRAM BIWIRE 8FT EX DEM

875

575

ACOUSTIC ZEN TSUNAMI MAINS LEAD 6FT EX DEM

300

225

ACCUPHASE E212 INTEGRATED 4WEEKS OLD

2200

1495

ADVANTAGE A300 POWERAMP

2600

1095

ATC SPA2-150

3000

1695

AUDIO RESEARCH LS15

3500

1995

AUDIO RESEAARCH CLASSIC 60 GROOVE TUBED
AUDIO RESEARCH D130

3500

1695

2000

995

AUDIO RESEARCH D115 MK11

N/A

995

AUDIO RESEARCH VT50 BALANCED

3500

1895

BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES VK20 PHONO REMOTE
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES VK 300X REMOTE

5000

1795

4000

2595

BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES VKD5SE CD
BKS 107 SUPREME MK11 RIBBON HYBRID

5500
2000

995

BOW WIZARD CD

3500

1995

EAR 534 POWER BALANCED

2200

1395

EAR 859 INTEGRATED

2300

1295

EAR V20 INTEGRATED
HOVLAND HP- 100 + WC PHONO

2800

1895

5750
7000

3995
4495

5400
N/A

2695

LINN LINTO

N/A

495

LINN LK 280

N/A

295

HOVLAND SAPHIRE POWER AMP
JM LABS MINI UTOPA + STANDS
LINN LP12 LINGO CIRKUS EKOS KARMA TRAMPOLIN

LUXMAN K-351 CASSETTE DECK
MARANTZ SC 12 IS NEW UNUSED
MARK LEVINSON 331

N/A

195

3500

2595

5500

2995

MARK LEVINSON NO29 POWERAMP
MERIDIAN 518

N/A

1195

1000

495

MERIDIAN 500 MK2

1300

695

MERIDIAN 561

3300

2095

800

495

900

550

MERIDIAN 501.2
MERIDAIN 505 MONO'S 4AVAILABLE
MERIDIAN 556 2AVAILABLE

1000

595

MUSE MODEL 8/296 DVD/CD TRANS 8. 24/96 KHZ DAC
MUSICAL FIDELITY A300 cr POWER

7000
2200

1995
1395

MUSICAL FIDELITY A308 cr PRE
NAIM PREFIX S

1500

995

450

250

NAIM CREDO EBONY

1425

695

NBS SIGNATURE SPEAKER CABLE 2X 6FT

2600

695

NVA THE INTEGRATED STATEMENT

1300

495

NORDOST VALHALLA RCA 1M

2000

1195

PROAC RESPONCE 1.5 CHERRY

1800

1095

PROAC RESPONCE 1.5 BURR OAK
PROAC CC1 CENTRE CHERRY

1800
400

1095
265

QUAD QC 24 / 11 FORTY

4000

2995

RED ROSE ROSEBUD

3000

1695

REL STADIUM 3ROSENUT

1500

995

ROKSAN DP3 DA2 DS5 TRANSPORT DAC + P/S

3500

995

SILTECH HF9 1/2 METRE AES/EBU DIGITAL INTERCONNECT

250

95

SUGDEN A21AL

900

450

SYNERGISTIC RESEARCH REFERENCE MASTER MAINS LEAD
VTL MB125 MONO'S

750

395

3000

1595

WADIA 850

550
5000

350
2495

WADIA 860X

7500

4295

WADIA 830

3000

1795

275

95

VPI JUNIOR

YAMAHA SW 160 SUB

PLEASE CALL TONY WHEN YOU WANT TO SELL YOUR EQUIPMENT IWILL COLLECT
AND PAY UP FRONT NO MESSING ABOUT WITH COMMISSION SALES.
IAM ESPECIALLY INTERESTED IN THE FOLLOWING.

1'in‘ I
Avid
Garrard
Oracle
Speakers
ART
Talon
Verity Audio

Amplification
Chapter Audio
DNM
Nagra
Plinius
Renaissance
Spectral
Power suppl
Accuphase
Isotek
Jaya
Loricraft

If you

Cables
Nirvana
Siltech
Spectral
Supports
Clearlight
Kinabalu

value the best

(rather than just the most expensive)
For an appointment (day or evening)

Call High Wycombe

(
01494 865829)
art, oudspeakers

Audio Analogue • Creek • Ecosse • Fanfare
Gamut • Harmonic Technology • Ortofon • Piega
Reference 3A • SME • Sugden • Triangle

AUDIO
e`ikT7HIMI3
Engineering with Fitirife-vi
Introducing DAX Discrete — New Reference DIA Converter
In future years we are confident that DAX Discrete will come to be regarded as a
milestone design on the road to the perfect audiophile d-to-aconvener. In one sentence.
what it does best, is to connect you with your favourite music like nothing on earth has
ever managed to do so before, outside of the live venue.
Never before has such sheer ability in the required disciplines of high-speed digital. DSI'
programming, RF methods, experienced audiophile design and aperfectionist's obsession
been gathered, with the sole objective of creating the world's best digital to analogue
convener, from first principles, without assumptions or compromise.
DAX Discrete is the result, and it's a radically new convener. Easily able to handle all
digital audio formats, including DVDATM and SACDTM, through acustom interface and

•KRELL • AUDIO RESEARCH • MARK LEVINSON • CONRAD JOHNSON

with stunning resolution. But without doubt its most important ability is its capacity to

•NAIM AUDIO • LINN • MERIDIAN-QUAD • AUDIOLAB • WADIA • ACCUPHASE

convey emotion enthusiastically and convincingly, thereby maintaining atight connection

•TAG • CARY • THETA • SONUS FABER • MARTIN LOGAN • COPLAND • CHORD
•EAR YOSHINO • DNM • NAKAMICHI • KOETSU • XLO • MICHELL • SME • ATC
•STAX • PROAC • MANA • JEFF ROWLAND • DCS • NAGRA • MCINTOSH
•ORACLE • ROKSAN • TRANSPARENT • DYNAUDIO • MAGNUM DYNALAB

to your heart. And it will do this especially well with your existing CD collection — many
of which you will simply not recognise
DAX Discrete adopts the established DAX name and is the latest in aseries of converters
which began 10 years ago with the UltraAnalog equipped DAX original, followed by
DAX-2 and the recent DAX Decade. Both DAX-2 and DAX Decade can be entirely

TEL: 0121 747 4246
5MINUTES JCN 9M42 JCN 4M6

Open Mon- Sun 10.00 to 8.00
Website: www.centralaudio.co.uk
E-mail: tony@centralaudio.co.uk

114

apfil 2003

V".

upgraded ( read ' exchanged')to the new DAX Discrete. Please note that although it share,
the same well-respected name as it's predecessors, DAX Discrete shares no common
circuits with them. In fact the electronic design concept and execution of DAX Di,. RI,
is aworld-apart from any other convener in existence today.
Website: audiosynthesis.co.uk or audio-synthesis.com
Location: P.O. Box 50, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1DZ U.K.
Telephone: +44(0)115 922 4138 Fax: +44(0)115 922 9701
Emails: salesinfo@audiosynthesis.co.uk technical@audiosynthesis.co.uk
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The Bluenote A6

'Che A6

is an edra-ordinary

Lilaterstander

speak& The paper

21st century :. ornpoi:ents

bass urdts are finer

has acoquet

than any aerogel
WeThe lerrolluid

iecnnoiogy with Soul

breeder has wide
diPerlion
characteristics;

T HE S OUND B EYOND

is sweet, precise
naturally White.
Stereo image is
spacious and *on
perloneance is
cleep. low and
accurate. tRth a

CROFT

`tuneable' base, the
A6 el »Wane a
reasonable "Mein
irto asuper one.
At £ 1099 this

tel D1746 759156/754395
win». eminent aucl . co . uk.
audlognosiseeninentaudo.co.uk
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SPECIAL TREAT FOR CROFT FANS IS THE NEW TRANSVALVElmINSTRLMENTE CLEAN,
POWERFUL & INCREDIBLY MUSICAL, THE LATEST CROFTS USE THE PROPIETARY
TRANSCAPACITCle TECHNOLOGY - FOR ASOUND THAT CROSSES ALL SOUNCARIES
LEADS YOJ INTO "
TEMPTATION EXPERIENCE THE NEW GENERATION OF SOLD AND
BEAUTIFUL CROFT HAND-MADE DESIGNS

A

Th

be the biggest

ir
'C'here is achoice f
(terlieril
OPainui
irresirtable
eicrne-bleek

leguer
0>yececatiatt
89i/1E73-8i-I
10-100(WcPC
Affareiabie
Cejit-end

90% of our customers prefer our "warm and
old-valve" sound to their expensive transistor
preamplifiers & power amplifiers. We have asigned
testimonial to prove that one customer prefers
£1,000 " EL34 Lim Signature" to £2,600 preamp /
power amp/power supply made by afamous name.
Do you need further proof that price is not a
substitute for the " valve sound" ? Money refunded
to 10% of customers who prefer transistor amplifiers.
Money back guarantee ( less £ 30 return carriage,
within 1month) that our valve amplifiers deliver clear
sweet treble, without harshness, from CD players
+ 100% fatigue free + Sibilance on female voices
is well controlled and greatly reduced.
`His' sound like ' His' and not ' Hissssssssk'
+ Singers accentuation and accents become blatantly obvious + Random background noise/crossover distortion
disappears, creating an inky black silence, so you can hear quiet notes, breathing noise, artificial reverberation, etc
+ more powerful bass slam than most transistor amplifiers ana most Single Ended amplifiers + 40 watts ( EL34)

more
bass

Money back guarantee ( less £30) that you prefer our £ 1,000 or £ 1,450 " KT88 Triode Connection"
valve amplifiers to most transistor amplifiers, most transistor / valve hybrid amplifiers, most
Single Ended valve amplifiers, most Ultra Linear valve amplifiers selling for £2,000 to £ 20,000.
"Proper" Triode Push Pull valve amplifiers should sound better, so they are
excluded from our Money Back Guarantee. However, they cost £6,000 and upward.
Price is not aguarantee for sound quality. Some products are overpriced and pretentious.

Telephone 01634 268662 anytime or 01634 373410 for Mr Andrew Everard's review in Gramophone Magazine and
Summary of 18 testimonials from satisfied customers + www.affordablevalvecompany.com + Amplifier shown without
CE safety cage, to prove that this is agenuine valve amplifier. Customers must not remove the CE safety cage.
Free delivery to U.K.
Subsidised £50 UPS delivery to other countries.
Return carriage for Money Back Guarantee is £30 for U.K. £ 100 for other countries.

Proven reliability.
2years guarantee.

HEATHCOTE AUDIO

TEL: 01992-653999 MOBILE 07860 511111 E-MAIL ADDRESS: HeathcoteAudio • aoLcom
VALVE AMPS

VIflYL

UNISON RESEARCH SMART 845 MONOBLOCS

MINT/BOXED

£2350

CABLES

ROKSAN XERXES/FIEGA RB300/UNN K-9

FAINT

£650

GAMMA AEON 211 MONOBLOCS( WERE £ 70001

MINT

£2250

MICHELL MICRO/REGA RB300

MINT/BORED

ART AUDIO QUINTET POWER AMP

MINT

£1150

LEHMAN BLACK CUBE SE

BEARD NEW/BOOED £450

COUNTERPOINT SA- 20

ID(CLT

£1150

AUDIO ALCHEMY VAC IN THE BOX MM/MC PHONO STAGE MINT/BOXED

NESTAFIOVICH LABS 150 WATT MONOBLOCS

MINT/BOXED

£2495

PAUL HAYNES VALVE PHONO STAGE 8PSU (£ 1500 NEW) MAT

LUMLEY REFERENCE LR-120 MONOBLOCS

MINT/BOXED

£1650

REGA RB300 TONEARM

UNISON RESEARCH MYSTERY ONE PRE AMP

MINT/BOXED

£995

MINT/BOXED £2950

CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER 14 REMOTE

£195

£650

BRAND NEW

£125

WLSON SYSTEM 5.1 PIANO BLACK

MINT/CRATED £ 7500

SOUNDLAB MILLENIUM 3(RETAL WO

Mer

£5950

ID(CLT

£1995

DYNAUDIO AUDIENCE 80 ( CHERRYWOOD FINISH) ...

ASNEW

AUDIO RESEARCH LS- 2PRE AMP

MINT/BOXED

£1295

ROKSAN OJAN 300 OJAN 3S SUBS

MINT/BOXED £ 1450

MINT/BOXED

£995

POWER AMPS (CHROME)
AUDIONOTE KIT ISIGNATURE
(BLACK GATES HOVLAND MUSICAPS ETC)

PHONE

SOLID STATE

£850

MIT MH-750 8FT. FAIR

£650

NIRVANA AUDIO SL- SERIES 3METRE PAIR EX DEM.
FACTORY TERMINATED

£ 1000

IMF PROFFESSIONAL MONITOR VII

RING

AMPHION XENON EX DIS

AS MIN/BOXED £1450

RING

AMPHION NEON MK1 EX DEMO

MINI/BOXED

£695

AMPHION HELIUM 1

MINT/BOXED

£ 50

UKD OPERA CALLAS GOLD

AS NEWBOXED .... £750

LINDSAY AUDIOPHILE SATIN GRAY 2MITRE

AUDIONOTE AN- OSAYER 6.2 METRE PAIR

£995

SPA ILACK SLINK 5METRE BALANCED PAIR

£550

£650

AUDIONOTE ARE/SP

COPLA/HD CSA-28 INTEGRATED

MINT

£ 795

AUDIONOTE ANK/SPX

MINT/BOOED

COUNTERPOINT SA- 20

EXCLT

£ 1150

TANNOY ARUNDEL 15"

MINT

SUGDEN AU- 51 POWER AMP

AS NEW

£895

SD OBS FLOORSTANDERS

BOXED

CARN/EZO K-2 100 WATT MONOS

AS NEW/BOXED . £ 795

PROAC TABLETTE 2000 SIGNATURE (BIRDS EYE MAPLE)

NEW/BOXED

EXPOSURE XXI REMOTE PRE-AMP

MINT

PROAC RESPONSE - 2 (WERE £ 1700 NEW)

MINT

£695

AUDIOQUEST EMERALD 1METRE PAIR
AUDIOCUEST DIAMOND 2X2METRE PARIS

£65

L750

CASTLE HOWARD- 2 BEECH FINISH

MINT

£895

f995

CASTLE AVON FLOORSTANDERS

MINT

£450

GAMUT C2 PRE AMP

MINT/BOXED

£795

ECA VISTA PRE AMP

AS NEW/BOXED £495

MINT

THETA PEARL TRANSPORT/DS PRO BASIC- 11 SAC

MINT/BOXED £2250

22 BIT/RECLOCKING CABLES ETC

MINT/BOXED

THETA PEARL TRANSPORT

MINT/BOXED

ONIX BWO-1 AUDIOPHILE TUNER & SEPPSU

MIN

SONY TCD-03 PORTABLE OAT RECORDER/WALKMAN

MINT/BOXED

SONY (A-30ES MINIDISCICHAMPAYNE GOLD1

MINT

£ 1175
f875

(MINT)

EX DS

SOUNDSTYLE XS 100 4SHELF

EX MS

ATTACAMA R724/ATTABITE (FEW WEEKS OLD WAS £250) MINT
MISSION LOUDSPEAKER STANDS SILVER

MINT
MINT/BOXED

MINT/BOXED £2395

TARGET R-1

AS NEW/BOXED . £650

TOWNSEND MODEL 1-3D SEISMIC SINK

£550 EACH

OED ObNEX-1 1METEE PAIR X '2 (NEW PACKAGED)

£20 EACH

£295
£ 75

£195
£( 95
£185
r 75
E75
£200
r 50

RING

DICjITAL
CHORD CO PRODAC SEVER PLUS (BNC)

£60

CABLE TALK DIGITAL - 3 (NEW PACKAGES
VAN DEN HUL AES/EBU

[
vs

SOUNDSTYLE XS 310 A/V TABLE 3320)
(

THETA DS PRO GEN III ( ATV. COAX ETC)

t

£295

RACKS/STAMS
SOUNDSTYLE XS 105 5SHELF BLACK OR SILVEP 1£32P). EX

AUDIONOTE DAC 10 SIGNATURE

116 april 2003

£650
£195

REGA DIGITAL 1METRE

£895

PINK TRIANGLE CARDINAL/ORDINAL

AUDIO OUEST LAPIS 5METRE PAR

AUDIOOUEST TOPAZ/FIUBY/JADETUROLISE ( LOTS)

TLMERS/TAPE/DAT/MUll DISC/MiSC

£ 1795
£750

£75
£50

£595

MINT/BOXED

AMBER HERO 1METRE

SUPRA EFF-ISL 2.5 FT PAIR NEW/PACKAGED

MINT/BOXED

COPLAND CDA-266

£125
£110

E495

MINT

PIONEER PD 93

EPA BLACK SLINK 0.5 METRE eHONO,

CLEARAUDIO TRIDENT 1METRE INTERCONNECT

DAM 6PUE AMP 8POU

MINT/BOXED

DPA BIACK SUNK 0.5 METRE PAIR (XLIii

r500

EXPOSURE IV POWER AMP

KRELL DSP MK11

£200
£ 175

MINT/BOXED

£ 295

.

LINDSAY AUDIOPHILE GRAY 2METRE NEW

PIONEER A91- D

AS NEW

£50

InTERconnEcT

BRAND NEW/BOXED £1695

£675

(EACH)£90

AUDIODUEST INDIGO 3METRE PAIR

BRAND NEW/BOXED

IBA

£150

VANDEN HUL MC CS 122 2X METRE PAIR

CELESTION A-2 ( ROSE-1400D)

r250

£200

VAN GEN HUL THE lEATRACK HYBRIC 81- WIPE 5METRE PAM

CELESTION A-3

COMPACT DISCS

£275
£225

AUDIONOTE AN- L2METRE BI- WIRE PAR (TERNINATED).. FIES

AS NEW/BOXED £ 2995

REGA CURA REMOTE PRE AMP

£350

AUDIONOTE ANL YELLOW 5METRE PAIR

PINK TRIANGLE INTEGRAL

£695

£575

TRANSPARENT MUSICWAVE PLUS 2METRE PM
AUDICNOTE AN- L5METRE PAIR

CONTROL PRE AMP
LUMLEY REFERENCE PP- 40 PRE 8ST-40

MIT RIH-750 12 FT PAIR..

CARDAS HEXLINK 2METRE PAR (FACTORY TERMINATED)

LOUDSPEAKE2S

AUDIO RESEARCH LS 22 REMOTE
PRE BALANCED/SE RE- VALVED

£295

LOUDSPEAKER CABLE

KIMBER ILLUMINATI ADS EBU 1.5 METRE
AUDIOOJEST OSE 4 SOLID PSS SILVER (WAS £2115)
NIRVANA DIGITAL COAX LEAD 4FT
AUDIOWEST OPTILINK X TOSLINK

£50
£30
£40
£150
£ 150

£200
£50

MOST EQUIPMENT STOCKED IS ONE OWNER MINT/BOXED, SIMILAR
QUALITY VINTAGE AND MODERN EQUIPMENT REQUIRED FOR IMMEDIATE
CASH PURCHASE PLEASE PHONE GEORGE

o- i

.Azece_cs- Valve Amplifiers

Avantoarde Solo
Awards Winner
Hi Fi News 2002 - Best AV Speaker System
2003 CES Design and Engineering Award

On permanent demonstration
along with Uno, Duo & Trio
systems

Stereo 20

LA3

61'dà
Distributors for Allaerts,
Ayantgarde Acoustic, DPS,
Lindemann, LYS, SAP, PRY- HP,
Schroder, TRON and J.C. Verdier .

5 Upper Road, Higher Denham
Buckinghamshire England UB9 5EJ
Telephone 01895 833099
e-mail. sales@gtaudio corn

www.gtaudio.com

Our amplifiers are built to last!

Demonstration

by

appointment

only

We believe that only valve amplifiers can reproduce that
rich musical, non- fatiguing sound you are probably
missing. We use traditional designs that are hand built
using '
Point to point' wiring without printed circuit boards.

Stereo 20 EL84 15watts integrated

£649.95

Stereo 40 EL34 37watts integrated

£899.95

LA 3

Triode Line Level pre amp

£649.95

MB 25

30013 Mono blocks ( pr)

£1999.95

Features include: All Triode front end. Hand built & wired. ' Point to Point'
wiring. Tape monitor circuit. ALPS Volume control. No printed circuit
board. All gold plated terminals. Audiophile components. 4 & 8ohm
speaker matching. Stainless steel & 6/10mm alloy plate construction.
Attractive stainless steel & Plexiglas cage included. Stunning looks.
Upgrade options. Superb smooth valve sound quality.

Real
hi-fi

Part Exchange your old equipment. Ask for details.

We are pleased to announce that we are now distributors
for the superb AH! NJOE TJOEB (new tube) CD players.
These feature a valve output stage and ' Upsampfing' All four
models are in stock. You will be amazed what it can do for your CD
collection. Without harshness Neville Roberts Hi Fi World.
Njoe
Njoe
Njoe
Njoe

Tjoeb
Tjoeb
Tjoeb
Tjoeb

Super Crystal', Digital Transformer
Super plus more options
Ultra plus Burr Brown op amps
Reference plus 24bit 192khz Upsampler

£399.95
£469.95
£619.95
£799.95

Order now by phone or ask for our illustrated leaflet.
Try for 30 days, full refund if not delighted
Demonstrations by appointment. Dealer inquiries welcome
Phone 07787 158791. Email sales@iconaudio.co.uK
;cow_ colu.dia- 351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA
Visa and MasterCard accepted

CE marked

Audio Analcgue, Beauhom, Berz Micro,
Clearaudio, Diapason, EAR/Yoshino, Final,
ro, Monrio, Nordost, Nottingham Analogue,
'Opera, Pathos Acoustics, Rogue Audio,
Transfiguration, SME, Shun Mcx)k.,
Jnison Research
Demonstrations by appointment

Alternative
AUDIO
t: 01984 624242
Brompton Ralph, Taunton, Somerset

*Including UK delivery and 12 months guarantee including valves.
«.-\/
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HIGH END AUDIO
BOUGHT/SOLD
EXCHANGED
SALE

LIST

NEW IN THIS MONTH
PROCEED COD CD TRANSPORT & DAP DAC DIG1 VOLUME,
SAME MECHANISM AS LEVINSON No39 ALSO HDCD
REALLY NICE PACKAGE

£2,495

Sill £4,390

S

WADIA 789 CD TRANSPORT & DAC WITH WADIA 10
OPTICAL INTERFACE, THIS IS SUPERB & ABARGAIN £7,503 EA) £27.000
NAIM CDS 2CD PLAYER & ON SUPPLY
WOULD YOU BELIEVE ONLY 1WEEK OLD
£4,995 S/H £6,492
MARK LEVINSON No36 DAC BAL ETC
£1,695 S/H £4,600
NAIM 102 PREAMP WITH HICAP 1WEEK OLD
£1,495 SM £2,109
NAIM 250 POWER AMP 1WEEK OLD
£1.495 SM £2,250
KRELL (SA 100 MK2 POWER AMP (PROPER AMP) £1,695 SM £3,650
BOW NAUTILUS 803 SPEAKERS IN CHERRYWOOD
ONLY 1WEEK OLD
£2,995 S/H £,500
MARTIN LOGRO GUEST ELECTROSTATIC HYBRID SPEAKERS
OAK TRIM
£2,295 S/11 £4,998
WADIA 6CD PLAYER DIGI VOLUME ETC
£1.995 S/H £4,000
PROAC RESPONSE 38 SPEAKERS BLACK
£2,500 E/D £,990
PROAC FUTURE ONE SPEAKERS BLACK
£3.250 E/D £5,875
ACCUPHASE DP9O/DP91 TRANSPORT & DAC STUNNING CD PLAYER
ASTEREOPHILE AREFERENCE DIGI VOLUME ETC £5.500 5/H 00.000?
ORACLE CD PLAYER LATEST VERSION WITH NEW TYPE
POWER SUPPLY. STUNNING PIECE OF KIT
£5,500 S/H £12,369
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAX 2, YOU CAN UPGRADE THIS
TO THE A.S DISCREET FOR f1,000 (WORTH DOING) £995 SM £2,200
NAKAMICHI DRAGON 3HEAD AUTO REVERSE
CASSETTE DECK, ACLASSIC NOW
£995 SM £2.500
CARY 805C TRIODE VALVE MONO AMPS
£4.500 SM £8,995
AUDIO RESEARCH CASO INTEGRATED VALVE AMP.
JUST BEEN SERVICED & RE VALVED
£2.200 S/F1 £3.945
JADIS JARO VALVE MONO AMPS LATEST £3,700 S/H £9.580
GAMMA AEON 211 VALVE TRIODE MONO AMPS £1,995 SM £6.995
VTL IT85 VALVE INTEGRATED AMP R/C
£1,395 E/D f2.400
£1.220
NAIM NAP 180 POWER AMP
£650
GENESIS 5MK2 SPEAKERS COMES WITH ROWLAND
FVC BASS AMP ROSEWOOD
£5.500 SM £15,500
EGGLESTONE WORKS ANDRA SPEAKERS IN PIANO BLACK
STEREOPHILE 'A" CLASS SPEAKERS OF THE YEAR £.500 S/H £13,800
AVALON ACCENT II SPEAKERS IN BURR ASH WITH
SEPERATE CROSSOVERS ( EXCELLENT) £4,995 S/H £ 4.800
SPENDOR ELIO SPEAKERS CHEERYWOOD £1,795 SM £3.475
MATISSE REFERENCE 2BOX VALVE PREAMP MK2
INC PHONO, ELECTRIC BLUE "K001.." £1,495 S/H £3.500
SNELL 03 SPEAKERS WALNUT
£2.500 S/11 £5.950
APOGEE MINI GRAND SPEAKERS INC SUBS
DAX CROSSOVER
£2.500 S/H £5.890
MARTIN BASTON REBUILT & MODIFIED GARRARD 301
TURNTABLE MENTOR REFERENCE ARM
£500 Szli £1,200.
STAX LAMBDA PRO HEADPHONES £200 S/H
£370
DUNLAVY SC IV SPEAKERS IN LT OAK
£3,500 E/D £8,500
KEF REFERENCE 32 SPEAKERS IN EXOTIC
ALBHINO BURR FINISH 10 MONTHS OLD
£1.495 SM £2,750
PRIMARE T20 ROS TUNER
£350 S/H
£600
AUDIO RESEARCH LS2B MK2 PREAMP
£1.595 S/H £3,400
DENSEN BEAT 100 MK3 INTEGRATED AMP INC PHONO
£900
£395 S/H
KRELL FPB 200C POWER AMP CAST LATEST
£5,995 SM £8.750
KRELL FP8 300 POWER AMP BALANCED
f5,995 S/H £9.450
ATC SCM 70 25TH ANNIVERSARY ACTIVE SPEAKERS
£6,500 S/H £12.495
PROAC FUTURE • 5SPEAKERS MAPLE
£2.500 E/D £.500
AUDIO RESEARCH LS3B BLACK 8. R/C
£1,795 S/H £.125
CONRAD JOHNSON DR1 CD TRANSPORT & CJ DA2:3 DAC
VALVE VARIABLE OUTPUT, EXCELLENT £,995
£3,800
AUDIO PHYSICS TEMPO 2SPEAKERS CHERRYWOOD £995
£2.503
MERIDIAN 207 PREAMP CD PLAYER
£ 95
£1,050
JADIS JA30 VALVE MONO AMPS MK2
£2.500
£,760
MERIDIAN M100 ACTIVE SPEAKERS BLACK STILL GREAT £1.295
0,500
MISSION 754 SPEAKERS PRIMAVERA FINISH £595
£1,3913
NAIM 135 MONO AMPS
£1,995
£3.152
PROAC FUTURE 1SPEAKERS WALNUT
£3,500
£5.800
LUMLEY 120 REFERENCE VALVE MONO AMPS,
TRIODE SWITCHABLE. CHOICE BLACK OR CHROME FINISH.
BARGAIN
£1,295 UD £3.500
CARY 805/211 SIGNATURE MONO TRIODE POWER AMPS
BALANCED VERY RARE
£6,995 SH £12,000
CELLO PALETTE ( LATE MODEL) & MASTER SUPPLY £7,995 SH £29.000
CELLO AUDIO SUITE PRE AMP VARIOUS MODULES &
MASTER SUPPLY (LATE MODEL)
£8.995 SH £23,000
CELLO PERFORMANCE 2REFERENCE MONO POWER AMPS £9.995 NEW £27.500
CELLO STRADIVARI MASTER LOUDSPEAKERS
CHOICE OF AFRICAN MAHOGANY OR PIANO BLACK £10.995 ED £35.000
FORSELL AIR FORCE ONE REFERENCE TURNTABLE & ARM
MKIII COMPLETE WITH FLYWHEEL ( WORLD REFERENCE) £7.995 ED 20.000
£
LEVINSON ML11 POWER AMP
£995 SH £2.700
LEVINSON ML12A PRE AMP WITH SUPPLY MM/MC £995 SH £2,700
AUDIO SYNTHESIS PASSION 8M MULTI INPUT HIC PRE AMP £ 95 SH £1,695
ELECTOCOMPANIET ANNIVERSARY LTD
POWER AMP (BARGAIN)
£995 SH £3,000
GOLDMUND MINIM'S 3POWER AMP (EXCELLENT) £1.695 SH £,150
ARAGON 24K IFS PRE AMP & SUPPLY INCLUDING PHONO
f695 SH £,650
ARAGON 4004 POWER AMP (NICE COMBO) £695 SH £1,795
ROBERTSON 4010 POWER AMP
£495 SH £995
VARIOUS CELLO MODULES ALL NEW
PLEASE PHONE
SOTA COSMOS TURNTABLE VACUUM HOLD DOWN
ATC 10 LOUDSPEAKERS & STANDS BLACK
£595 SH £1.300
WHARFDALE OPTION ONE ACTIVE LOUDSPEAKERS
VERY GOOD
£1.295 SH £6.000
CONVERGENT AUDIO TECHNOLOGY CAT SL1 MKIII
VALVE PRE AMP
£2.995 ED £6,250
AUDIO RESEARCH LS1 PRE AMP
£795 SH £1,797
MICHEL ISO HERA PHONO STAGE
£350 SH
£600
MICHEL ARGO LINE PRE AMP & SUPPLY
£350 SH
f886
GRADO SIGNATURE TONEARM VERY RARE
£695 NEW £1,795
PINK TRIANGLE ORDINAL DAC 1307 CHIP
£495 SH
£950
ARCAM BLACK BOX DAC5
£195 SH
£450
WANTED QUALITY AUDIO EQUIPMENT BEST PRICES PAID

LOCATED IN WELWYN - HERTS
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

HICA11/1 «

NOW

AUDIONOTE MEISHU LINE INT AMP NEW
2750
AVI LAB SERIES INTERGRATED AMP 200
WPC NEW STUNNING
1399
ALPHASON AKROS 2SPEAKER STANDS BOXED
60
30
AUDIONOTE QUEST MONO AMPS NEW
2750
AUDIOLAB 8000C/8000 P PRE/POWER/BOXED
600
AUDIONOTE OTO INT AMP LINE LEVEL AS NEW
999
850
LYRA HELIKON SL MC CARTRIDGE NEW
1249
EAR HEADPHONE AMP HP4 AS NEW
1749
1500
AV1 S2000 MM MONOBLOCKS SEALED BOX
1399
1195
BLACK RHODIUM REQUIEM I IMETRE PAIR NEW
1247
950
BLACK RHODIUM REQUIEM 2 1METRE PAIR NEW
1747
1350
BLACK RHODIIUM ORATORIO 1METRE PAIR NEW
547
450
AUDIONOTE P4 MONOBLOCKS
4250
3700
AVI S2000MC REFERENCE 24/96 CD PLAYER
999
895
BLACK RHOIUM ORATORIO 1METRE DIGITAL NEW
497
400
MYRYAD MA 240 POWER AMP AS NEW
999
850
AUDUSA EUPEN POWER CABLES FULL RANGE
POA
EAR V20 INTERGRATED CLASS A 6MONTHS OLD
2798
2195
NAIM INTRO LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK/BOXED
395
AUDIONOTE OTO PHONO INT AMP 1MONTH OLD
1300
1100
AUDIONOTE DAC 2.1X 24/96
1149
1025
ELAC CINEMA 2ESP SPEAKES+SUB
499
EAR 8L6 INTRERGRATED/PRE/MAIN AMP NEW
2298
EAR 834P CHROME DELUXE MM/MC PHONO AS NEW
788
695
EAR 834P MM/MC PHONOSTAGE
558
450
EAR MC3 MC TRANSFORMER AS NEW
678
595
EAR 834 INT AMP BOXED 3MONTHS OLD
2198
1875
HEYBROOK QUARTET ROSEWOOD FINISH
595
225
AUDIONOTE AZ TWO LOUDSPEAKERS 93 DB MINT
599
500
LAT SS800 SPEAKER CABLE 5MTR NEW
206
175
LAT 8WAY DISTRIBUTION BLOCK 3FT NEW
232
199
LAT AC2 6WAY DISTRIBUTION BLOCK 3FT NEW
201
175
LAT AC2 POWER CABLE .9METRE
81
72
105
90
LAT IC100 MK2 1METRE BOXED NEW
'BLACK RHODIUM SUPER MAINS 8
DISTRIBUTION BLOCK NEW
299
250
AUDIONOTE ZERO TRANSPORT/DAC
1048
925
SME 20/2 TURNTABLE NEW
3112
3112
MYRYAD MI 240 INT AMP 2X120 WPC 1MONTH OLD
1499
1300
MYRYAD MA 500 5CHANNEL AMP 5X100WPC
1699 PHONE
EXSPOSURE XVII AMP BOXED MM PHONO STAGE
1000
350
LYRA LYDIAN BETA MC CARTRIDGE NOT USED
599
525
EAR 890 POWER AMP 70 WPC CLASS A NEW
2548
AUDIONOTE ANS3 MC STEP UP TRANSFORMER NEW
1299
MICHELL LARGE PSU NEW
399
399
POWERBLOCK 1000 MAINS CONDITIONER NEW
450
395
MICHELL GYRO SE/RB300 ARM SEALED BOX
1017
925
MICHELL ORCA PRE AMP
1251
1095
MYRYAD MT 100 FM TUNER NEW
599.95
AUDIONOTE AN CDT THREE TRANSPORT NEW
3500
AUDIONOTE DAC 4.1X NEW
4950
AUDIONOTE P2 PP POWER AMP AS NEW
999
850
VDH INTERGRATION .8METRE NEW
240
160
AUDIONOTE AN CD 2.1X INT CD PLAYER AS NEW
999
895
VDH INTERGRATION .6METRE NEW
220
140
PSB ALPHA 6ACTIVE SUBWOOFER AS NEW
500
250
ELAC CL 3301 JET INC STANDS NEW
2499
RUARK CLIO CHERRY FINISH BOXED
900
525
MICHELL ORBE SME BOARD SEALED BOX
2095
1895
RUARK PROLOUGE CHERRY BOXED
995
550
ELAC 201 CENTRE SPEAKER VARIOUS FINISHES
279
STAX SRS 4040 SYSTEM SIGNITURE 2 MINT
1195
995
ELAC 555 CENTRE 3WAY CENTR SPK CHERRY FINISH
599
EAR 899 INT/PRE AMP 70 WPC CLASS A NEW
2698
2400
AVI BIGGATRONS CHERRY NEW
599
450
NAIM 32.5 PRE M/C PHONO
295
TRICHORD DINO PSU NEW
299
SONICLINK AST200 BI WIRE SPK CABLE NEW
10
8
SONICLINK THE BASE IMETRE PAIR
INTERCONNECT NEW
2513
TRICHORD ORCA PRE/ LARGE PSU MINT
1650
1450
SONICLINK 8WAY DISTRIBUTION BLOCK
2METRE CABLE NEW
299
250
SONICLINK SIMPLICITY 1METRE PAIR
INTERCONNECT NEW
35
18
SONICLINK VIOLET INTERCONNECT (OFF THE REEL) 15 PER METRE
STAX SRS 2020 MK2 EARSPEAKERS MINT
449
375
AUDIONOTE M5 LINE LEVEL PRE AMP MINT
4650
4100
TRICORD RESEARCH DELPHINI MK2
PHONO+ LARGE PSU NEW
995
900
SUMIKO PEARL MM CARTRIDGE NEW
79
SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL MC NEW
279
249
AUDIONOTE ANVX 1METRE PAIR NEVER USED
574
495
TALK ELECTRONIC THUNDER 1CD PLAYER
TARGET MX100 SPEAKER STANDS PIANO BLACK
EAR PARAVICINI M100 MONO BLOCKS (AMAZING)
19995
VDH THE SECOND .8MTR NEW
230
150
TRICHORD REASEARCH 500 POWERBLOCK
299
275
EAR 324 TRANSISTOR PREAMP NEW
1880
QED FULL RANGE
POA
STAX SR 007+SRM007 EARSPEAKERS NEW
2995
2700
SOUND ORGANISATION FULL RANGE
POA
MYRYAD MD 600 CD PLAYER AS NEW
1299
1050
AUDIONOTE ANCD 3.1X CD PLAYER NEW
1499
VDH THE SOURCE HB 08 METRE NEW
65
57.5

AGENTS FOR

EAR,TRICHORD, AUDIONOTE, MICHELL, MYRYAD, AVI, STAX, LAT,
VDH, ELAC, RUARK, SME, BLACK RHODIUM, LYRA, SUMIKO, QED
CASH WAITING FOR THE FOLLOWING BRANDS
NAIM,MERIDIAN.AUDIOLAB.KRELL,WADIA.SONUS FABER,
MARTIN LOGAN. MARK LEVINSON. COPLAND.OUAD

VISA Switch - Mastercard
For further details
Tel: 01726 74474 Fax: 01726 70774
E-mail: HICAM1@FREENETNAME.CO.UK

10.00am - 7.00pm MON - SAT 10.00am - 1.00pm SUN

Website: HICAM.CO.UK

\IL

202, Findon Road, Worthing, BN14 OEJ
Pre-owned equipment available
with guarantee
Export facilities available
Visit our Web Page wwwhifi-stereacom
Main dealer for
Orchid Speakers Reference products
THE MARK LEVINSON LISTENING
LOUNGE NOW OPEN
SPEAKERS
Thiel SCS 2Speakers (Walnut Finish)
(Brand New) Normal Price £2395
£1595
Mission 782 (Stand Mount Model)
(Black Ash) Just Reduced From £250
£150
Tannoy Kingdom 120 Demo speakers
£3495
Pro-ac studio 1speakers mk 2
£395
Audio Physics tempo speaker
£995
Revel Ultima sub 15 with LEI sub amp
POA
Alta Symphony floor standing speakers
£99
Thiel 1.5 Speakers
£995
Pro Ac studio towers (atc drive) speakers
£995
Orchid PLLI Speakers xdemo
£3995
PE-AMPS
Exposure 11 512 Pre Amp 8Power Supply
Just Reduced from £ 00
£650
Nakamichi CA- 7E Pre Amp Cost New £2550
£1295
loft Pre Amp (fully balanced)
£595
Adcom DIP 450 Tuner/Pre-Amp
£350
Oakley Image 6High-end Valve Pre Amp
(similar to Conrad Johnson)
£295
Naim Nac 42.5 Pre-Amp
£150
Exposure 21 Pre-Amp (Remote) (Ex Stock)
£750
Just Reduced From £890
Music Fidelity MVT pre amp
£395
Mark Levinson ML 380s Pre amp
£P0A
Mark Levinson MI 26 Pre amp and power supply £1295
AMPLIFIERS
Krell (ST 100 Power Amp
£1695
Nakamichi PA 5Stasis Power Amp
Cost New £ 1150
£695
Adcom OEA 5300 Power Amp
£350
Naim audio NAP 90 power amp
£395
Mark Levinson 436 Mono amps
£P0A
Audionote Neiro Mono Amps
£7500
Audionote P3 Power Amp
£995
Nakamichi CA- 7E Pre and 2x PAS Stabs
Stereo Power Amps (bi-amp system)
£2500
Ion Obelisk 3X int. amp with Xpak PSU
£395
AVI 2000MI integrated amp
£750
Arcam nota one integrated amp (pro logic)
£595
Audio Lab 80000 inter amp
£225
CD PLAYERS a TRANSPORTS
Marantz CD 72 mk2 SE CD Player (mint)
£295
Marantz CD 16
£600
Pioneer P091 reference CD player
£250
Trichord Genesis CD player
£250
Mark Levinson No 37 CD transport
£P0A
DACS
Sonic Frontiers SFD1 Digital Processor
£895
Mark Levinson 360S Dac
£P0A
California Audio Lab Sigma 2tube duc Mint and boxed £595
Meridian 203 Dac
£175
MISCELLANEOUS
Cluadrasphire 04 Oak wall Shelf
£120
Synergistic Research Coax Resolution
Reference digital (with active shielding)
£250
Sfax SR007 omega ref
(SR117 head phone & SRM0071 dual triode)
Normal Retail £2995
£1750
Shun Mook Record Clamp Normal Retail £ 1660
£995
Audio Note ANS7 MC Transformer
with Phono Stage
£8495
Audio Note ikondo KSL-AC2 mains cable
(new and boxed)
£650
Audionote (kondo) 3mtr pair SPZ speaker cable
£2500
Audio Note (kondo) ks1I-LP Silver lita
interconnect 1mtr pair
£995
Audio Synthesis DAD Decade variable output
£1795
Revox 6160 Tuner
£395
Audio Research BLI balanced converter
(single ended to balanced)
£295
Luxman K331 W Double Cassette Deck
£150
Pioneer CT S830S cassette deck
£125
Nakamichi Dragon Cassette Deck
(fully serviced with three new heads
£1200
TURNTABLES, CARTRIDGES & TONEARMS
Eminent Technology air bearing arm with
magnisium wand c/w pump
£1695
Verdier Ebony Wood arm board Normal Reta £800
£425
Helius Silver Wired Tonearm
£545
Ortofon Jubilee Cartridge
£995
WE NOW OFFER 0% FINANCE* (* subject to status)

Open Mon-Sun 10am - 8pm

01438 714038
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Heatherdale
Oaudio limited

PLEASE PHONE TO ARRANGE AN AUDITION
MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL
WE ACCEPT SWITCH • MASTERCARD • VISADINERS
CLUB • AMERICAN EXPRESS

Tel: 01903 872288 or
Evenings 07860 660001

VISA

Fax: 01903 872234
Email: heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com

>cartridges

Second hand

dnm

•

WILMSLOW AUDIO

goldring

Loudspeaker specialists for almost 40 years

ortofon

lyra

>cables

Peerless, Morel etc, for use in AR, Gale, Heybrook, IMF, KEF, Mission,

audioquest

ProAc, Rogers, TDL plus many others.
• Comprehensive stock of components, capacitors
UK's largest supplier of kit loudspeakers - all on demonstration.

•

New range of Visaton Home Cinema kits.

in Eucalyptus veneer. Perfect condition.,

dnm

Complete with Something Solid XF stands

van den hut

soundstyle
stands unique
>hardware

INCLUDING SUNDAYS

atc

TRADE IN YOUR OLD MOVING COIL CARTRIDGE & SAVE UP TO 60% OFF THE RRP.

et"

NORDOST
ORTOFON

CLEAR AUDIO

ARGENTO AUDIO

AUDIO TECHNICA
GOLDRING
SUMIKO

HADCOCK
WIIMIEffen
ASH DESIGN

MISIMIEM SON Y
BIZZEMII
MICHELL
DENON
H
CLEAR AUDIO
mums= CASASSE

TRANSFIGURATION
LONDON (DECCA)
GRADO
ROKSAN
VAN DEN HUL
ORTOFON
RESON
CLEAR AUDIO
KOETSU

OPTIMUM
WEISZZIM SONY
SHUN MODE
APOLLO
STAX
EPOS
SOUND STYLE
SENNHEISER
MIEEM
SOUND
SONY
SONY
MZIZIECIa
ORGANISATION
AKG
DENON
DENON
ALPHASON
GRADO
HALCRO
Mriliffl Auoio TECHNICA
SONY
MOTH

MEZZIMil 9reNSPARENT
SOUTHER

BLACK RHODIUM

EZEEIZI
W
PIONEER
TEAC

DENON
PHONO STAGES
REEK
MOTH

TASCAM
SONY
PANASONIC

GAMUT
ALOIA
EAR

TEL: 01283 702875 9.am.9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

THE

QUAD
SPECIALIST
SPARES & REPAIRS

Replacement panels for ESL 57, ESL 63 and LE 1
Refurbished Quad speakers, amplifiers and tuner
Restoration of ElectroStatic Loudspeakers
Contact us for our free catalogue

Quad Musikwiedergabe GmbH
Rheinstr. 30, 58069 Koblenz, Germany
Tel: +49-261-38824 • Fax: +49-261-38172
e-mail: quad.ger@t-online.de

audio
THE NAIM AUDIO SPECIALISTS
We buy and sell top condition, second user, ex- demo and new naim
equipment and associated brands.
From individual components through to full systems, tom tom audio is your
cost effective key to naim audio with complete peace of mind.
We offer full demonstration facilities and home trials plus considered
help and advice.
Cash waiting, plus all products are tested and carry a full,
no quibble 12 month money back guarantee.
WE COLLECT AND DELIVER
CALL 07971 202742 ANYTIME
tunes@tomtomaudio.com

harbeth
in focus
lexicon
michell
naim
primare
sme

CAT

MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, DE65 6G0

LE 1

densen

TOM EVANS

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE 8, AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING. ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW & BOXED WITH FULL U.K GUARANTEES. NO EX•DEM OR EX- DISPLAY GOODS. NO GREY IMPORTS.
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL. SORRY. NO GENERAL CATALOGUES.
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS, BROCHURES OR PRICES.
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trichord

cherry
Unmarked,

boxed, S/H ( E1400)

stax

9am-9pm

HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIONWIDE DELIVERY

veneer.

£795

>stands

Tel: 01283 702875

SALE NOW ON!

loudspeakers.
American

grado

something solid

IAN HARRISON HIFI

Jamo Concert Eight

'head phones

sound org'n

The
Lino

S/H ( f1665)

trichord

50 Main Street, Broughton Astley, Leicester LE9 6RD
Tel 01455 286603 Fax: 01455 286605
Website: www.wilmslow-audio.co.uk

pictured).

speakers are boxed.

qed

WILMSLOW Al JDIO

VAN DEN HUL

(as

nordost

Phone today for your FREE catalogue or check out our Website.

=girali
DENON
SHURE

Harbeth Compact Seven ES loudspeakers

chord company

(Ansar, SCR & Hovland), QED cable, damping and grille materials.
•

ex dem deals

sumiko

Range of replacement drive units from Seas, Visaton, Vifa-Scanspeak,

Lexicon

M(12 processor. Perfect, boxed, ex

demonsstiation,

so

fully

warranted

(D3000)

£5500

ex demo Nordost cables
x 2M pair SPAA loudspeaker cables
1 x 3m

pair SPAA cables

bi-amp (L.2.500) £1350

bi-wire ( boxed) ( E2R70) £l775

x im pair Valhalla phono interconnect ( E7_195)

r t.•'"•

•

‘,

signals

l
ee

•J'"-,

hi-fi for grown-ups

ipswi ch ( o 14 7 3 )
fax
0 14 7
signals
b
W

W

W

.

ei600

x1m pa:- Valhalla balanced interconnect (L17_25) £1620

6 5 5 17 1

6 5 51 72
email:enq@signals uk.com
Ideshiam
ipswich
suffolk
IPto oDY
signals.uk
c o
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definitive audio
Peddlers of fine wares, including:
Record players: SME models 10, 20 and 30; Kuzma Stabi, Stabi Rsference.
Nottingham Analogue Interspace, Space Deck. Hyperspace and Dais:
Michell Orbe; VPI AriesScout: Avid Volvere, Sequel and Act.tus.
Arms: Rega 300/600/900, SME Series IV and V; Kuzma Stogi; Triplanar.
Cartridges: VanDenHul Grasshopper and Colibri; Kuzma KC Ref; EMT:
Reson Reca and Elite; Cartridge Man Musicmaker; Benz-Micro .ncluding
Ruby Open Air; Kondo lo J.
Amplifiers. - Border Patrol; Canary: Sugden; Art Audio; Monarchy;
Western Electric; Icon; Tom Evans Audio Designs; SJS_
CD Players: Wadia; Sugden: Primare; Resolution
Louspeakers: Living Voice; Vitavox; Lowther
Cables and Tables by Living Voice.

Sale

Sale of Part Exchange and Ex-dem Items
Dynaudio Confidence 3. Rosewood, perfect, boxed. giveaway.
Horning Agathon - 98dB 2way horn, mahogany
Mirage 890i - fne condition - give away.
Art Audio Symphony ( full cnrome) 300 BSE 10 w. int.
Art Audio Viny' 1mm phono stage. Chrome
Art Audio VP1 line pre. Chrome
Tube Technology MAC mm and mc phono - as new
Audio Innovations L2 lire pre
Alchemist Forsetti ADP 15A integrated amp - remote control.
Alchemist Forsetti ADP 20A stereo power amp.
AudioNote Soro Phono integrated. Serviced, new valves
Cary 2A3, 8watt stereo with Cary pre amp. New valves.
Unison Research Feather One line pre-amp.
Mark Levinson 334 Power amp. April '02 boxed perfect
Audio Research LS2 Bline pre
Pro Ac Tablette cherry
Kinshaw Perception 2box pre-amp - Give Away
Voyd standard black - perfect - collectable joy.
Ortofon Rohman - June 02 < 10hrs use
Origin Live Silver 250 "
Tel: 0115 973 3222
Internet: www.definitiveaudio.co.uk

New

£2750
£1500
£200
£2250
£1000
£1000
£900
£350
£700
£700

£4800
£ 3400

£700
£500
£800
£4000
£1250
£300
£100
£1500
£600
£500

£ 1900

£4000
£ 1550
£2000
£ 1400
£ 750
£ 1400
£ 1400

£ 1400
£6000

£ 1000
£ 600

Fax: 0115 973 3666
email: shout@definitiveaudio.co.uk
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S ) & a9e
Chelmsfor ,

E

01376 521132
07802 483698
E-MAIL: soundstage@netlineuk.net
www.sound-stage.co.uk
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

the AUDIO VISUAL Lounge

ssex

seeing and hearing is believing.

PREVIOUSLY OWNED EQUIPMENT
ARCAM ALPHA 9AMP BOXED AND IMMACULATE 2YEARS OLD
£329
ARCAM ALPHA 7TUNER BOXED AND IMMACULATE- 2YEARS OLD
£ 179
AUDIO INNOVATIONS SERIES 1000 MKII MONOS
£995
AUDIOLAB 8000A-GREYPHONO
£199
DEFINITIVE TECHNOLOGY PRO TOWER 400 ( INCL TWIN ACTIVE SUBS-£2350 NEW)... £ 1195
DENON AVP-Al GOLD BOXED AND IMMACULATE (£3000 NEW)
£995
KRELL KSAI00 POWER AMP LOVELY CONDITION
£ 1495
!.INN NUMERIK DAC 20 BIT NON SMPS VGC
£399
LINN ISOBARIKS DMS WALNUT LOVELY CONDMON BUYER COLLECTS
£595
1.INN KARIK/111 CD PLAYER ( UPGRADED KARIK I) VERY GOOD CONDMON
£895
MARANTZ DV4200 DVD PLAYER BLACK SEALED BOX NEW
£299
MICROMEGA DVD PREMIUM- MULTI REGION
£595
MICROMEGA STAGE 5IMMACULATE AND BOXED
£429
MICROMEGA DRIVE 3/DAC BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£995
MONITOR AUDIO SILVER 9i CHERRY BOXED AND SUPERB
£595
MONITOR AUDIO MA 1800 REFERENCE GOLD LOUDSPEAKERS- BOXED
£59S
MUSE MODEL 3PRE- AMP REMOTE BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£995
MUSICAL FIDELITY HTP/HT600 AV SILVER 5MONTHS OLD AS NEW ( WERE f4K)
£2995
MUSICAL FIDELITY T1 FM ONLY TUNER BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£ 199
MUSICAL FIDELITY A220 INT AMP PIANO BLACK BOXED AND SUPERB
£499
NAIM NAC 82 GREEN FRONT INC NAPSC 3YEARS OLD SUPERB CONDITION £ 1695
NAIM NAPI40 OLD STYLE BOXED SUPERB CONDITION
£399
NAIM NAP180 SUPERB CONDMON ETC
£695
NAM HI-CAP-OLD STYLE- BLACK CASE
£429
NAIM NAC 92 PRE AMP BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£ 279
NAIM NAIT3/PRE OUT MODIFICATION BOXED AND IMMACULATE(1999 MODEL)
f399
NAIM IXO 2- WAY ACTIVE X-OVER WITH VARIABLE FREQUENCY
£299
NAIM NAP90/3 BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£329
NAIM NA CD- X CD PLAYER 3YRS OLD SUPERB
£ 1795
NAKAMICHI OMS5E/II CD PLAYER- WAS £ 1500 NEW- LOVELY CONDMON
£399
NAKAMICHI CASSETTE DECK 2
£179
PIONEER DV- 7I7 MULTI REGION DVD PLAYER-GOLD
£299
PRO-AC TABLETTE 50 CHERRY- IMMACULATE
£ 395
PROCEED PCD SERIES 3CD PLAYER (£3500 NEW)
£ 1695
QUAD FM4 GREY PHONOGOOD CONDMON SLIGHT MARKS
£229
REGA PLANAR 3/RB200/REGA SUPER BIAS
£ 179
RUARK EPILOGUE YEW
£229
RUARK CL20 BEECH VERY GOOD CONDMON
£895
META CHROMA DAC BLACK IMMACULATE
£595
VIENNA ACOUSTICS MOZART BEECH WOOD GOOD CONDITION BOXED
£995
PROFESSIONAL RECORD CLEANING SERVICE- KEITH MONKS MACHINE PLEASE RING FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND PRICES.
THREE MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL ITEMS

Specialist in audio and
entertainment systems
the world's best
manufacturer's

STOCKISTS OF
AVID
HARMON KARDON
MONITOR AUDIO
NAD
ORTOFON
visual
PRO AC
from
PROJECT
ROKSAN
SME
VIENNA ACOUSTICS
AND MANY MORE
PLEASE CALL FOR DETAILS

Musical Fidelity Tri Vista -full range in Stock

E:tony@avlounge.com T: 0207 4863333 F: 0207 4863333
A:unit 101 Smithfields Market, London, EC3 6YT, UK

www.sound-stage.co.uk

Sounds Perfection

44/

SPECIALIST IN ANALOGUE AND DIGITAL
WE STOCK: J.M.LABS * LEXICON * PARASOUND * PRIMARE * PROJECT * TRIANGLE
REL SUB WOOFERS * VIENNA ACOUSTICS * AVID * PROJECT * SME * ROKSAN STRAIGHT WIRE * MICHELL
ACOUSTIC DESIGN AUDIONOTE * MONITOR AUDIO * BOSTON * SUGDEN * AUDIO ANALOGUE GRAFF * NAD
*PHILOSOPHY CABLES * MUSICAL FIDELITY * SPEAKERCIRAFT
PLUS MANY OTHER TOP BRANDS
NORDOST VALHALLA CABLES * PROJECT CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE * AVID TURNTABLES * PHILOSOPHY CABLE RANGE
J.M. LABS MEZZO UTOPIA'S EX-DEMO, BOXED ONLY

£5295

AVID ACUTUS TURNTABLE / GOLD PLATED SME ARM
SILVER WIRED / AUDIONOTE AN-Vx ARM CABLE BOXED
LEXICON MC 1PROCESSOR MINT

BOXED

AUDIONOTE PI SE POWER AMP BOXED
HEYBROOK REFERENCE SERIES PRE / POWER AMP

£4895

ROGERS E20 VALVE AMP MINT

ONLY

ONLY

£695
£649
£620

£3225

GENESIS DIGITAL LENS

LEXICON MC 1PROCESSOR MINT BOXED

£2995

ELEMENTAL 2TIER REFERENCE STAND MINT

£595

PINK TRIANGLE DACAPO II CD PLAYER 2WEEKS OLD

£2500

VIENNA ACOUSTICS HADYNS NEW BOXED

ATC SIA 2 150 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER MINT BOXED

£1495

MERIDIAN 555 POWER AMP BOXED

PRIMARE A30.5 AMPLIFIER NEW BOXED

£1495

AUDIONOTE AZ3 SPEAKERS MARKED BOXED ONLY

AUDIONOTE OTO SE LINE / BORDER PATROL PSU

£1195

TRIANGLE ZEPHYRS XS BOXED

£449

AUDIO INNOVATIONS 2nd AUDIO MONOAMPS MINT

£1195

REL STRATA II BLACK BOXED ONLY

£395

VIENNA ACOUSTIC MOZART SPKS ROSENUT BOXED

£1095

CASTLE ACOUSTICS SEVERN II SPEAKERS BOXED

£575
£549
£495
£475

£395

DENSEN BEAT CD PLAYER + GIZMO REMOTE

£875

PRIMARE A 10 AMP DISPLAY ONLY

ELECTROCOMPANIET 4.6 PRE- AMP MINT BOXED

£795

TRIANGLE COMETE XS SPEAKERS MINT BOXED

PARASOUND DAC 2000 (JOHN CURL SPECIAL) ONLY

£795

MUSICAL FIDELITY E200 PRE-AMP ONLY

£ 25

BOSTON ACOUSTIC 10X SAIS SET OF 4MINT BOXED

£795

ROGERS STUDIO 3SPEAKERS

£295

£375
£335

AUDIONOTE ZERO PRE & MONOBLOCKS MINT BOX

£95

ARCAYDIS BABY 2NEW BOXED £400 NOW ONLY

£275

AUDIONOTE AN-JSPX SPEAKERS BLACK

£695

MUSICAL FIDELITY E600 24 BIT CD PLAYER BOXED

f275

ELEMENTAL AUDIO REF SPEAKER STANDS BARGAIN

£795

KINSHAW PERCEPTION DAC ONLY

£285

ELECTROCOMPANIET 4.6 PRE AMP MINT BOXED

£795

NAD 804 SPEAKERS EX COND BOXED ONLY

£225

PRIMARE V20 DVD PLAYER DEMO UNIT BOXED MINT

£759

ARISTON RD 80 TURNTABLE, EX COND. BOXED

TRIANGLE ANTAL XS SPEAKERS NEW BOXED ONLY

£729

ARCAM ALPHA 5CD PLAYER BOXED

FOR FRIENDLY SERVICE CALL NIGEL
01209 719049 MOBILE:- 07766 404869

Email :- nigel@soundsperfection.co.ukkathryn esoundsperfection.co.uk
Web :- www.soundsperfection.co.uk
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£ 195
£ 175
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Hearing is Believing

Amain

CLOW

: Castle
Ilf/.W
Classé

Copland
iLavardin
Marantz

30 years of Excellence

Primare

55 Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.

Sony
B+W Nautilus
.
.

Tel: (01) 2889449/2888477
Open: Tues - Sat 10 am to 6pm. Thur - Fri 10 am to 9pm

'Lockwood Audio
VINTAGE GEAR AND RECORDS
FOR SALE AND WANTED
Spares and repairs
See the TAMMY Cones Hotline at
www.lockwoodaudio.co.uk
Call for appointment to visit us at Ruislip on
+44(0) 20 8864 8008
or Fax +44(0) 20 8864 3064
mail: sales@lockwoodaudio.co.uk

1

To reach 18105
Hifi enthusiasts
Call Katherine on
020

8774 ono

or
e-ma I
katherine_woodepcmedia.com

CHO

KING

THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell .
you what cables will work
best i
n your system.
•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over
•60 brands, 238 cable products
•FREE of all US taxes.

$ 100

COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES
II-eTUBES
Call, write, fax or email for details and free consultation
(215) 862-4870 • fox (215) 862-4871
Visit our website at:
http://wwwiatwyre.com
email: fotwyre@fotwyre.com

THE
CABLE

compginv

121 Union Square, New Hope PA 18938 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

7
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We review KEF's aest

agship speaker, the massive 207 Reference

Tests on Meridian, Niro, Mirage, Velodyne, Lindemann and many more

Yamaha and Terratec tested, Philips DVD/SACD on test

—1V
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ken kesster
Given the nature of our

convenient than handling an LP, and maintaining atape deck is

hobby, there's never ashortage of

even more arcane apractice (head alignment, demagnetising,

material for amonthly column. It's

and so on) than such relatively simple setup details as VTA and

almost guaranteed that someone,

tracking force.

somewhere is doing something

The trouble is that every time Iallow myself to hear one of

brilliant or something stupid in any

my precious, irreplaceable, pre- Dolby, decaying- as- 1- watch

calendar month. Maybe anew toy

pre-recorded tapes, Iexperience alevel of sound quality only

has emerged, or anew craze. Or an

rarely sampled through other media. And it makes returning

old one has re-emerged. The real

to lesser formats apainful move indeed. The bad news is that

problem is that there aren't enough

decent- condition, second-hand, pre-recorded tapes are hard

pages in which to deal with it all. So it's time for acatch-all

to come by. I've managed to collect less than 150 in nearly

column, just so Idon't forget to mention some of the little

two decades.

nuggets I've been wanting to share.

The good news? The world is awash with open- reel

First and foremost is the back- to- mono craze. No, not Phil
Spector's attempts at reviving single- channel sound afew

machines from Ferrograph, Revox, Sony, Tandberg and TEAC
and countless others, all of which fetch embarrassingly low

years back, but the recent championing of mono by journalist

amounts of money. (Thank goodness this issue goes on sale

Michael Fremer, cartridge maker Grado, Classic Records, and

after the Tonbridge Audio Fair.) If you have an open- reel

awhote bunch of others. Why is this not being written off as an

machine gathering dust somewhere, get it out and switch it on.

aberration, aknee-jerk reaction against multi- channel? For one

Record agood live, off- air concert. It will rock you.

thing, there are too many people buying into it. For another,
!think that they're on to something.

Yet another matter that has concerned me of late is
headphone usage, always the first line of refuge from the

Last month, Itouched on the craze when Iwent abit ga-ga
over Lee Morgan's Candy [
Blue Note/Classic 1590], a

BWFH. (Not that I'm married to aBWFH — bless you, Betty!)
Istill have had cause to do some serious headphone listening

zoog mono LP without the ' groove guard' edge.
Maybe Ididn't convey quite how shocking was the
sound — so good that Igrabbed every visitor and
made them sit down and listen to it. Just like ' ICan't
Believe It's Not Butter', Iwas regaled with achorus of
Can't Believe it's Not Stereo'. Side- to- side imagery
just didn't matter because the sound quality was so
convincing, so real, so unbelievably life- like. ' Vivid' is
the best way to describe it.

It seems that headphone usage is
always the first line of refuge from
the BWFH. Not that I'm married to
aBWFH
bless you, Betty!

No, ! tdidn't quite apply to mono Jefferson Airplane,
but it worked as well with mono Dylan. No, Ican't say hands-

recently, partly because of an article Iwrote about headphones

down that Iprefer mono to stereo in every case where both

for aUS magazine and partly because I've been interviewing a

versions exist. (Pushing in the mono button on astereo- only

number of people for an upcoming book; all of my transcribing

recording isn't quite the same thing, in case you were

is via headphone. Like most of readers I'm sure, I've been

wonder:rig what, say, Anastacia, Nickelback or REM might

treating headphones as ' the second choice', with proper

sound like in single- channel form.) But Imust say that

speakers always to be preferred for quality listening. I've

deliberately listening to mono isn't the deviant behaviour I

regarded them as the means by which Ican enjoy music when

once suspected it to be. Take my advice: dig out some mono

the situation dictates that Imustn't disturb others.

recordings — CD or vinyl — and listen to them sans prejudice.

learn alanguage while tapes are played to you as you sleep.

one thing: Idoubt we'll see arash of reviews of single channel,

Whatever the reason, Igrew to enjoy the benefits (I've resisted

single- speaker systems.

writing, ' The headphones grew on me...'), having forgotten

Another topic that has been nagging at me of late is open-

2003

that cans completely eliminate room- related problems, or just

reel tape, especially as Nagra has announced the demise of

how much the isolation from external influences enhances the

the classic Nagra 4-S — possibly the finest open- reel machine

ability to appreciate small sonic details. With top- grade

of all time. However much certain audiophiles want to bang on

'phones — Stax, 50o- series Sennheisers, Grado's wooden-

about the superiority of vinyl, they're in for abit of ashock:

bodied reference models — it's hard to find fault with the

pre-recorded open- reel tapes can deliver even more bang for

sound quality itself, just the image positioning. The only

the buck, but with afew provisos. For openers, tapes are as

hurdle is getting past the sounds being in your head instead

fragile — if not more so — than vinyl, and they wear out just

of outside of it.

as audibiy and twice as quickly. Handling tape is even less

122 april

Maybe it's Pavlovian, maybe it's subconscious, like trying to

You'll be surprised — this Ipromise. Rest assured, however, of

t

But best of all: it drowns out the BWFH.
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NOT EVERYTHING
THAT CAN BE COUNTED
COUNTS,
AND NOT EVERYTHING
THAT COUNTS CAN BE
COUNTED
Albert Einstein

The New Mark Levinson
Product and Specifications Portfolio

3

is now available.
To obtain your free copy please contact PATH Premier
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PATH Premier
Dormer Road, Thorne Industrial Estate, Thame, Oxfordshire OX9 3UD
Tel: + 44 ( 0) 1844 219000
Email: premier@path.co.uk

Fax: + 44 (0) 1844 219099
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AUDIO RESEARCH
LS25 MKII/VT100 MKIII
PRE/POWER AMPLIFIER
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abreast of

developments while st ' ng clear of the ephemeral. Stability is needed, a touchstone, a constant upon which the enthusiast can depen.
For oïrdr-e-clarter-century, Audio Research has brought order-'to
-éhios, responding to every new format, every new layout with a
steady hand, a trained ear. a cool head - applying the wisdom gained of experience to every product bearing the company's name.
Audio Research has always conducted itself in a manner befitting manufacturers of bespoke products of a bygone age, be they handcrafted automobiles, fine timepieces or hand- stitched shoes. It will not be rushed. At any point in its history, Audio Research has
maintained a rank at the top of its field, its position held through the change of millennia with a series of products truly deserving of the
name " Reference". The Reference 2 Mk II pre- amplifier and Reference Phono, the Reference 600 Mk Ill and 300 Mk II power amplifiers this family of vacuum tube components proves that traditional values such as hand- built construction, superior parts and materials,
intelligent ergonomics and flash- free styling can be applied to the latest technologies: the best of the past with the best of the present,
to ready the listener for the future.
But Audio Research does not restrict its expertise to its flagship models. The company has always employed a "trickle down" approach,
applying the gains acquired through the development of the Reference models throughout the range. Among its latest achievements are
the C133 Cd player the LS25 Mk II pre- amplifier and VT100 Mk Ill power amplifier, products capable of reproducing sound of a calibre
unknown at their price points.
Audio Research: not a cautious choice, but a considered one.

audio research
HIGH

DEFINITION'

abaolutesounds ltd.
58 Durham Road, London SW20 OTW T: +44 ( 0)20 89 71 39 09 F: +44 ( 0)20 88 79 79 62
W: www.absolutesounds.com E intogabsolutesounds.com

